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Abstract 

Although new and advanced nuclear energy technologies (NETs) could provide reliable 
electricity and reduce carbon emissions for Department of Defense (DoD) locations, the values 
of these benefits and the NET’s characteristics, costs, and regulations are uncertain. This 
dissertation proposes a decision framework to help DoD decisionmakers determine whether an 
investment in an NET is worthwhile.  

I developed the framework based on observations from a literature review, a historical 
analysis of the Army Nuclear Power Program, a site visit to Eielson Air Force Base, and semi-
structured interviews with subject matter experts. The steps of the framework articulate why 
DoD might invest in an NET, characterize each NET of interest, and identify which DoD 
locations could viably host that NET. The steps also describe how to disclose assumptions, 
account for uncertainties, and examine risks that could impact an investment in an NET. I scoped 
the framework to focus on NETs with low power capacities that DoD implements at locations in 
the United States for the entirety of the NET’s lifespan. I demonstrate how to use the framework 
by applying it to unclassified data, which also produced key findings and recommendations for 
DoD decisionmakers.  

The framework application showed that few DoD locations have a relative average electricity 
cost greater than an NET’s levelized cost of electricity and an average power consumption 
greater than the NET’s power capacity; however, there are some cases (combinations of future 
scenarios and NETs) with numerous viable location-technology pairs. The data suggests that 
DoD should abandon the independent pursuit of microreactors with 1-5 MWe power capacity for 
DoD locations in the United States because the monetary and non-monetary costs are greater 
than the monetary and non-monetary benefits for DoD. Alternatively, implementing a 17 MWe 
NET at twenty-one viable DoD locations in the United States could be a worthwhile investment 
for DoD. Therefore, this dissertation recommends DoD decisionmakers invest in more accurate 
cost estimates of a 17 MWe NET and perform a more targeted investigation of the twenty-one 
viable DoD locations. 
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Summary 

The Department of Defense (DoD) is currently pursuing the development of two nuclear 

energy technologies: one that is stationary and one that is transportable. Although new and 

advanced nuclear energy technologies (NETs) could provide reliable electricity and reduce 

carbon emissions, the values of these benefits are uncertain. Furthermore, the NET’s 

characteristics and costs are uncertain, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has not yet 

defined its regulatory requirements. This dissertation seeks to answer the following research 

question: how can DoD determine if an investment in a nuclear energy technology for military 

installations in the United States is worthwhile? 

This dissertation proposes a decision framework to help DoD decisionmakers determine 

whether the monetary and non-monetary benefits of investing in an NET are greater than the 

monetary and non-monetary costs. The framework also describes how to disclose assumptions, 

account for uncertainties, and examine risks that could impact an investment decision. The 

outputs of the framework intend to help DoD decisionmakers from various organizations (e.g., 

Congress, DoD, military branches, DoD locations) effectively communicate why and how an 

investment in an NET may be worthwhile (or not). An alternative user could adjust the 

framework to account for different future scenarios (e.g., various federal policies on carbon 

emissions) and can re-apply the framework as information on advanced NETs matures. I 

developed the framework using multiple research methods, qualitative data, and quantitative 

data. 

A qualitative historical analysis and quantitative archival analysis of the Army Nuclear 

Power Program (ANPP), which built and operated eight microreactors from 1954-1978, 

produced the following key finding: although ANPP demonstrated it could operate NETs in 

various settings, the reactors offered no unique mission capability to DoD, and they were 

significantly more expensive than the plausible energy alternatives. This key finding highlights 

that monetary costs are important to account for when DoD can substitute technologies for one 

another. This also inspired Step 1 of the framework, where the user of the framework articulates 

benefit categories that might rationalize a DoD investment in an NET.  
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Semi-structured interviews and a site visit to Eielson Air Force Base (AFB) produced the 

following key finding: The DoD site selection process identified Eielson AFB as the candidate 

location in the Department of the Air Force to host a first-of-a-kind microreactor; however, this 

process did not show if the investment would be worthwhile. The proposed framework helps 

determine if an investment is worthwhile by comparing the average cost of electricity and 

average power demand at DoD locations with the average cost of electricity and power capacity 

of an NET, respectively.  

I applied the framework to unclassified data and information to provide example outputs of 

the framework and inform DoD decisionmakers about investing in NETs with different power 

capacities. Modeling cost estimates for microreactor designs with various power capacities 

produced the following key finding: scale of power assumptions for microreactors can have 

significant impacts on the microreactor cost estimates. When I compared NETs with various 

power capacities to all DoD locations in the United States, few DoD locations had a relative 

average electricity cost greater than a nuclear energy technology’s levelized cost of electricity 

and an average power consumption greater than the NET’s power capacity, particularly when 

compared to 1-5 megawatt electric (MWe) microreactors; however, there are some cases 

(combinations of future scenarios and NET) with numerous viable location-technology pairs. 

The framework application suggests that implementing a 17 MWe NET at twenty-one DoD 

locations in the United States (identified in Table 5.6) could be a worthwhile investment under 

Baseline scenario assumptions. 

Based on these findings, this dissertation recommends the following actions for DoD 

decisionmakers who can influence a decision to invest in NETs for DoD locations: 

• Use a systematic decision framework to determine whether the monetary and non-

monetary costs of investing in a nuclear energy technology are worth the monetary 

and non-monetary benefits. 

• Clearly identify sources and assumptions of microreactor cost estimates. 

• Abandon the independent pursuit of investing in microreactors with a power capacity 

between 1-5 MWe for DoD locations in the United States. 

• Invest in more accurate cost estimates of an NET with about 17 MWe power capacity 

and perform a more targeted investigation of the twenty-one viable DoD locations to 

host a 17 MWe NET (identified in Table 5.6)
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The Department of Defense (DoD) is the largest energy consumer in the federal 
government.1 In FY 2020, DoD spent $3.45 billion on installation energy, primarily for 
electricity. DoD requires reliable electricity to uphold national security and must adhere to 
statutes that require it to reduce carbon emissions. DoD could use an advanced nuclear energy 
technology (NET) to address these objectives because nuclear energy can provide reliable 
baseload electricity with no carbon emissions; however, advanced NETs have uncertain 
characteristics, costs, and regulations. DoD is pursuing the development of two types of NETs, 
one that is stationary and one that is transportable, with a goal of implementing them by the end 
of 2027.2 This dissertation proposes a decision framework to help DoD decisionmakers3 
determine whether an investment in an NET is worthwhile.  

This dissertation addresses the following research question: 
 

Research question: How can DoD determine if an investment in a nuclear energy technology 
for military installations in the United States is worthwhile? 

 
The term “investment” is used frequently in this dissertation and refers to devoting time, 

effort, and money to a particular undertaking (e.g., implementing NETs at DoD locations).4 The 
term “worthwhile” describes an investment when the combined benefits (monetary and non-
monetary) are greater than the combined costs (monetary and non-monetary) over the entirety of 
the investment. Determining the worthwhileness of military weapons systems that provide 
unique mission capabilities by comparing monetary costs may not be appropriate (e.g., 
hypersonic missiles vs ballistic missiles). However, because DoD can substitute alternative 
solutions to generate electricity, monetary benefits and costs are important to determine whether 
an investment is worthwhile.  

 
1 Energy has units of joules (J) and is equivalent to the total work done, or the amount of power delivered over time. 
Power has units of watts (w) and is equivalent to the amount of work done in a second. 
2 Office of Energy Assurance, “DLA Energy Request for Information - Air Force OEA: Micro Reactor Pilot 
Program” (Defense Logistics Agency Energy, 2019), https://gain.inl.gov/SiteAssets/NewsroomArticles/RFI-
MicroreactorPilotProgram.pdf. 
3 DoD decisionmakers refer to a spectrum of individuals that could impact a DoD investment in an NET: this 
includes people at various organizational levels, including the U.S. Congress, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
military branches, and individual DoD locations. See Chapter 4 for more details. 
4 Just because DoD makes an investment, the time, effort, and/or money may not be worth the benefits. 

https://gain.inl.gov/SiteAssets/NewsroomArticles/RFI-MicroreactorPilotProgram.pdf
https://gain.inl.gov/SiteAssets/NewsroomArticles/RFI-MicroreactorPilotProgram.pdf
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The decision to invest in an NET is complex because there are numerous assumptions and 
uncertainties that could interact with each other to determine if the investment is worthwhile. 
The benefits and costs of investing in an NET at least depend on the following: DoD location 
attributes (e.g., cost of electricity, average power consumption, feasibility to site an NET, etc.), 
NET attributes (e.g., levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)5, power capacity6, design readiness 
levels, inherent safety, learning rates for different generations of reactors, etc.), and external 
factors (e.g., cost of carbon emission policy and public opinion toward nuclear energy). DoD 
decisionmakers can use the framework proposed in Chapter 4 to compare the benefits and costs 
of investing in an NET to determine whether an investment would be worthwhile. 

Scope of research 
The proposed decision framework7 focuses on NETs with low power capacities implemented 

at DoD locations in the United States for the entirety of the NET’s lifespan. The framework 
focuses on DoD as a first customer of an NET. The following paragraphs describe why I scoped 
the dissertation this way. 

The framework focuses on NETs with low power capacity because the average power 
demand of DoD locations is relatively low. NETs with low power capacities include both small 
modular reactors (SMRs, less than 300 MWe) and microreactors (less than 10 MWe). This 
dissertation does not consider a situation where DoD consistently produces excess electricity to 
sell back to the grid because that is generally the role of utility companies, not the federal 
government. The framework could be adapted to include NETs with a power capacity greater 
than a DoD location’s average power demand, but the implications of those adaptations are 
outside the scope of this dissertation. 

The framework focuses on DoD locations in the United States because DoD is planning to 
site a pilot microreactor at Eielson Air Force Base (AFB) in Alaska by the end of 2027.8 
Furthermore, implementing NETs at international DoD locations may be subject to additional 
feasibility constraints based on the policies of foreign governments, geopolitics, and/or the 
performance of early generations of NET units. The framework in Chapter 4 could be adapted to 

 
5 Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is a term used to represent the price at which the operator needs to sell the 
generated electricity for the system to break even at the end of its lifetime. LCOEs are summary metrics that allow 
for easy cost comparison between different electricity generation sources. 
6 Power capacity is a term that refers to the maximum amount of electricity that a power plant can generate at any 
moment in time. Energy capacity is a term that refers to the amount of electricity that a power plant can deliver 
before requiring fuel from an external source. 
7 From here on, this dissertation refers to the proposed decision framework as “the framework”. 
8 SAF/IEE, “Eielson AFB Announced as Site for Air Force Micro-Reactor Pilot,” Energy, Installations, and 
Environment, October 15, 2021, https://www.safie.hq.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2811527/eielson-afb-
announced-as-site-for-air-force-micro-reactor-pilot/. 

https://www.safie.hq.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2811527/eielson-afb-announced-as-site-for-air-force-micro-reactor-pilot/
https://www.safie.hq.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2811527/eielson-afb-announced-as-site-for-air-force-micro-reactor-pilot/
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consider implementing NETs at international DoD locations, but the implications of those 
adaptations are outside the scope of this dissertation. 

DoD is currently pursuing two NET types: transportable microreactors, often referred to as 
mobile nuclear power plants (MNPPs), and stationary microreactors.9 The MNPP development 
effort is led by the Strategic Capabilities Office, and the stationary NET effort is led by the 
Department of the Air Force (DAF).10 Although the two efforts are expected to share insights 
with one another, they will remain independent and have no plan to combine efforts.11 The 
framework can be applied to both stationary and transportable NETs with the assumption that 
they are implemented at a DoD location for the entirety of its lifespan.12 This assumption is made 
because microreactors are more cost-effective when they have a high capacity factor, a long life-
span, and a larger power capacity; all attributes of stationary microreactors, not transportable.13 
Additionally, this dissertation focuses on stationary use cases because three RAND projects have 
already researched transportable microreactors: 

• “Assessing the Effectiveness of Future Concepts in the U.S. Air Force” used MNPPs 
as a case study to show how the future concepts framework can help aid investment 
decisions.14 RAND has not cleared this report for public release yet. 

• “Cost Benefit Analysis of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Identifying Economic Use 
Cases and Investment Pathways” explored use cases for MNPPs and compared 
MNPP costs with diesel fuel costs.15 This report is under peer review and is classified, 
making it unavailable to the public. 

• “Army Integration of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants” explored the potential 
implications of the U.S. Army using MNPPs through the DOTMLPF framework.16 
This report is under peer review and is classified, making it unavailable to the public. 

 
9 I classify MNPPs as a transportable microreactor, rather than mobile, because it requires three days to set-up and 
begin operations and seven days to shutdown and transport. This timeline means that DoD cannot use MNPPs in 
transit or immediately upon arrival, which the term “mobile” insinuates. 
10 Office of Energy Assurance, “DLA Energy Request for Information - Air Force OEA: Micro Reactor Pilot 
Program.” 
11 Office of Energy Assurance. 
12 This assumption is more aligned with stationary NETs but does not exclude transportable NETs from the 
framework. 
13 Marcus Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets” (Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), 
April 15, 2019), https://www.nei.org/resources/reports-briefs/cost-competitiveness-micro-reactors-remote-markets. 
14 Don Snyder et al., “Assessing the Effectiveness of Future Concepts in the U.S. Air Force: Application to Future 
Logistic Concepts” (RAND Project Air Force, March 2022), https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA534-
1.html. 
15 Benjamin Miller et al., “Cost Benefit Analysis of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Identifying Economic Use Cases 
and Investment Pathways” (RAND Arroyo Center, unpublished). 
16 Lisa Colabella et al., “Army Integration of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Potential Implications for Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Material, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities” (RAND Arroyo Center, October 1, 2021). 

https://www.nei.org/resources/reports-briefs/cost-competitiveness-micro-reactors-remote-markets
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA534-1.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA534-1.html
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These three RAND projects explored the costs, benefits, and implications of DoD using an 
MNPP; however, none of them determined if implementing MNPPs at DoD locations in the 
United States for the entirety of the NET’s lifespan is worthwhile or identified which DoD 
locations in the United States might be a viable host for an MNPP. The framework can help 
determine if using an MNPP at DoD locations in the United States for the entirety of their 
lifespan is worthwhile, even if that is not the intended use case of an MNPP.  

This dissertation focuses on DoD as a first customer of an NET. This means that DoD would 
need to implement first-of-a-kind (FOAK)17 reactors and other-than-first-of-a-kind (OTFOAK)18 
reactors at higher costs before it can implement nth-of-a-kind (NOAK)19 reactors at lower costs. 
Because SMRs and microreactors are smaller than traditional nuclear power plants, which have 
an average power capacity of about 1,000 MWe,20 experts estimate their electricity to cost more 
on average because of “scale of power”.21, 22 Alternatively, advocates of advanced nuclear 
reactors suggest that NETs with a smaller power capacity may be cost-competitive with other 
power generation sources by leveraging “scale of units”23, 24 and “economies of simplicity”.25, 26 

 
 The framework describes how tradeoffs between “scale of power” and “scale of units” could 

impact a DoD investment in an NET. Although the framework focuses on DoD being a first 
customer and investing in FOAK and OTFOAK units to get to NOAK units, an alternative user 

 
17 First-of-a-kind (FOAK): the first unit of a particular NET design. These will likely be more expensive than 
subsequent units. 
18 Other-than-first-of-a-kind (OTFOAK): the units between FOAK and NOAK when costs decrease because of 
manufacturing efficiencies. Data suggests that construction costs for one nuclear power plant design decreased by 
about 25% from the first unit to the twentieth unit (see Figure E.22). 
19 nth-of-kind (NOAK): the units produced after costs plateau from manufacturing efficiencies. 
20 World Nuclear Association, “Appendix 1: US Operating Nuclear Reactors,” World Nuclear Association, accessed 
June 27, 2022, https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/countries-t-z/appendices/nuclear-
power-in-the-usa-appendix-1-us-operating-n.aspx. 
21 Laurits R. Christensen and William H. Green, “Economies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation” (Journal 
of Political Economy 84, 1976), http://www.jstor.org/stable/1831326. 
22 Scale of power: the idea that the marginal cost of power capacity decreases as the power capacity of the power 
plant increases. See Appendix D for more details. 
23 Scale of units: the idea that marginal cost per unit decreases as the number of units manufactured increases. See 
Chapter 5 (Step 5) for more details. 
24 Simon Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” (National Academies of Sciences Engineering 
and Medicine, April 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-05-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-
and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-3. 
25 Economies of simplicity or economies of safety: the idea that simpler designs with inherently safe mechanisms 
can avoid costs for redundant and expensive safety measures required in nuclear power plants with a larger power 
capacity. 
26 SMR Start, “The Economics of Small Modular Reactors,” March 2021, https://smrstart.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/SMR-Start-Economic-Analysis-2021-APPROVED-2021-03-22.pdf. 

https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/countries-t-z/appendices/nuclear-power-in-the-usa-appendix-1-us-operating-n.aspx
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1831326
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-05-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-3
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-05-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-3
https://smrstart.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/SMR-Start-Economic-Analysis-2021-APPROVED-2021-03-22.pdf
https://smrstart.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/SMR-Start-Economic-Analysis-2021-APPROVED-2021-03-22.pdf
https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/countries-t-z/appendices/nuclear-power-in-the-usa-appendix-1-us-operating-n.aspx
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could adjust the framework to account for DoD implementing only NOAK generations of an 
NET, which would presume that an alternative customer implemented the FOAK and OTFOAK 
units. I scoped this dissertation at the level of DoD, instead of a particular military branch, to 
include the greatest number of DoD locations and leverage scale of units more effectively. 

Approach 
This dissertation used multiple research methods, qualitative data, and quantitative data to 

develop the proposed decision framework and apply the framework to available data. This 
dissertation begins by presenting the research that inspired the inclusion of each step of the 
framework. This includes a summary of the literature review that is later in Chapter 1, a 
qualitative historical analysis and quantitative archival analysis of previous military applications 
of nuclear energy in Chapter 2, and a site visit to Eielson AFB which included semi-structured 
interviews27 with subject matter experts in Chapter 3. A series of public presentations given to 
two different committees from the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (NASEM)28, 29 also informed the development of the framework. Table 4.1 shows 
how the research from Chapter 1, Chapter 2, and Chapter 3 inspired each step of the framework 
in Chapter 4. 

The proposed decision framework can help DoD decisionmakers determine whether an 
investment in an NET is worthwhile. Chapter 4 includes details on how to complete each step of 
the framework. A concise framework questionnaire is in Appendix C. Although the framework is 
as explicit and comprehensive as possible, there are limitations. These include scoping the 
framework to focus on NETs at DoD installations in the United States for the entirety of their 
lifespan, potential biases of the user who applies the framework, nuances of power consumption 
and costs over time, a lack of direction on how to invest in an NET if DoD decisionmakers deem 
it a worthwhile investment, and inevitable uncertainties that influence complex decisions.30 

Chapter 5 demonstrates how to use the proposed framework by applying it to unclassified 
and accessible data. This analysis relied on multiple quantitative data sources including, annual 

 
27 The semi-structured interview protocol is in Appendix B. 
28 Janice Dunn Lee, “Merits and Viability of Different Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Technology Options and the Waste 
Aspects of Advanced Nuclear Reactors | National Academies,” The National Academies of Sciences Engineering 
and Medicine, 2021, https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-
cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-reactors. 
29 Richard A. Meserve, “Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced Nuclear Reactors in the United States | 
National Academies,” The National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine, 2021, 
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-
united-states. 
30 I discuss these limitations in more detail at the end of Chapter 4. 

https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-reactors
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-reactors
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energy consumption at DoD locations,31 average cost of electricity at DoD locations,32, 33 and the 
Nuclear Energy Institute’s (NEI) cost assumptions for microreactors.34 The limitations of this 
framework application include partial access to data on DoD power consumption and costs and 
uncertain microreactor cost estimates.35  

Chapter 6 presents key findings from the research, recommendations for DoD 
decisionmakers, and opportunities for further research. The appendices include information that 
supports text and ideas in the body of the dissertation. 

Summary of relevant literature  
This section summarizes a literature review to provide the reader context on the research and 

advancements of NETs since 2008. In this timeframe, there were numerous analyses (cited 
below), advancements in nuclear fuels36, and development of new nuclear reactor designs37 that 
have prompted DoD decisionmakers to consider investing in an NET. This indicates that there is 
presently a substantial amount of interest in the military application of nuclear energy. The 
following bullets summarize the relevant literature since 2008 in chronological order: 

• DoD missions are at risk of extended utility outages.38 This report did not mention 
vulnerabilities regarding intermittent or rolling outages. 

• The U.S. Air Force (USAF) Scientific Advisory Board called for further investigation 
into advanced NETs as an alternative source of energy for U.S. Air Force Bases.39 

 
31 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020,” Annual, September 2021, https://www.acq.osd.mil/eie/ie/FEP_Energy_Reports.html. 
32 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
33 “State Electricity Profiles - Energy Information Administration,” accessed October 28, 2021, 
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/. 
34 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
35 I discuss these limitations in more detail at the end of Chapter 5. 
36 Office of Nuclear Energy, “TRISO Particles, The Most Robust Nuclear Fuel on Earth,” Energy.gov, accessed 
October 14, 2021, https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/triso-particles-most-robust-nuclear-fuel-earth. 
37 International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA), “Advances in Small Modular Reactors Technology 
Developments: A Supplement to IAEA Advanced Reactors Information System (ARIS), 2020 Edition” (IAEA, 
2020), https://aris.iaea.org/Publications/SMR_Book_2020.pdf. 
38 Defense Science Board Task Force, “DoD Energy Strategy, ‘More Fight - Less Fuel,’” February 2008, 136. 
39 Michael J. Sailor and Joan B. Woodard, “Report on Alternative Sources of Energy for U.S. Air Force Bases” 
(United States Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, August 1, 2009). 

https://www.acq.osd.mil/eie/ie/FEP_Energy_Reports.html
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/
https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/triso-particles-most-robust-nuclear-fuel-earth
https://aris.iaea.org/Publications/SMR_Book_2020.pdf
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• Small modular reactors could be cost-competitive with commercial electricity, if DoD 
avoids first-of-a-kind costs.40, 41 

• USAF could use nuclear energy for installations in the United States, but there are 
hurdles.42 (Middleton et al., 2016) 

• The National Defense Authorization Act for the fiscal year 2019 tasked DoD to have 
an operational microreactor by 2027.43  

• NEI and several nuclear energy companies spoke with relevant stakeholders to 
publish a report with recommendations on how to deploy a microreactor at a DoD 
location by the end of 2027.44 
  

 
40 Marcus King, La Var Huntzinger, and Thoi Nguyen, “Feasibility of Nuclear Power on U.S. Military Installations” 
(Center for Naval Analyses, March 2011), https://www.cna.org/CNA_files/PDF/D0023932.A5.pdf. 
41 Mark R Weimar et al., “Techno-Economic Assessment for Generation III+ Small Modular Reactor Deployments 
in the Pacific Northwest,” April 2021, 91. 
42 Bobby Middleton et al., “Assessment of Small Modular Reactor Suitability for Use On or Near Air Force Space 
Command Installations.,” March 2016, https://doi.org/10.2172/1490530. 
43 John S. McCain, “John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019,” Pub. L. No. H.R. 
5515, § 327, 86 (2018), https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/hr5515/BILLS-115hr5515enr.pdf. 
44 Marcus Nichol, “Roadmap for the Deployment of Micro-Reactors for U.S. Department of Defense Domestic 
Installations” (Nuclear Energy Institute, October 4, 2018), https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD1083045.pdf. 

https://www.cna.org/CNA_files/PDF/D0023932.A5.pdf
https://doi.org/10.2172/1490530
https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/hr5515/BILLS-115hr5515enr.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD1083045.pdf
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• As mentioned earlier, there are two parallel DoD efforts to pursue NETs: one that is 
stationary, and one that is transportable.45 

o The Strategic Capabilities Office (SCO), under the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, funded Project Pele in 2020, which began with an MNPP design 
competition between three companies at a cost of $39.7 million.46 SCO 
selected two companies to continue in 2021,47 and then ultimately selected 
Babcock & Wilcox Technologies (BWXT) in 2022 to build and test an MNPP 
prototype with a 1-5 MWe power capacity for $300 million.48 

§ BWXT is expecting to begin construction of the MNPP in 2022, finish 
construction in 2023 and perform operational field testing in 202449 at 
Idaho National Laboratory.50 

§ One report suggests that MNPPs could be cost-competitive with diesel 
fuel in remote locations.51 

§ A second report argues that the costs and risks of an MNPP outweigh 
the benefits.52 

o DAF announced that Eielson AFB will be the host site for a microreactor by 
the end of 2027 (unclear if it going to host a stationary or transportable one).53 

 
45 Office of Energy Assurance, “DLA Energy Request for Information - Air Force OEA: Micro Reactor Pilot 
Program.” 
46 Aaron Mehta, “Pentagon Awards Contracts to Design Mobile Nuclear Reactor,” Defense News, March 9, 2020, 
https://www.defensenews.com/smr/nuclear-arsenal/2020/03/09/pentagon-to-award-mobile-nuclear-reactor-
contracts-this-week/. 
47 U.S. Department of Defense, “Strategic Capabilities Office Selects Two Mobile Microreactor Concepts to 
Proceed to Final Design,” U.S. Department of Defense, March 22, 2021, 
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2545869/strategic-capabilities-office-selects-two-mobile-
microreactor-concepts-to-proce/. 
48 Jud Simmons, “BWXT to Build First Advanced Microreactor in United States,” BWX Technologies, Inc., June 9, 
2022, https://www.bwxt.com/news/2022/06/09/BWXT-to-Build-First-Advanced-Microreactor-in-United-States. 
49 Eric Wesley and Jeff Waksman, “ARDP Demo Winners TerraPower and X-Energy, and a Discussion with the 
Department of Defense on Project Pele” (Virtual Teleconference, Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced 
Nuclear Reactors in the United States Meeting #4, The National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine, 
May 27, 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/05-26-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-
nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-4. 
50 The Department of Defense, “DoD to Build Project Pele Mobile Microreactor and Perform Demonstration at 
Idaho National,” U.S. Department of Defense, April 13, 2022, 
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2998460/dod-to-build-project-pele-mobile-microreactor-
and-perform-demonstration-at-idah/. 
51 Juan A. Vitali et al., “Mobile Nuclear Power Plants for Ground Operations” (Deputy Chief of Staff US Army G-
4, October 26, 2018), https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/1064604.pdf. 
52 Alan J. Kuperman, “Proposed U.S. Army Mobile Nuclear Reactors: Costs and Risks Outweigh Benefits” 
(Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Project, April 22, 2021), https://sites.utexas.edu/nppp/files/2021/04/Army-
Reactor-Report-NPPP-2021-April.pdf. 
53 SAF/IEE, “Eielson AFB Announced as Site for Air Force Micro-Reactor Pilot.” 

https://www.defensenews.com/smr/nuclear-arsenal/2020/03/09/pentagon-to-award-mobile-nuclear-reactor-contracts-this-week/
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2545869/strategic-capabilities-office-selects-two-mobile-microreactor-concepts-to-proce/
https://www.bwxt.com/news/2022/06/09/BWXT-to-Build-First-Advanced-Microreactor-in-United-States
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/05-26-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-4
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/05-26-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-4
https://www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2998460/dod-to-build-project-pele-mobile-microreactor-and-perform-demonstration-at-idah/
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/1064604.pdf
https://sites.utexas.edu/nppp/files/2021/04/Army-Reactor-Report-NPPP-2021-April.pdf
https://sites.utexas.edu/nppp/files/2021/04/Army-Reactor-Report-NPPP-2021-April.pdf
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The relevant literature above suggests there is presently a substantial amount of interest in 
DoD using an NET; nevertheless, because the benefits, characteristics, costs, and regulations for 
NETs are uncertain, it may be difficult for DoD decisionmakers to understand whether the time, 
effort, and money invested in an NET would be worthwhile. Therefore, DoD should use a 
systematic framework to determine if an investment in an NET is worthwhile. 

Table 1.1 presents an observation from this literature review, guidance for DoD (based on the 
observation), and articulates which step of the framework this guidance inspired.  

Table 1.1 Connecting an observation from the literature review to a step of the framework  

Observation Guidance Framework step inspiration 
There is presently a substantial 
amount of interest in the military 
application of nuclear energy 

Use a systematic framework to 
determine if an investment in an 
NET is worthwhile. 

Step 7: Decide to invest, or wait 
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Chapter 2. History of the Army Nuclear Power Program 

While the past does not presage the future, a historical context provides the foundation for 
improved decision-making. The Department of Defense (DoD) can avoid the pitfalls of previous 
efforts to use nuclear energy by understanding why the Army Nuclear Power Program (ANPP) 
shut down its reactors and by understanding the similarities and differences between ANPP and 
present DoD aspirations to use nuclear energy. The observations and findings from this chapter 
inspired some steps of the framework in Chapter 4. 

This chapter includes a qualitative historical analysis and quantitative archival analysis of 
ANPP. The historical analysis explains why ANPP shut down each reactor and highlights 
cautionary tales from the ANPP reactors’ lifespan. The quantitative archival analysis compares 
the cost of energy from ANPP reactors with a plausible alternative energy source. Both analyses 
include all eight operational ANPP reactors to avoid selection bias and because eight is still a 
relatively small sample size. Combining the qualitative historical analysis and quantitative 
archival analysis produces a more informed key finding than either method could provide 
independently:54 although ANPP demonstrated it could operate NETs in various settings, the 
reactors provided no unique mission capability to DoD, and they were more expensive than the 
plausible energy alternatives. 

The five sections of this complimentary historical analysis are:  
i. Historical analysis: observed that ANPP did not provide a unique mission capability.  

ii. Archival analysis: observed ANPP was more expensive than a plausible energy 
alternative. 

iii. External validity: discuss similarities and differences of ANPP with today’s 
circumstances. 

iv. Alternative considerations: discuss alternative purposes for ANPP.  
v. Limitations: discuss the limitations of this historical analysis.  

Historical analysis of ANPP 
DoD funded multiple nuclear energy programs in the 1940s and 1950s. In 1946, the U.S. 

Navy started the Naval Reactors (NR) program, and the US Air Force started the Nuclear Energy 
for Propulsion of Aircraft (NEPA) project. 55, 56 The US Army started ANPP in 1954. The 

 
54 Matthew Lange, Comparative Historical Methods (SAGE, 2013). 
55 Theodore Rockwell, The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a Difference (Annapolis, Md: Naval Institute 
Press, 1992). 
56 Jack Waid, “History in Two: Manned Nuclear Aircraft Program” (Air Force News, June 21, 2021), 
https://www.afmc.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2664365/history-in-two-manned-nuclear-aircraft-program/. 

https://www.afmc.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2664365/history-in-two-manned-nuclear-aircraft-program/
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outcomes of these programs varied widely. While the Navy NR program still operates today, the 
Air Force NEPA program never developed a prototype. ANPP existed from 1954-1978 as part of 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). In this twenty-four-year period, ANPP 
developed and operated eight nuclear reactors with the help of the Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEC).57 ANPP developed at least seven other nuclear plant designs and concepts in that 
period.58 ANPP sought to provide reliable electricity and space heating to remote locations at 
competitive costs, seeking fuel alternatives that are lighter and cheaper to transport than diesel 
fuel. 59 Past economic studies estimated that, 

“[Refueling a reactor] would cost approximately $200,000 and weigh about 700 
pounds… [while a] diesel engine plant supplying the same amount of electrical 
energy would cost around $345,000 and weigh on the order of 3,800,000 
pounds.” 60 

Ultimately, this chapter analyzes ANPP because their reactors are most like the reactors 
discussed throughout this dissertation (as opposed to the Navy or Air Force programs).61  

Table 2.1 summarizes why ANPP shut down each reactor and includes cautionary tales from 
each reactor’s lifespan. Each reason for shutdown and the cautionary tales are for a specific 
ANPP reactor and are not deterministic. Therefore, the analysis cannot generalize the reasons 
ANPP shut down any reactor to other DoD reactors, but DoD can learn from these historical 
results and observations.62   

 
57 The Naval Reactors program also received help from AEC to develop the nuclear submarine. 
58 “Highly Enriched Uranium: Striking a Balance: Appendix D - Military Reactors,” January 2001, 
https://sgp.fas.org/othergov/doe/heu/appd.pdf. 
59 Charles Harmon, “Military Nuclear Power Plants 1958-1978,” https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.20664.70407. 
60 Harmon. 
61 This chapter focuses on U.S. military application of nuclear energy because there are limited examples of foreign 
nation military use of nuclear energy for land-based operations. 
62 Lange, Comparative Historical Methods. 

https://sgp.fas.org/othergov/doe/heu/appd.pdf
https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.20664.70407
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Table 2.1 Reason for shutdown and cautionary tales from the eight ANPP nuclear reactors 

ACRONYM LOCATION REASON FOR SHUTDOWN CAUTIONARY TALE 

SM-1 Fort Belvoir 
(Virginia) 

Shut down second to last, after ANPP 
no longer needed the Army nuclear 
training facility 

- Never delivered cost-competitive electricity 
to the base (vs. local utility)  
- Disposal cost was 150% the cost of 
construction (2021$) 

SL-1 
Argonne 
Natl. Lab 
(Idaho) 

An accident killed all three operators 
and damaged the reactor beyond 
repair. 

- An accident at one reactor could threaten 
the continued operation of all reactors of the 
same type.  

SM-1A Fort Greely  
(Alaska) 

High operational costs and 
requirement for a recapitalization 
investment 

- Did not provide a unique mission 
capability.  
- Was not cost-competitive with diesel power 
plant that ran in parallel. 

PM-1 
731st 
Radar 
Squadron 
(Wyoming) 

Host location closed because 
alternative technology developments 
made the mission less relevant 

- Host mission requirements can change 
- Environmental contamination led to a 75+ 
year annual radiation inspection and inability 
for public to use the land. 

PM-2A 
Fort 
Century 
(Greenland) 

Host location decreased operations 
and marginal cost of operations 
were more expensive than using 
diesel fuel. No other location wanted 
to host the nuclear reactor. 

- Host mission requirements can change 
 

PM-3A 
McMurdo 
Station 
(Antarctica) 

Cost of repairs outweighed the 
benefits 

- Nuclear operation crew was 25 of 150 
personnel on site. 
- ANPP disposed liquid and gaseous waste 
in concrete lined drums into the sea. 
- Upon disposal of the plant, ANPP removed 
14,000 tons of low irradiation dirt and rock to 
ship back to the U.S.a 

ML-1 

National 
Reactor 
Testing 
Station 
(Idaho) 

Uncertain: presumably, the Army had 
no demand for it or could not 
reasonably deploy it  

- “The ML-1 was a complex, compact 
nuclear plant that was expensive and time 
consuming. ANPP could only justify the cost 
if the reactor had a unique capability and fills 
a clearly defined DoD objective.”63 

MH-1A 
Panama 
Canal 
(Panama) 

Uncertain: presumably, it was not as 
cost-effective as a diesel fuel 
powership or because the MH-1A 
was the only operational reactor 
under ANPP at the time 

- Did not provide a unique mission 
capability.  
- When local tensions rose, DoD recalled 
both the nuclear and diesel power 
generators to U.S. for fear that malicious 
local groups might target them. 

Note: The reactors are listed in chronological order of project start date, see Table 2.3. 
a The estimated diesel fuel offset by PM-3A is 4.48 million gallons, which weigh about 15,900 tons. 

This historical analysis uses causal narrative as a within-case method to explain why ANPP 
shut down each reactor and identify causal determinants.64 This is an explanatory historical 

 
63 Lawrence H. Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency (Military Studies, 
1990), https://flibe-energy.com/pdf/ArmyNuclearPowerProgram.pdf. 
64 Lange, Comparative Historical Methods. 

https://flibe-energy.com/pdf/ArmyNuclearPowerProgram.pdf
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analysis because it seeks to answer a “why” question: why did ANPP shut down its reactors?65 
Table 2.3 summarizes the lifecycle characteristics for the eight operational reactors while 
Appendix A provides an overview of each reactor’s lifespan and outlines a causal narrative for 
why ANPP shut down each of its reactors.  

Although ANPP operated various reactor types, each with a different number of refuels and 
other characteristics (Table 2.3), general themes from the reason for shutdown and cautionary 
tales can be observed. Suid summarized the key takeaways of engineers who worked with 
ANPP, 

“They found that the costs of developing and producing complex, compact 
nuclear plants are in fact so high that they can be justified only if the reactor has 
a unique capability and fills a clearly defined objective backed by DoD.”66 

Table 2.2 presents observations from this historical analysis, guidance for DoD (based on the 
observations), and articulates which steps of the framework this guidance inspired.  

Table 2.2 Connecting observations from the historical analysis to steps of the framework  

Observation Guidance Framework step inspiration 
None of the ANPP reactors 
provided a unique mission 
capability because each DoD 
location could have replaced 
them with an alternative energy 
source.67 

Be clear about the benefit 
categories for an NET 

Step 1: Articulate benefit 
categories Step 5: Review 
assumptions and estimate the 
impacts of an investment 
 

ANPP reactors offer cautionary 
tales beyond mission 
capabilities and costs that could 
impact an investment 

Learn from cautionary tales of 
the past to avoid repeating 
them. 

Step 6: Examine additional 
considerations 

 
Although ANPP reactors did not provide a unique mission capability, this fact does not speak 

to how cost-effective ANPP reactors were when compared to an alternative energy source. 
Nonetheless, the historical analysis suggests that reactor lifecycle costs can be significant and 
need to be considered in a cost comparison with an alternative energy source.68 The archival 

 
65 Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods, 3rd edition (SAGE, 2003). 
66 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
67 SM-1 (grid electricity), SL-1 (experimental reactor), SM-1A (diesel fuel pipeline on site), PM-1 (grid electricity), 
PM-2A (replaced diesel generators), PM-3A (replaced by diesel generators), ML-1 (experimental reactor), MH-1A 
(operated in parallel with diesel generator). 
68 The Army originally only compared refueling costs and weight between diesel fuel and microreactors to compare 
the energy sources, see summary of ANPP reactors’ lifespan section for more details. 
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analysis in the next section quantitatively compares the cost of each ANPP reactor with the cost 
of a plausible alternative energy source to compare the cost-effectiveness of each energy source.  

Table 2.3 summarizes the characteristics and lifespan of each reactor to provide context 
about individual reactors and the collective program.  

Table 2.3 Summary of lifecycle characteristics for ANPP’s eight operational nuclear reactors 

ACRONYM 

LOCATION LIFE 
SPAN 

REFUELS CREW 
SIZE 

POWER 
OUTPUT 

DECOMMISSION 

SM-1 Fort Belvoir 
(Virginia) 

1957-
1973 2 29 1.8a MWe 2025c 

SL-1 
Argonne National 
Lab 
(Idaho) 

1958-
1961 0 Unknown 0.2 MWe 1961 

SM-1A Fort Greely  
(Alaska) 

1962-
1972 3 19 1.65 MWe 2030c 

PM-1 
731st Radar 
Squadron 
(Wyoming) 

1962-
1968 1 18 1.52a MWe 1969 

PM-2A Fort Century 
(Greenland) 

1960-
1963 0 Unknown 1.56a MWe 1966 

PM-3A McMurdo Station 
(Antarctica) 

1962-
1972 4 25 1.5a MWe 1979 

ML-1 
National Reactor 
Testing Station 
(Idaho) 

1961-
1965 0 Unknown 0.33 MWe 1965 

MH-1A Panama Canal 
(Panama) 

1967-
1976 4 46b 10.0 MWe 2018 

8 Reactors Test and 
Operational 

61 
Reactor 
Yeas 

14 Refuels 219 
-Estimate 18.56 MWe 1978 

Note: All reactors were Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) except Sl-1 and ML-1, which are boiling water 
reactor (BWR) and Gas-Cooled, respectively. All reactors used weapons-grade uranium enriched to 93% U-
235 except MH-1A which used 4-7% enriched Uranium. 
a Power outputs slightly varied between sources 

b Two-thirds of a 68-member crew were skilled nuclear power specialists, assume other third did barge 
operations 
c Expected year to complete decommission 

The “acronym” column in Table 2.3 indicates each reactor’s transportability (stationary, 
portable, mobile), power level (high, medium, low), and version. Table 2.3 lists the reactors in 
chronological order of project start date.69 The lifespan is the period between the year the reactor 
went critical to the year ANPP shut it down; alternatively, the decommission year is when ANPP 
returned the site to its original status for unrestricted use. The number of core refuels is 
correlated with the length of a reactor’s lifespan.70 Secondary sources explicitly recorded most 

 
69 Table 2.3 does not display project start date, but it usually took place two years before the reactor went critical. 
70 “Highly Enriched Uranium: Striking a Balance: Appendix D - Military Reactors.” 
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crew sizes, but some were missing and estimated based on other reactor crew sizes to get a total 
crew size value for all eight reactors.71 Table 2.3 presents the power output for each reactor in 
terms of MWe, instead of MWt. The reactors typically had conversion efficiencies between 10-
20% based on their documented MWt and MWe capacities. Although there are various 
characteristics to describe each reactor, the number of reactors is too small to draw statistical 
correlations between variables and the reason for shutdown.72  

Next, the archival analysis after the summary of ANPP reactors’ lifespan quantitatively 
compares the cost of ANPP reactors with the cost of a plausible alternative energy source to 
complement this observation.  

Archival analysis of ANPP vs. diesel fuel 
This archival analysis compares the cost of ANPP reactors to a plausible alternative energy 

source, diesel fuel. This is an archival analysis because it aims to answer a “how much” question: 
how much more (or less) expensive were ANPP reactors compared to the alternative?73  

Table 2.4 summarizes the cost estimates for each of the eight ANPP reactors, the estimated 
diesel fuel offset by each reactor, and the cost estimate of the diesel fuel alternative. This is 
followed by a discussion on how the archival evidence informs cost estimates and a discussion 
about programmatic costs that Table 2.4 does not capture.  

Ultimately, the total cost estimate of ANPP reactors ($1,014.9 million) and program costs 
($720.7 million) is about $1,736 million (2021$). The total cost of an equivalent amount of 
electricity from diesel fuel is about $307.8 million (2021$). This means that ANPP operational 
costs of the reactors were about 3.3 times as expensive as the diesel fuel alternative and the total 
ANPP program was about 5.6 times as expensive as the diesel fuel alternative.  
  

 
71 SL-1 and ML-1 were both experimental reactors. This analysis assumes they had 18-person operational crews 
because that was the smallest crew size documented (PM-1). PM-2A required assembly and operational personnel. 
This analysis assumes they had a 46-person crew because that was the largest crew size documented (MH-1A). 
Therefore, this analysis estimates the total personnel required to operate all eight reactors was about 219. 
72 One possible correlation is that experimental reactors typically have lower power capacity and no refuels because 
this was the case for both experimental reactors; however, a conclusion like this is difficult to assert with only two of 
the eight cases being in this sub-category. 
73 Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods. 
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Table 2.4 Estimated lifecycle cost of eight ANPP nuclear reactors (millions) 

 NUCLEAR REACTOR DIESEL FUEL 

ACRONYM Construction  O&M Refuels Decomm- 
ission 

Total 
 

Gallons 
Offset 

Total  

SM-1 $35.7 $11.4 $17.9 $68.3d $133.3 8.6f $54.2 

SL-1 $15.2 $0.9 - $8.9 $25.0 Experiment 
(BWR) -- 

SM-1A $59.8 $12.0 $44.7 $68.3d $184.7 4.9f $31.1 

PM-1 $31.3 $3.8 $8.0 $8.9 $52.0 2.7f $17.2 

PM-2A $50.9 $3.0 -- $8.9 $62.9 1.2 $7.6 

PM-3A $35.7 $7.1 $35.7 $17.9 $96.4 4.5 $28.3 

ML-1 $61.6 $4.9 -- $8.9 $75.5 
Experiment 
(Gas-
cooled) 

-- 

MH-1A $150.9 $27.2 $150.9 $56.1d $385.1 26.9f $169.5 

8 Reactors $441.1 $71.1 $259.2 $241 $1,014.9 48.8 $307.8 
Note: All values are in millions of dollars and presented in 2021$: gallons offset is in millions as well. Any reactor 
cost was converted from 1960$ to 2021$ by a factor of 8.93 based on CPI data.74 
d Exact disposal data available, costs adjusted to 2021$. 
e Estimate the same disposal cost as SM-1 because same design and scheduled for disposal in the future. 
f Gallons of diesel fuel offset were estimated by using PM-3A’s ratio of gallons offset to megawatt year electric 
(MYWE) 

Table 2.4 includes cost estimates for each ANPP reactor based on summing four cost 
categories: construction, operations and management (O&M), nuclear refueling, and 
decommissioning. The last two columns of Table 2.4 estimate the amount of diesel fuel each 
reactor previously offset and the total cost of that alternative energy source. Notice that each 
reactor’s total cost is greater than the total cost of an equivalent amount of energy from diesel 
fuel. Furthermore, just the construction costs and known decommission costs (SM-1 and MH-
1A) are by themselves more expensive than the diesel fuel alternative. Both the reactor and 
diesel fuel cost estimates are discussed in more detail below, along with a discussion on ANPP 
programmatic costs outside of reactor operations. 

ANPP cost estimate 

The construction costs serve as the foundation for estimating the other three cost categories 
because primary and secondary data are not always available. The construction costs are based 
on the contract value paid to vendors to construct each reactor and come from two secondary 

 
74 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “CPI Inflation Calculator,” 2022, 
https://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm. 

https://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm
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documentation sources.75, 76 USACE kept original documentation as hard copies, which may or 
may not be available to the public. Both O&M and refueling estimates are based upon the 
proportion of costs for a modern microreactor, according to the NEI reference case.77 This 
analysis uses an O&M cost estimate of 2% of the construction cost, per year of operation78 and a 
refueling cost estimate of 25% of the construction cost, per refuel.79 Disposal costs are known for 
two reactors, SM-1 and MH-1A.80, 81 The SM-1A decommissioning project is currently in the 
request for proposals (RFP) phase and is expected to take six years once a contract is awarded.82 
The decommissioning cost estimate for SM-1A is presumed to be the same as SM-1 ($68.3 
million in 2021$) because SM-1 and SM-1A have similar designs and operational lifespans. The 
decommissioning costs for the five other sites are unknown and likely varied by location; 
however, because regulations were not as tight, I assigned a modest estimate of $1 million 
(1960$) for four of the five sites (adjusted to $8.9 million in 2021$). I assigned a $2 million 
(1960$) decommissioning cost estimate to PM-3A because of the 14,000 tons of low-radiation 
soil that DoD transported from Antarctica to the United States. The total lifecycle cost estimate is 
a sum of the four cost categories. Table 2.4 presents each cost category in 2021$ by adjusting 
every historic cost by a ratio of 8.93:1, based on the cost-price-index (CPI) conversion rate from 
January 1960 to January 2021.83  

Summing the estimated lifecycle cost for each reactor gives a total of $1,014.9 million 
(2021$) and provides an order-of-magnitude estimate for the operational ANPP costs. However, 
this total is a lower-bound estimate because it is a significant underestimate of the total program 
spending of ANPP. One reason that value is a lower-bound estimate is that the ANPP research 
and development (R&D) budgets are not included in these costs. In FY 1963, ANPP’s funding 

 
75 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
76 Harmon, “Military Nuclear Power Plants 1958-1978.” 
77 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
78 NEI reference case: divide overnight capital cost ($15,000/kWe) by O&M costs ($350/kWe), yields 2.3%. Round 
down to 2% for use in this archival analysis to show the lowest reasonable cost of ANPP reactors. 
79 NEI reference case: divide overnight capital cost ($75,000 million) by refueling costs ($20 million), yields 26.6%. 
Round down to 25% for use in this archival analysis to show the lowest reasonable cost of ANPP reactors 
80 Radwaste Solutions, “Historic Fort Belvoir SM-1 Reactor to Be Decommissioned,” Nuclear Newswire, 
September 1, 2020, https://www.ans.org/news/article-483/historic-fort-belvoir-sm1-reactor-to-be-decommissioned/. 
81 Karl Herchenroeder, “STURGIS Cost Spike a Result of Timeline Extension - ExchangeMonitor,” Radwaste 
Monitor, May 20, 2016, https://www.exchangemonitor.com/sturgis-cost-spike-a-result-of-timeline-
extension/?printmode=1. 
82 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, “SM-1A Final Environmental Assessment,” U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
February 4, 2022, https://www.nab.usace.army.mil/SM-1A/. 
83 I selected 1960 as the baseline year for CPI because of five of the eight reactors were going under contract within 
a year of the date and beginning construction. Although this conversion is not perfect because of the variation in 
adjustment between years, this provides an appropriate rough order of magnitude conversion of historic costs to 
present value. For consistency, this analysis also converted the diesel fuel cost estimates using the same ratio. 

https://www.ans.org/news/article-483/historic-fort-belvoir-sm1-reactor-to-be-decommissioned/
https://www.exchangemonitor.com/sturgis-cost-spike-a-result-of-timeline-extension/?printmode=1
https://www.nab.usace.army.mil/SM-1A/
https://www.exchangemonitor.com/sturgis-cost-spike-a-result-of-timeline-extension/?printmode=1
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for research and development was $67.7 million (2021$).84 One anecdote pertaining to this 
funding is that ANPP spent $71.4 million (2021$) to design a military compact reactor (MCR) to 
power vehicles in arctic environments. ANPP eventually abandoned the MCR design because of 
weight concerns and cost estimates for a single vehicle summed to about $697 million (2021$).85 
ANPP completed designs for a total of seven reactors outside the eight operational reactors.86 
Figure 2.1 displays an estimate of the total program costs for ANPP. 

Figure 2.1 Annual programmatic cost estimates of ANPP 

 
Note: All costs are in 2021$. I used the annual estimates to estimate the total order of 
magnitude of ANPP programmatic costs. Black bars represent known annual R&D costs 
while blue bars were interpolated and extrapolated from the black bars. 

Figure 2.1 shows the estimated programmatic spending of ANPP by year. This started with 
the evidence that ANPP spent $67.7 million (2021$) on R&D in 1963 and that by 1969, R&D 
funding declined to $17.9 million (2021$).87 I assumed the rate of decline was linear and 
interpolated this as a loss of $8.93 million per year (2021$) from 1963 to 1969 ($1 million per 
year in 1960$) and extrapolated that decline to 1970. Next, I assigned the same R&D budget to 
the years 1960-1962 because this was the height of reactor construction for the eight operational 
reactors. I assigned the same linear rate of change from the decline of the program to the rise of 
the program from 1954-1960, which yields an initial annual budget estimate of $14.1 million in 
1954. These estimates do not include programmatic funding from 1971-1978 because the budget 
was likely negligible. The programmatic cost estimate for ANPP sum to $720.7 million (2021$) 
and are a rough order of magnitude estimate that contribute to the total ANPP costs. Therefore, 

 
84 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
85 Suid. 
86 “Highly Enriched Uranium: Striking a Balance: Appendix D - Military Reactors.” 
87 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
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when accounting for the eight operational reactors and programmatic costs, the total cost 
estimate for ANPP is $1,736 million (2021$). 

Alternative energy source cost estimate 

The counterfactual case to ANPP is that DoD did not construct any of the eight reactors and 
instead, DoD used diesel generators and diesel fuel to supply an equivalent amount of energy as 
the ANPP reactors. This counterfactual of an alternative energy source is plausible because it 
minimally deviates from reality.88 I estimated the amount of fuel offset by each reactor by 
extrapolating from existing estimates of fuel offset by PM-3A. Suid (1990) suggests the power 
provided by the 1.5 MWe PM-3A was “the equivalent of 4,480,771 gallons of diesel fuel.” The 
ratio of gallons offset to megawatt year electric (MWYE) is thus 0.299 million gallons per 
MWYE. I use this ratio to extrapolate the gallons offset by other operational reactors (Eqn. 2.1).  

Eqn. (2.1) Estimate a reactor’s diesel fuel offset 

𝐷𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙	𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙	𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 = power	capacity ∗ 	years	of	operation ∗
	0.299	million	gallons

𝑀𝑊𝑌𝐸  

Eqn. 2.1 likely overestimates the amount of diesel fuel offset by other reactors. This is 
because Eqn. 2.1 assumes the other operational reactors have the same capacity factor as PM-3A 
(there is sparse data on each reactor’s capacity factor).89 However, ANPP reactors consistently 
operated less reliably in their early years compared to their later years.90 So, because PM-3A 
operated as long or longer than all ANPP reactors except SM-1, its capacity factor is likely 
greater than those reactors, thus making Eqn. 2.1 an overestimate of diesel fuel offset by each 
reactor. The other available ratio is PM-2A, which reportedly offset only 0.256 million gallons of 
fuel per MWYE, indicating that it had a lower capacity factor than PM-3A (if the diesel 
generator efficiency is the same). This is reasonable because PM-2A had a shorter lifespan than 
PM-3A and ANPP reactors were less reliable in their first years of operations.91 Therefore, using 
the PM-3A MWYE ratio may overestimate the amount of diesel fuel that ANPP reactors offset. 

 
88 Richard Ned Lebow, “What’s So Different about a Counterfactual?,” ed. Niall Ferguson, World Politics 52, no. 4 
(2000): 550–85. 
89 Capacity factor is the proportion of energy delivered compared to the total energy the plant could have delivered. 
Two examples of a 50% capacity factor are, operating at full power for 50% of the time, or 50% power all the time. 
Using the ratio in Equation 2.1 assumes that PM-3A had the same capacity factor as the other reactors, without 
needing to estimate what that capacity factor is. PM-3A had a capacity factor around 46% according to Suid because 
4.48 million gallons offset 60,400.8 MWh. This infers the generators would be operating at 74.2 gallons per MWh, 
on average, which is less efficient than a modern-day MEP-810 rated at 0.84 MWe and 75% power level which uses 
about 71.5 gallons per MWh (https://www.generatorsource.com/Diesel_Fuel_Consumption.aspx.).  
90 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
91 Suid. 

https://www.generatorsource.com/Diesel_Fuel_Consumption.aspx
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The next step in this archival analysis is to determine the expense of the diesel fuel 
alternative. An Army economic estimate of diesel fuel from the era suggests that energy from 
3,800,000 pounds of fuel would cost $345,000 (1960$).92 Eqn. 2.2 shows how I converted this 
Army analysis to a cost of $/gallon in 2021$.  

Eqn. (2.2) Cost estimate of energy from diesel fuel alternative 

	$345,000
3,800,000	𝑙𝑏𝑠	𝑜𝑓	𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙 ∗

	7.0	lbs
𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛 ∗

	8.93
0.9	 = $6.31	𝑝𝑒𝑟	𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛	(2021$) 

A gallon of diesel fuel weighs 7.0 pounds at 50 degrees Fahrenheit,93 which means that 
3,800,000 pounds of fuel from the Army economic estimate yields 542,857 gallons of fuel with 
an average cost of $0.636 per gallon (1960$). The average price of gasoline in the 1960s was 
about $0.31 per gallon.94 Therefore, the $0.636 cost per gallon is double the cost of commercial 
fuel and likely includes the fully burdened cost of fuel (FBCF) to transport the fuel to the end 
user. The $0.636 per gallon cost also likely includes the cost of purchasing, operating, and 
maintaining the diesel generators, but just in case it did not, Eqn. 2.2 adjusts it by assuming the 
fuel accounts for 90% of diesel fuel electricity costs. Therefore, Eqn. 2.2 divides $0.636 by 0.90 
and multiplies it by 8.93 to get it into 2021$ and yield a final diesel fuel cost estimate of $6.31 
per gallon. Multiplying the outputs of Eqn. 2.1 and Eqn. 2.2 for each ANPP reactor estimates the 
total cost of the diesel fuel alternative equivalent to the same operational energy as ANPP 
reactors to be $307.8 million (2021$), see Table 2.4. 

Quantitative archival analysis conclusion 

In conclusion, the total cost estimate of ANPP reactors ($1,014.9 million) and program costs 
($720.7 million) is about $1,736 million (2021$). The total cost of an equivalent amount of 
electricity from diesel fuel is about $307.8 million (2021$). This means that ANPP operational 
costs of the reactors were about 3.3 times as expensive as the diesel fuel alternative and the total 
ANPP program was about 5.6 times as expensive as the diesel fuel alternative. Furthermore, just 
the construction costs of each reactor are more expensive than the diesel fuel alternative for 
every individual reactor (SM-1 and MH-1A also need their decommission cost, which is known, 
to be greater than the diesel fuel alternative). Including other cost categories like refueling 
estimates and programmatic costs only increases the cost difference between ANPP reactors and 
the diesel fuel alternative. 

 
92 Harmon, “Military Nuclear Power Plants 1958-1978.” 
93 “Oils, Fuels, Refrigerants: Compute Weight by Volume and Temperature,” Aqua-calc, accessed March 25, 2022, 
https://www.aqua-calc.com/calculate/volume-to-weight-temperature-dependent. 
94 Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, “Historical Gasoline Prices, 1929-2011,” Energy.gov, August 
20, 2012, https://www.energy.gov/eere/vehicles/fact-741-august-20-2012-historical-gasoline-prices-1929-2011. 

https://www.aqua-calc.com/calculate/volume-to-weight-temperature-dependent
https://www.energy.gov/eere/vehicles/fact-741-august-20-2012-historical-gasoline-prices-1929-2011
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Table 2.5 presents an observation from this archival analysis, guidance for DoD (based on 
the observation), and articulates which step of the framework this guidance inspired.  

Table 2.5 Connecting an observation from the archival analysis to a step of the framework  

Observation Guidance Framework step inspiration 
Each ANPP reactor was more 
expensive than alternative 
energy sources. 

Be aware of comprehensive 
lifecycle costs and account for 
them. 

Step 3: Characterize NETs 

 
Although I had to estimate some input values using context clues from other reactors and 

programmatic costs, the ANPP cost estimate was significantly greater than the plausible energy 
alternative. Consequently, the Army would need to justify ANPP’s existence with another reason 
than cost savings. However, the historical analysis from the previous section shows that ANPP 
did not provide a unique mission capability. Therefore, this methodological complementarity 
produced a key finding more substantial than the value of each independent observation:  

 
 

Key Finding: Although ANPP demonstrated that it could operate NETs in various settings, 
the reactors offered no unique mission capability to DoD, and they were significantly more 
expensive than the plausible energy alternatives. 
 

 
The next section discusses the external validity of lessons from this complementary analysis 

when applied to today’s circumstances and is followed by a discussion of alternative 
considerations and a section on the limitations of this analysis. 

External validity between ANPP and advanced NETs 
When conducting a historical analysis, it is important to reflect upon the extent to which the 

past is like the present to determine if the findings of the past are valid for the present. The 
evolution of technology, changes in external factors, and similarities of past and present are 
discussed below to place the external validity of the historical analysis in context. 

Technology changes 

A notable change in nuclear technology is the development and testing of Tri-structural 
Isotropic (TRISO) particle fuel in the 2010s. High-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR; the 
same reactor type as ML-1) can use TRISO fuel. TRISO fuel is spherical, with uranium 
encapsulated in a ceramic-like material of carbon and oxygen to prevent the release of 
radioactive fission products. This attribute may reduce the amount of shielding required around a 
reactor and consequently make it lighter. Advocates of TRISO fuel suggest that it could prevent 
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radiation from escaping if something physically breached a reactor core; however, no one has 
tested this assumption yet.95 TRISO fuel can withstand extreme temperatures beyond those of 
current nuclear fuels.96 This makes the fuel safer under high-temperature conditions and may 
prevent a “meltdown” from ever occurring. These characteristics may influence the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirement for an operator to be near the reactor during 
operations. Lastly, TRISO fuel may increase the energy that the power plant extracts per unit of 
uranium. Today, the burnup rate of TRISO fuel is 19%, three times as high as present-day light 
water reactors (LWR). 97 TRISO fuel will likely continue development, nuclear fuels testing, and 
commercial scale production. 

The uranium fuel source inside TRISO fuel is high-assay, low-enriched uranium (HALEU), 
which means that the uranium is enriched to about 19.5% Uranium-235 (the primary isotope of 
interest for fission reactions). This is a much higher level of concentration when compared to 
commercial reactors that use 3-5% enriched uranium. HALEU is also much lower enrichment 
than the 93% U-235 weapons-grade uranium used in seven of the eight ANPP reactors.98 The 
United States does not presently have a HALEU production facility, but it can down-blend 
weapons-grade uranium from old nuclear weapons to make small batches of HALEU. 
Additionally, Centrus Energy expects to start producing HALEU in 2022,99 although COVID-
related supply chain issues may delay this start.100 

In addition to the physical attributes of HALEU and TRISO fuel, advanced reactors in 
development today can benefit from computing improvements. The progress of computational 
capabilities and computer science since the ANPP era allows for more modeling and simulation 
to help scientists and engineers better understand how reactors operate.101 Computation and 
automation could also reduce the amount of personnel required to operate a reactor. Although a 
modern reactor may benefit from advances in fuel technology and computational power, the 
degree to which they impact costs is uncertain.  

 
95 Wesley and Waksman, “Discussion with DoD on Project Pele.” 
96 Office of Nuclear Energy, “TRISO Particles.” 
97 Office of Nuclear Energy. 
98 “Highly Enriched Uranium: Striking a Balance: Appendix D - Military Reactors.” 
99 Centrus Energy Corp, “Centrus Provides Update on Construction of America’s First HALEU Production 
Facility,” March 23, 2021, https://www.centrusenergy.com/news/centrus-provides-update-on-construction-of-
americas-first-haleu-production-facility/. 
100 “Centrus Was to Bring HALEU Cascade to Brink of Operations This Week,” ExchangeMonitor (blog), March 
31, 2022, https://www.exchangemonitor.com/centrus-was-to-bring-haleu-cascade-to-brink-of-operations-this-week/. 
101 The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Moore’s Law,” Encyclopedia Britannica, December 26, 2019, 
https://www.britannica.com/technology/Moores-law. 

https://www.centrusenergy.com/news/centrus-provides-update-on-construction-of-americas-first-haleu-production-facility/
https://www.exchangemonitor.com/centrus-was-to-bring-haleu-cascade-to-brink-of-operations-this-week/
https://www.britannica.com/technology/Moores-law
https://www.centrusenergy.com/news/centrus-provides-update-on-construction-of-americas-first-haleu-production-facility/
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External factor changes 

Various external factors have changed since ANPP operated, shut down, and 
decommissioned its reactors. Three high-profile nuclear accidents occurred: Three Mile Island, 
Chornobyl, and Fukushima. These accidents led to increased safety regulations and protective 
measures at nuclear power plants. Lovering et. al. note how there was a decrease in overnight 
costs ($/kWe) as early reactors increased in size and benefitted from scale of power but then after 
the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident in 1979 the overnight cost for reactors rapidly increased.102 

Therefore, although a modern reactor may benefit from advances in fuel technology and 
computational power, the increased regulation and safety standards in the United States after 
TMI make the reactors more expensive than their historical counterparts.  

Today, the NRC oversees the approval of new reactor designs. In August of 2020, NuScale 
was the first company ever to receive approval from the NRC for a small modular reactor design. 
NuScale spent over $500 million and two million labor hours to develop the design 
application.103 The review process took 42 months and cost NuScale an additional $270 million 
along with about two million pages of supporting information.104 This high level of scrutiny 
reduces the probability of nuclear accidents but increases the time from design to construction 
and increases the cost for a first-of-a-kind (FOAK) reactor. 

In the United States, public opinion toward nuclear energy varies with time. Today, U.S. 
public opinion toward nuclear energy is split almost evenly between favor and opposition.105 The 
word “nuclear” can elicit varying degrees of fear, hesitation, or uncertainty because of the 
association between nuclear weapons and nuclear accidents.106 These data are nuanced and some 
survey data suggests that public perception is more favorable toward small modular reactors 
(SMRs) than traditional nuclear power plants because they are perceived as safer and more 
desirable.107 There is an additional level of support for constructing SMRs on military bases.108 
The general public perception of nuclear energy will not be as important as the state and local 

 
102 Jessica R. Lovering, Arthur Yip, and Ted Nordhaus, “Historical Construction Costs of Global Nuclear Power 
Reactors,” Energy Policy 91 (April 1, 2016): 371–82, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2016.01.011. 
103 NuScale, “NRC Interaction,” Licensing | NuScale Power, August 2020, 
https://www.nuscalepower.com/technology/licensing. 
104 Jose Reyes, “NuScale Response to NASEM Questionnaire” (National Academies of Sciences Engineering and 
Medicine, July 14, 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/07-14-2020/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-
advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-open-session-with-nuscale-power. 
105 “US Public Opinion Evenly Split on Nuclear : Nuclear Policies - World Nuclear News,” accessed October 14, 
2021, https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/US-public-opinion-evenly-split-on-nuclear. 
106 Jonathon Baron and Stephen Herzog, “Public Opinion on Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Weapons: The Attitudinal 
Nexus in the United States,” Energy Research & Social Science 68 (October 1, 2020): 101567, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2020.101567. 
107 Middleton et al., “Assessment of Small Modular Reactor Suitability for Use On or Near Air Force Space 
Command Installations.” Pg. 17 See University of Oklahoma and SNL Energy and Environment Survey (EE15) 
108 Middleton et al., p. 17. See University of Oklahoma and SNL Energy and Environment Survey (EE15). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2016.01.011
https://www.nuscalepower.com/technology/licensing
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/07-14-2020/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-open-session-with-nuscale-power
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/07-14-2020/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-open-session-with-nuscale-power
https://world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/US-public-opinion-evenly-split-on-nuclear
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2020.101567
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community perception that is expected to host the NET on a DoD installation. People may be 
more resistant to siting a reactor near themselves because of the not-in-my-back-yard (NIMBY) 
effect. Therefore, DoD may need to consider a local community’s sentiment about nuclear 
energy during the site-selection process. 

The concern for carbon emissions and their effects on climate change is another external 
factor that changed since the era of ANPP. As of April 2022, forty-six national jurisdictions and 
thirty-six sub-national jurisdictions have carbon pricing initiatives that consequently cover 23% 
of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.109 The Obama Administration’s working group on 
the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) suggested a price of $50 (in 2007 dollars) per metric ton of CO2 
by 2030 to keep global temperatures from increasing 2 degrees centigrade.110 A more aggressive 
price may be required because the Paris agreement has become more stringent and is trying to 
stay below a 1.5 degree centigrade increase and the U.S. is targeting net-zero emissions by 2050. 
In 2017, Stern and Stiglitz proposed a price between $50-$100 by 2030111 and they now expect 
the price will need to be at the higher end of this spectrum because of the lack of progress so far. 
Kaufman et al. modeled a need for a carbon price between $34-$64 by 2025 and $77-$124 by 
2030 to attain a 2050 net-zero CO2 emission target.112 President Biden established a working 
group to calculate the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases on January 20, 2021. The outcome may 
have implications for near-term carbon pricing in the United States and may influence the 
relative cost of energy from nuclear reactors. Biden also published guidance for federal agencies 
(which includes the military) to have 100% carbon pollution-free electricity on an NET annual 
basis by 2030.113  

The last external factor discussed here pertains to how DoD energy consumption changes in 
the future. For example, energy demands for permanent and deployed locations could increase or 
decrease, depending on mission requirements and the number of personnel at each location.114  

 
109 The World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard | Up-to-Date Overview of Carbon Pricing Initiatives,” April 1, 
2022, https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data. 
110 Nicholas Stern and Joseph Stiglitz, “The Social Cost of Carbon, Risk, Distribution, Market Failures: An 
Alternative Approach” (Cambridge, MA: National Bureau of Economic Research, February 2021), 
https://doi.org/10.3386/w28472. 
111 Joseph E. Stiglitz et al., “Report of the High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices,” 2017, 1–61, 
https://doi.org/10.7916/d8-w2nc-4103. 
112 Noah Kaufman et al., “A Near-Term to Net Zero Alternative to the Social Cost of Carbon for Setting Carbon 
Prices,” Nature Climate Change 10, no. 11 (November 2020): 1010–14, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-0880-3. 
113 Joseph R. Biden, “Executive Order on Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal 
Sustainability” (The White House, December 8, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-
actions/2021/12/08/executive-order-on-catalyzing-clean-energy-industries-and-jobs-through-federal-sustainability/. 
114 Additional external factors could include the development of long-range precision strike missiles or the impact 
of nuclear reactors on a battlefield, as is the case in Ukraine.  

https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data
https://doi.org/10.3386/w28472
https://doi.org/10.7916/d8-w2nc-4103
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-0880-3
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/12/08/executive-order-on-catalyzing-clean-energy-industries-and-jobs-through-federal-sustainability/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/12/08/executive-order-on-catalyzing-clean-energy-industries-and-jobs-through-federal-sustainability/
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Similarities of past and present 

There are plenty of similarities between the modern DoD application of nuclear energy and 
ANPP despite technology changes and changes in external factors. Some preliminary research 
suggests that microreactors could lower the cost of energy for DoD locations and reduce the 
logistical demands of energy sources like diesel fuel or coal, just like ANPP argued they 
would.115 Although a microreactor’s fuel source is more energy dense than alternative fuel 
sources, they may still be vulnerable to damaging sensitive equipment during transportation, as 
they were with ANPP (Appendix A).  

The father of the Nuclear Navy, Admiral Rickover, was frustrated with companies proposing 
they could make reactors at lower costs, with less weight, and in less time than what the Naval 
Reactor program was doing at the time. His ethos can be summarized with the following 
statement, nuclear reactors are complex technologies that require multi-organization cooperation 
to design, build, operate, regulate, shut down, and decommission.116 A recent anecdotal example 
of this is the Vogtle reactors in Georgia; the project began in 2012 with an estimated cost of $14 
billion and a start date of 2018, but as of February 2022 the budget is nearing $30 billion and the 
new start date is possibly 2023.117 A counterexample is that ANPP microreactors were typically 
critical within two years of the project start date: part of this may have been because of the 
limited regulatory oversight that eventually emerged after the Three-Mile Island incident.118 

Although these historical events are not entirely representative or predictive of DoD’s efforts to 
implement microreactors today, the similarities offer a warning: the bureaucratic nature of DoD 
and the multi-organizational cooperation required to build, operate, and decommission a 
nuclear reactor may lead to cost overruns and longer project timelines than originally 
anticipated.  
  

 
115 Vitali et al., “Mobile Nuclear Power Plants for Ground Operations.” 
116 Rockwell, The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a Difference. 
117 Kristi E. Swartz, “Plant Vogtle Hits New Delays; Costs Surge near $30B,” E&E News, February 18, 2022, 
https://www.eenews.net/articles/plant-vogtle-hits-new-delays-costs-surge-near-30b/. 
118 Lovering, Yip, and Nordhaus, “Historical Construction Costs of Global Nuclear Power Reactors.” 

https://www.eenews.net/articles/plant-vogtle-hits-new-delays-costs-surge-near-30b/
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Alternative considerations 
An alternative consideration for this historical analysis is that the positive externalities of 

ANPP were beneficial for the United States and therefore a reasonable investment of tax dollars. 
For context, in the early 1950s, President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” program 
worked toward developing new applications for nuclear energy, with the military at the forefront 
of the effort. The Navy developed the world’s first propulsion nuclear reactor for the U.S.S. 
Nautilus, which launched to sea on January 21st, 1954.119 The Army sited the first land-based, 
electricity-producing reactor in the world at Fort Belvoir in Virginia and began operating the 
reactor on April 15th, 1957.120 The first commercial reactor started producing electricity for the 
electric grid on December 18th, 1957.121 It is worth noting that the world’s first man-made 
nuclear reactor, Chicago-Pile 1, went critical on December 2nd, 1942 as a proof-of-concept for 
plutonium production, which was required used to create atomic weapons.122 Chicago-Pile 1 was 
not designed to create functional power or electricity like the U.S.S. Nautilus and SM-1. ANPP 
also pioneered detailed designs for multiple reactor types,123 including the first transportable 
nuclear power plant (ML-1).124 The military’s nuclear energy programs helped support the 
development of the commercial nuclear energy industry by training many first-generation 
nuclear operators and engineers.125 These military programs helped fund research and 
development that produced new technology, industry standards, and the trained labor force 
necessary to advance the commercial nuclear energy sector. Although these positive externalities 
did not benefit DoD directly, they helped catalyze the U.S. commercial nuclear industrial base 
for decades to come. 

Another positive externality is the GHG emissions that nuclear energy offsets; however, 
because of the limited size and lifespan of ANPP reactors, the amount of total energy they 
produced is rather negligible, limiting the GHG emissions offset. All eight reactors combined 
produced an estimated 0.7 million MWh over their lifespans, assuming a 50% capacity factor. In 
comparison, DoD utilized 58.7 million MWh of energy for installations in FY 2019.126 One 

 
119 Rockwell, The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a Difference. 
120 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
121 Historic American Engineering Record, “Shippingport Atomic Power Station” (Library of Congress, 1983), 
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/hh/item/pa1658/. 
122 Department of Energy, “Manhattan Project: CP-1 Goes Critical, Met Lab, December 2, 1942,” accessed October 
12, 2021, https://www.osti.gov/opennet/manhattan-project-history/Events/1942-1944_pu/cp-1_critical.htm. 
123 Designs include pressurized water reactors (PWR), boiling water reactors (BWR), gas-cooled reactors (GCR), 
and liquid-metal-cooled reactors (LMCR). 
124 “Highly Enriched Uranium: Striking a Balance: Appendix D - Military Reactors.” 
125 Seth M. Womack, “Atomic Army: The Roles of the US Army in America’s Nuclear Endeavors” (Monterey 
Calif.: Naval Postgraduate School, 2014). 
126 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 

https://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/hh/item/pa1658/
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possible climatological argument for ANPP is the causal argument that ANPP influenced the 
commercial nuclear industrial base enough to be responsible for some of the carbon emissions 
offset by them, which is much more significant. Since 1990, nuclear energy generated about 20% 
of U.S. electricity: in 2017 nuclear energy accounted for 56% of GHG emission-free electricity 
in the United States.127 The archival analysis compared alternative energy sources’ direct costs 
with the ANPP reactors and did not add a monetary value for positive externalities, like 
catalyzing the U.S. nuclear industrial base or placing a value on GHG emissions.  

The last alternative consideration discussed here is the possibility that ANPP reactors could 
be cost-competitive after ANPP built the proof-of-concept reactor and/or after they recovered 
from setbacks in the initial years. Although there were some similarities between ANPP reactors, 
all eight were essentially FOAK reactors that did not use previous designs to manufacture 
additional units and capitalize on scale of units.128 Four of the eight reactors (SM-1, SM-1A, PM-
3A, and MH-1A) had operational lifespans of nine years or more which seems like plenty of time 
to make the marginal cost of electricity cost-competitive with alternative energy sources; 
however, because they were each shutdown and not replaced by new reactors, it seems the Army 
recognized they were not cost-competitive and/or that the Army did not have enough locations to 
reasonably host reactors at those price points.129 

Limitations of historical and archival analyses 
A limitation of this historical analysis is that the sources for this analysis were almost all 

secondary sources with a significant reliance on Suid and Harmon.130 Additionally, there is a 
lack of quantitative cost data and diesel fuel offset data for each ANPP reactor. This required 
significant extrapolation to other cost categories of each reactor and estimates of the 
programmatic spending of ANPP (Table 2.4).131 Despite these limitations, this historical analysis 
identified a key finding, summarized past DoD applications of nuclear energy, and informed the 
framework in Chapter 4.  

  

 
127 Office of Nuclear Energy, “The Ultimate Fast Facts Guide to Nuclear Energy” (Department of Energy, January 
2019), https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/01/f58/Ultimate%20Fast%20Facts%20Guide-PRINT.pdf. 
128 Scale of units: the idea that marginal cost per unit decreases as the number of units manufactured increases. See 
Chapter 5 (Step 5) for more details. 
129 There is not enough detail in the archival data to know how the marginal cost of electricity compared to the 
beginning and end of the operational lifespan. 
130 Suid’s historical summary of ANPP is based on the primary documentation that are physically under control of 
the USACE. This means someone could review these sources if given access to the documents. 
131 As noted in the quantitative section, the known construction costs and decommissioning costs alone make every 
reactor more expensive than their diesel fuel alternative 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/01/f58/Ultimate%20Fast%20Facts%20Guide-PRINT.pdf
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Chapter 3. Eielson Air Force Base Site Visit 

In October of 2021, the Department of the Air Force (DAF) selected Eielson Air Force Base 
(AFB) to host a FOAK microreactor by the end of 2027.132 This announcement is the 
culmination of at least a decade-long effort for DoD to consider implementing nuclear energy at 
DoD locations (see Summary of relevant literature in Chapter 1). The selection of a candidate 
location, Eielson AFB, prompted me to visit the base and interview subject matter experts 
(SMEs) to help answer the following questions: 

• How did DAF select Eielson AFB to host a microreactor? By what process? 
• Why was Eielson AFB selected? By what attributes?  
• How similar is Eielson AFB to other DoD locations? 
• How would a microreactor impact Eielson AFB? 
• What alternative energy sources could Eielson AFB consider? 

The following sections describe the takeaways from semi-structured interviews with SMEs 
that help answer each question above. This dissertation refers to interviewees generically, as 
SMEs, to protect their identity. The semi-structured interview protocol and human subjects 
protection committee (HSPC) review is in Appendix B. 

How did DAF select Eielson AFB to host a microreactor? By what process? 
The 2019 National Defense Authorization Act directed DoD to initiate the selection process 

to identify a host location for a microreactor that would be operational by 2027.133 DoD in turn 
empowered DAF’s Office of Energy Assurance (OEA) to select a candidate location to host a 
FOAK reactor.134 DAF went about this in a similar (although not identical) manner to how they 
select bases to beddown aircraft. One SME summarized this beddown process,  

“The Secretary of the Air Force requests one name from each MAJCOMM (e.g., 
PACAF) and then spends more resources to further narrow down the selection.” 

This beddown process is designed to ensure that the top candidate gains the weapon system 
that needs siting. Another SME shared that the search for a candidate location to host a 
microreactor targeted remote locations in arctic climates. Because DAF bases in Alaska fall 
under Pacific Air Forces (PACAF), OEA gave PACAF a questionnaire to identify which base 

 
132 SAF/IEE, “Eielson AFB Announced as Site for Air Force Micro-Reactor Pilot.” 
133 McCain, John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019. 
134 Also referred to as “experimental microreactor” or “microreactor pilot”. I use the term FOAK microreactor to be 
consistent with other sections of this dissertation. 
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they recommend host a FOAK microreactor.135 PACAF initially only nominated Eielson AFB 
and then debated if Clear AFS and Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson might be better nominees. 
In the end, PACAF, then OEA and DAF, selected Eielson AFB as the candidate location. A SME 
shared that DoD did not consider locations in other branches (Army or Navy) or other DAF 
Major Commands outside PACAF (MAJCOMMS, e.g., USAFE).  

The DoD selection process suggests that DoD pushed the microreactor to DAF as opposed to 
Eielson AFB specifically requesting this technology. Through this site selection process, there 
appears to be no explicit comparison between costs and benefits, which makes it difficult to 
know how many DoD installations (if any) would find an investment in a microreactor 
worthwhile. Ultimately, the DoD site selection process identified Eielson AFB as the candidate 
location in DAF to host a FOAK microreactor; however, this process did not include an analysis 
that determines whether the time, effort, and money will be worthwhile. 

SMEs from Eielson AFB also mentioned that they expect DoD and DAF to pay for the 
microreactor, not Eielson AFB. This presumes that someone at the DoD or DAF level will be the 
decisionmakers on if, and when funding gets appropriated for the FOAK microreactor. The 
framework in Chapter 4 aims to assist DoD with identifying if an investment in NETs would be 
worthwhile.  

 
 

Key Finding: The DoD site selection process identified Eielson AFB as the candidate 
location in DAF to host a FOAK microreactor; however, this process did not include an 
analysis that determines whether the time, effort, and money will be worthwhile. 
 

 
Table 3.1 presents an observation from this semi-structured interview question, guidance for 

DoD (based on the observation), and articulates which step of the framework this guidance 
inspired.  

Table 3.1 Connecting an observation from the interview question to a step of the framework  

Observation Guidance Framework step inspiration 
DoD site selection process did 
not analyze if an investment in 
an NET would be worthwhile 

Use data and information to 
determine if the investment is 
worthwhile 

Step 4: Identify viable location-
technology pairs 

 

 
135 Eielson AFB is a part of 11th Air Force and PACAF is their Major Command.  
The details of the questionnaire were not disclosed in the semi-structured interviews; however, I speculate their 
rationale based on the attributes of Eielson AFB (see Why was Eielson AFB selected? By what attributes?). 
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Why was Eielson AFB selected? By what attributes? 
The exact reasons why PACAF, then OEA and DAF, selected Eielson AFB as the candidate 

location to host a FOAK microreactor is unknown; however, I speculate their rationale based on 
the attributes of Eielson AFB and inputs provided by SMEs, which include the following: 

• Remote and austere location to demonstrate the independence of the technology and 
ability to operate in extreme environments 

• Existing infrastructure and expertise to integrate the NET on base 
• Strategic location that could benefit from energy resilience 
• Political support at the state and local levels 

These reasons are not presented in an order of importance and are further described below. 
The environmental characteristics of Eielson AFB were not a factor in the selection process, 
according to interviews with SMEs.136  

Eielson AFB is in the Interior of Alaska, about thirty miles away from Fairbanks, AK, which 
has a population of 31,000 people. In 2020, temperatures were as low as -40⁰ F in the winter and 
as high as 80⁰ F in the summer.137 The lowest recorded temperature in Alaska was -80⁰ F in 
Prospect Creek (near Fairbanks) in 1971.138 Figure 3.1 shows a warning sign from the hotel on 
base to demonstrate how austere the environment can be and what that could mean for personnel. 

 
136 Now that DAF selected Eielson AFB, they will likely outsource the environmental considerations of the FOAK 
microreactor to Pacific Northwest National Laboratories (PNNL), who have the personnel and experience to 
perform an environmental impact study (EIS).  
137 “Fairbanks, AK Weather History | Weather Underground,” accessed January 24, 2022, 
https://www.wunderground.com/history/monthly/us/ak/fairbanks/PAFA/date/2020-2. 
138 Pixabay, “1971: Alaska Sets US Record for Coldest Temperature Ever Recorded,” Baker City Herald, accessed 
January 24, 2022, https://www.bakercityherald.com/1971-alaska-sets-us-record-for-coldest-temperature-ever-
recorded/image_f88a9155-bff0-5ba4-bc42-ecd9b16dfa26.html. 

https://www.wunderground.com/history/monthly/us/ak/fairbanks/PAFA/date/2020-2
https://www.bakercityherald.com/1971-alaska-sets-us-record-for-coldest-temperature-ever-recorded/image_f88a9155-bff0-5ba4-bc42-ecd9b16dfa26.html
https://www.bakercityherald.com/1971-alaska-sets-us-record-for-coldest-temperature-ever-recorded/image_f88a9155-bff0-5ba4-bc42-ecd9b16dfa26.html
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Figure 3.1 Cold weather disaster warning at Eielson AFB hotel 

 
Note: Another piece of this warning sign mentioned that guests should be 
prepared to evacuate with all belongings within 30 minutes of notification. 

A SME explained the rationale behind this warning by stating that if heat is not distributed to 
buildings while temperatures are below freezing, water pipes in buildings could freeze and burst 
(because water increases in volume when it is solid). Then, when heat is delivered and building 
temperatures rise, the ice melts and water could flood the building, leading to permanent 
infrastructure damage. Colder temperatures mean that pipes can freeze more quickly, in the event 
of a heat outage. These characteristics show that Eielson AFB is in a remote and austere location 
which enables DoD to test the microreactor’s capability to operate in an isolated environment. 

Eielson AFB already has the infrastructure in place to provide electricity and heat to the base. 
A coal-fired central heat and power plant (CHPP, pronounced “Chip”) services the installation’s 
electricity and heat. Eielson AFB also has auxiliary diesel steam plants for emergency heat 
generation and a connection with the local utility, Golden Valley Energy Authority (GVEA), 
which Eielson can draw electricity from (Figure 3.3). According to SMEs on base, the CHPP can 
operate in island mode and has black-start capabilities for full independence from the grid. SMEs 
expect this existing infrastructure and personnel expertise will ease the integration of a 
microreactor into operations. 

Eielson AFB is a strategic location in PACAF for several reasons, identified by SMEs. One 
reason is that Eielson AFB is relatively close to eastern Russia (1,000 miles to Anadyr, Russia), 
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northern China (3,350 miles to Harbin, China), and Eastern Europe (4,500 miles to Kyiv, 
Ukraine).139 One SME added, 

“Eielson AFB is one of the top three gas stations for USAF because of the large 
amount of fuel on base, availability of air refueling aircraft, and proximity to near 
peers, Russia and China.” 

Eielson AFB is also a strategic location because DAF decided to station two combat-coded 
F-35 squadrons there in 2016 (previously, units at the base were training coded).140 The addition 
of the two F-35 squadrons will increase the personnel present and energy demand, so long as 
DAF keeps them stationed there (see Figure E.21 for information on energy demand variability).  

The local community and Alaskan state politicians appear to be supportive of hosting 
microreactor technology at Eielson AFB and in Alaska more generally. From a local perspective, 
most SMEs commented that there was widespread support on base for a new and unique 
technology that could add resilience to the base while reducing carbon emissions. Some SMEs 
commented that there was a dissenting opinion from the local community who are fearful and 
nervous about having an NET near their homes.141 Eielson AFB leadership is aware of the 
publicity of hosting a nuclear reactor and is trying to be as open and upfront about the 
microreactor program as possible, according to their public affairs office. From a state 
perspective, Alaska does not currently have any restrictions on building nuclear power plants 
according to the National Conference of State Legislatures.142 Furthermore, Alaskan Governor 
Mike Dunleavy vocalized his support for investment in microreactors and introduced Senate Bill 
177 to support microreactor implementation in Alaska.143 The new legislation exempts 
microreactors from the legislature approval for siting and exempts microreactors from studies 
concerning changes in laws and regulations with a view to atomic industrial development.144 
Lastly, some SMEs mentioned there is a broad military presence in Alaska and that the base is 
integrated with the community, so they will likely have the support of political and community 
leaders to do what is necessary on base.  

 
139 A website, aircalculator.com, calculated the distances to the respective locations. Eielson AFB is relatively close 
to these destinations compared to locations in the continental United States (CONUS). 
140 Lockheed Martin, “North to the Future: F-35 and Alaska’s Strategic Mission,” October 14, 2021, 
https://www.f35.com/f35/news-and-features/north-to-the-future-f35-and-alaskas-strategic-mission.html. 
141 The comments section of a local newspaper (Daily News – Miner), expressed these sentiments after DAF 
announced they plan to site a microreactor at Eielson AFB. 
142 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction,” 
NCSL, August 17, 2021, https://www.ncsl.org/research/environment-and-natural-resources/states-restrictions-on-
new-nuclear-power-facility.aspx. 
143 Office of Governor Dunleavy, “Governor Dunleavy Introduces Legislation Creating Energy Independence for 
Alaska Microreactor Technology Promises Clean, Safe Energy,” The Great State of Alaska, February 2, 2022, 
https://gov.alaska.gov/newsroom/2022/02/02/governor-dunleavy-introduces-legislation-creating-energy-
independence-for-alaska-microreactor-technology-promises-clean-safe-energy/. 
144 Mike Dunleavy, “Senate Bill NO. 177,” February 1, 2022, http://www.akleg.gov/PDF/32/Bills/SB0177A.PDF. 

https://www.f35.com/f35/news-and-features/north-to-the-future-f35-and-alaskas-strategic-mission.html
https://www.ncsl.org/research/environment-and-natural-resources/states-restrictions-on-new-nuclear-power-facility.aspx
https://gov.alaska.gov/newsroom/2022/02/02/governor-dunleavy-introduces-legislation-creating-energy-independence-for-alaska-microreactor-technology-promises-clean-safe-energy/
http://www.akleg.gov/PDF/32/Bills/SB0177A.PDF
https://www.ncsl.org/research/environment-and-natural-resources/states-restrictions-on-new-nuclear-power-facility.aspx
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The preceding reasons given by SMEs could explain why PACAF, then OEA and DAF, 
selected Eielson AFB as the candidate location to host a FOAK microreactor in the future; 
however, this selection process does not communicate if the benefits will necessarily outweigh 
the costs for Eielson AFB or if DoD could site future generations of microreactors (with lower 
cost estimates) at other DoD locations to make the investment in a FOAK microreactor 
worthwhile. Table 3.2 presents an observation from this semi-structured interview question, 
guidance for DoD (based on the observation), and articulates which step of the framework this 
guidance inspired.  

Table 3.2 Connecting an observation from the interview question to a step of the framework  

Observation Guidance Framework step inspiration 
There are numerous attributes 
that influence the usefulness 
and feasibility of hosting an NET 

Use DoD location attributes to 
determine which ones could 
host an NET 

Step 2: Characterize DoD 
locations 

 

How similar is Eielson AFB to other DoD locations? 
Because Eielson AFB is unique compared to other DoD locations, one concern with 

investing in a FOAK microreactor is that there would be limited DoD locations that would 
benefit from future generations of microreactors (even at lower cost estimates). SMEs 
mentioned, that although other DoD locations share some attributes with Eielson AFB, no other 
location shares all the same attributes. To corroborate this point, I codified the attributes of 
Eielson AFB into binary questions (Table 3.3) and then applied those binary questions to Eielson 
AFB and other DoD locations mentioned by SMEs (Table 3.4).  

If the attributes in Table 3.3 are in fact the same as the ones used by PACAF, then Table 3.4 
shows how other DoD locations compare to Eielson AFB along those attributes. This comparison 
attempts to replicate PACAF’s selection process and systematically show why they selected 
Eielson AFB to host the FOAK microreactor. 
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Table 3.3 Attributes cited as rationale for selecting Eielson AFB as DAF location to host a FOAK 
microreactor  

 Attribute Binary question 

De
si

ra
bi

lit
y 

High cost of electricity 
Is the local cost of electricity greater than 150% of U.S. commercial 
average ($159/MWh)?145, 146 

High strategic value 
Is the DoD location of strategic importance where an extended power 
outage would deny ability to do the mission? (e.g., command centers, 
combat-coded, employed in place missions)147 

Isolated 
Is the local utility physically connected to neither the western 
interconnection nor eastern interconnection?148 

Harsh climate 
Is the DoD location in an environment where power outage can cause 
significant and permanent damage? (e.g., arctic)149 

GHG emission policy 
Does the DoD location’s state have a GHG emission policy that may 
influence the value of producing electricity without emissions?150 

Fe
as

ib
ili

ty
 

Sufficient power demand 
Does the DoD location consume 5 MWe or more on average according 
to FY 2020 Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report (AEMRR) 
data?151  

Power production experience Does the DoD location produce significant amounts of its energy on site?  

Permissive state nuclear policy 
Does the DoD location’s state policy restrict constructing nuclear power 
plants according to National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)?152 

Department of the Air Force 
(DAF) Location 

Is the DoD location in DAF? 153 

In the United States Is the DoD location in the United States?  

Note: According to SMEs, DAF did not include conducive environment requirements in the selection process. If they 
were, this attribute would fall under the feasibility category.  

 
145 “State Electricity Profiles - Energy Information Administration.” 
146 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
147 This is a slightly broader definition than the characterization of command centers in Table E.1 
148 North American Electric Reliability Corporation, “ERO Enterprise | Regional Entities,” July 2019, 
https://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/keyplayers/Pages/default.aspx. 
149 This is relatively subjective because the extent of damage depends on the type and length of an outage. 
150 “U.S. State Carbon Pricing Policies,” Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, April 16, 2021, 
https://www.c2es.org/document/us-state-carbon-pricing-policies/. 
151 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
152 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
153 OEA was only exploring DAF locations, not all DoD locations, as is the scope of this dissertation. 

https://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/keyplayers/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.c2es.org/document/us-state-carbon-pricing-policies/
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I binned each attribute mentioned by SMEs into two categories: desirability, and feasibility. 
A DoD location’s degree of desirability is a function of the local cost of energy, strategic value 
(e.g., influence on strategic missions or extent DoD is willing to pay for more energy resilience), 
level of isolation, the harshness of the climate, and state policy on GHG emissions. A DoD 
location’s degree of feasibility is a function of power demand, power production experience, and 
state policy regarding siting a microreactor. I wrote the binary questions for each attribute after 
the semi-structured interviews with SMEs to mirror the DoD beddown selection process. 

Table 3.4 below is an example of how eight DoD locations compare to Eielson AFB based 
on the questions in Table 3.3. Each location was brought up during discussions with SMEs. 

Table 3.4 Comparing DoD location’s attributes for hosting a microreactor 

  DoD Locations 

  

Eielson 
AFB 
(AK) 

Fort 
Greely 

(AK) 

Fort 
Wainwright 

(AK) 

Clear SFS 
(AK) 

Thule AFB 
(Greenland) 

Joint Base 
Elmendorf-
Richardson 

(AK) 

Vandenberg 
SFB (CA) 

Hickam 
AFB (HI) 

Wright-
Patterson 

AFB 

De
si

ra
bi

lit
y 

High cost of 
electricity x x x x x x x x  

High strategic 
value x x  x x x  x x 

Isolated x x x x x  x x  
Harsh climate x x x x x     
GHG emission 

policy       x x x 

Fe
as

ib
ili

ty
 

Sufficient 
power 

demand 
x x x  x x x x x 

Power 
production 
experience 

x x x  x   x x 

Permissive 
state nuclear 

policy 
x x x x  x   x 

DAF location x   x x x x x x 
In the U.S. x x x x  x x x x 

Note: Sources for information are indicated in Table 3.3. Locations were included here if SMEs compared them to 
Eielson AFB during semi-structured interviews. Clear Space Force Station (SFS) closed their CHPP in 2016 and Joint 
Base (JB) Elmendorf-Richardson closed their CHPP in 2012.154 Thule AFB electricity costs were not in DAF AEMRR 
data set but are assumed to be as high as (or higher than) average electricity costs in Alaska.  

Table 3.4 is a visual representation of my interpretation of how DAF selected Eielson AFB 
instead of another DoD location to host a FOAK microreactor. Although this approach shows 

 
154 “Out with the Old, Clear AFS Closes Coal Plant,” Peterson Space Force Base, accessed February 10, 2022, 
https://www.peterson.spaceforce.mil/Newsroom/Article-Display/Article/967766/out-with-the-old-clear-afs-closes-
coal-plant/. 

https://www.peterson.spaceforce.mil/Newsroom/Article-Display/Article/967766/out-with-the-old-clear-afs-closes-coal-plant/
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that Eielson AFB has the most combined attributes of feasibility and desirability for hosting a 
microreactor when compared to other DoD locations, there are some drawbacks. For example, 
the attributes in Table 3.4 are not additive and cannot be summed to generate a “score” for each 
DoD location because they do not have common units of measurement and because attributes are 
correlated with each other (e.g., high cost of electricity and isolation). Additionally, this binary 
approach does not determine if an investment in a FOAK microreactor at Eielson AFB is 
worthwhile because there is no comparison of costs, benefits, or risks. Furthermore, this binary 
approach does not indicate how many other DoD locations could viably host a microreactor, thus 
Eielson AFB’s uniqueness may be a detriment to investing in a technology that relies on building 
many additional units to gain a return on investment (as is the case with microreactors).155 
Lastly, this selection process is not helpful in determining if a microreactor is the best energy 
solution for Eielson AFB’s (or any other locations) because there is no comparison of a 
microreactor to an alternative energy solution.  

The only attribute from Table 3.4 that Eielson AFB does not have is a state GHG emission 
policy; however, DoD is subject to multiple statutes to reduce GHG emissions and increase the 
use of energy from renewable resources156, 157, including President Biden’s Executive order for 
federal agencies to be 100 percent carbon pollution-free electricity on an NET annual basis by 
2030.158 The CHPP at Eielson AFB is the single largest emitter of carbon dioxide in DoD, 
burning about 500 tons of coal per day on average159 and producing about 935 tons of CO2 per 
day.160 On extremely cold days, Eielson consumed up to 720 tons of coal, according to a 2007 
source,161 and up to 800 tons of coal per day according to a 2018 source.162 Therefore, although 
Eielson AFB is not subject to any costs for GHG emissions by Alaska, reducing GHG emissions 
at Eielson AFB is still relevant to DoD.  

The framework in Chapter 4 describes how a user can characterize DoD locations by their 
average cost of electricity, average power consumption, and feasibility attributes to identify 

 
155 Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” 
156 109th Congress, “Energy Policy Act of 2005,” Public Law 109-58 § (2005), 
https://www.congress.gov/109/plaws/publ58/PLAW-109publ58.pdf. 
157 “10 United States Code § 2911 - Energy Policy of the Department of Defense,” LII / Legal Information Institute, 
accessed January 27, 2021, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2911. 
158 Biden, “Executive Order on Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability.” 
159 Matthew Rosine, “Eielson Powers Its Own Mission,” Air Force, March 13, 2007, 
https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/127621/eielson-powers-its-own-mission/. 
160 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), “Why Do Carbon 
Dioxide Emissions Weigh More than the Original Fuel?,” Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - U.S. Energy 
Information Administration (EIA), February 4, 2021, https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=82&t=11. 
161 Rosine, “Eielson Powers Its Own Mission.” 
162 Nichol, “Roadmap for the Deployment of Micro-Reactors for U.S. Department of Defense Domestic 
Installations.” 

https://www.congress.gov/109/plaws/publ58/PLAW-109publ58.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2911
https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/127621/eielson-powers-its-own-mission/
https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=82&t=11
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viable163 DoD location and nuclear energy technology (location-technology) pairs in Step 4. This 
will help DoD decisionmakers understand whether the time, money, and effort of investing in an 
NET are worthwhile (or not). 

The following section looks at how a microreactor would impact Eielson AFB operations to 
explore the tangible benefits that a microreactor would provide and then the last section explores 
what other energy solutions could feasibly provide those same benefits.  

How would a microreactor impact Eielson AFB?  
The following section focuses on how a microreactor would integrate with the flow of energy 

for Eielson AFB and subsequently impact energy resilience. Figure 3.2 depicts the Eielson AFB 
energy flow when operating in island mode (disconnected from local utility power), Figure 3.3 
depicts the energy flow when connected to the grid, and Figure 3.4 depicts a potential 
configuration of energy flow with a microreactor. 

Figure 3.2 Eielson AFB energy flow in island mode164 

 
Note: The figure is not to scale and is not a complete representation of energy resilience equipment in this system, 
which is discussed below Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.2 depicts how energy flows from a coal mine to supply Eielson AFB with heat and 
electricity. Coal is mined in Alaska and transported by railroad to Eielson AFB. Once on base, 
the only two Air Force locomotives maneuver train cars of coal between a long-term storage 
facility, thaw shed, and the CHPP. Eielson AFB retains enough coal on base for 90 days of 

 
163 The word viable describes any location-technology pair where the average cost of electricity of the DoD location 
is greater than the NET LCOE estimate, AND the average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than 
the NET power capacity, AND the DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 
164 The infographic is based on a tour of the CHPP and discussion with SMEs. 
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continuous operations.165 When the train cars bring coal from the thaw shed to the CHPP, it 
moves by conveyor belt to six coal bunkers on the top floor.  

Once the coal is inside the coal bunkers of the CHPP, the coal is gravity fed into each 
bunker’s respective boiler. The six boilers then burn the coal at temperatures around 2,100⁰ F to 
boil water in tanks, directly above the heat source.166 The water tanks are half water and half 
high-pressure steam. The high-pressure steam leaves the water tank and flows through one of the 
five generators to produce electricity and low-temperature steam.167 The electricity flows through 
a bus that balances electricity supply and demand by monitoring the frequency (Hz) of electricity 
in the system. The low-temperature steam enters a steam utilidor for distribution to buildings on 
base.  

The CHPP’s bus connects to numerous feeders that are geographically disbursed on base. 
The feeders distribute electricity to numerous end users, like airfield lighting, operational 
buildings, homes on base, etc. The low-pressure steam in the utilidor is distributed parallel to the 
electrical system for buildings on base and is especially important in wintertime when 
temperatures could reach -80⁰ F.168 In standard operating conditions, the low-pressure steam is in 
a closed loop system that retains about 95% of the water, limiting the amount of water injected 
into the system from an external source.169 The needs of the end users on base drive the power 
production and heat delivery from the CHPP. 

Figure 3.2 shows how energy flows in its standard island mode but does not show or support 
discussion on energy resilience measures in place beyond the coal storage on base. Figure 3.3 
shows one of these energy resilience measures, followed by a broader discussion of electricity 
resilience on base. 

 
165 Nichol, “Roadmap for the Deployment of Micro-Reactors for U.S. Department of Defense Domestic 
Installations.” 
166 Coal is only gravity fed from a bunker to its respective boiler when the boiler is in operation. The six boilers 
operate at the level required to meet demand on base. There is an excess of boiler power capacity to allow for 
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. 
167 The generators operate at the level required to meet demand on base. There is an excess of boiler power capacity 
to allow maintenance. 
168 Pixabay, “1971.” 
169 Once the low temperature steam passes through the buildings it moves back to the CHPP where it is condensed 
into water and pumped back to the water tanks above the boilers to repeat the cycle. 
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Figure 3.3 Energy flow of Eielson AFB connected to the local utility170 

  
Note: The figure is not to scale and is not a full representation of energy resilience equipment in this system 
(discussed below). Electricity flows one directionally, from GVEA to Bus. 

Golden Valley Electric Authority (GVEA) is the local utility that serves most of the interior 
of Alaska. One SME mentioned that the CHPP operates at a lower cost per MWh than 
purchasing electricity from GVEA.171 There is a physical electrical tie between GVEA and 
Eielson AFB that allows Eielson AFB to draw electricity from the grid in a time of need;172 
however, GVEA cannot provide heat for buildings on base. In an emergency, there are auxiliary 
heat plants that use diesel fuel to produce steam for the steam utilidor. There are also backup 
generators that can provide electricity to a specific building. The bus at the CHPP can disconnect 
from GVEA and operate in island mode because it has its own frequency modulator to maintain 
the quality of electricity served on base (Figure 3.2). The CHPP also has black-start capabilities 
with a diesel generator on site that can power the CHPP to begin production of electricity on a 
de-energized bus (If GVEA is also not operating). These capabilities provide Eielson AFB 
energy resilience to a wide array of adverse energy events.  

Figure 3.4 shows how a microreactor could integrate with the Eielson AFB energy system 
and is followed by a discussion of impacts on power capacity, energy capacity, and energy 
resilience.173 

 
170 The infographic is based on a tour of the CHPP and discussion with SMEs. 
171 The exact cost differences are difficult to know because the CHPP is a sunk cost at this point. Therefore, the 
marginal cost to produce electricity from the CHPP is not necessarily a fair comparison with GVEA’s price for 
electricity generation and transmission. 
172 A negligible amount of electricity flows from Eielson AFB to GVEA. 
173 Power capacity is a term that refers to the maximum amount of electricity that a plant can generate at a moment 
in time. Energy capacity is a term that refers to the amount of electricity that a plant can deliver before requiring fuel 
from an external source (usually outside of the base). 
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Figure 3.4 Potential configuration of Eielson AFB energy flow with a microreactor 

 
Note: The figure is not to scale and is not a full representation of energy resilience equipment in this system, which is 
discussed below Figure 3.3. 

From an energy flow perspective, SMEs at Eielson AFB expect the microreactor to integrate 
with the system at the bus and the steam utilidor.174 The bus would draw electricity from the 
microreactor’s generator and connect it to feeders, just like it does for the CHPP and GVEA. The 
low-temperature steam from the microreactor’s generator would connect to the steam utilidor 
and provide heat to the buildings. The microreactor will increase Eielson AFB’s power capacity 
and energy capacity, while the degree to which it adds energy resilience is subject to its power 
capacity and configuration of feeders (see discussion below). 

The amount of power capacity the microreactor can add to Eielson AFB is equal to the power 
capacity of the microreactor (e.g., 5 MWe). I display the microreactor at the same point in the 
timeline of Figure 3.4 as the boilers because they perform essentially the same task, turning 
water into high-pressure steam. This high-pressure steam then produces electricity through a 
generator, like the ones in the CHPP. Therefore, adding a microreactor is equivalent to adding 
more boiler capacity on base, and adding the generator that comes along with the microreactor is 
equivalent to adding more power capacity on base. The power capacity of the microreactor 
would have cascading effects on Eielson AFB regarding potential cost savings (Table E.2), 
energy resilience (discussed below), and reducing carbon emissions.175 

 
174 The final verdict on the microreactor’s placement and connection is unknowable before more details about the 
microreactor design and the vendor are known. 
175 The amount of GHG emissions avoided by the microreactor would be primarily determined its power capacity 
and capacity factor. Capacity factor is the proportion of energy produced in a year divided by the total potential 
energy in a year. Presumably, the marginal cost of the microreactor is lower than the marginal cost of the CHPP 
boiler(s), which would allow the microreactor to try and achieve a capacity factor near 100%.  
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A microreactor would add energy capacity176 to Eielson AFB because a microreactor’s 
nuclear core can go about 3-5 years between refueling (Table 5.1). Energy capacity can 
contribute to energy resilience from a sustained power outage. Eielson AFB’s present energy 
capacity is determined by the amount of coal stored on site.  

The way in which a microreactor adds energy resilience to Eielson AFB is nuanced and may 
be best understood by following RAND’s framework on valuing electric power resilience to see 
how exactly the microreactor would add energy resilience to Eielson AFB.177 One way to 
increase energy resilience, as mentioned above, is by increasing energy capacity to sustain 
operations if the power is out for an extended period. Other ways include black start capabilities 
(to respond to a power outage when there is no frequency modulation in the system) and island 
mode operations (to operate independently of grid power with frequency modulation). SMEs 
noted that the microreactor request for proposals would likely require both black start and island 
mode capabilities. 

Black start capabilities would ensure the microreactor could turn back on independently of 
the CHPP and GVEA during an outage event. This means the microreactor and its generator 
would need supplemental diesel generators to power the plant up and begin operations 
independently of other power sources. One SME mentioned that the microreactor would not be 
able to assist with the CHPP’s black start capability because the microreactor generator would be 
tied into the energy system at the electric bus and not directly to the CHPP. This means that the 
microreactor’s black start capability would not add resilience to the CHPP’s black start 
capability. 

Island mode capabilities require a device (the bus) to modulate the frequency of electricity 
and maintain 60 Hz independently of another power source.178 For Eielson AFB, the bus needs 
enough power to provide electricity to all the feeders on base, otherwise, the bus would shed load 
by disconnecting some of the feeders. If the CHPP were to go offline and GVEA was either 
disconnected or experiencing its own outage, the ability of the microreactor to keep the bus 
energized would depend on the microreactor’s power capacity. If the microreactor cannot meet 
the demand of the entire base, then the bus would shed load. At the current moment, numerous 
feeders provide electricity to the critical infrastructure on base.179 For Eielson AFB to sustain 
operations during a CHPP and GVEA outage, the microreactor would need to be able to meet the 

 
176 The term energy capacity refers to the total heat and electricity that the fuel on site can produce. 
177 Kristin Van Abel et al., “Implementation Guidance for the RAND Project Air Force Electric Power Resilience 
Valuation Framework” (RAND Project Air Force, unpublished). 
178 For DoD locations without a pre-existing bus, they would need to connect the microreactor to a microgrid that 
can modulate the frequency independently of the grid. 
179 Eielson AFB’s critical infrastructure primarily relates to the flying mission on base. Some critical infrastructure 
and assets include airfield lighting, radios, landing navigation, maintenance, hangar doors, etc. 
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electrical and heating load of Eielson AFB’s critical infrastructure and the same feeder (or two) 
would need to provide electricity and heat to all the critical infrastructure.180  

Although a microreactor would increase power capacity, increase energy capacity, and 
decrease GHG emissions, the degree to which black start and island mode capabilities would 
increase Eielson AFB’s energy resilience is highly dependent on the microreactor’s power 
capacity181 and the configuration of energy distribution to critical infrastructure. A common 
theme when listening to presentations about advanced nuclear reactors182, 183 and having 
conversations with SMEs is the combining of attributes from different NET into an idealized 
technology that does not exist. Table 3.5 presents an observation from this semi-structured 
interview question, guidance for DoD (based on the observation), and articulates which step of 
the framework this guidance inspired.  

Table 3.5 Connecting an observation from the interview question to a step of the framework  

Observation Guidance Framework step inspiration 
Attributes of different reactors 
are often conflated into one 

Use NET attributes to determine 
where to site them 

Step 3: Characterize NETs 

 
The next section discusses alternative energy solutions that could compete with a 

microreactor from a cost-effectiveness perspective. 

What alternative energy solutions could Eielson AFB consider? 
A comment from a SME was that the Eielson AFB mission is energy source agnostic, 

meaning they do not care how the base generates and distributes power, as long as they deliver 
power when the mission needs it.  

 
180 One alternative suggestion brought up during discussions with SMEs is that all critical infrastructure could be re-
wired and connected directly to the microreactor to provide power directly. This re-configuration would require a 
“mini-bus” to coordinate power supply and demand at that feeder and a cross-connection with the main bus at the 
CHPP in case the microreactor went off-line during a planned or un-planned event. 
181 One idea brought up by SMEs is that a microreactor with a smaller power capacity would be less impactful on 
current operations if it unexpectedly went offline. Although this line of reasoning makes sense from an operations 
perspective, building smaller FOAK microreactors may increase the NET LCOE (Appendix D), decrease the energy 
resilience it could provide, and hinder the ability to decrease costs in subsequent generations if the design changed 
(Figure E.22). Hosting multiple microreactors at a single location could increase the power capacity of the collective 
microreactors to increase the energy resilience. 
182 Lee, “Merits and Viability of Different Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Technology Options and the Waste Aspects of 
Advanced Nuclear Reactors | National Academies.” 
183 Meserve, “Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced Nuclear Reactors in the United States | National 
Academies.” 
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“The operational mission does not care how the energy gets there; they just need 
it to be there.”  

At first glance, Eielson AFB has limited alternative energy solutions; however, a 
combination of them could produce the same benefits as a microreactor. This suggests that 
Eielson AFB may prefer alternative energy solutions that provide the same benefits as a 
microreactor if they were less expensive.184 A list of alternative energy solutions and their impact 
on power capacity, energy capacity, and carbon emissions are below. They are presented in order 
of what is most feasible, based on projects already under contract and interviews with SMEs. 
Each energy solution is followed by potential limitation(s).  

• Additional generator capacity for CHPP: increase power capacity 
o SMEs mentioned that a larger power capacity could bring on additional 

environmental protection agency (EPA) regulations if GHG emissions exceed 
the present air permit, although the exact ramifications are uncertain. 

• Increase on-site coal storage: increase energy capacity 
o Eielson AFB needs to notify the Alaskan government when they move coal 

from long-term storage to the thaw shed because of dust produced, according 
to one SME 

• Solar panels: increase power capacity and reduce carbon emissions 
o The sun is out predominately in the summer and not in the winter due to the 

high latitude of Eielson AFB (see discussion below for more nuances) 
• Carbon capture: reduce carbon emissions 

o Expensive solution that would depend on geological surroundings for storing 
the captured carbon 

• Geothermal energy: increase power capacity, energy capacity, and reduce carbon 
emissions 

o Would depend on geological surroundings. SMEs were doubtful the 
environment is conducive to this energy source 

• Wind farm: increase power capacity and reduce carbon emissions 
o No substantial wind near Eielson AFB 

• Natural gas pipeline: increase power capacity and energy capacity 
o A natural gas pipeline to fuel Eielson AFB would cost on the order of $600 M 

according to a study that one SME referenced 
Two of these alternative solutions are already under development at Eielson AFB; additional 

generator capacity at the CHPP and solar panels.  

 
184 Engineering National Academies of Sciences, The Future of Electric Power in the United States, 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.17226/25968. 

https://doi.org/10.17226/25968
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Eielson AFB is actively increasing the power capacity of the CHPP because its missions’ 
power demand increased with the recent stationing of two combat-coded F-35 squadrons.185 
USACE signed a contract for $34.6 million in January 2022 to replace the two 2.5 MWe 
generators at the CHPP with a new 10 Mwe generator by the end of 2023, according to a SME. 
USACE Alaska expected this project to cost between $20-$30 million.186 Eielson AFB originally 
installed the two 2.5 MWe generators in the 1950s: today these generators operate below their 
advertised power capacity rating. The boiler capacity at the CHPP will be sufficient to meet this 
increase in generator capacity according to SMEs at Eielson AFB. 

A housing contractor plans to install about 2 MWe of solar panels for homes on base in the 
future, according to SMEs. These are only going to serve the houses and will not provide 
electricity back to the Eielson AFB grid. Therefore, this effectively reduces the electrical demand 
by 2 MWe when the sun is shining, typically only in the summer. This would decrease the 
amount of GHG emissions from the CHPP. This summer electricity demand reduction is also 
helpful for the CHPP because the coal generator turbines operate less efficiently at higher 
temperatures in the summer.187 With this idea in mind, one SME mentioned that if Eielson AFB 
hosted the microreactor for six months at a time, they would prefer to have it in the summertime, 
rather than the wintertime. They would have the microreactor only produce electricity to 
decrease the electrical demand on the coal generators so they could produce less electricity, 
produce less steam, operate at lower temperatures, and be more efficient. Therefore, adding 2 
MWe of solar panels will reduce GHG emissions and help increase the operational efficiencies 
of the CHPP generators in the summertime. 

An alternative energy solution that Eielson AFB is not presently pursuing is the addition of 
coal storage on site to increase energy capacity at Eielson AFB.188 Increasing coal storage from 
90 days to 180 days at the beginning of winter could mitigate the impacts of a coal transportation 
disruption that might occur during the winter months (October to April).189  

 
185 Lockheed Martin, “North to the Future.” 
186 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, “USACE Alaska District Procurement Forecast” (USACE, June 2020), 
https://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Portals/34/docs/smallbiz/POA%20opportunity%20list_Jun2020.pdf. 
187 According to SMEs, the generator turbines operate less efficiently at higher temperatures (summer) because all 
the steam the generators produce needs to be condensed back into water instead of distributed in the steam utilidor. 
This excessive steam increases the temperature of the generator which consequently decreases the electricity 
production efficiencies. The coal generators operate more efficiently at lower temperatures in the wintertime when 
they are pushing all the steam out to the steam utilidor. 
188 According to one SME, a limitation to this solution is that Eielson AFB would need to notify the Alaskan 
government when they move coal long-term storage to the thaw shed because of dust produced. 
189 Construction to maintain/repair coal transportation infrastructure is not conducive during the winter because of 
frozen ground and other climate constraints. 

https://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Portals/34/docs/smallbiz/POA%20opportunity%20list_Jun2020.pdf
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Solar panels could offset some GHG emissions in the summertime, but if Eielson AFB needs 
to reduce more emissions because of a federal mandate190, 191, 192 or a state GHG emission 
policy,193 they could investigate what carbon capture and storage (CC&S) technology they could 
use at the CHPP. CC&S is highly dependent on the geological terrain for the storage of carbon 
dioxide after it is captured and may not be a feasible option for Eielson AFB to pursue.194 In 
addition (or alternative) to carbon capture, Eielson AFB could invest in updating boilers and 
extraction heat generators to increase efficiencies and decrease carbon emissions, as the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) did.195 Although carbon capture and renovations on the 
CHPP could reduce GHG emissions, there are concerns about feasibility and cost that would 
need to be compared with the benefits of a microreactor. DoD could also reduce GHG emissions 
in general by focusing on other regions of the country, where renewable energy is more cost-
competitive with grid prices than in Alaska (see Figure 5.8). 

The discussion above shows that Eielson AFB has alternative energy solutions that could 
provide the same benefits as a microreactor: increase power capacity, increase energy capacity, 
and decrease GHG emissions.196 This combination of alternative energy solutions includes: 

• Install more generators to the CHPP to increase power capacity 
• Construct solar panels to increase power capacity and reduce GHG emissions 
• Increase the coal capacity stored on base to increase energy capacity 
• Update CHPP components to reduce GHG emissions 

The exploration of alternative energy solutions suggests that a combination of them could 
provide the same benefits as the microreactor; therefore, Eielson AFB could compare their cost-
effectiveness. This was the inspiration for including an exploration of alternative energy 
solutions in Step 6 of the framework (Chapter 4). Ultimately, the framework in Chapter 4 
presents a way to determine if the monetary and non-monetary costs of investing in a 
microreactor will be worth the monetary and non-monetary benefits for DoD.  

 
190 Biden, “Executive Order on Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability.” 
191 109th Congress, Energy Policy Act of 2005. 
192 “10 United States Code § 2911 - Energy Policy of the Department of Defense,” LII / Legal Information Institute, 
accessed January 27, 2021, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2911. 
193 Kaufman et al., “A Near-Term to Net Zero Alternative to the Social Cost of Carbon for Setting Carbon Prices.” 
194 J. C. M. Pires et al., “Recent Developments on Carbon Capture and Storage: An Overview,” Chemical 
Engineering Research and Design, Special Issue on Carbon Capture & Storage, 89, no. 9 (September 1, 2011): 
1446–60, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cherd.2011.01.028. 
195 UAF built a new CHPP in 2018 that cost about $245 million. They deemed the coal fired CHPP as the most cost-
effective energy source available during their extensive research in 2015. Their new plant emits 65% fewer 
particulates than the previous one. (University of Alaska Fairbanks, “Project Background | Combined Heat and 
Power Plant,” 2015, https://www.uaf.edu/heatandpower/background.php.) 
196 This assumes that the black start and island mode capabilities of the microreactor have a negligible impact on 
energy resilience (see discussion below Figure 3.4). 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2911
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cherd.2011.01.028
https://www.uaf.edu/heatandpower/background.php
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Chapter 4. The Proposed Decision Framework 

This chapter describes the proposed decision framework to help DoD decisionmakers 
determine if investing in an NET would be worthwhile.197 The framework is scoped to focus on 
NETs with low power capacities that are implemented at DoD locations in the United States for 
the entirety of the NET’s lifespan.198 The steps of the framework will help the framework user199 
articulate why DoD decisionmakers might invest in an NET, characterize each NET of interest, 
and identify which DoD locations could viably host that NET. The steps also describe how to 
disclose assumptions, account for uncertainties, and examine risks that could impact an 
investment in an NET. I developed this framework iteratively to incorporate observations and 
findings from the literature review, historical analysis, site visit, and semi-structured interviews.  

The term “DoD decisionmakers” refers to people in a broad range of positions who could 
influence a DoD investment in an NET. The decision for DoD to invest in an NET will likely 
require numerous DoD decisionmakers in different organizations to coordinate their efforts 
because DoD is a large, bureaucratic organization. These people could hold positions in the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (e.g., Strategic Capabilities Office), organizations within 
military branches (e.g., Department of the Air Force, Office of Energy Assurance), or at 
individual DoD locations (e.g., Eielson AFB). Furthermore, the U.S. Congress is ultimately 
responsible for appropriations to DoD and can be included in the term, “DoD decisionmakers”. 
DoD decisionmakers can use the outputs of the framework to facilitate communications about 
the decision to invest in an NET or not. 

The word viable is frequently used throughout this dissertation and describes any DoD 
location and NET pair (location technology pair) where the average cost of electricity of the 
DoD location is greater than the NET levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) estimate, and the 
average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than the NET power capacity, and the 
DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 

Table 4.1 presents the steps of the framework, a brief description of each step, and 
observations from research in previous chapters that inspired the inclusion of each step. 
  

 
197 This dissertation refers to the proposed decision framework as “the framework”. 
198 NETs with low power capacities include both SMRs (less than 300 MWe) and microreactors (less than 10 
MWe). A user can apply the framework to both stationary and transportable NETs with the assumption DoD 
implements them at a DoD location for the entirety of its lifespan. See the Scope of research from Chapter 1 for 
more details on why I scoped the framework in this manner. 
199 User: refers to the person or group that applies each step of the framework. A more detailed definition is in the 
Limitations of the framework section below. 
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Table 4.1 Framework overview 

# STEP TITLE DESCRIPTION INSPIRATION  

1 Articulate benefit 
categories of the 
investment 

- Articulate the benefit categories 
for a DoD investment in an NET 

- ANPP reactors did not provide a 
unique mission capability or energy 
at a lower cost (Table 2.2 and 2.5) 

2 Characterize DoD 
locations  

- Characterize attributes of DoD 
locations and plot power demand 
versus cost of electricity 

- There are numerous attributes that 
influence the usefulness and 
feasibility of hosting an NET  
(Table 3.2) 

3 Characterize nuclear 
energy technologies 
(NETs) 

- Characterize attributes of NETs 
and plot power capacity versus 
levelized cost of energy 

- Each ANPP reactor was more 
expensive than alternative energy 
sources (Table 2.5) 
- Attributes of different reactors are 
often conflated into one (Table 3.5) 
 

4 Identify viable 
location-technology 
pairs 

- Identify viable pairs of DoD 
locations and NETs by comparing 
information from Step 2 and Step 3 

- DoD site selection process did not 
analyze if an investment in an NET 
would be worthwhile (Table 3.1) 
 

5 Review assumptions 
and estimate the 
impacts of an 
investment  

- Review assumptions that identify 
viable location-technology pairs 
- Estimate the impacts of an 
investment for each benefit 
category (Step 1) for a verified set 
of location-technology pairs 
- Iterate through Steps 1-4, if 
necessary 
 

- ANPP reactors did not provide a 
unique mission capability or energy 
at a lower cost (Tables 2.2 and 2.5) 
- Iterating during framework 
development highlighted the need 
to make assumptions and review 
them in their entirety 
 

6 Examine additional 
considerations 

- Examine how cost uncertainty, 
mega-projects, programmatic risk, 
DOTMLPF, public perception, and 
alternative energy solutions 
influence a decision to invest or not 

- NASEM presentations identified 
additional considerations when 
investing in an NET200, 201 

- The history of ANPP offers 
cautionary tales beyond mission 
capability and costs (Table 2.2) 

7 Decide to invest now 
or wait 

- Provide quantitative and 
qualitative insights to develop 
informed decisions regarding 
potential NET investments 

- There is presently a substantial 
amount of interest in the military 
application of nuclear energy 
(Table 1.1) 

 
200 Lee, “Merits and Viability of Different Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Technology Options and the Waste Aspects of 
Advanced Nuclear Reactors | National Academies.” 
201 Meserve, “Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced Nuclear Reactors in the United States | National 
Academies.” 
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The framework focuses on aligning DoD location energy needs and NET capabilities. The 
framework output is a compilation of information to help DoD decisionmakers decide whether to 
invest in an NET now or wait and re-evaluate an investment in the future. Figure 4.1 presents an 
infographic to show how steps relate to one another. 

Figure 4.1 Framework Steps 

 
Note: The arrow with white fill is a product of the first five steps. The dark blue arrow indicates that the 
user may need to iterate through steps 1-4 after Step 5 or Step 7 (see Figure 4.5 for more details). 

 
The following sections in this chapter describe each step in more detail and include why each 

step is in the framework, each step’s output, and recommendations on how to produce each 
output. The last section discusses the limitations of the framework. Appendix C includes a 
summary questionnaire for each step. Chapter 5 provides an example of the framework outputs. 

Step 1: Articulate benefit categories of the investment 
In the first step of the framework, the user articulates why DoD might devote time, effort, 

and money towards an NET. The benefits of DoD investing in an NET are likely multi-
dimensional (e.g., energy resilience and reducing carbon emissions) and may depend on the 
scope of implementation (e.g., stationary, or mobile NETs at DoD locations in the United States 
or abroad).202 The user can add benefit categories after they gather more information in 
subsequent steps.  

 
202 The historical analysis of ANPP in Chapter 2 identified three benefit categories for that investment: developing 
new applications for nuclear energy (Atoms for Peace), reducing diesel refueling costs, and reducing the weight of 
transporting the diesel fuel.  
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Benefit categories can be monetary or non-monetary. The user could include a description of 
why they include each benefit category to help DoD decisionmakers understand their relative 
value. The user can estimate the impact of each benefit category for any set(s) of viable location-
technology pairs after they review the assumptions in Step 5.203 The estimated impact of benefits 
for each category will help DoD decisionmakers understand whether the benefits are worthwhile, 
or not.204 This framework starts with the benefit categories to help DoD decisionmakers 
understand why they are considering the investment in the first place. 

Step 1: questions, outputs, and effort 

• Why should DoD invest time, effort, and/or money towards an NET? 
 

Step 1, Outputs Available Data Effort 

List of benefit categories  - National defense strategy 
- National military strategy 
- Presidential directives 
- Literature on nuclear energy 

Subject matter expertise to 
understand DoD installation 
needs, and NET’s capabilities  

Step 2: Characterize DoD locations 
In Step 2, the user needs to characterize DoD locations along two dimensions: average cost 

of electricity and average power consumption. The user can also characterize DoD locations 
along dimensions like feasibility attributes (e.g., state policy regarding nuclear construction, 
conducive environment to site an NET), area cost factors (ACFs), and non-monetary benefits 
that are site-specific (e.g., carbon pricing policy, the value of resiliency). Characterizing DoD 
locations along these attributes will help identify viable location-technology pairs (Step 4).205 
The following paragraphs explain why the average cost of electricity and average power demand 
are two of the most relevant dimensions to characterize DoD locations by and Figure 4.2 shows 
how to visualize these attributes. 

 
203 The estimated impact of most benefit categories will be quantitative, but some may need to use proxy 
measurements to understand their estimated impact. The estimated impact of each benefit category will vary, 
depending on the set of viable location-technology pairs analyzed. 
204 The historical analysis of ANPP in Chapter 2 shows that although ANPP demonstrated that it could operate 
NETs in various settings the reactors offered no unique mission capability to DoD AND they were more expensive 
than plausible energy alternatives (see Table 2.3). In hindsight, the benefits from the investment in ANPP was not 
worthwhile to DoD. 
205 The word viable describes any location-technology pair where the average cost of electricity of the DoD location 
is greater than the NET LCOE estimate, and the average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than the 
NET power capacity, and the DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 
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The average cost of electricity is a scalar measurement (instead of binary, as shown in Table 
3.4) and is important to determine if the status quo electricity cost for a DoD location is greater 
than the LCOE of the microreactor. A DoD location’s average cost of electricity likely correlates 
with attributes like high cost of electricity and isolation.206 The user can also adjust the average 
cost of electricity for non-monetary benefits, like electricity resilience and the cost of carbon 
emissions. The value of electricity resilience can incorporate strategic value and/or harshness of 
the climate by adjusting the value of electricity resilience for individual DoD locations. The user 
can adjust the cost of carbon emissions based on each DoD location’s electricity consumption 
profile (Figure E.6). Characterizing DoD locations by their average cost of electricity will help 
determine if hosting a range of NETs, with varying LCOEs, is worthwhile in Step 4. 

Average power consumption is also a scalar measurement (instead of binary, as shown in 
Table 3.4) and is important to determine if the average power demand is greater than the power 
capacity of the NET. This dissertation does not consider a situation where DoD consistently 
produces excess electricity to sell back to the grid because that is the role of the local utility, not 
the federal government. If the power consumption at a given location is lower than an NETs 
power capacity, the NET would have to operate at a lower capacity factor,207 and if the NET 
operates at a lower capacity factor, then its LCOE increases.208 A DoD location’s average power 
consumption may be correlated with power production experience and high strategic value.209 
Characterizing DoD locations by their average power consumption will help determine if hosting 
a range of NETs, with varying power capacities, is worthwhile in Step 4.210 

The user may also need to characterize DoD locations by feasibility attributes to determine 
which could host an NET. These feasibility attributes could include each DoD location’s state 
policy on nuclear construction, environmental constraints to hosting an NET, and being in the 
United States. SME interviews about attributes of Eielson AFB inspired these three feasibility 
attributes (see Table 3.4): these attributes do not obviously correlate with either average cost of 
energy or average power consumption. 211 

Figure 4.2 shows an example of how to visualize the average cost of electricity and average 
power consumption for numerous DoD locations that will help identify viable location-
technology pairs in Step 4. 

 
206 These correlations are not exhaustive of all relationships between attributes and are based solely on my intuition 
and not by analysis. 
207 Capacity factor is the proportion of energy produced in a year divided by the total potential energy in a year. 
208 The NETs modeled in Chapter 5 have a 95% capacity factor, which means they are almost always operating. 
209 These correlations are not exhaustive of all relationships between attributes and are based solely on my intuition 
and not by analysis. 
210  Appendix D discusses the relationship of an NET’s power capacity and LCOE estimates. 
211 Permissive state nuclear policy and NRC regulations of siting requirements can change over time. 
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Figure 4.2 Characterizing DoD locations 

 
Note: Zero is at the origin. The notional data represent trends 
of the DoD locations. Figure 5.1 displays actual DoD data. 

Each marker in Figure 4.2 represents a DoD location along two dimensions: the average cost 
of electricity and average power consumption. These dimensions are more helpful to compare 
the magnitude of differences between DoD locations than using binary variables (as in Table 
3.4). Step 4 will show how these dimensions can also allow for direct comparison with NETs to 
identify viable location-technology pairs.212 

The user can incorporate additional DoD location attributes, such as state policy on nuclear 
construction and conducive environment, into the scatter plot by using distinct colors and/or 
shapes (e.g., Figure 5.3). These additional layers of feasibility filters may significantly impact the 
number of DoD locations that could viably host an NET. The user can adjust the average cost of 
electricity to account for a value of non-monetary benefits, like energy resilience and the cost of 
carbon emissions. The degree to which non-monetary benefits shift DoD location points would 
depend on the value that DoD places on those non-monetary benefits 213 and/or external 
circumstances.214  

The user can also adjust the average cost of electricity for a DoD location’s ACF. ACFs are 
usually multiplied by costs to understand how the construction, operation, and labor costs change 

 
212 Identifying viable location-technology pairs will help DoD estimate if an investment in an NET is worthwhile, as 
opposed to identifying the top candidate to host a microreactor, as was the case in siting Eielson AFB (see Table 
3.4). 
213 For example, a command center may value electricity resilience more than a training base does (Figure E.5) 
214 For example, the cost of carbon could change due to federal policy and alter the average cost of electricity at 
each DoD location based on how much fossil fuels their local utility uses to generate electricity (Figure E.6). 
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by area within the United States. For example, in response to the expense of replacing an electric 
generator at Eielson AFB, one SME mentioned that, 

“Playing in the arctic is expensive.” 

Therefore, it may be reasonable to adjust the LCOE of an NET by each DoD location’s ACF. 
USACE normalizes all ACFs to the average national cost in the United States.215 Eqn. E.2 in 
Chapter 5 shows the user how to adjust each DoD location’s average cost of electricity based on 
the location’s ACF to plot a “relative average cost of electricity” which they can then compare to 
a single NET LCOE. The degree to which an NET’s cost estimates are dependent on ACFs is 
uncertain and would depend on how much of the NET can be manufactured in a centralized 
location, how much on-site preparation is required, and how much operational costs are impacted 
by local economies.216  

The user can annotate assumptions about non-monetary benefits, the impact of ACFs, and 
external circumstances in Step 2 and review them in Step 5, then they can examine uncertainties 
in Step 6. Because there are numerous assumptions and uncertainties that could determine 
whether the investment is worthwhile, the user may want to develop various scenarios with 
different combinations of assumptions (Table 5.3). These scenarios can be helpful to understand 
the impact that each assumption has on the number of viable location-technology pairs and 
identify any load-bearing assumptions, which Dewar defines as, assumptions upon which the 
success of a plan heavily rests on.217 

Step 2: questions, outputs, and effort 

Questions followed by “(Optional)” are not necessary to complete the framework but may be 
helpful to incorporate the value of benefit categories and more accurately identify viable 
location-technology pairs. 

• What is the average cost of electricity and average power consumption at every DoD 
location? 

• Which DoD locations are constrained by feasibility attributes (e.g., state nuclear policy)? 
(Optional) 

• How does placing a value on non-monetary benefits (e.g., energy resilience) impact the 
cost of electricity for DoD locations? (Optional) 

• How does adjusting the average cost of electricity for area cost factors influence the 
relative average cost of electricity? (Optional) 

 
215 Tracy Leeser, “DoD Area Cost Factors (ACF)” (US Army Corps of Engineers, May 21, 2021), 
https://www.usace.army.mil/Portals/2/DOD%20Area%20Cost%20Factors%20%28ACF%29%20PAX%20Newslett
er%203_2_1%2C%20Dated%2021%20May%202021%20%281%29.pdf. 
216 Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” 
217 James A. Dewar, Assumption-Based Planning: A Tool for Reducing Avoidable Surprises, 1st ed. (Cambridge 
University Press, 2002), https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511606472. 

https://www.usace.army.mil/Portals/2/DOD%20Area%20Cost%20Factors%20%28ACF%29%20PAX%20Newsletter%203_2_1%2C%20Dated%2021%20May%202021%20%281%29.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511606472
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Step 2, Outputs Available Data Effort 

A plot of every DoD location’s 
average cost of electricity and 
average power consumption  

- AEMRR provides annual 
energy consumption 
- AEMRR data on electricity 
consumption and cost by 
location 
- State average prices for 
electricity 

Coordination with AEMRR data 
collection 
(and/or) 
Analyze aggregate AEMRR 
output and estimate the local 
cost of electricity. 

Plot iterations with feasibility 
attributes (optional) 

- State policy on nuclear 
construction 
- Geographical analysis of 
conducive environment for NET  

Use color or shapes to indicate 
which DoD locations have 
feasibility constraints 

Plot iterations of the average 
cost of electricity with a value 
of non-monetary benefits 
(optional) 

- List of command centers 
- Cost of backup diesel 
generators 
- State-level electricity 
generation mix 
- Cost estimates for GHG 
emissions 

Use available sources to 
postulate the value of non-
monetary objectives for each 
base and incorporate them into 
their average cost of electricity 

Plot iterations of the average 
cost of electricity with ACFs 
(optional) 

- AEMRR data on electricity 
consumption and cost by 
location 
- State-level cost of electricity 
-DoD location ACF 

Adjusting each individual DoD 
location’s average cost of 
electricity by their respective 
ACF 

Step 3: Characterize nuclear energy technologies (NETs) 
In Step 3, the user characterizes NETs of interest according to five attributes. I selected these 

five attributes because they provide succinct descriptions of each reactor and other sources used 
them to describe reactors. The sources include the Advanced Reactors Information System 
(ARIS) handbook from 2020 and numerous design presentations from two committees at the 
National Academies of Science Engineering and Technology (NASEM).218, 219, 220 This step also 
introduces how to visualize NETs along two dimensions: power capacity and LCOE (Figure 
4.3). This visualization sets the stage for identifying viable location-technology pairs in Step 4. 

 
218 International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA), “SMR Handbook 2020.” 
219 Meserve, “Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced Nuclear Reactors in the United States | National 
Academies.” 
220 Lee, “Merits and Viability of Different Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Technology Options and the Waste Aspects of 
Advanced Nuclear Reactors | National Academies.” 
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Because there are tens of NETs currently in development,221 characterizing reactors by their 
attributes will help DoD decisionmakers understand the similarities and differences between 
reactors and avoid conflating attributes of different reactors into one.222 Furthermore, reactors 
under development today have tradeoffs in different categories like safety, security, and 
sustainability.223 Writing a brief description of each attribute (and sub-attributes) for each NET 
of interest can help identify which designs align with DoD location needs. Writing the pros and 
cons for each attribute is helpful for describing why an attribute aligns (or not) with DoD needs 
but is an optional task because it is not necessary to identify viable location-technology pairs in 
Step 4. Table 4.2 presents the five attributes and their sub-attributes.  

Table 4.2 Attributes to characterize NET  

Attribute	 Sub-Attributes	

Reactor	type	 Reactor	coolant	
Reactor	moderator	

Nuclear	fuel	 Nuclear	fuel	type	
Nuclear	fuel	enrichment		
Refuel	rate	

Design	readiness	level	 NRC	licensing	
TRL	of	reactor	sub-systems	
Government	funding	
Company’s	deployment	timeline	

Power	capacity	 Heat	output	of	reactor	(MWT)	
Generation	efficiency	
Electrical	output	of	reactor	(MWe)	
Energy	storage	

Reactor	costs	 LCOE	estimates	
Overnight	cost	estimates	
Learning	rates	/	generational	
differences	
Class	of	cost	estimate	(1-5)	

 

 
221 International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA), “SMR Handbook 2020.” 
222 A common theme when listening to presentations about advanced nuclear reactors and having conversations 
with SMEs is the combining of attributes from different NET into an idealized technology that does not exists.  
223 Edwin Lyman, “‘Advanced’ Isn’t Always Better: Assessing the Safety, Security, and Environmental Impacts of 
Non-Light-Water Nuclear Reactors,” Union of Concerned Scientists, March 18, 2021, 
https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/advanced-isnt-always-better. 

https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/advanced-isnt-always-better
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This list of attributes is not comprehensive; however, it provides a relevant level of detail for 
the user and decisionmaker to understand the differences between NETs and their generic 
strengths and weaknesses. Each of the five attributes has sub-attributes that are discussed in more 
detail below.  

Reactor types are typically characterized by their coolant (the substance that transfers heat 
from the reactor to a generator) and sometimes by their moderator (the substance that controls 
neutron flux). The five nuclear reactor types identified below are based only on their coolant. 
Each reactor type has its own set of characteristics such as thermal efficiencies, nuclear burn-up 
rates, relative safety, etc. These are summarized below. 

• Light water reactor (LWR): Most common coolant type for utility-scale nuclear 
power plants. Water is both the coolant and moderator. This type has a high degree of 
reliability and examples to learn from.  

• High-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR): lower power density, high 
temperatures, high pressure, with moving parts that may require more frequent 
inspection and maintenance.224 Associated with Tri-structural Isotropic particle 
(TRISO) fuel development and passive safety measures.  

• Heat-pipe-cooled reactor: passive coolant increases safety, minimal moving parts, and 
low-pressure operation225 

• Liquid-metal-cooled reactor: Greater thermal efficiencies, there are safety concerns 
because of the highly reactive coolants, like sodium.226 

• Molten-salt cooled reactor: Can use spent fuel from LWR, achieve high burn-up rates, 
and operate at a low pressure.227 

Nuclear fuel can be described based on type, enrichment levels, and refuel rate. 
• Nuclear fuel type examples 

o Rods with various cladding (traditional fuel type for LWR) 
o Pebbles with layered protection for passive safety (e.g., TRISO fuel) 
o Liquid fuel integrated with coolant/moderator (e.g., liquid-metal cooled 

reactors) 
• Nuclear fuel enrichment levels can vary based on the percentage of U-235 

o Low-enriched uranium (LEU) is usually between 3-5% enrichment and is 
used in most traditional nuclear power plants. 

 
224 Microreactor Program, “A Microreactor Program Plan for The Department of Energy” (Idaho National 
Laboratories, March 2021), 
https://gain.inl.gov/SiteAssets/MicroreactorProgram/DOEMicroreactorProgramPlan_INL-EXT-20-58919_Rev2.pdf. 
225 Microreactor Program. 
226 Rockwell, The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a Difference. 
227 LeadCold Nuclear, “SEALER,” 2022, https://www.leadcold.com/sealer.html. 

https://gain.inl.gov/SiteAssets/MicroreactorProgram/DOEMicroreactorProgramPlan_INL-EXT-20-58919_Rev2.pdf
https://www.leadcold.com/sealer.html
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o High Assay LEU (HALEU) is anything below 20% enrichment and is 
expected to be used for most advanced reactor designs to achieve increased 
efficiencies and compactness. 

o Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) is anything above 20% enrichment 
o Weapons-grade uranium is anything above 90% enrichment 

• Refuel rate is in units of months and depends on several factors: 
o Amount of uranium in each fuel core (kg U) 
o Reactor burn-up is how much uranium fissions before a refuel (%) 
o Power level of the reactor determines how quickly uranium burns up (%) 

Design readiness level refers to how close an NET design is to deployment and can be 
difficult to measure. Design readiness level pertains to both the reactor design and nuclear fuel. 
Nuclear reactor designs traditionally require specifically engineered materials and cannot 
typically use commercial-off-the-shelf materials or systems because of safety requirements.228 
The user could measure design readiness level by the following sub-attributes: 

• Stage of NRC construction and operation licenses application 
• Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of reactor sub-systems and their components, 

which likely includes historical use cases and scientific data. 
• Amount of government funding received (assumes that reactor designs that earn 

government funding are further along in development than their peers) 
• A nuclear reactor company’s deployment timeline (acknowledge bias of company) or 

the number of employees working on the project  
Power capacity of a nuclear reactor is based on heat output, electrical output, and sometimes 

energy storage 
• Heat output of the reactor has units of Mega Watt thermal (MWt) 
• Electrical output of the reactor has units of Mega Watt electric (MWe) and is based 

on the conversion efficiency of the generator from MWt to MWe. The maximum 
efficiency of a power plant with practical upper-temperature limits of 1,200-degree 
Kelvin is 75%;229 however, a typical nuclear power plant has a thermal efficiency of 
33% because of friction, imperfect thermal insulation, etc.230 

• Some reactor designs have an energy storage component that can add to their power 
capacity; however, if energy storage is a part of the design, it is a component of the 
electricity generator and is independent of the reactor 

Reactor costs can be reported in a variety of formats and are subject to uncertainties 

 
228 Rockwell, The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a Difference. 
229 The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Second Law of Thermodynamics,” Encyclopedia Britannica, May 9, 
2022, https://www.britannica.com/science/second-law-of-thermodynamics. 
230 Galen J. Suppes and Truman S. Storvick, “Power Generation Efficiency - an Overview,” Science Direct, 2007, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/power-generation-efficiency. 

https://www.britannica.com/science/second-law-of-thermodynamics
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/power-generation-efficiency
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• Ideally costs are in an LCOE format, with units of $/MWh, so Step 4 can compare 
their lifecycle costs and energy production in the same units as the cost of electricity. 

• NET overnight capital cost (OCC) estimates include all the costs to build a reactor 
immediately and disregard changes from inflation, interest, or other economic causes. 

• Cost estimations for nuclear energy projects are uncertain for a variety of reasons, 
including regulatory license costs, future uranium prices, spent fuel disposal, 
decommissioning costs, etc. The accuracy of the cost estimation can depend on how 
mature the design is. One study shows that cost estimates can increase as the design 
matures (see Cost uncertainty in Step 6).231 

• Reactor costs can change as a company produces more units of the same design. 
Learning rates and future generation costs are also uncertain (see Figure E.22). 

These five attributes describe each NET of interest in a holistic sense and give the user 
perspective on their differences. Some of these five attributes are related to one another, and 
ideally, they are each captured in the reactor costs. For example, the design readiness level is 
dependent on the reactor type and nuclear fuel, the LCOE is likely dependent on the reactor type, 
and the LCOE estimate is dependent on the design readiness level. The pros and cons of each 
NET’s characteristics can describe why certain characteristics are desirable or not.232 Ultimately, 
DoD can use two NET attributes to identify viable location-technology pairs: power capacity and 
LCOE. Appendix D shows how these two attributes are related. Figure 4.3 shows how to 
visualize an NET of interest on a similar plot as DoD locations to compare the two in Step 4.  

 
231 Jacopo Buongiorno et al., “The Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World,” September 3, 2018, 
275. 
232 For example, a gas-cooled reactor may have less stringent siting requirement than a light water reactor, but there 
is less operational data on gas-cooled reactors because there are fewer of them than light water reactors.  
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Figure 4.3 Characterize NET(s) 

 
Note: Zero is at the origin. The marker represents a hypothetical 
microreactor (yellow). Figure 5.2 displays actual microreactor data. 
 

The marker within this two-dimensional space represents an NET’s LCOE in units of 
($/MWh) and a power capacity in units of (MWe). Each NET’s LCOE accounts for the lifecycle 
costs of the NET and divides that by the total energy produced in that lifespan. The power 
capacity of the microreactor is in MWe, which means it is specifically referencing electrical 
power. Appendix D shows how power capacity and LCOE are related. 

Microreactor developers are hoping to benefit from manufacturing tens of units to decrease 
their LCOE, this describes the concept of “scale of units”.233 The user can adjust the LCOE for 
any NET generation (FOAK vs. NOAK). They would need to review an assumption like this in 
Step 5 to ensure that DoD could support a fleet that attains NOAK generation costs (Figure 5.4).  

The user can compare an NET in this two-dimensional space with numerous DoD locations 
(see Step 4). The dashed lines coming from the NET marker represent the average power 
consumption (horizontal line) and average cost of electricity (vertical line) thresholds to compare 
with DoD locations in Step 4. Appendix E, Step 5 discusses how the rigidity of thresholds is 
dependent on assumptions surrounding NETs and DoD locations.  

The user can apply Step 3 to multiple NETs of interest, each of which may change the 
number of viable location-technology pairs.  

 
233 Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” 
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Step 3: questions, outputs, and effort 

Questions followed by “(Optional)” are not necessary to complete the framework but may be 
helpful to incorporate the value of benefit categories and more accurately identify viable 
location-technology pairs. 

 
• What are the attributes of each NET of interest? 

o What are the pros and cons of an NET’s characteristics? (Optional)  
• How do the power capacity and LCOE of each NET compare to one another? 
 

Step 3, Outputs Available Data Effort 

Describe the qualitative and 
quantitative attributes of each 
NET of interest 

- Vendor publications 
- Third-party publications 
- Public presentations 

Data gathering by someone 
with a baseline understanding 
of NETs 

A scatter plot of power capacity 
and LCOE for each NET of 
interest 

- Cost estimates from vendor  
- Cost estimates from third-
party research 

Data gathering, requests for 
information, interpolation, and 
extrapolation 

Step 4: Identify viable location-technology pairs 
In Step 4, the user compares DoD location needs with at least one NET to identify viable 

hosts for the NET.234 The user can plot each DoD location’s average electricity costs and average 
power consumption from Step 2 in the same two-dimensional space with the NET LCOE and 
NET power capacity from Step 3. The LCOE term from Figure E.19 is in the same units as the 
average cost of electricity from Figure 4.2 ($/MWh). The NET power capacity from Figure E.19 
is comparable to the average power consumption for each DoD location from Figure 4.2 
(MW).235 A notional visualization of this comparison is displayed in Figure 4.4 

 
234 The word viable describes any location-technology pair where the average cost of electricity of the DoD location 
is greater than the NET LCOE estimate, and the average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than the 
NET power capacity, and the DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 
235 The MW average power consumption is in generic units of power and includes energy sources besides 
electricity. Chapter 5, Step 5 discusses these differences further. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of DoD locations and NET 

 
Note: Zero is at the origin. The notional data represent trends of the 
DoD locations (purple) and a hypothetical microreactor (yellow). 
Figure 5.3 compares actual DoD and microreactor data. 
 

Figure 4.4 shows how the user can compare a DoD location’s average power consumption 
and electricity costs with an NET’s power capacity and LCOE. The dashed lines coming from 
the NET point represent thresholds for the average power consumption (horizontal line) and the 
average cost of electricity (vertical line) of DoD locations to be viable. Appendix E, Step 5 
discusses how the rigidity of thresholds is dependent on assumptions surrounding NETs and 
DoD locations.  

In this notional scenario, there are three DoD locations with an average cost of electricity 
greater than the NET LCOE (three purple dots to the right of the yellow dot) and thirteen DoD 
locations with average power consumption greater than the NET power capacity (thirteen purple 
dots higher than the yellow dot); however, there are only two DoD locations that could viably 
host this NET (two purple dots above and to the right of the yellow dot). Additional feasibility 
filters, like permissive nuclear policy in the state and conducive environment, are not included in 
this figure but could be included by using distinct colors and shapes for markers (Figure 5.3). 
These additional feasibility attributes could reduce the number of DoD locations that are viable. 

When the user goes through Step 4, they may need to make numerous scenario assumptions 
about DoD locations (e.g., the value of non-monetary benefits), NETs (e.g., generational cost 
differences), and external policies (e.g., cost of carbon). Each of these assumptions may impact 
the number of viable location-technology pairs and impact if the benefits of investing in an NET 
appear to be worthwhile. The user may use various tools to understand how each assumption 
impacts the number of viable location-technology pairs. One option is to codify each assumption 
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as binary to create many scenarios (Table 5.3). The user could use relevant information to select 
a Baseline scenario from the scenarios and then change one assumption at a time (while keeping 
all others constant) to see how each assumption impacts the number of viable location-
technology pairs (R1-R4 scenarios in Table 5.3). Presenting many cases of scenario assumptions 
will help the user identify any load-bearing assumptions and help DoD decisionmakers 
understand how robust an investment in an NET is to various scenarios.  

The user can use Step 5 to review any assumptions from Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4 and they 
can discuss any uncertainties from those steps in Step 6. 

Step 4: questions, outputs, and effort 

Questions followed by “(Optional)” are not necessary to complete the framework but may be 
helpful to incorporate the value of benefit categories and more accurately identify viable 
location-technology pairs. 

• Which location-technology pairs are viable? 
• How do different scenario assumptions impact the number of viable location-technology 

pairs? (Optional) 
o Purchasing NOAK generation reactors 
o Valuing non-monetary benefits 
o Incorporating feasibility attributes of DoD locations 
o Adjusting NET LCOE by ACFs 

 
Step 4, Outputs Available Data Effort 

A plot of every DoD location 
and each NET of interest 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 Data visualization 

A list of viable location-
technology pairs 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 Filtering DoD location data 
based on NET thresholds and 
scenario assumptions  

Iterations of plots for different 
NET generations 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on learning curves and 
generational costs 

Multiple iterations of plots by 
someone with data 
visualization experience 

Iterations of plots for different 
values of non-monetary 
benefits 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on the value of non-
monetary benefits 

Multiple iterations of plots by 
someone with data 
visualization experience 
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Iterations of plots for DoD 
location feasibility attributes 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on feasibility attributes 
of DoD locations. 

Understanding of state-level 
policy and NET environmental 
requirements 

Iterations of plots for DoD 
location ACFs 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on ACFs 

Understanding how NET costs 
could change with location 

Step 5: Review assumptions and estimate the impacts of an investment 
In Step 5, the user reviews all assumptions that pertain to a set of viable location-technology 

pairs in their entirety (Step 1 - Step 4) to choose the set(s) that will continue through the 
framework. If the assumptions for a set of viable location-technology pairs are reasonable, then 
the user can estimate the impact of investment for each benefit category from Step 1 and the set 
can proceed to Step 6. If the assumptions of each set of viable location-technology pairs in their 
entirety are unreasonable, then the user can articulate why that is, skip estimating the benefits, 
skip Step 6, and proceed to Step 7. This will likely yield a decision not to invest in an NET now 
and re-evaluate NETs later. The user can revisit Steps 1-4 to consider alternative NETs or adjust 
assumptions to find other viable sets of location-technology pairs. The flow chart in Figure 4.5 
outlines how to proceed through Step 5 and how Step 5 relates to other Steps. 
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Figure 4.5 Steps for checking assumptions and iterating as needed 

 
Note: Dark blue nodes occur during Step 5 and light blue nodes occur in other Steps. 
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Figure 4.5 codifies how Step 5 fits in with the other steps. Step 5 provides the user with an 
opportunity to review assumptions that pertain to all sets of viable location-technology pairs236 
and assumptions that pertain to specific cases (a case is a combination of scenario assumptions 
and an NET, see Table 5.3).237 Because estimating the impacts can be time-consuming, the user 
can limit the sets of viable location-technology pairs that proceed through the framework.238 The 
estimated impact will differ for each set of location-technology pairs and depend on the 
technology’s capabilities and the number of viable location-technology pairs under the scenario 
assumptions (Table 5.5). The estimated impacts will help DoD decisionmakers determine if the 
investment is worthwhile in Step 7; after the user examines additional considerations, like risks 
and uncertainties, in Step 6.239  

Step 5: questions, outputs, and effort 

• Is there a viable set of location-technology pairs from Step 4? 
• Which assumptions were made in Step 1 – Step 4 and how do they impact the number of 

viable DoD locations and NETs? 
• Which set(s) of location-technology pairs will proceed through the framework? Why? 
• For any set of viable location-technology pairs continuing through the framework, what 

is the estimated impact of investment for each benefit category from Step 1? 
• Are there more NETs to consider? 
 

Step 5, Outputs Available Data Effort 

Review assumptions for a 
viable set of location-
technology pairings when 
viewed in their entirety  

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Analysis from Step 4 
- Assumptions from Steps 1-4 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis 

Explanations of why 
assumptions for a viable set of 
location-technology pairs in 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Analysis from Step 4 
- Assumptions from Steps 1-4 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis 

 
236 For example, review differences in units of average power consumption (MW) and units of NET power capacity 
(MWe). 
237 For example, how an investment gets from FOAK generation units to NOAK generation units, see Figure 5.4. 
238 The set(s) of viable location-technology pairs that progress through Step 7 are not necessarily unique, because 
other NETs and scenario assumptions could create additional sets of viable location-technology pairs that could 
proceed through the framework. 
239 For context, the historical analysis of ANPP in Chapter 2 shows that although ANPP demonstrated that it could 
operate NET in various settings the reactors offered no unique mission capability to DoD AND they were more 
expensive than plausible energy alternatives (see Table 2.3). In hindsight, the benefits from the investment were not 
worthwhile to the Army. 
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their entirety (from Step 4) are 
reasonable (or not)  

Estimate the impact of 
investment for each benefit 
category for sets of DoD 
locations that can viably host 
the specific NET 

- Benefit categories from Step 1 
- Chosen set(s) of viable 
location-technology pairs  
- NET’s capabilities 
- Energy profiles of each DoD 
location that could viably host 
that NET 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis and 
estimating the impact of 
investment on each benefit 
category 

A final list of DoD locations that 
could viably host a specific NET 
to continue through analysis 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Analysis from Step 4 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis 

Step 6: Examine additional considerations 
Step 6 introduces six additional considerations for DoD to be aware of and incorporate into 

the decision process of Step 7. Step 6 is included in the framework because these additional 
considerations could significantly impact an investment in an NET but do not fit well in the 
direct comparison between DoD locations and NETs in Steps 1-5. I selected these topics based 
on the NASEM presentations,240, 241 and the historical analysis of ANPP in Chapter 2. Some of 
these additional considerations address uncertainties and risks that surround an investment in an 
NET. The additional considerations are, in no particular order: 

• Cost uncertainty 
• Attributes of successful mega-projects 
• Programmatic risk 
• Implications for Doctrine, Organization, Training, Material, Leadership, Personnel, 

and Facilities (DOTMLPF) 
• Public perception 
• Alternative energy Solutions 

The degree to which each additional consideration supports or dissuades a DoD investment 
in an NET will depend on the particulars of each set of viable location-technology pairs from 
Step 5. These additional considerations are not exhaustive of all things that could influence an 
investment in an NET.  

 
240 Lee, “Merits and Viability of Different Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Technology Options and the Waste Aspects of 
Advanced Nuclear Reactors | National Academies.” 
241 Meserve, “Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced Nuclear Reactors in the United States | National 
Academies.” 
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Cost uncertainty 

Cost uncertainty is common for new and advanced NETs. Cost estimates are likely to change 
as each reactor moves from theoretical concept, to design, construction, operations, and 
eventually additional units. The following seven categories have cost uncertainties: 

• Overnight capital cost estimates  
o They change as the vendor finalizes more details of the design242 (Figure 4.10) 

• Local construction and operation costs 
o The cost of construction and operation likely vary by DoD location243 

• Uranium and nuclear fuel production costs 
o Subject to active mining and broader commercial development (Figure 5.6) 

• Contract design 
o The cost of an NET may depend on who owns and operates the reactor and 

how DoD pays for the energy244 
• Learning curve of cost savings 

o Advocates of NETs expect costs to decrease as vendors manufacture more 
units with the same design245 

• Decommissioning 
o ANPP reactors sometime cost as much to decommission as they cost to build 

(Table 2.4)  
• Spent nuclear fuel storage 

o Depends on NRC regulations and U.S. long-term spent nuclear fuel storage246 
The cost uncertainty of the overnight capital cost is one category to be particularly aware of. 

The overnight capital cost is a common metric for all types of power plants and is a major 
proportion of the cost of an NET. The overnight capital cost includes the construction costs, 
installation, electrical controls, and project costs (see the slope for each cost parameter in Table 
D.1).247 Cost estimates can range from class 5 (most uncertain) to class 1 (most accurate) and 

 
242 Buongiorno et al., “The Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World.” 
243 Leeser, “DoD Area Cost Factors (ACF).” 
244 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
245 David Shropshire, Geoffrey Black, and Kathleen Araujo, “Global Market Analysis of Microreactors” (Idaho 
National Laboratory, June 2021), https://gain.inl.gov/MicroreactorProgramTechnicalReports/Document-INL-EXT-
21-63214.pdf. 
246 Lee, “Merits and Viability of Different Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Technology Options and the Waste Aspects of 
Advanced Nuclear Reactors | National Academies.” 
247 J.M.K.C. Donev et al., “Overnight Cost of Capital,” Energy Education, August 29, 2017, 
https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Overnight_cost_of_capital. 

https://gain.inl.gov/MicroreactorProgramTechnicalReports/Document-INL-EXT-21-63214.pdf
https://gain.inl.gov/MicroreactorProgramTechnicalReports/Document-INL-EXT-21-63214.pdf
https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Overnight_cost_of_capital
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usually become more accurate as the project definition of deliverables become more mature 
(Figure 5.7).248  

Attributes of successful mega-projects 

One presenter to the NASEM committees, Merrow, defined a mega-project as, a fragile and 
complex project which requires extensive planning to be robust to various future scenarios.249 
Investing in a fleet of NETs for DoD could be considered a “mega-project” because 
implementing NETs at numerous DoD locations would be a complex undertaking and could be 
fragile to scenario assumptions. Merrow defines a successful mega-project as, a project that 
comes in on time and within budget (within modest error bounds).250 Merrow outlines three 
tenets of successful mega-projects: 

1. Basic Data on the functionality of the design must be complete and stable before the 
project is authorized.  

2. Front-End Requirements need to be set prior to the start of execution such that the plan 
is already developed and can simply be followed.  

3. The lead sponsor should Shape the Process by allocating the project’s value to 
stakeholders appropriately to minimize disruptions while executing the mega-project.  

DoD is more likely to implement NETs on time and within the expected budget if the 
investment has the three tenets of successful mega-projects, as opposed to if the investment lacks 
one or more of these three tenets. Although the attributes of successful mega-projects inspired 
different steps in this framework, I include them here for completeness.251  

Programmatic risk 

Programmatic risks include anything that could prevent the time, effort, and money of 
investing in an NET from being worthwhile. There are numerous programmatic risks of 
investing in an NET that DoD needs to consider carefully. Examples of programmatic failure are 
discussed in Chapter 5. 

 
248 Buongiorno et al., “The Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World.” 
249 Ed Merrow, “Mega-Projects Don’t Have to Fail” (National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine, 
April 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-05-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-
nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-3. 
250 Merrow. 
251 These three tenets inspired other Steps of this framework to help DoD account for these attributes throughout the 
framework. The basic data attribute inspired the inclusion of design readiness attribute in Step 3. The front-end 
requirements attribute inspired the first step of the framework to be determining benefits of investment and inspired 
the idea that a set of viable location-technology pairs is the product from Steps 1-5. The shape the process attribute 
inspired the creation of this entire framework because intentionally developing a single NET to meet DoD needs 
would avoid unnecessary costs of building multiple FOAK reactors that serve various purposes (see Chapter 2). 
Multiple FOAK reactors would make it difficult to attain NOAK costs that can offset the initial investments in 
FOAK reactors. 

https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-05-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-3
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/04-05-2021/laying-the-foundation-for-new-and-advanced-nuclear-reactors-in-the-united-states-meeting-3
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Implications for Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materials, Leadership, Policy, Facilities 
(DOTMLPF) 

The DoD application of nuclear energy will likely impact more than just the budget. Snyder 
et. al. provides a framework for DAF to think through the DOTMLPF impacts on future logistics 
concepts.252 The example concept used in Snyder et. al. was mobile nuclear power plants 
(MNPPs). DoD could apply this same framework to stationary NETs at DoD locations in the 
United States. The DOTMLPF implications may be less relevant if DoD uses a power purchase 
agreement (PPA) that places all liabilities on the vendor instead of DoD. This is the desired 
approach according to one SME, but if DoD takes an alternative approach, there may still be 
other DOTMLPF implications to consider. 

Another study by Colabella et. al. looked at the implications for Army to integrate MNPPs 
into their operations.253 That report is characterized as controlled unclassified information; 
however, DoD personnel with access to the report could use it as another source to explore the 
implications of DoD using stationary NETs at DoD locations in the United States.  

Public perception 

Public perception can impact the implementation of an NET because constructing and 
operating an NET requires stakeholder alignment between state and local officials, 
environmental groups, and local communities. DoD could run into legal, financial, and siting 
resistance if local communities do not support its actions. The Sandia report from 2016 mentions 
that public perception is more favorable toward SMRs than traditional nuclear power plants 
because the respondents perceive them as safer and more desirable: there was an additional level 
of support for constructing SMRs on military bases.254 Chapter 3 shares some insights about the 
relatively positive public perception at Eielson AFB, in the local community, and in state 
politics. 

Alternative energy solutions 

Alternative energy solutions could provide the same benefits as an NET for some viable DoD 
locations. The user could analyze regional renewable resources to see if they might be a more 
cost-effective energy solution (Figure 5.8). Determining what alternative energy solutions are 
feasible at each DoD location and would provide the same benefits as the NET would require 
considerable time and resources. If a DoD location identifies alternative energy solutions with 

 
252 Snyder et al., “Assessing the Effectiveness of Future Concepts in the U.S. Air Force: Application to Future 
Logistic Concepts.” 
253 Colabella et al., “Army Integration of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Potential Implications for Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Material, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities.” 
254 Middleton et al., “Assessment of Small Modular Reactor Suitability for Use On or Near Air Force Space 
Command Installations.” Pg. 17 See University of Oklahoma and SNL Energy and Environment Survey (EE15) 
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the same benefits as an NET, then they can compare the costs of the alternative energy solution 
and NET to see which is the more cost-effective. Although alternative energy solutions would 
not impact the number of viable location-technology pairs, the user can consider how the 
investment in an NET might change if some viable DoD locations implemented alternative 
energy solutions instead of an NET.  

Chapter 3 provides an example of alternative energy solutions for Eielson AFB in the 
section, what alternative energy sources could Eielson AFB consider? I deduced the alternatives 
identified for Eielson AFB in an analogous manner to the fault tree analysis framework provided 
in RAND’s Electricity resilience valuation report which compares various energy resilience 
solutions.255  

Step 6: questions, outputs, and effort 

• How do cost uncertainties impact the investment in an NET? 
• Does the investment have attributes of successful mega-projects? 
• What programmatic risks could threaten the investment from being worthwhile? 
• How will an investment in an NET impact DOTMLPF? 
• How could public perception influence a DoD investment in an NET? 
• Could alternative energy solutions fulfill the same worthwhile benefits at lower costs for 

any of the DoD locations? 
 

Step 6, Outputs Available Data Effort 

Examine cost uncertainties that 
could impact the investment. 

- Class of cost estimate 
- Cost assumption ranges 
- Information on scale of power 
of microreactors (Appendix D) 

Understanding of cost 
uncertainties and disclosing 
them appropriately 

Examine attributes of successful 
mega-projects and if the 
investment has them (or not) 

- Implementation plan, if it 
exists, otherwise use 
information from Step 5) 

Minimal effort to answer the 
questions, much larger effort to 
answer each question in the 
affirmatory 

Examine the programmatic risks 
of the investment 

- Historical analysis (Chapter 2) 
- Reports on nuclear energy 
shortcomings 

Understanding of program risks 

 
255 Van Abel et al., “RR-A738-1.” 
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Examine how DOTMLPF could 
impact the investment 

- Army Integration of MNPPs256 Awareness of DOTMLPF impacts 
of implementing an NET 

Examine how public perception 
could impact the investment 

- Survey data 
- Public affairs guidance 

Understanding the difference 
between general opinions and 
location-specific opinions 

Examine alternative energy 
solutions 

- Site visits 
- Geographical data on 
renewable resources 

Effort depends on how viable 
alternative energy solutions are 

Step 7: Decide to invest now or wait 
The last step of this framework is to use the quantitative and qualitative insights from the 

previous six steps to help DoD decisionmakers make informed decisions regarding potential 
NET investments. The previous six steps emphasize gathering data, conducting analysis, and 
presenting information, making them more analytical. Step 7 is a place for the user to summarize 
information from the previous six steps and judge whether a DoD investment in an NET would 
be worthwhile now, potentially by collaborating with DoD decisionmakers.  

The previous six steps do not necessarily explore all possible NETs. Therefore, after the user 
initially moves through the framework, they could revisit the previous steps to investigate 
alternative NETs of interest (Figure 4.5).  

After the user completes the framework steps, they can provide a checklist of completed 
outputs from the questionnaire to highlight any missing information. This checklist could also 
include each output’s location in the document to help DoD decisionmakers reference them. If 
DoD decisionmakers decide to invest in an NET, they can revisit the framework analysis and 
conclusions in the future to ensure the investment is on track, alternatively, if they decide to wait, 
they can revisit the framework as technology or policy changes. 

The user can also provide a summary of any limitations they encountered while applying the 
framework that could impact the decision to invest in an NET. 

Step 7: questions, outputs, and effort 

Questions followed by “(Optional)” are not necessary to complete the framework but may be 
helpful to incorporate the value of benefit categories and more accurately identify viable 
location-technology pairs. 

 
256 Colabella et al., “Army Integration of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Potential Implications for Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Material, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities.” 
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• Does the information and outputs from Step 1 – Step 6 suggest that an investment in an 
NET is worthwhile now, or should DoD wait? Why? 

• Are there more NETs to consider? 
• Where are the outputs of the previous six steps located? (Optional) 
• What were the limitations of applying the framework? 
 

Step 7, Outputs Available Data Effort 

The decision to invest in an NET 
now, or wait 

- Information and outputs from 
Step 1- Step 6 
- Input from decisionmaker 

The user and decisionmaker can 
coordinate to determine if an 
investment is worthwhile. 

Rationale on why to invest now 
or wait until later 

- Information and outputs from 
Step 1- Step 6 
- Input from decisionmaker 

Articulate decisionmaker’s 
conclusion based on 
information provided 

Compilation of information 
from Steps 1-6 
 

- Information and outputs from 
Steps 1-6 
- Input from decisionmaker 

Bring information together from 
each step or create a checklist 
that references where the 
outputs can be found 

Description of framework 
application limitations 

- Information and outputs from 
Steps 1-6 

The user notes limitations of 
the framework application 

Limitations of the framework 
One limitation of the framework is how I scoped it. The framework focuses on NETs with 

low power capacities that DoD implements at locations in the United States for the entirety of the 
NET’s lifespan. This excludes large reactors that might support the local grid and export 
electricity from a DoD installation to the utility. This also excludes NETs that are designed to 
change locations throughout their operational lifespan. Although the outline of the framework 
could be adapted to address these alternative use cases, this would require thoughtful adjustments 
for accounting monetary and non-monetary costs, benefits, and risks. 

Although I designed the framework to limit output variability from different users, a 
limitation of the framework is that the users are specific people who have their own biases and 
shortcomings, myself included. Steps 1 through 5 are relatively explicit on what the user needs to 
do while Step 6 is more open ended. Steps 1 through 6 are analytical, but Step 7 requires 
judgment based on the outputs of the previous steps. This judgment will likely require 
coordination between the user and DoD decisionmakers to decide whether an investment in an 
NET would be worthwhile.  
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A third limitation of the framework is that it identifies viable DoD locations based on 
quantitative and qualitative data that may not consider nuances at each individual DoD location. 
These nuances could include daily and seasonal power demand oscillations, local politics, or a 
projected change in the mission set at a location. Therefore, if the data and analysis conclude an 
investment in an NET may be worthwhile, the DoD decisionmakers will likely need to develop 
an implementation plan that includes more site-specific analyses. 

A fourth limitation of the framework is its limited ability to account for national pride or 
international competition. The degree to which the United States pursues being a global leader in 
nuclear energy and why they choose to do so is largely outside of the scope of this dissertation; 
however, this type of motivation could determine whether DoD will implement an NET 
regardless of the costs, benefits, and risks. 

A fifth limitation of the framework is that it is meant to identify promising opportunities for 
investment but does not provide insight on the ways DoD could invest in an NET, how much to 
invest in an NET, or how to implement an NET.  

A sixth limitation of the framework is that the additional considerations in Step 6 are not 
exhaustive of all things that could influence an investment in an NET. For instance, this 
framework does not provide guidance on how to examine risks involving the physical safety and 
security of an NET or the long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel. The physical safety and 
security risk of an NET could depend on the design of the NET or if an assailant views the NET 
as a desirable target. Regarding spent nuclear fuel, SMEs mentioned that they expect the 
microreactor vendor to be responsible for the transport and storage of it, so the refueling and 
decommissioning costs from Step 3 should include any risks in these costs. This is an idealized 
scenario and ignores the costs and risks of a DoD location ever needing to store spent nuclear 
fuel on-site for some reason. If all else is equal, the physical safety and security risks and spent 
nuclear fuel risks would dissuade a DoD decisionmaker from making an investment in an NET. 

Lastly, this framework is subject to inevitable uncertainties that influence complex decisions. 
NETs have uncertain benefits, costs, and risks, and although I designed the framework to 
account for these uncertainties, the future will only unfold in one particular manner. Therefore, it 
is entirely possible that the framework suggests an investment is worthwhile in a certain 
scenario, but ex-post analysis shows that the investment was not worthwhile because an 
alternative scenario unfolded (or vis versa).257 The possibility that uncertainties produce 
outcomes opposite the expected value is reasonable, but the framework is still relevant. The 
framework can help DoD decisionmakers confront value judgments with relevant data and 
information to make an informed decision. Furthermore, the framework can manage expectations 
and support clear communication between DoD decisionmakers about why they decide to invest 
in an NET, or not.  

 
257 The framework suggests DoD not invest in an NET, but ex-post analysis shows that an investment would have 
been worthwhile. 
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Chapter 5. Example of Applying the Framework  

The following chapter presents example outputs for each step of the framework in Chapter 4. 
This framework application is based on unclassified quantitative data sources.258 I annotate all 
assumptions in their respective step and then comprehensively review them in step 5. A 
sensitivity analysis in the form of sixteen scenarios and four NETs (sixty-four cases total) is 
included to show how different assumptions about NETs and the policies of the future indicate 
different numbers of viable location-technology pairs.259 The framework application is scoped to 
focus on NETs with low power capacities that are implemented at DoD locations in the United 
States for the entirety of the NET’s lifespan.260 The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that 
the framework in Chapter 4 is useable and to provide example outputs using available 
information. I discuss the limitations of applying the framework in Step 7. Despite these 
limitations, this chapter provides observations (after each step) and key findings that can help 
DoD decisionmakers determine whether a DoD investment in an NET could be worthwhile.  

Step 1: Articulate benefit categories of the investment 

Why should DoD invest time, effort, and/or money towards an NET? 

Below are four relevant benefit categories that could come from a DoD investment in an 
NET: 

• Reduce operational costs 
• Increase energy resilience 
• Reduce GHG emissions 
• Catalyze the U.S. nuclear industrial base 

The following paragraphs discuss why I used these four benefit categories in this framework 
application and why I recommended them for use in future iterations of applying the 
framework.261 The degree to which a DoD investment in an NET impacts each benefit category 

 
258 Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report (AEMRR), Energy Information Administration, Nuclear 
Energy Institute’s (NEI) cost assumptions and LCOE model, etc. 
259 Appendix D includes ninety-six additional cases using different cost assumptions for three NETs. 
260 NETs with low power capacities include both (SMRs, less than 300 MWe) and microreactors (less than 10 
MWe). A user can apply the framework to both stationary and transportable NETs with the assumption DoD 
implements them at a DoD location for the entirety of its lifespan. See the Scope of research from Chapter 1 for 
more details on why I scoped the framework in this manner. 
261 An alternative user could include additional benefit categories, if justified. 
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is dependent on numerous variables, including characteristics of the NET and the number of 
units implemented: this is estimated in Step 5 for a set of viable location-technology pairs. 

Reducing operational costs could allow DoD to use the cost savings for other purposes 
because DoD has a limited budget. Therefore, DoD would benefit from reducing operational 
costs, while still delivering the same mission capability.  

DoD relies on energy to perform its missions and uphold national security. A RAND report 
defined resilience as the ability of a system to withstand and recover from a disruption.262 The 
2018 National Defense Summary mentioned resilience multiple times263 : 

“Develop a lethal, agile, and resilient force posture and employment” 

“DoD will prioritize investments in resilience, reconstitution, and operations to 
assure our space capabilities” 

“Investments will prioritize developing resilient information ecosystems for 
command, control, communications, computers and intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance (C4ISR)” 

Each of these references to resilience suggests that DoD may be concerned with energy 
resilience and would be interested in technologies that can provide energy resilience. 

DoD is presently subject to three statutes on renewable energy targets, the Environmental 
Protection Act (EPAct) 2005, Title 10 U.S.C § 2911(g)),264 and President Biden’s executive 
order from December 2021.265 The EPAct 2005 mandates that at least 7.5% of the electricity 
consumed by the federal government (DoD included) comes from renewable energy sources.266 
DoD fell short of the EPAct 2005 mandate for the eleventh consecutive year with only 6.3% of 
its consumed electricity coming from renewable sources in FY 2020.267 Title 10 U.S.C. § 
2911(g) set a goal of producing or procuring 15% of facility energy (electric and non-electric) 
from renewable sources by FY 2018 and has a target of 25% in FY 2025.268 DoD met this goal in 
FY 2020 by producing or procuring 15.1% of total facility energy (electric and non-electric) 
from renewable sources.269  

  

 
262 Anu Narayanan et al., “Valuing Air Force Electric Power Resilience,” October 1, 2019. 
263 Jim Mattis, “Summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy,” 2018, 14. 
264 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
265 Biden, “Executive Order on Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability.” 
266 109th Congress, Energy Policy Act of 2005. 
267 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
268 “10 United States Code § 2911 - Energy Policy of the Department of Defense,” LII / Legal Information Institute, 
accessed January 27, 2021, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2911. 
269 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2911
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President Biden’s Executive order from December 2021 (Sec. 102) requires the federal 
government (DoD included) to achieve, 

 “100 percent carbon pollution-free electricity on an NET annual basis by 2030, 
including 50 percent 24/7 carbon pollution-free electricity”, which is defined as 
“procured to match actual electricity consumption on an hourly basis and 
produced within the same regional grid where the energy is consumed”.270  

The executive order includes nuclear energy under the definition of “carbon pollution-free 
electricity”.271 Both the threat of climate change to national security272 and the directives above 
encourage DoD to reduce its carbon footprint, which is why I include reducing GHG emissions 
as a relevant benefit category for investing in microreactors. 

The last relevant benefit category included here is how DoD could help catalyze the U.S. 
nuclear industrial base for advanced nuclear reactors. Although nuclear energy provides 20% of 
U.S. electricity, the power plants are aging and the industry has limited experience building new 
reactors: the average age of reactors in the U.S. was 37 years old, in 2018.273 DoD could help 
provide a demand signal for the U.S. nuclear industry base by planning to implement numerous 
units. This would provide the U.S. nuclear industrial base experience in building, operating, 
maintaining, and regulating reactors, while also ensuring that advanced reactor designs meet the 
needs of DoD locations.274 

Observation from Step 1: there are four relevant benefit categories that could come from a 
DoD investment in an NET. 

Step 2: Characterize DoD locations 

What is the average cost of electricity and average power consumption at every DoD 
location? 

Figure 5.1 Characterizes each DoD location’s average power consumption and the average 
cost of energy to help identify viable275 location-technology pairs in Step 4.  

 
270 Biden, “Executive Order on Catalyzing Clean Energy Industries and Jobs Through Federal Sustainability.” 
271 Biden. 
272 Barrack Obama, “National Security Implications of Changing Climate” (The White House, 19 2015), 
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/National_Security_Implications_of_Changing_Climat
e_Final_051915.pdf. 
273 Ahmed Abdulla, “The Demise of US Nuclear Power in 4 Charts,” The Conversation, accessed January 25, 2021, 
http://theconversation.com/the-demise-of-us-nuclear-power-in-4-charts-98817. 
274 Wesley and Waksman, “Discussion with DoD on Project Pele.” 
275 The word viable describes any location-technology pair where the average cost of electricity of the DoD location 
is greater than the NET LCOE estimate, AND the average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than 
the NET power capacity, AND the DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/National_Security_Implications_of_Changing_Climate_Final_051915.pdf
http://theconversation.com/the-demise-of-us-nuclear-power-in-4-charts-98817
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Figure 5.1 DoD locations characterized by power consumption and cost of electricity (FY 2020) 

 
Note: Costs adjusted to 2021$. The marker shape indicates which region each DoD location is in. 
Represents 423 DoD locations in the U.S. with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Only 
international DAF locations (fourteen of sixty) have a cost of electricity because of data availability. The 
average, average cost of electricity was $110.70/MWh.276 The average, average power consumption 
was 15.4 MW.277 

Figure 5.1 characterizes 423 unique DoD locations by their average power consumption 
(MW) in FY 2020 and the location’s average cost of electricity in FY 2020. The FY 2020 

 
276 The median, average cost of electricity at DoD locations in the United States in FY 2020 was $96.3/MWh. 
277 The median, average power consumption at DoD locations in the United States in FY 2020 was 5.6 MW. 
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AEMRR data set identified each of these DoD locations.278 I combined the annual energy 
consumption of data entries with the same name or location.279 This process condensed 699 data 
entries down to 423 unique DoD locations: 346 in the continental United States (CONUS), six in 
Alaska, seven in Hawaii, four in U.S. Territories, and sixty international locations.  

The average cost of electricity for each DoD location came from the FY 2020 average cost of 
electricity for DAF locations280 and the FY 2020 Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
average cost of electricity by state for non-DAF locations.281 Using FY 2020 EIA average cost of 
electricity by state assumes that a DoD location pays about the same average price for electricity 
as the average retail price of electricity in the state. This assumption is reviewed in Step 5 by 
examining the differences between DAF costs of electricity and their respective state average 
price of electricity (Figure E.2) and the distributions of DAF locations compared to non-DAF 
locations (Figure E.1). The average cost of electricity data was converted from 2020$ to 2021$ 
according to the consumer price index calculator from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for 
January 2020 and January 2021.282 This resulted in multiplying all 2020$ values by 1.014 to 
present 2021$. 

I calculated the average power consumption using the annual energy consumption from the 
FY 2020 AEMRR data set.283 First, Eqn. 5.1 converts the annual energy consumption in Billion 
British thermal units (BBtu) to MWh.284  

Eqn. (5.1) Convert BBtu to MWh 

𝑀𝑊ℎ = 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑢 ∗
1,000,000,000
3,412,141.5  

 
278 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
279 When two data entries were for the same location, usually one had a significant amount of energy consumption 
while the other that had a minimal amount (typically 95% and 5% of the combined total). In these instances, the 
larger energy consumption was for base consumption and had a military branch under the component column while 
the smaller energy consumption was for the commissary and had “DECA” in the component column. Other 
duplications included data entries for different military branches at the same joint base and different units (guard and 
active) at the same location. Ultimately, I summed the annual energy consumption of any two data entries that 
corresponded to the same DoD location to get the total annual energy consumption for that location. 
280 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
281 “State Electricity Profiles - Energy Information Administration.” 
282 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “CPI Inflation Calculator.” 
283 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
284 “Convert Btu to MWh - Conversion of Measurement Units,” accessed April 15, 2022, 
https://www.convertunits.com/from/Btu/to/MWh. 

https://www.convertunits.com/from/Btu/to/MWh
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Then, Eqn. 5.2 converts the annual energy consumption (MWh) to average power 
consumption (MW) by assuming a uniform consumption throughout the year.285 

Eqn. (5.2) Convert annual energy consumption to average power consumption 

𝑀𝑊 =
𝑀𝑊ℎ

365 ∗ 24 

Calculating the average power consumption in this manner includes two implicit 
assumptions: power demand is constant throughout a year and average total power consumption 
is comparable to electric power consumption. The details and impacts of these assumptions are 
addressed in Step 5. 

Figure 5.1 does not include any feasibility filters, adjustments for non-monetary benefits, or 
adjustments for ACFs: Figure 5.3 in Step 4 shows how these impact the scatter plot with 
Baseline scenario assumptions while Appendix E shows how other scenario assumptions impact 
the characterization of DoD locations along these two dimensions.  

Which DoD locations are constrained by feasibility attributes (e.g., state nuclear policy)? 
(Optional) 

DoD locations could be constrained by feasibility attributes that decrease the number of 
possible viable location-technology pairs. Both the permissive nuclear construction state policy 
attribute and conducive environment attribute are included as feasibility filters in the Baseline 
scenario of Step 4 to reflect the potential restriction of NETs at DoD locations. The states with 
nuclear construction restrictions according to the National Conference of State Legislatures 
(NCSL) include California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, 
New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and West Virginia.286 The DoD 
locations with conducive environments were determined by using an intermediate screening 
completed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to identify DoD locations with conducive 
environments to host an LWR (see Appendix E).287 The DoD locations in states with permissive 
nuclear construction policies (Figure E.1) and DoD locations with conducive environments 
(Figure E.2) are included in the Baseline scenario of Step 4 by using different marker colors and 
shapes, respectively. The impact of including these feasibility filters in the Baseline scenario is 
shown in the R3 scenario (Figure E.14).  

 
285 Reminder, energy has units of joules (J) and is equivalent to the total work done, or the amount of power 
delivered over time. Power has units of watts (w) and is equivalent to the amount of work done in a second. 
286 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
287 Willis P. Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor,” Report, UNT Digital Library (Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, March 1, 2013), https://doi.org/10.2172/1073001. 

https://doi.org/10.2172/1073001
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How does placing a value on non-monetary benefits (e.g., energy resilience) impact the 
cost of electricity for DoD locations? (Optional) 

DoD decisionmakers may want to understand how placing a value on non-monetary benefits 
impacts the number of DoD locations that could viably host an NET. Two non-monetary benefits 
that might increase the cost of electricity for DoD locations are the value of electricity resilience 
and the cost of carbon emissions. Both these non-monetary benefits would increase the average 
cost of electricity at DoD locations, shift the markers in Figure 5.1 to the right, and potentially 
increase the number of viable DoD locations that could host an NET.  

For the Baseline scenario in Step 4, a constant value of electricity resilience ($6.36/MWh)288 
and a uniform federal carbon tax ($100/T CO2)289, 290 are applied to every DoD location. These 
values were derived from relevant sources and discussed more in Appendix E. Because a carbon 
tax’s influence on the cost of electricity is dependent on the carbon emissions avoided, each DoD 
location’s average cost of electricity is adjusted using their respective state’s energy generation 
profile (Figure E.6). These non-monetary benefits increase the average, average cost of 
electricity from $110.70/MWh (Figure 5.1) to $158.70/MWh in the R4 scenario (Figure E.15). 
The federal carbon tax alone increases the average, average cost of electricity by about 
$40.70/MWh (Figure E.9), while the constant value for electricity resilience independently 
increases the average by $6.36/MWh (Figure E.4).291  

Different assumptions about the inclusion and value of electricity resilience and the cost of 
carbon would yield different results. A scenario without these non-monetary benefit adjustments 
is presented in the R2 scenario (Figure E.13). The Baseline scenario includes both non-monetary 
benefits and an ACF adjustment, see discussion below. 

How does adjusting the average cost of electricity for area cost factors influence the 
relative average cost of electricity? (Optional) 

The Baseline scenario applies an ACF to each NET to account for construction, operation, 
and labor costs that change by area within the United States. This adjustment is included because 
sources indicate that ACFs influence electricity generation292 and because the degree to which an 
NET’s cost estimates are dependent on ACFs may depend on how much of the NET can be 

 
288 Glenn H. Ackerman and Daniel N. Carvell, “Quantifying the Value of Energy Security” (Center for Naval 
Analysis (CNA), October 2013), 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/291972178_Quantifying_the_Value_of_Energy_Security_Methodology_a
nd_Estimates. 
289 Stern and Stiglitz, “The Social Cost of Carbon, Risk, Distribution, Market Failures.” 
290 Kaufman et al., “A Near-Term to Net Zero Alternative to the Social Cost of Carbon for Setting Carbon Prices.” 
291 Appendix E shows how these non-monetary benefits independently impact average cost of electricity at DoD 
locations. 
292 One SME mentioned that “Playing in the arctic is expensive.” Ackerman and Carvell recommended adjusting 
the value of electricity resilience by the ACF for each DoD location. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/291972178_Quantifying_the_Value_of_Energy_Security_Methodology_and_Estimates
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manufactured in a centralized location, how much on-site preparation is required, and how much 
operational costs are impacted by local economies.293 Eqn. E.2 in Appendix E shows how each 
DoD location’s average cost of electricity is adjusted based on each DoD location’s ACF to plot 
a “relative average cost of electricity” that can be compared to a single NET LCOE. Figure E.11 
shows how including ACF has minimal impact on average, average cost of electricity, but 
centralizes the distribution of DoD locations when compared to Figure 5.1. 

Observation from Step 2: most DoD locations have low average power demand and a low 
average cost of electricity. 

Step 3: Characterize nuclear energy technologies (NETs) 
There are at least fifty new and advanced NET designs in development around the world. The 

exact number under development is unknown because sources contradict one another, and 
companies are frequently starting and stopping development. The International Atomic Energy 
Association (IAEA) published an Advanced Reactors Information System (ARIS) handbook in 
2020 with seventy-two unique SMR designs, six of which are classified as microreactors (less 
than 10 MWe output).294 The ARIS handbook from 2020 is helpful to understand details about 
numerous designs; however, this compilation of designs was either not comprehensive or not up 
to date because additional designs were introduced and discussed during the NASEM 
presentations for the committee on New and Advanced Reactors (e.g. Xe-mobile).295 Only the 
ARIS handbook and NASEM presentations were used to identify NETs of interest for DoD 
locations. Describing each NET by the five attributes from Chapter 4 will help prevent conflating 
the strengths of different NET into a single design.  

What are the attributes of each NET of interest? 

I used two attributes: power capacity and design readiness level, to select NETs of interest 
for this framework application. First, I filtered NETs by power capacity because many DoD 
locations have low average power consumption (Figure 5.1). NETs with different power 
capacities were selected to see how power capacity impacts the number of viable location-
technology pairings in Step 4. NETs were filtered based on design readiness level because DoD 
is presently pursuing the implementation of NETs by the end of 2027. The design readiness level 
is important because there is a significant difference in detail and cost-estimate reliability 

 
293 Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” 
294 International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA), “SMR Handbook 2020.” 
295 Meserve, “Laying the Foundation for New and Advanced Nuclear Reactors in the United States | National 
Academies.” 
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between conceptual designs and completed designs.296 Active government funding for the 
development of an NET design was used as the primary proxy variable to determine design 
readiness levels because these NETs have the funding to continue their development and seem to 
be closer to completing their designs than NETs that have not received government funding. 
Table 5.1 presents the attributes of four NETs of interest in order of smallest power capacity to 
greatest. A more detailed rationale for why I included each reactor is below Table 5.1.297 

Table 5.1 Attributes of four NETs of interest to DoD  

Attribute	 Sub-Attributes	 Xe-Mobile	 eVinciTM		 BANR	 Xe-100	

Reactor	
Type	

Reactor	Coolant	 Helium Heat pipes 
[Helium] 

Helium Helium 

Reactor	
Moderator	

Graphite Graphite Graphite Graphite 

Nuclear	
Fuel	

Nuclear	Fuel	
Type	

UCO in TRISO  UCO in TRISO UCO in TRISO UCO in TRISO as 
a pebble-bed 

Nuclear	Fuel	
enrichment		

HALEU, 19.75% 
U-235 

HALEU, 19.75% 
U-235 

HALEU, 19.75% 
U-235 

HALEU, 19.75% 
U-235 

Reactor	Refuel	
rate	

3+ years 3+ years 5 years Continuous 

Design	
Readiness
Level	

NRC	Licensing	 Not started Pre-application 
is under review 

Not started Pre-application 
is under review 

TRL	of	reactor	
sub-systems	

Design 
completion is 
above 50%, 
below 100% 

8 or 9 out of 10 Most sub-
systems are 7 or 
8 out of 10 while 
five are 4 out of 
10 

Unknown, 
upgrading on 
past pebble-bed 
designs 

Government	
Funding	

Project Pele, 
round two 

DOE, risk 
reduction 

DOE, risk 
reduction 

DOE, ARDP 

Company’s	
deployment	
timeline	

Operational field 
testing in 2024 

Demonstration 
unit 2024, 
commercial unit 
2026 

Unknown Commercial 
plant by 2027 

Power	
Capacity	

Heat	output	of	
reactor	

Unknown 13 MWt 50 MWt 200 MWt 
modules 
800 MWt plants 

Generation	
efficiency	

Unknown [34.6%] 33% High turbine 
efficiency up to 
42.3%  

 
296 Buongiorno et al., “The Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World.” 
297 An alternative user could come up with a different list of NETs to investigate further. 
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Electrical	
output	of	
reactor	

At least 1.0 
MWe 

4.5 MWe 17 MWe 80 MWe 
modules 
320 MWe plants 

Energy	storage	 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Reactor	
Costs	

LCOE	estimates	 $590/MWha $271/MWha $204/MWha “Well under 
$60/Mwh” 

Overnight	cost	
estimates	

$35 millionb $70 millionb $195 millionb Below 
$5,000/kWe, 
$1.6 billion for 
320 MWe 

Learning	rates	/	
generational	
differences	

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

Class	of	cost	
estimate	(1-5)	

Class 5 Class 5 Class 5 [Class 4] bottom-
up cost estimate 

Note: This list is not exhaustive of all attributes of each NET. Hard brackets represent an assumption by my based on the 
sources available. Sources: Xe-Mobile298, 299, 300, eVinciTM 301, 302, BANR303, Xe-100304, 305, NRC Licensing306 
a LCOE cost estimates are for FOAK generations and were calculated using the NEI LCOE model.307 The NEI model inputs 
for each power capacity were determined using moderate scale of power assumptions (Table D.1). 
b Overnight cost estimates were calculated using Eqn. D.6 in Appendix D.308 

The four NETs of interest to DoD have diverse power capacities and active government 
funding. All four NETs of interest are gas-cooled reactors that use TRISO fuel. Two benefits of 

 
298 X-energy, “Reactor: Xe-Mobile,” X-energy, 2022, https://x-energy.com/reactors/xe-mobile. 
299 Wesley and Waksman, “Discussion with DoD on Project Pele.” 
300 U.S. Department of Defense, “Strategic Capabilities Office Selects Two Mobile Microreactor Concepts to 
Proceed to Final Design.” 
301 Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC, “EVinciTM Micro-Reactor,” Westinghouse, March 11, 2021, 
https://www.westinghousenuclear.com/new-plants/evinci-micro-reactor. 
302 Vefa Kucukboyaci, “Westinghouse EVinci TM Micro Reactor” (Meeting 6-Part 2, National Academies of 
Sciences Engineering and Medicine, June 7, 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/06-07-2021/merits-
and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-
reactors-meeting-6-part-2-june-7-2021. 
303 Erik Nygaard, “BWXT’s Advanced Nuclear Reactor” (Meeting 3, National Academies of Sciences Engineering 
and Medicine, January 11, 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/01-11-2021/merits-and-viability-of-
different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-january-11-2021-
and-january-13-2021-meeting. 
304 Eben J. Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status” (Meeting #4, National Academies of Sciences 
Engineering and Medicine, May 26, 2021), https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/05-26-
2021/docs/DCE0F339E2C8CFC45FAA4307321C76F94D303E3075EF. 
305 X-energy, “Reactor: Xe-100,” X-energy, 2022, https://x-energy.com/reactors/xe-100. 
306 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Licensing Activities,” NRC Web, March 31, 2022, 
https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-reactors/advanced/licensing-activities.html. 
307 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
308 Nichol. 

https://x-energy.com/reactors/xe-mobile
https://www.westinghousenuclear.com/new-plants/evinci-micro-reactor
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/06-07-2021/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-reactors-meeting-6-part-2-june-7-2021
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/06-07-2021/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-reactors-meeting-6-part-2-june-7-2021
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/06-07-2021/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-reactors-meeting-6-part-2-june-7-2021
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/01-11-2021/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-january-11-2021-and-january-13-2021-meeting
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/01-11-2021/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-january-11-2021-and-january-13-2021-meeting
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/01-11-2021/merits-and-viability-of-different-nuclear-fuel-cycles-and-technology-options-and-the-waste-aspects-of-advanced-nuclear-january-11-2021-and-january-13-2021-meeting
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/05-26-2021/docs/DCE0F339E2C8CFC45FAA4307321C76F94D303E3075EF
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/05-26-2021/docs/DCE0F339E2C8CFC45FAA4307321C76F94D303E3075EF
https://x-energy.com/reactors/xe-100
https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-reactors/advanced/licensing-activities.html
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these attributes are that helium (the coolant) is an inert gas that cannot become radioactive309 and 
TRISO fuel is “the most robust nuclear fuel”, according to DOE.310 Selecting NETs with similar 
reactor types and fuels provides more internal validity when comparing the relationship between 
an NET’s power capacity and an NET’s LCOE in Appendix D. The following paragraph 
describes why I selected each NET: for references of information on each reactor, see the sources 
identified in the note section of Table 5.1. 

I included four NETs in this framework application, the rationale for selecting each NET is 
below. The Xe-Mobile design by X-energy: because it received funding from Project Pele to 
complete designs for a prototype in 2022. The eVinciTM reactor design by Westinghouse Electric 
Company, LLC: because it received funding from the Department of Energy (DOE) for risk 
reduction to produce a prototype unit by 2024, although Westinghouse does not expect to have a 
commercial unit until 2026.	The	Babcock & Wilcox Technologies (BWXT) Advanced Nuclear 
Reactor (BANR) design: because it received funding from DOE for risk reduction and the 
company has a long history with NETs. The Xe-100 design by X-energy: because DOE’s ARDP 
funds it and because it uses TRISO fuel.  

These four reactors311 cover a spread of power capacities from 1 MWe (Xe-mobile), 4.5 
MWe (eVinciTM), 17 Mwe (BANR), 80 MWe (Xe-100, module), to 320 MWe (Xe-100, four-
pack). A proprietary LCOE model by NEI, which the author provided me for educational 
purposes, calculated the LCOE cost estimates for each NET’s FOAK.312 The NEI model inputs 
for each power capacity were determined using moderate scale of power assumptions from 
Appendix D (Table D.1). Figure 5.2 plots the LCOE and power capacity for each NET of 
interest. 

I investigated other NETs but did not include them in this analysis for assorted reasons. The 
Aurora design by Oklo is a heat pipe reactor with a 1.5 MWe power capacity that was not 
included because it has a redundant power capacity to the Xe-mobile design (1.0 MWe) and the 
license application to NRC was rejected because it lacked information.313 The Micro Modular 
Reactor (MMR) design by Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation (USNC) is an HTGR, 5 MWe power 
capacity design and was not included in this analysis because it has a redundant power capacity 
as the eVinciTM (4.5 MWe net output) design but does not seem as developed as the eVinciTM 

 
309 Jin Iwatsuki et al., “Overview of High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor” (Academic Press, 2021), 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128210314000014. 
310 Office of Nuclear Energy, “TRISO Particles.” 
311 Table 5.1 excludes the Xe-100, four-pack because it has redundant information as the Xe-100 module and 
because its power capacity is significantly greater than any DoD location’s average power consumption, see Figure 
5.3. 
312 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
313 Darrell Proctor, “NRC Dismisses Application for Oklo Advanced Nuclear Reactor,” POWER Magazine (blog), 
January 6, 2022, https://www.powermag.com/nrc-dismisses-application-for-oklo-advanced-nuclear-reactor/. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128210314000014
https://www.powermag.com/nrc-dismisses-application-for-oklo-advanced-nuclear-reactor/
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design because of the limited number of employees and the lack of federal funding.314 The Holos 
Quad by HolosGen is an HTGR with a 13 MWe power capacity that was not included because of 
a redundant power capacity as BANR (17 MWe), there were limited publications available since 
a 2018 appearance in the Army G-4 report,315 and HolosGen has not received federal funding. 
The SEALER-Arctic by LeadCold Nuclear is a lead-cooled microreactor with a 3-10 MWe 
power capacity and is not included because it comes from an international vendor:316 DoD is 
generally required to purchase military platforms and weapons systems that were manufactured 
in the United States.317 NuScale powerplant is an LWR with 77 MWe power capacity modules 
providing 308 MWe power capacity in their four-module plant and has a comparable power 
capacity and LCOE as Xe-100.318 Xe-100 was included in this analysis because it is designed to 
use TRISO fuel, just like the three other NETs of interest.319 Although LWR technology is more 
common among operating nuclear power plants, Dr. Waksman (Program Manager for Project 
Pele) says that Project Pele is leaning into the safety benefits of TRISO fuel,320 which could 
reduce NRC siting requirements and mean that more locations have conducive environments to 
host the SMR power plant.  

How do the power capacity and LCOE of each NET compare to one another? 

Figure 5.2 shows how the power capacity and LCOE estimate of each NET of interest 
compare to one another for a FOAK reactor. The Baseline scenario uses NOAK generation cost 
estimates (Figure 5.3). Although these cost estimates are subject to significant uncertainty, which 
is discussed in Step 6, they provide a reference point to compare with DoD locations in Step 4.  

 
314 Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation (USNC), “MMR® Energy,” Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation, October 27, 2021, 
https://usnc.com/mmr/. 
315 Vitali et al., “Mobile Nuclear Power Plants for Ground Operations.” 
316 LeadCold Nuclear, “SEALER.” 
317 David H Carpenter and Brandon J Murrill, “The Buy American Act and Other Federal Procurement Domestic 
Content Restrictions,” n.d., 28. 
318 Reyes, “NuScale Response to NASEM Questionnaire.” 
319 Using NETs with similar reactor types and fuels provides more internal validity to comparing the relationship 
between an NET’s power capacity and an NET’s LCOE in Appendix D.  
320 Wesley and Waksman, “Discussion with DoD on Project Pele.” 

https://usnc.com/mmr/
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Figure 5.2 Power capacity vs. LCOE for NETs of interest to DoD 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. FOAK LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using 
NEI’s LCOE model and moderate scale of power inputs (Table D.1).321 Xe-100 (module) was assumed to 
have the same LCOE as Xe-100 (four-pack).322 

Figure 5.2 shows the four NETs of interest in a two-dimensional plot of power capacity 
versus the LCOE estimate. The Xe-100 has two markers; one for the four-pack power plant, 
(which is significantly greater than any DoD consumption, see Figure 5.3) and one for the 
module, which is assumed to have the same LCOE as the four-pack power plant.323 A 
presentation from X-Energy’s CEO, Eben Mulder, includes an LCOE estimate of the Xe-100, 

 
321 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
322 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
323 The Xe-100 module could be a part of the four-pack power plant and designated for use by the DoD location to 
attain the same LCOE. 
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four-pack, “well below $60/MWh (2021$) and delivered in less than five years from order”.324 
Pending appropriations, DOE is expecting to invest about $1.6 billion on this NET from 2020-
2027 (assuming the $3.2 billion investment in NuScale and TerraPower is proportionate).325 

The proprietary LCOE cost estimate model from the 2019 NEI report326 estimated the LCOE 
for the Xe-mobile, eVinciTM, and BANR microreactors.327 The 1 MWe Xe-Mobile cost estimates 
do not include an additional cost for the attribute of being mobile or transportable. The NEI 
reference case from the report was based on input from several microreactor developers and is 
the starting point for estimating the costs of these three microreactors. I modeled each 
microreactor as a public-owned utility because of SME input that stationary microreactors for 
DoD will likely be under contract as power purchase agreements: this also happens to be the 
financial assumption for the NEI reference case. The NEI model required rate inputs ($/kWe) for 
the overnight capital cost (OCC) and annual fixed operations and maintenance (O&M) cost but 
used a total cost per refuel for each nuclear core refuel. This means the NEI reference case used 
infinite scale of power for every cost variable, except cost per refuel, which used zero scale of 
power (Appendix D). I adjusted the OCC, O&M, and refuel cost assumptions from the NEI 
reference case to account for moderate scale of power that would impact the LCOE of Xe-
mobile, eVinciTM, and BANR because of their different power capacities (Table D.1). Table 5.2 
presents the inputs used to calculate the LCOE of each microreactor over its lifespan in 2019$ 
and then outputs the LCOE in 2019$ and 2021$. The note below Table 5.2 includes all modeling 
assumptions that were consistent between the three microreactors. 
  

 
324 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
325 Office of Nuclear Energy, “U.S. Department of Energy Announces $160 Million in First Awards under 
Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program,” Energy.gov, October 13, 2020, https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/us-
department-energy-announces-160-million-first-awards-under-advanced-reactor. 
326 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
327 The lead author of the NEI model, Marcus Nichol, generously gave it to me for academic purposes. 

https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/us-department-energy-announces-160-million-first-awards-under-advanced-reactor
https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/us-department-energy-announces-160-million-first-awards-under-advanced-reactor
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Table 5.2 Cost assumptions for calculating LCOE of microreactors with different power capacities 

 Xe-
Mobile 

eVinciTM NEI 
Reference 
Case 

BANR 

Power capacity (MWe) 1 4.5 5 17 

Total OCC ($M) 35 70 75 195 

   OCC rate ($/kWe)  35,000  15,556  15,000  11,471 

Annual O&M ($M) 0.82 1.63 1.75 4.55 

   O&M rate ($/kWe, per year)  817  363  350  268 

Cost per refuel ($M) 2.8 5.6 6 15.6 

   Refuel rate328 ($/kWe, per year)  933  415  400  306 

LCOE (2019$/MWh) 567 261 252 196 

   LCOE (2021$/MWh)  590  271  262  204 
Note: I modeled each NET to have a single reactor (no co-location), a lifespan of 39 years, a core life of 
three years, a capacity factor of 95%, a nuclear fuel cost of $10/MWh, and a decommissioning cost of 
$5/MWh. Each reactor was modeled as a public-owned utility with a 4.5% cost of debt, 2% inflation rate, 
15-year debt term, and 10-year, straight-line depreciation. The 1 MWe Xe-Mobile cost estimates do not 
include an additional cost for the attribute of being mobile or transportable. All values in 2019$, except the 
LCOE in 2021$. 

Table 5.2 presents the cost of OCC, O&M, and cost per refuel in two ways, total and rate. I 
adjusted each assumption (besides the reference case) to have moderate scale of power (Table 
D.1) because previous research on economies of scale for electric power generation in the United 
States suggests,  

“The U.S. electric power industry can be characterized by substantial scale 
economies at low levels of output”329 

Ultimately, the influence that scale of power has on microreactors is unknown because cost 
data for advanced microreactors does not exist; however, not accounting for scale of power in 
each variable can skew the effects of power capacity on LCOE. For example, assuming zero 
scale of power will underestimate microreactors with power capacities less than the reference 
case (5 MWe in this example) and overestimate the LCOE of microreactors with power 
capacities greater than the reference case (Figure D.1).  

 
328 I scaled the cost per refuel linearly from $20 million for a ten-year reactor core to $6 million for a three-year 
reactor core for all power capacities. This equates to a refuel rate of $2 million per year for a 5 MWe microreactor 
and scales to $400/kWe, per year. 
329 Christensen and Green, “Economies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation.” 
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The LCOE for the NEI reference case increased from their reported $230/MWh to 
$252/MWh in 2019$ due to my assumption that there was only one microreactor,330 each core 
life was ten years instead of three,331 and the lifespan was thirty-nine years instead of forty.332 
Each LCOE is converted to 2021$ from 2019$ in Table 5.2 using a ratio of 1.039.333 

Observation from Step 3: different NETs have unique characteristics and the LCOE 
estimate increases as power capacity decreases (and vis versa). 

Step 4: Identify viable location-technology pairs 

Which location-technology pairs are viable? 

The number of viable location-technology pairs depends on multiple assumptions regarding 
NET costs and policy space: the combination of these assumptions is defined as the “scenario”. I 
developed the Baseline scenario using relevant information to propose a reasonable set of 
assumptions for the year 2030. This includes two permissive scenario assumptions and two 
restrictive scenario assumptions. Assumptions pertaining to all scenarios and the relevant 
information used to select a Baseline scenario are reviewed in Step 5. The Baseline scenario 
assumptions include: 

• NOAK generation costs (25% lower than FOAK in Table 5.1) 
• Valuing non-monetary benefits (Electricity resilience is $6.36/MWh and $100/T CO2 

tax added to the average cost of electricity in the same manner as Figure 5.6) 
• DoD locations must be in states with permissive nuclear construction policies334 and 

have a conducive environment, according to ORNL’s data set.335 
• Each DoD location’s average cost of electricity incorporates the ACF according to 

Eqn. E.2. 
The four assumptions in the baseline scenario are coded as binary variables in Table 5.3. 

Every combination of assumptions creates sixteen scenarios that comprise the universe of 

 
330 Assumed only one microreactor instead of two, co-located microreactors. This assumption independently 
increased the NEI reference case LCOE estimate by about $15/MWh. 
331 Although I scaled the cost per refuel linearly, $2 million per year of core life, when the core life is shorter, 
payments are closer to year zero and therefore future-discounted less, making those payments more valuable than if 
they occurred further in the future for a longer core life. This assumption independently increased the NEI reference 
case LCOE estimate by about $6/MWh. 
332 Lifespan reduced so it would be factorable by the three-year core life. This assumption independently increased 
the NEI reference case LCOE estimate by less than $1/MWh. 
333 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “CPI Inflation Calculator.” 
334 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
335 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
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possible scenarios in this analysis. Exploring a variety of scenarios is useful because there is 
uncertainty in the NET performance, NET regulation, and policy, yet the decision to invest in an 
NET must occur significantly earlier. Table 5.4 shows the number of viable location-technology 
pairs under each set of scenario assumptions.  

Figure 5.3 compares DoD location power demand and electricity costs with each NET’s 
power capacity and LCOE under the Baseline scenario assumptions. Any green circle or green 
square (feasibility filters) that are to the right and above an NET marker indicates a viable 
location-technology pair.336 

 
336 The word viable describes any location-technology pair where the average cost of electricity of the DoD location 
is greater than the NET LCOE estimate, AND the average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than 
the NET power capacity, AND the DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 
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Figure 5.3 Comparing DoD locations and NETs under the Baseline scenario 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. Represents 363 DoD locations in the U.S. with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 
2020 cost data. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using NEI’s LCOE 
model and moderate scale of power inputs (Table D.1).337 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same 
LCOE as Xe-100, four-pack.338 All LCOE estimates are adjusted for a 25% learning curve to calculate 
NOAK costs (Figure E.22). The average, average cost of electricity is $153.50/MWh.339 The average, 
average power consumption is 15.4 MW.340 

 
337 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
338 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
339 The median, average cost of electricity at DoD locations in the United States in FY 2020 was $151.20/MWh. 
340 The median, average power consumption at DoD locations in the United States in FY 2020 was 5.6 MW. 
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As shown in Figure 5.3, the number of viable location-technology pairs for each NET under 
Baseline scenario assumptions is: Xe-mobile (0), eVinciTM (2-3), BANR (18-21), and Xe-100, 
module (3-5). The range represents DoD locations with “unknown” conducive environments. 
The following paragraphs discuss additional takeaways from Figure 5.3 that pertain to each 
NET. 

Ten DoD locations have an average power consumption greater than a Xe-100, module. All 
ten of these reactors are in states without restrictions on constructing nuclear power plants (green 
markers). According to ORNL’s data set,341 five of these DoD locations could not host an LWR, 
three DoD locations could host an LWR, and two are unknown. The DoD locations suitable for 
LWRs will likely also be able to host an Xe-100 power plant because of their increased safety 
precautions, according to X-energy.342 Therefore, DoD locations not suitable for LWRs may or 
may not be able to host an HTGR reactor.343 

A BANR reactor could be a viable NET at more DoD locations than the other NETs (18-21) 
because the BANR LCOE estimate is near the center of mass for most DoD location markers. 
Twenty-eight locations were not viable DoD locations to host a BANR reactor because of 
feasibility filters applied to the baseline scenario.344 The R3 scenario (Figure E.14) shows how 
the baseline case changes if siting is unrestricted by feasibility attributes. 

 For the eVinciTM reactor, five DoD locations were removed because of feasibility attributes, 
leaving only (2-3) DoD locations that could viably host this NET.345 The eVinciTM marker is on 
the cusp of many more DoD locations given the baseline scenario assumptions: thirty-six DoD 
locations are within $10/MWh relative to the eVinciTM LCOE; however, none of these locations 
have both feasibility attributes.  

An Xe-mobile reactor could be a viable technology at (0) DoD locations under the Baseline 
scenario assumptions primarily because the smaller power capacity increases the LCOE when 
using moderate scale of power cost assumptions (see Table D.1 for more details). Furthermore, 
the ACF increases the difference between the Xe-mobile LCOE and the relative average cost of 

 
341 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
342 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
343 Any DoD location selected to host an NET would likely require site-specific analysis under the guidance of the 
NRC. 
344 Fourteen DoD locations were not viable because they are in states with restrictions on construction of new 
nuclear power plants AND because they are in a geographical area that could not feasibly host a reactor according to 
ORNL’s data set. Four were not viable because they are in states with restrictive nuclear construction policy (three 
have a conducive environment to host an LWR and one is unknown). Ten DoD locations were not viable because 
they are do not have a conducive environment to host an LWR. 
345 Two DoD locations were not viable because they are in states with restrictions on construction of new nuclear 
power plants AND because they are in a geographical area that could not feasibly host a reactor according to 
ORNL’s data set. Three DoD locations were not viable because they are do not have a conducive environment to 
host an LWR. 
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electricity for most DoD locations. Even after valuing non-monetary benefits and adjusting for 
NOAK generation costs, no DoD locations are viable for Xe-mobile in the Baseline scenario. 

How do different scenario assumptions impact the number of viable location-technology 
pairs? (Optional) 

Table 5.3 presents sixteen combinations of binary scenario assumptions that influence the 
number of viable location-technology pairs. This is only a subset of the universe of possibilities 
for scenarios and shows how robust an NET may be for different scenarios. 

Table 5.3 Combination of scenario assumptions for sixteen scenarios 

Scenario Figure # Is reactor cost 
independent of 

ACF? 

Is LCOE 
estimate 

NOAK? (vs. 
FOAK) 

Is siting 
unrestricted by 

feasibility 
attributes? 

Are non-
monetary 

benefits valued 
in average cost 
of electricity? 

Baseline  Figure 5.3 No Yes No Yes 
R1 Figure E.12 No No No Yes 
R2 Figure E.13 No Yes No No 
R3 Figure E.14 No Yes Yes Yes 
R4 Figure E.15 Yes Yes No Yes 

Restrictive Figure E.16 No No No No 
Permissive Figure E.17 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

S8  Yes No No No 
S9  No No Yes No 
S10  Yes Yes Yes No 
S11  Yes No Yes Yes 
S12  Yes No Yes No 
S13  No Yes Yes No 
S14  Yes No No Yes 
S15  No No Yes Yes 
S16  Yes Yes No No 

 
Note: I formulated the binary questions so that a “Yes” is more permissive and a “No” is more restrictive in 
most cases. R1-R4 are four robustness checks on the baseline scenario. S8-S16 are presented here for 
completeness but do not have corresponding figures below. 

I developed the Baseline scenario using relevant information to propose a reasonable set of 
assumptions for the year 2030. The R1-R4 scenarios each change one of the binary variables 
from the Baseline scenario to examine the degree to which that assumption impacts the number 
of viable location-technology pairs. The most restrictive scenario has four “no” and the most 
permissive scenario has four “yes”. Table 5.4 presents the number of viable location-technology 
pairs for each case (intersection of scenario and NET).  
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Table 5.4 Number of viable location-technology pairs for sixty-four cases (scenario + technology) 

Scenario # Figure # Xe-mobile  eVinci™  BANR  Xe-100, 
module 

Baseline  1 Figure 5.3 0 2-3 18-21 3-5 
R1 2 Figure E.12 0 0 1-2 3-5 
R2 3 Figure E.13 0 0 0-3 3-5 
R3 4 Figure E.14 0 8 49 10 
R4 5 Figure E.15 0 0-6 8-13 3-5 

Restrictive 6 Figure E.16 0 0 0 2-4 
Permissive 7 Figure E.17 1 33 42 10 

S8   0 0-2 0-4 2-4 
S9   0 0 0 8 
S10   0 8 20 10 
S11   0 7 18 10 
S12   0 6 6 8 
S13   0 0 17 10 
S14   0 0-3 0-5 3-5 
S15   0 0 5 10 
S16   0 0-4 0-5 3-5 

 
Note: Any case with a range of viable location-technology pairs is because of the unknown feasibility 
attributes of some DoD locations to host an LWR, according to ORNL’s data set.  
Table E.2 of Appendix E indicates all viable DoD locations for each NET under the first seven scenarios. 
Appendix E also displays the scenario scatter plots (like Figure 5.3) for the four robustness checks (R1-
R4), restrictive, and permissive scenarios. 

Table 5.4 shows the number of viable location-technology pairs for sixty-four cases and 
demonstrates how the scenario variables can drastically impact the number of viable location-
technology pairs.346 In general, few DoD locations have relative average electricity costs greater 
than an NET’s LCOE and an average power consumption greater than the NET’s power 
capacity; however, there are some cases with numerous viable location-technology pairs. The 
spectrum of cases is useful to identify trends and see if an NET is robust across multiple 
scenarios. For example, one reason I analyze BANR further is that it has double-digit viable 
location-technology pairs in seven of the sixteen scenarios in Table 5.3, signaling that BANR 
microreactors are more robust to various futures than other NETs.  

 
 

Key finding (and observation from Step 4): Few DoD locations have a relative average 
electricity cost greater than an NET’s levelized cost of electricity and an average power 
consumption greater than the NET’s power capacity; however, there are some cases 
(combinations of future scenarios and NET) with numerous viable location-technology pairs. 
 

 
 

346 These sixty-four cases are not exhaustive of all the possible scenarios and NETs; therefore, an alternative user 
could produce different outputs from Step 4. 
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Next, I review the assumptions made for all cases, with a particular emphasis on the Baseline 
scenario assumptions. 

Step 5: Review assumptions and estimate the impacts of an investment 

Is there a viable set of location-technology pairs from Step 4? 

Table 5.3 displays the number of viable location-technology pairs of four NETs across 
sixteen future scenario assumptions (Table 5.3). I review the assumptions of these sets of viable 
location-technology pairs in their entirety to select which set(s) will proceed through the 
framework.  

Ultimately, the BANR reactor in the Baseline scenario is the only set of viable location-
technology pairs (18-21) to proceed through the rest of the framework. To avoid presenting 
redundant information, Table 5.6 presents the list of viable DoD locations to host a BANR 
reactor and the estimated impact of investment for each DoD location. Table E.2 also presents 
the viable DoD locations to host a BANR reactor under the Baseline scenario.347 

Which assumptions were made in Step 1 – Step 4 and how do they impact the number 
of viable DoD locations and NETs? 

This section identifies assumptions from Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4. The following topics 
required assumption(s) in each of the sixty-four cases from Table 5.4: 

• Cost of electricity when DoD location data are unavailable 
• Cost of electricity generation vs. purchase price of electricity 
• Average power consumption vs. NET power capacity 
• Electric rate and power consumption variability  

The Baseline scenario assumptions include: 
• NOAK generation costs (25% lower than FOAK in Table 5.1) 
• Valuing non-monetary benefits (Electricity resilience is $6.36/MWh and $100/T CO2 

tax added to the average cost of electricity in the same manner as Figure 5.6) 
• DoD locations must be in states with permissive nuclear construction policies348 and 

have a conducive environment, according to ORNL’s data set.349 
• Each DoD location’s average cost of electricity incorporates the ACF according to 

Eqn. E.2. 

 
347 The list of viable location-technology pairs undergoing further analysis in Step 5 are those DoD locations with a 
[1] under the BANR column. 
348 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
349 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
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The following section explicitly states assumptions (instead of assumption topics) that 
pertain to the twenty-one DoD locations and BANR reactor pairs. A description of how the 
assumption may impact the set in its entirety is below each bullet. Table 5.4, from Step 4, shows 
how sixteen different scenario assumptions impact the number of viable location-technology 
pairs. Supporting information, tables, and figures about assumptions and their impact on the 
number of viable DoD locations and NETs are in Appendix E. 

• Assume the average retail price of electricity in the state represents the average cost 
of electricity of a DoD location when a specific DoD location’s data are unavailable. 

This assumption may moderately overestimate most DoD locations’ average cost of 
electricity and significantly underestimate some remote locations’ average cost of electricity 
(Figure E.18). Of the twenty-one locations, four are from the Air Force data set with known 
data.350 If the user is a DoD employee, they may be able to access exact electricity costing data 
via the Office of the Secretary of Defense, which publishes AEMRR to alleviate the need for this 
assumption. 

• Assume past rates of electricity are indicative of future rates of electricity 
This assumption is appropriate for DoD in general (Table E.3) but is not necessarily 

appropriate for specific DoD locations because their electricity rates can change significantly 
from year to year (Figure E.20). This variation in electricity rates may require further 
investigation for any viable location-technology to ensure the cost of electricity of the past is 
consistent with expected electricity costs in the future at the DoD location. 

• Assume past energy consumption is indicative of future average power consumption 
This assumption is appropriate for DoD in general (Table E.3) but is not necessarily 

appropriate for specific DoD locations because their average power consumption can change 
significantly from year to year (Figure E.21). Figure E.21 shows a significant variation in annual 
energy consumption at a DoD location level.351 This variation could impact which DoD locations 
have sufficient power demand to host an NET over its 39-year lifespan (see Step 3). Of the 
twenty-one locations, three reported an average power consumption increase of more than 10 
MW from FY 2019 to FY 2020 (Table E.4). Therefore, DoD may need to investigate the twenty-
one DoD locations further to ensure the average power consumption of the past is consistent with 
expected power consumption in the future. 

• Assume NET LCOE cost estimates do not include distribution or load management 
costs. 

This assumption likely underestimates the total LCOE from an NET. Therefore, there is no 
leniency for DoD locations with average costs of electricity that are less than an NET LCOE. 

• Assume NOAK generation costs (25% lower than FOAK in Table 5.1) 
 

350 Twelve are Army locations, three are Navy, and two are Marine Corps. 
351 The population variation is greater over 100% because some DoD locations with low energy consumption 
drastically increased or decreased their energy consumption in FY 2020. 
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This assumption insinuates that the NET manufacturer made about twenty nuclear reactor 
units of the same design before attaining these costs (see Figure E.22).352 If the NET 
manufacturer did not achieve NOAK cost estimates by the twentieth unit, or DoD implemented 
units from earlier generations, there would be fewer viable location-technology pairs. 

• Assume values for non-monetary benefits in DoD location’s average price of 
electricity 

The Baseline scenario assumes non-monetary benefit values of $6.36/MWh for electricity 
resilience and $100/T CO2 emissions. The electricity resilience estimate, $6.36/MWh in 2021$, 
came from Ackerman and Carvell’s value of a backup energy source.353 A carbon tax value of 
$100/ T CO2 (2021$) is used as a rough order of magnitude estimate for a potential federal policy 
in 2030 based on estimates from multiple economists354, 355 and the current cost of carbon re-
instated by the interagency working group on the social cost of greenhouse gases.356 The 
combined effects of these non-monetary benefits are reflected in Figure 5.3 (this also includes 
ACF adjustments) and the independent effects of each are discussed below Figure E.4 and Figure 
E.9. If the Baseline scenario assumed lower values or none, BANR units would be viable at 
fewer DoD locations (see the R2 Scenario, Figure E.13). 

• Assume DoD locations must be in states with permissive nuclear construction 
policies357 and have a conducive environment (according to ORNL’s data set)358 

This assumption introduces a conservative lens to limit some DoD locations from viably 
hosting NET because of certain feasibility attributes. Although state policy on nuclear 
construction and NRC regulations359 on advanced reactors could change with time, there will 
likely be some environmental and political hurdles for DoD to implement NET at some DoD 
locations. Removing this assumption could increase the number of viable location-technology 
pairs to (49), see the R3 scenario in Figure E.14. If each of these locations hosted as many 

 
352 W.R. Stewart and K. Shirvan, “Capital Cost Estimation for Advanced Nuclear Power Plants,” ScienceDirect, 
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, 155 (March 2022), 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032121011473#tbl7. 
353 Ackerman and Carvell, “Quantifying the Value of Energy Security.” 
354 Stern and Stiglitz, “The Social Cost of Carbon, Risk, Distribution, Market Failures.” 
355 Kaufman et al., “A Near-Term to Net Zero Alternative to the Social Cost of Carbon for Setting Carbon Prices.” 
356 Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, “Technical Support Document: Social Cost of 
Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990” (United States Government, 
February 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2021/02/TechnicalSupportDocument_SocialCostofCarbonMethaneNitrousOxide.pdf?source=email. 
357 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
358 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
359 Remember, LWR is just a proxy measurement for conducive environment. BANR is not an LWR and may be 
subject to different siting standards. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032121011473#tbl7
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/TechnicalSupportDocument_SocialCostofCarbonMethaneNitrousOxide.pdf?source=email
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/TechnicalSupportDocument_SocialCostofCarbonMethaneNitrousOxide.pdf?source=email
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BANR reactors up to the limit of average power consumption (rounding down), then DoD could 
implement up to 102 BANR units at (49) DoD locations. 

• Assume NET LCOEs are subject to ACFs  
This assumption means that NET cost estimates are dependent on local cost factors, such as 

transportation and implementation, which will affect the cost of each unit proportionately to their 
ACF. The Baseline scenario incorporates this assumption by using Eqn. E.2 to adjust each DoD 
location’s average cost of electricity by the ACF to present an average cost of electricity relative 
to the NET (relative average cost of electricity). The R4 scenario shows that if BANR reactor 
costs are independent of ACF, then the number of viable location-technology pairs decreases 
(see Table 5.4). 

Which set(s) of location-technology pairs will proceed through the framework? Why? 

Why BANR reactor with Baseline scenario assumptions will continue through the framework 

The set of viable location-technology pairs to continue through this framework is the (18-21) 
DoD locations with a BANR reactor under Baseline assumptions.360 One reason why is that the 
BANR reactor has double-digit viable location-technology pairs in seven of the sixteen scenarios 
(Table 5.4), making it moderately robust to various futures.361  Another reason is that this case 
(BANR and Baseline assumptions) could reasonably implement twenty or more NETs to attain 
NOAK cost estimates.  

For the twenty-one DoD location-BANR reactor pairs, DoD could implement up to forty-
three units without going above the average power consumption (MW) at any single location.362 
Therefore, DoD could likely implement at least twenty BANR units by either siting one at each 
viable location or by siting multiple at fewer locations. Although the weighted fleet LCOE for 
the first twenty reactors would be greater than the NOAK LCOE in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 
(below) shows how BANR’s FOAK generation could still be viable at (1-2) DoD locations and 
that other DoD locations could be viable if costs decrease with each unit produced (Table 5.6). 

 
360 Three DoD locations have unknown conducive environment to host an LWR. 
361 Some scenarios significantly decrease the number of viable location-technology pairs and there are zero viable 
location-technology pairs in the most restrictive scenario. 
362 Ten locations could host one unit, five could host two units, four could host three units, one could host four 
units, and one could host six units. Calculated by dividing the average power consumption by the power capacity 
and rounding down to the nearest integer. 
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Figure 5.4 BANR implementation sequence 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. FOAK LCOE estimates for BANR were calculated using NEI’s LCOE model and moderate 
scale of power inputs (Table D.1).363 

Figure 5.4 shows that (1-2) DoD locations could viably host FOAK BANR microreactors 
(also shown in the R1 scenario, see Table 5.4 and Figure E.12) and that other DoD locations 
could viably host other-than-first-of-a-kind (OTFOAK)364 and NOAK reactors, as costs decrease 

 
363 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
364 Other-than-first-of-a-kind (OTFOAK): the units between FOAK and NOAK when costs decrease because of 
manufacturing efficiencies. 
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with the implementation of each unit. Table 5.6 below shows that if costs decrease in a similar 
manner to AP-1000 cost reductions (see Figure 5.5), then each of the twenty-one DoD locations 
could be a viable host for a BANR reactor as the costs decrease. 

Why Xe-mobile, eVinciTM, and Xe-100 are not continuing through the framework 

For Xe-mobile, there are (0) viable location-technology pairs using Baseline scenario 
assumptions (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.4). This is mainly because of the moderate scale of power 
applied to cost assumption variables (see Appendix D.) Furthermore, the ACF increases the 
difference between the Xe-mobile LCOE and the relative average cost of electricity for most 
DoD locations. Even after valuing non-monetary benefits and adjusting for NOAK generation 
costs, no DoD locations are viable for Xe-mobile in the Baseline scenario. 

The only scenario when Xe-mobile has a viable location-technology pair is under the 
permissive scenario assumptions, see Figure E.17. This scenario requires all the most permissive 
assumptions to make this one location-technology pair viable. Furthermore, this DoD location is 
also viable for eVinciTM and BANR microreactors under these scenario assumptions, but they 
would have a lower LCOE (Table E.2). Therefore, the Xe-mobile set of location-technology 
pairs will not proceed through Step 6 of the framework. Step 7 repeats this argumentation. 

For eVinciTM, there are (2-3) viable location-technology pairs under Baseline scenario 
assumptions.365 Although the eVinciTM marker is on the cusp of many more DoD locations given 
the Baseline scenario assumptions, (thirty-six DoD locations are within $10/MWh relative to the 
eVinciTM LCOE), none of these locations have both feasibility attributes. The Baseline scenario 
excluded five DoD locations because of feasibility attributes, see the R3 scenario in Figure E.14. 
The scenarios that produce some viable location-technology pairs are usually dependent on 
unrestricted siting, which is highly uncertain in the future and makes this NET less robust to 
possible future scenarios.  

Additionally, eVinciTM does not provide a unique capability when compared to BANR. For 
example, eVinciTM has (8) viable location-technology pairs in the R3 scenario and could site up 
to fifty-two eVinciTM units at these locations for a total power capacity of 234 MWe; however, 
BANR has (49) viable location-technology pairs in the R3 scenario and could site up to 102 
BANR units at these locations for a total power capacity of 1,734 MWe. The BANR power 
capacity is over seven times greater than the eVinciTM power capacity in the R3 scenario and 
would be at a lower LCOE. This is a consistent theme when comparing eVinciTM and BANR in 
other scenarios as well. Another example is the permissive scenario, which is the only scenario 
(of the sixteen described in Table 5.3) when eVinciTM has double-digit viable location-
technology pairs. Even in this permissive scenario, (18) of the (33) locations could host a BANR 
reactor, which has a lower LCOE. Therefore, the eVinciTM set of location-technology pairs will 
not proceed through Step 6 of the framework. Step 7 repeats this argumentation. 

 
365 Both location-technology pairs have unknown LWR conducive environments. 
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For Xe-100, the number of viable location-technology pairs is the most consistent between 
scenarios. In the Baseline scenario, there are (3-5) viable location-technology pairs. All but two 
of the sixteen scenarios have at least (3-5) viable location-technology pairs. The most significant 
impediment to more bases viably hosting Xe-100 module is the conducive environment attribute 
and the fact that only ten DoD locations have an average power consumption greater than 80 
MW. Any time the scenario excludes the need for a conducive environment for LWR from the 
analysis, Xe-100 has (8) or (10) viable location-technology pairs (Table 5.3 and Table 5.4).  

A major assumption about Xe-100 is that the DoD location can use only a single module (80 
MWe), but still has the LCOE of a four-pack of Xe-100 reactors (320 MWe). A DoD location 
could do this by coordinating with the local utility to build an entire plant and assign one of the 
modules specifically for the DoD location’s use. This would ensure the plant LCOE of 
$60/MWh but may detract from the value of electricity resilience because the plant generates the 
power off-site. More importantly, this project arrangement would make the utility the owner of 
the project, and the DoD location would only be a stakeholder. Therefore, the efforts of a DoD 
location to use an Xe-100 module would likely be independent of other DoD locations and 
would not require a broader DoD investment in the technology. Alternatively, DoD could 
investigate how a single 80 MWe module impacts the estimated LCOE and repeat the framework 
with this alternative NET (see the Are there more NETs to consider? section below). In 
summary, this framework application removes Xe-100 from further analysis for the following 
reasons: the module would need to be part of a power plant larger than any DoD location’s 
average power consumption to attain the estimated LCOE and each siting would be an 
independent effort coordinating with local utilities, which would not require a broader DoD 
investment in the technology. Step 7 repeats this argumentation. 

For any set of viable location-technology pairs continuing through the framework, what 
is the estimated impact of investment for each benefit category from Step 1? 

The set of viable location-technology pairs from Step 4 that will continue through the rest of 
the framework is the (18-21) DoD locations identified in the Baseline scenario for the BANR 
reactor. The following analysis assumes that all twenty-one DoD locations366 will host a single 
BANR reactor to estimate the impact of investment for each benefit category articulated in Step 
1. This analysis does not consider alternative scenarios where DoD sites multiple units at a single 
location.367 Table 5.5 summarizes the estimated impact that twenty-one BANR reactor units 
could have on each benefit category. More details on each estimated impact of investment and 
the assumptions that went into their calculations are described below. 

 
366 This includes each of the three locations with unknown conducive environments. 
367 Siting additional units at DoD locations with sufficient power demand could double the number of units from 
twenty-one to forty-three. Each additional unit would also likely have NOAK cost estimates because DoD already 
implemented twenty units. 
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Table 5.5 Benefit categories and the estimated impact of investment  

BENEFIT CATEGORY ESTIMATED IMPACT OF INVESTMENT 
Reduce operational costs Reduce operational costs by about $1.1 billion 

(2021$) over 39 years. The cost of electricity under 
the Baseline scenario would be $20.8 billion and an 
equivalent amount of electricity from BANR would 
cost $19.7 billion 

Increase energy resilience Total electricity resilience at all DoD locations is 
valued at $737 million over 39 years.  

Reduce GHG emissions Generate 116 million MWh of carbon-free electricity 
over 39 years.368 Reduce annual DoD carbon 
emissions from purchased electricity by 11%. The 
total reduction of emissions is valued at $5.2 billion. 

Catalyze U.S. nuclear 
industrial base 

Strong demand signal for HALEU fuel to the 
commercial industry. This fleet of reactors requires 
about 2,200 kg of HALEU fuel per year, which is 
250% of Centrus’ expected enrichment capacity. 

Note: the reduction of operational cost category includes the value of energy resilience and carbon 
emissions avoided. 

Table 5.5 presents the four benefit categories articulated in Step 1 of the framework and the 
estimated impact that DoD’s investment in twenty-one BANR reactors would have in each 
category. The estimated impacts will help DoD decisionmakers understand if an investment in 
BANR reactors is worthwhile.  

The first benefit category is reducing operational costs. This benefit category largely drove 
the comparison of NET and DoD locations in Step 4 to identify which DoD locations have an 
average cost of electricity greater than the BANR LCOE. Table 5.6 presents the reduction in 
operational costs for each viable DoD location.  
  

 
368 This does not account for carbon emissions produced during mining for uranium, reactor construction, 
transportation, or decommissioning.  
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Table 5.6 Twenty-One viable DoD locations for different generations of BANR reactors 

DoD Location State Average 
cost of 

electricity 
($/MWh) 

BANR 
LCOE 

($/MWh) 

ACF Difference 
in cost and 

LCOE 
($/MWh) 

Annual 
cost 

savings 
($M/year) 

Total 
savings 

($M) 

Annual 
CO2 (Ton) 
emissions 
avoided  

Puerto Rico 
ARNG* PR 232 204 1.12 4.0 0.6 22.1 -- 

Fort Campbell KY 176 192 0.86 11.5 1.6 63.4 115,862 

Indiana ARNG IN 184 184 0.92 15.0 2.1 83.0 107,437 

Naval Support 
Activity Crane IN 184 179 0.92 19.7 2.8 108.9 107,437 

Eareckson Air 
Station* AK 394 175 2.01 41.2 5.8 227.4 80,875 

NAS 
Jacksonville FL 149 171 0.8 12.1 1.7 66.9 56,995 

NAS 
Pensacola FL 149 169 0.8 13.8 1.9 75.9 56,995 

Anniston Army 
Depot AL 142 167 0.8 8.4 1.2 46.6 50,412 

Fort Rucker AL 142 165 0.8 10.1 1.4 55.6 50,412 

Fort Carson CO 172 163 1 8.3 1.2 46.0 85,158 

Fort Benning GA 147 161 0.89 3.9 0.5 21.3 56,147 

Fort Gordon GA 147 160 0.89 4.8 0.7 26.3 56,147 

Fort Stewart GA 147 159 0.89 5.7 0.8 31.3 56,147 

Fort Mccoy WI 173 158 1.07 3.7 0.5 20.6 79,283 

Fort Bragg C NC 139 157 0.86 3.5 0.5 19.4 51,092 

FRC East 
Cherry Point NC 139 156 0.86 4.4 0.6 24.2 51,092 

MCAS Cherry 
Point NC 139 155 0.86 5.3 0.7 29.1 51,092 

MCB Camp 
Lejeune C NC 139 154 0.86 6.1 0.9 33.9 51,092 

Andersen 
AFB* GU 383 154 2.41 13.3 1.9 73.6 -- 

Minot AFB ND 168 153 1.06 6.3 0.9 34.6 98,568 

Fort Polk LA 131 153 0.85 1.2 0.2 6.4 67,952 

Average/Total  180.0 166.2 1.03 9.6 28.6 1,116 1,330,194 

Note: All costs in 2021$, this table does not account for future discounting of later NET generations. Locations are 
ordered by their relative average electricity costs (average cost of electricity divided by ACF).  
* Indicates DoD location with an unknown conducive environment according to ORNL data set (Table E.1). 
C Indicates DoD location that hosts a Combatant Command, DoD or military branch command center, or space 
force mission (Table E.1) 
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Table 5.6 presents the twenty-one DOD locations that could host a BANR reactor under the 
assumptions presented earlier in Step 5. All calculations assume the 17 MWe BANR reactor has 
a 95% capacity factor and produces 5,517,486 MWh of electricity over its 39-year lifespan. The 
average cost of electricity includes a value of electricity resilience ($6.36/MWh) and a $100/T 
CO2 carbon tax. Eqn. 5.3 shows how to estimate the total cost savings per DoD location. 

Eqn. (5.3) Total cost savings per DoD location 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠	($)

= 	_`𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	 c
$

𝑀𝑊ℎd + 𝑁𝑜𝑛	𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦	𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 c
$

𝑀𝑊ℎdh

− `BANR	LCOE	 c
$

MWhd ∗ 𝐷𝑜𝐷	𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛′𝑠	𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	(#)hw ∗ 	5,517,486	MWh 

 
For each DoD location, Eqn. 5.3 subtracts the BANR LCOE multiplied by the state’s ACF 

from the average cost of electricity plus their non-monetary benefits. Then it multiplies the 
difference in rates by the total electricity produced over the lifespan of the BANR reactor.  

Applying Eqn. 5.3 to each DoD location suggests that investing in twenty-one BANR 
reactors could reduce operational costs by about $1.1 billion over 39 years. On average this 
would reduce annual electricity costs at the twenty-one locations by about $1.4 million (2021$). 
Although these savings seem significant, their relative cost reduction compared to the investment 
is small: the expected total cost of electricity over these 39 years would be $20.8 billion while an 
equivalent amount of electricity from BANR would cost $19.7 billion (only 5% less). Step 6 
discusses the NET’s cost uncertainty further and how the reduction in operational costs is within 
the bounds of cost uncertainty for the class of estimates. 

Table 5.6 assumes the BANR LCOE for each unit produced declines until an asymptote of 
25% reduction for the twentieth unit. Figure 5.5 shows the LCOE ratio of each unit to the FOAK 
unit based on a visual inspection of Stewart and Shirvan (Figure E.22).369  

 
369 Stewart and Shirvan, “Capital Cost Estimation for Advanced Nuclear Power Plants.” 
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Figure 5.5 Reproduction of construction cost trend as manufacturer produces more units370  

 
Note: Table 5.6 presents BANR LCOE values in ($/MWh) for each unit. 

Reducing the LCOE estimate by 25% is likely the maximum reasonable reduction according 
to the asymptotic learning curve in Figure 5.3. Furthermore, applying a 25% reduction to the 
LCOE assumes that similar learning curves apply to all cost assumptions (e.g., O&M, refueling, 
and decommissioning), and not just construction costs. 

The second benefit category is increasing electricity resilience at DoD locations. The average 
cost of electricity at each DoD location includes a value of electricity resilience of $6.36/MWh 
as an equivalent cost to providing redundant power generation for each location (see Step 2 for 
more details).371 This equates to a $737 million investment in electricity resilience at the twenty-
one DoD locations over the BANR reactors’ 39-year operational life. Of the twenty-one 
locations, only Fort Bragg (Army Forces Command) and Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune 
(Marine Special Operations Command) are characterized as command centers (Table E.1).  

The third benefit category is reducing carbon emissions. Twenty-one BANR reactors would 
generate about 116 million MWh of carbon-free electricity over their 39-year lifespan.372 This 
would offset about 1.3 million Ton of CO2 per year based on the respective state generation mix 
(see Eqn. E.1 for more details).373 According to DOE, DoD emitted about 51 million T CO2 in 

 
370 Stewart and Shirvan. 
371 Ackerman and Carvell, “Quantifying the Value of Energy Security.” 
372 This assumes a 95% capacity factor. This does not account for carbon emissions produced during mining for 
uranium, reactor construction, transportation, or decommissioning.  
373 U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Electric Power Industry Estimated Emissions by State (Back to 
1990),” Electricity, November 2021, https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.php#elecenv. 
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FY 2020, of which, 12 million T CO2 came from purchased electricity.374 Therefore, the twenty-
one BANR reactors could reduce total DoD carbon emissions by about 2.5% and purchased 
electricity emissions by 11%. 

The fourth benefit category is that a DoD investment in NET could catalyze the U.S. nuclear 
industrial base. A U.S. Nuclear Industry Council (USNIC) survey of seventeen advanced reactor 
developers suggests two ways a DoD investment could help catalyze the U.S. nuclear industrial 
base: 

“The top two issues that keep developers up at night are (1) need to provide 
multi-decade U.S availability of High Assay Low-Enriched Uranium for 
advanced reactor deployment, and (2) ability to sell and deploy 10-20 
commercial units (after initial demonstrations)”375 

The U.S. currently only has two ways to acquire HALEU; import from Russia (which is 
subject to international relations) or down-blend HEU (which is relatively expensive and not a 
sustainable solution because there is a finite amount of HEU in the United States).376 In June 
2021, Centrus became the first U.S. facility licensed to enrich uranium up to 20% U-235 and is 
expected to be able to produce 600 kg of HALEU by June 2022.377 One NASEM committee 
member estimated the Centrus facility could produce up to 900 kg at full capacity.378  

The following analysis estimates how much impact each reactor of interest could have on the 
demand signal for HALEU by using the Xe-100 burn-up rate379 and scaling it linearly380 by 
power capacity.381 Using these assumptions, each BANR reactor would need about 106 kg of 
HALEU per year to produce 50 MWt on average. Figure 5.6 shows the relative HALEU demand 
per year for each NET of interest from Step 3.  

 
374 Department of Energy, “Comprehensive Annual Energy Data and Sustainability Performance,” 2021, 
https://ctsedwweb.ee.doe.gov/Annual/Report/Scope1And2GHGEmissionsByOperationsTypeTargetNonTargetSecto
rAndCategory.aspx. 
375 U.S. Nuclear Industry Council, “USNIC Announces Results of 2021 Advanced Nuclear Survey,” September 2, 
2021, https://www.usnic.org/news/usnic-announces-results-of-2021-advanced-nuclear-survey. 
376 “Hot U Market and Simmering Interest in HALEU: It Boils down to Demand,” accessed May 13, 2022, 
https://www.ans.org/news/article-3273/hot-u-market-and-simmering-interest-in-haleu-it-boils-down-to-demand/. 
377 “Hot U Market and Simmering Interest in HALEU.” 
378 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
379 Mulder. 
380 This analysis assumes each NET’s HALEU consumption scales linearly with the Xe-100 module because they 
all use HALEU fuel and TRISO particles. Scaling linearly is likely an underestimate of the HALEU fuel BANR and 
other reactors require because the surface to volume ratio increases as the core size decreases. A greater surface to 
volume ratio means an increase in neutron leakage from the reactor and typically correlates with a less efficient 
reactor and need for more Uranium per MWt generated.  
381 The Xe-100 module has a thermal power capacity of 200 MWt. The Xe-100 fuel source is 220,000 pebbles per 
module, each with 19,000 TRISO particles. Each pebble contains seven grams of HALEU. This means about 1,540 
kg of HALEU fuel is in the 200 MWt module. The fuel has an average lifespan of 1,320 days (3.6 years), which 
means the Xe-energy plant consumes about 425.83 kg HALEU per year. 

https://ctsedwweb.ee.doe.gov/Annual/Report/Scope1And2GHGEmissionsByOperationsTypeTargetNonTargetSectorAndCategory.aspx
https://www.usnic.org/news/usnic-announces-results-of-2021-advanced-nuclear-survey
https://www.ans.org/news/article-3273/hot-u-market-and-simmering-interest-in-haleu-it-boils-down-to-demand/
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Figure 5.6 Annual HALEU fuel consumption per unit relative to Centrus’ HALEU production 

 
Note: The estimated annual HALEU fuel consumption of each NET is divided by the estimated annual HALEU 
production of Centrus (900 kg per year). 

Figure 5.6 presents a relative demand signal of HALEU per unit of each NET. Twenty-one 
BANR reactors would consume about 2,200 kg of HALEU per year, which means that Centrus 
and or other companies would need to produce 250% Centrus’ projected capability. This means 
DoD could single-handedly send a strong demand signal to uranium enrichment companies of 
the need for HALEU. Furthermore, a single Xe-100 power plant would consume about 1,700 kg 
per year, which is 189% estimated annual production capability of Centrus. Therefore, DoD may 
need to find a fragile balance between sending a strong demand signal and straining U.S. 
HALEU production capabilities.  

A DoD investment in an NET could also catalyze the U.S. nuclear industry’s ability to make 
TRISO fuel. The U.S. does not currently have a licensed commercial-scale facility to produce 
TRISO fuel and there is limited data and information on expected TRISO fuel production 
capacities. The XE-100, Xe-mobile, and eVinciTM designs plan to use uranium oxycarbide 
(UCO) TRISO particles while the BANR design plans to use uranium nitride (UN) TRISO 
particles. Similar to HALEU production, a DoD investment in one of these NETs could send a 
strong demand signal to a TRISO particle fuel market or strain production limits. 

With regards to selling and deploying 10-20 units, an investment in the BANR reactor at 
twenty-one DoD locations could meet this demand signal alone. The degree to which a BANR 
reactor could serve remote communities, isolated mining locations, or replace coal power plants 
is dependent on their average power consumption. The BANR power capacity (17 MWe) may be 
able to serve heavy industry locations that consume about 25-50 MWe; however, this is likely 
too large for remote communities (consume around 1 MWe) and is too small for replacing coal 
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power plants (consume about 350 MWe on average).382 Therefore, a DoD investment in an NET 
of this power capacity would have a niche overlap with the civilian sector. 

Are there more NETs to consider? 

The flowchart from Figure 4.5 helped guide the identification of four NETs of interest in 
Step 3.383 The NETs covered multiple power capacities to explore the impact of power capacity 
on LCOE (Appendix D) and explore how these impacted the number of viable location-
technology pairs under various scenarios (Table 5.4).384  

Observation from Step 5: the BANR reactor in the Baseline scenario is the only set of viable 
location-technology pairs (18-21) to proceed through the rest of the framework 

Step 6: Examine additional considerations 
Step 5 primarily reviews assumptions that went into identifying viable location-technology 

pairs. Step 6 examines additional considerations, like uncertainties and risks, which may impact 
a DoD investment in an NET but did not fit well into the previous steps or would be too time 
intensive to analyze for all DoD locations and NETs of interest. These additional considerations 
are not exhaustive of all things that could influence an investment in an NET.385 

How do cost uncertainties impact the investment in an NET? 

Large, complex project cost estimates can range from class 5 (most uncertain) to class 1 
(most accurate) and usually become more accurate as the project definition of deliverables 
become more mature.386 For example, class 5 cost estimates are expected to be within 50% to 
200% of actual costs, class 3 cost estimates are expected to be within 80% to 130% of actual 
costs and class 1 cost estimates are expected to be within 90% to 115% of actual cost 
estimates.387 Class 5 cost estimates are useful for concept screening, class 3 cost estimates are 
useful for budget authorization, and class 1 cost estimates are useful for contract bids and 
tenders.388 

 
382 Canadian SMR Roadmap Steering Committee, “A Call to Action: A Canadian Roadmap for Small Modular 
Reactors,” Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, November 2018, 89. (pg. 31) 
383 An alternative user could select different NETs to investigate. 
384 One possibility for further analysis is to estimate how the LCOE changes for a stand-alone Xe-100 module 
(instead of a four-pack power plant). 
385 This framework does not provide guidance on how to examine risks involving physical safety and security of an 
NET or the long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel. 
386 Buongiorno et al., “The Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World.” 
387 Buongiorno et al. 
388 Buongiorno et al. 
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This framework application used class 5 cost estimates from the Nuclear Energy Institute 
(NEI) to characterize the costs of microreactors in Step 3. NEI included a broad range of possible 
cost rates for overnight capital costs ($10,000/kWe - $20,000/kWe), operations and maintenance 
($250 - $450/kWe-year), refueling ($13 - $27 million/refuel), nuclear fuel costs ($6 - $14/MWh), 
and decommissioning ($3 - $7/MWh) to present a comprehensive universe of possible cost 
estimates.389 By inspection of the reference case estimates (Table D.3), the range of NEI cost 
parameters could certainly change the baseline LCOE cost estimate of an NET by at least 50%-
200%.390 LCOE cost estimate uncertainties of this magnitude could significantly change the 
estimated reduction of operational costs of investing in BANR reactors at twenty-one DoD 
locations (Table 5.5), which estimated a total of only 5% cost savings from using grid electricity. 

In addition to these cost estimate uncertainties, a multidisciplinary study from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology discussed how a few recent NET’s cost estimates 
increased by about 100%-400% as the design matured and estimates progressed from Class 5 to 
Class 1 estimates, see Figure 5.7 below.  

Figure 5.7 Cost estimates for large complex projects as the design matures 

Generic Cost Estimate Range Data from three nuclear reactors 

 
Note: The figure source is Buongiorno, Parsons, et al. 2018 on page 74. Overnight cost estimate units are $/kWe. 

 
 

389 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
390 This analysis did not parameterize each variable or do a sensitivity analysis because of resource and time 
constraints. 
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Figure 5.7 shows how cost estimates of three advanced nuclear reactor designs increase as 
their designs matured and cost estimates became more accurate. Only the Westinghouse AP-
1000 has an actual cost associated with it because the first units went online before the MIT 
paper was published.391 The AP-1000 cost estimates increased from $4,500/kWe during Class 1 
cost estimates to an actual cost of $8,600/kWe.392 As the details of the NuScale, HTGR, and SFR 
designs increased, the cost estimates of each NET also increased: Actual costs for each NET will 
be unknown until a FOAK unit is constructed.  

The FOAK MNPP is likely experiencing this same cost increase as the design solidifies, 
based on comparing the NEI cost estimates from 2019 and the BWXT contract awarded in 2022. 
This dissertation used NEI cost estimates that they derived from microreactor developers,393 
which yielded baseline cost assumptions for OCC of $35 million (2019$) for a 1 MWe reactor 
and $75 million for a 5 MWe reactor (2019$; see Table D.1). The BWXT cost contract to build 
and test a FOAK microreactor with a power capacity between 1 MWe and 5 MWe is 
“approximately $300 million, depending on options selected”.394 Although the details of the 
contract are not publicly available at this time, this could be up to a 400% cost increase if it is a 5 
MWe reactor and up to an 857% cost increase if it is a 1 MWe reactor, when compared to the 
cost estimates overnight capital cost estimates for a 1 MWe reactor used in this dissertation.395 
The contract may include additional costs not captured in the microreactor cost model used to 
characterize microreactors in Step 3. Additional costs could include applying for a license to 
construct and a license to operate from the NRC, nuclear fuel development at industrial scales, 
operations, maintenance, and testing of the MNPP for three years, and a percentage surcharge to 
BWXT (because it is a cost contract). The next paragraph offers some explanations for why the 
cost estimates may be increasing. 

NEI derived their cost estimates from microreactor developers, and although the developers 
likely had the most knowledge about their designs, they might have been over-optimistic in their 
cost estimates to promote funding them.396 Furthermore, NEI may not scrutinize these cost 
estimates enough because its mission is to: 

 
391 World Nuclear Association, “Sanmen 2, China,” Database, World Nuclear Association, 2020, 
https://www.world-nuclear.org/reactor/default.aspx/SANMEN-2. 
392 Buongiorno et al., “The Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World.” 
393 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
394 Simmons, “BWXT to Build First Advanced Microreactor in United States.” 
395 The 1 MWe Xe-Mobile cost estimates do not include an additional cost for the attribute of being mobile or 
transportable. 
396 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 

https://www.world-nuclear.org/reactor/default.aspx/SANMEN-2
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“Promote the use and growth of nuclear energy through efficient operations and 
effective policy”397 

NEI proclaims it is the “Voice of the U.S. Nuclear Industry” and spent just over $1.8 million 
on lobbying in 2021 according to data from the Senate Office of Public Records.398 Despite these 
potential conflicts of interest, the NEI estimates were also used in Idaho National Laboratory’s 
(INL) global market analysis for microreactors in 2021, lending them more credibility to be used 
in this dissertation.399 As more data and information on the costs of microreactors becomes 
publicly available, the framework application can be adjusted accordingly. 

Does the investment have attributes of successful mega-projects? 

A mega-project is defined as a fragile and complex project which requires extensive planning 
to be robust to various future scenarios.400 Investing in a fleet of twenty-one BANR reactors at 
twenty-one DoD locations would be a complex undertaking401 and is fragile to alternative future 
scenarios.402 The following section discusses whether an investment in BANR presently has each 
attribute of successful mega-projects: complete and stable basic data, front-end requirements, 
and a lead sponsor who can shape the process.403 

The basic data of BANR reactors is neither complete nor stable. Although the BANR reactor 
is a part of DOE’s risk reduction program, there is no publicly available expected timeline for the 
first reactor to be operational. Furthermore, BWXT (the designer of BANR) has not submitted 
the design to NRC to begin the licensing process to build and operate.404 Lastly, most of BANR’s 
sub-systems have technology readiness levels of 7 or 8 out of 10, while five are still only 4 out of 
10.405 BANR’s basic data ought to be complete and stable to ensure they can deliver the fleet of 
microreactors on time and within budget. 

The front-end requirements for an investment in BANR reactors are not set. DoD could 
outline their needs, and requirements for the investment strategy to establish front-end 

 
397 Nuclear Energy Institute, “NEI Mission,” Nuclear Energy Institute, 2022, https://www.nei.org/about-
nei/mission. 
398 OpenSecrets, “Nuclear Energy Institute Lobbying Profile,” OpenSecrets, January 24, 2022, 
https://www.opensecrets.org/federal-lobbying/clients/summary?cycle=2018&id=D000000555. 
399 Shropshire, Black, and Araujo, “Global Market Analysis of Microreactors.” 
400 Merrow, “Mega-Projects Don’t Have to Fail.” 
401An investment in an NET will depend on numerous organizations and policies.  
402 In the baseline scenario assumptions, the expected total cost of the twenty-one 17 MWe NETs is $19.7 billion 
(2021$), only 5% less than an equivalent amount of electricity at the relative average cost of electricity for the DoD 
locations, which is $20.8 billion (2021$). Furthermore, Table 5.4 shows there are less than seven viable location-
technology pairs in nine of the sixteen scenarios, making the outcome fragile to scenario assumptions.  
403 Merrow, “Mega-Projects Don’t Have to Fail.” 
404 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Licensing Activities.” 
405 Nygaard, “BWXT’s Advanced Nuclear Reactor.” 

https://www.nei.org/about-nei/mission
https://www.opensecrets.org/federal-lobbying/clients/summary?cycle=2018&id=D000000555
https://www.nei.org/about-nei/mission
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requirements for stakeholders. Table 5.6 presents an order of investment based on DoD location 
attributes and a possible reduction in cost estimates as reactors transition from FOAK to NOAK 
generations. According to the assumptions made in Step 5 (Table 5.6), each DoD location could 
achieve cost savings; therefore, DoD may not need to operate at higher costs for FOAK 
generation and then make up for those investments with later generations. Solidifying front-end 
requirements before the investment begins will help ensure DoD can implement the fleet of 
microreactors on time and within budget. 

Implementing numerous microreactors would require inter-organizational cooperation 
between the microreactor vendor, DOE, NRC, DoD, etc. If DoD is paying for the investment and 
hosting the NETs, they would likely be the lead sponsor of the project and ought to shape the 
process.406 Ultimately, the lead sponsor should allocate the project’s value to stakeholders 
appropriately to minimize disruptions while executing the investment strategy and delivering the 
microreactors on schedule and within budget. 

What programmatic risks could threaten the investment from being worthwhile? 

Numerous programmatic risks could prevent the time, effort, and money of investing in an 
NET from being worthwhile. Examples of programmatic failure and some of their potential 
causes are below:407 

• A fleet-wide recall (example below) 
o Quality assurance failure 
o Changing public perception 

• Reactor impedes a DoD location from performing their mission 
o Radioactive release into the environment408 

• Costs are greater than expected 
o DoD location power demands change, reducing the operational lifespan of a 

reactor and increasing the LCOE409 
o Inability of the vendor to decrease costs from FOAK to NOAK as expected 

(Figure 5.5) 
o Uranium supply chain issues because the nuclear industrial base produces 

limited HALEU or TRISO fuel (see Figure 5.6) or geo-politics hinder 
uranium imports. 

 
406 Alternatively, the local utility surrounding each DoD location would likely lead an investment in the Xe-100 
reactor because of the excess power generated by the power plant to attain lower LCOEs. 
407 This list is not comprehensive of all possible programmatic failures and programmatic failure causes could 
influence multiple programmatic failures. 
408 This dissertation does not characterize physical risk from a technical perspective and will defer discussion on 
that to the NRC licensing process, which DAF announced they will require the vendor to go through. 
409 PM-2A decommissioned before the end of reactor lifecycle because the military mission relocated (Chapter 2). 
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A hypothetical example of a programmatic failure could occur if DoD already implemented 
all twenty-one BANR units and one of them had a quality assurance issue where they released 
trace amounts of radiation into the surrounding environment because of a natural disaster or 
malicious action. In response, the public could demand that DoD shut them all down until the 
operators resolved the issue. A real-life example of this is the Fukushima Daiichi accident, which 
prompted Japan to shut down all reactors in operation until the operators implemented additional 
quality assurance measures.410 An issue like this could leave DoD with costs for radiation clean-
up, pre-mature decommissioning, and sunk costs in stranded assets. If DoD places all these risks 
on the vendor in the form of a PPA, then the vendor may include an insurance premium into the 
price of electricity to cover them. Most likely, this premium would funnel into the Price-
Anderson Act fund which essentially pools the risk of commercial reactors at the federal level.411  

How will an investment in an NET impact DOTMLPF? 

Eielson AFB SMEs expect to interface with the vendor who wins the request for proposal 
(RFP) but noted the integration of energy systems will be minimal. SMEs shared that, 

“The contractor would build, own, and operate the microreactor and only connect 
to Eielson AFB at the electrical bus” 

Eielson AFB SMEs said they will also inform the RFP’s electricity and heating parameters of 
the microreactor (e.g., quality of electricity and steam temperature/pressure). According to 
SMEs, DoD would fund stationary microreactors through a PPA to limit the impact of 
microreactors on DOTMLPF. The following statements summarize how an investment in BANR 
reactors via a PPA could influence DoD’s DOTMLPF; however, this is a complex topic that may 
require additional time and resources to examine. For example, there is an entire RAND project 
dedicated to the potential implications of mobile nuclear power plants on DOTMLPF.412 Each of 
the DOTMLPF considerations discussed below could drastically change if DoD pursued a 
government-owned and/or operated microreactor. 

Doctrine: DoD is currently restricted to PPAs of thirty years or less and they may need to 
commit funds up front instead of paying over the lifespan of the reactor.413 A contract length 
shorter than the expected reactor lifespan could increase the LCOE of the reactor. Committing 

 
410 “Fukushima Disaster: What Happened at the Nuclear Plant?,” BBC News, March 10, 2021, sec. Asia, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-56252695. 
411 Center for Nuclear Science and Technology Information, “The Price-Anderson Act Background Information” 
(www.Nuclear Connect.org, November 2005), https://cdn.ans.org/policy/statements/docs/ps54-bi.pdf. 
412 Colabella et al., “Army Integration of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Potential Implications for Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Material, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities.” 
413 Congressional Research Service, “Federal Agency Authority to Contract for Electric Power and Renewable 
Energy Supply,” Every CRS Report, February 1, 2012, https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/R41960.html. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-56252695
www.NuclearConnect.org
https://cdn.ans.org/policy/statements/docs/ps54-bi.pdf
https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/R41960.html
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funds ahead of time may increase the financial burden on DoD, assuming a positive future 
discount rate on those funds.  

Organization: The responsibility of the microreactor would likely fall under the DoD 
location’s base civil engineer to coordinate with the vendor and the local utility.  

Training: DoD personnel may require additional training to learn how to respond to a 
radiation release at the microreactor. The vendor would be responsible for training microreactor 
operators. 

Material: The vendor would be responsible for all material under the PPA structure. 
Leadership: Leaders at the DoD location may need to address concerns regarding the 

microreactor with personnel on base, the local community, and state politicians. 
Personnel: The vendor would be responsible for personnel to operate and maintain the 

microreactor. 
Facilities: The vendor would be responsible for the facilities required to deliver power to the 

DoD location; however, DoD would likely own the land the microreactor operates on. Personnel 
employed by the vendor may share facilities with the DoD location which could marginally 
reduce operational costs for the vendor.414 

How could public perception influence a DoD investment in an NET? 

The broader public perception of nuclear energy will not be as important as the state policies 
and perception of the local communities expected to host the NET on a DoD installation. State-
level policy on nuclear construction may restrict DoD’s ability to site an NET at some DoD 
locations (Table 5.2);415 however, state-level policy toward nuclear construction can sometimes 
be mitigated with voting at the state congress or citizen level or the policy can change over 
time.416 The performance of the first few microreactors may influence if other states and 
communities would be more receptive (or more restrictive) to hosting microreactors at DoD 
locations in their state.417 The number of DoD locations that host a BANR microreactor would 
affect the estimated impact of investment for each benefit category, outlined in Table 5.5. 
Ultimately, this is also a complex topic that requires further analysis for each viable location-
technology pair before DoD implements a BANR reactor at each DoD location. 

 
414 Middleton et al., “Assessment of Small Modular Reactor Suitability for Use On or Near Air Force Space 
Command Installations.” 
415 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
416 Tripp Baltz and Stephen Lee, “Nuclear Bans Tumble as Once-Skeptical States Seek Carbon Cuts,” November 
30, 2021, https://news.bloomberglaw.com/environment-and-energy/nuclear-bans-tumble-as-once-skeptical-states-
seek-carbon-cuts. 
417 This could potentially decrease the number of viable location-technology pairs presented in Table 5.6 or increase 
the number of viable location-technology pairs according to the R3 scenario (Figure E.14). 

https://news.bloomberglaw.com/environment-and-energy/nuclear-bans-tumble-as-once-skeptical-states-seek-carbon-cuts
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/environment-and-energy/nuclear-bans-tumble-as-once-skeptical-states-seek-carbon-cuts
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Could alternative energy solutions fulfill the same worthwhile benefits at lower costs for 
any of the DoD locations? 

A broad geographical inspection in Figure 5.8 will aid discussion on which locations may 
have access to alternative electricity generation forms that could be cost-competitive with BANR 
while providing the same benefits.   
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Figure 5.8 Geographical inspection of alternative energy solutions 

 

 

 
Note: First image displays where the twenty-one locations from Table 5.6 
are located. Eareckson AFB in Alaska, Andersen AFB in Guam, and 
Puerto Rico ARNG in Puerto Rico are not included because of the lack of 
renewable resource data in those locations.418 The second image 
displays solar intensity with units of kWh/m2/day. The third image 
displays wind power class, determined by NREL’s Renewable Energy 
Potential (ReV) model. Proceeding analysis uses visual inspection. 

 
418 All three likely have wind resources available to them because they are along the coast. Andersen AFB in Guam, 
and Puerto Rico ARNG in Puerto Rico also likely have solar power availability. 
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Figure 5.8 shows where eighteen of the twenty-one viable location-technology pairs are,419 a 
map of solar irradiation density in the United States,420 and a map of onshore and offshore wind 
power class.421 Most of the viable location-technology pairs for BANR are in the southeastern 
United States. In general, this region has moderate solar density and almost negligible wind 
power. The southwest United States appears to be the region with the greatest energy density for 
solar power while the central region and coastlines of the U.S. appear to have the greatest power 
class for wind power. By visual inspection, there are at least five locations that may be able to 
use alternative energy solutions to provide the DoD location with the same benefits as the BANR 
reactor.  

• Fort Carson in Colorado may be in a relatively high solar power density region 
• Minot AFB in North Dakota may be in a relatively high wind power region  
• The three DoD locations in North Carolina may be in a relatively high wind power 

region. North Carolina may also have state policies that incentivize the 
implementation of solar panels (based on comparing the concentration of solar power 
plants compared to the region).422  

Overall, most of these twenty-one DoD locations are not in areas with the highest level of 
renewable resources. If DoD locations have alternative energy solutions that provide the same 
benefits as microreactors at lower costs, then DoD may need to consider the impact of removing 
those DoD locations from the viable location-technology pair list to see if the investment is still 
worthwhile.423 Ultimately, a more detailed analysis of each viable DoD location’s alternative 
energy source generation ought to be undertaken before an investment decision is made because 
of the nuances that any DoD location may contain.424  

Observation from Step 6: microreactor cost estimates have error bounds of 50%-200%, 
much broader than the expected 5% cost savings of implementing BANR reactors at twenty-
one DoD locations. 

 

 
419 The other three are in Puerto Rico, Alaska, and Guam. 
420 Galen J. Maclaurin et al., “The Renewable Energy Potential (ReV) Model: A Geospatial Platform for Technical 
Potential and Supply Curve Modeling” (National Renewable Energy Lab. (NREL), Golden, CO (United States), 
September 16, 2019), https://doi.org/10.2172/1563140. 
421 Maclaurin et al. 
422 John Muyskens, Dan Keating, and Samuel Granados, “Mapping How the United States Generates Its 
Electricity,” Washington Post, March 28, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/power-plants/. 
423 For example, if the first three locations in Table 5.6 end up having competitive alternative energy solutions, then 
every other DoD location would have a slightly more expensive generation of BANR reactor and may not make the 
investment worthwhile. 
424 For instance, although Eielson AFB in Alaska would not appear to be in a region with saturated renewable 
energy sources, the interviews suggested that alternative energy solutions could provide the same resiliency benefits 
(Chapter 3). 

https://doi.org/10.2172/1563140
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/power-plants/
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Step 7: Decide to invest now or wait 

Does the information and outputs from Step 1 – Step 6 suggest that an investment in an 
NET is worthwhile now, or should DoD wait? Why? 

The data and information from Step 1 – Step 6 suggest that the margin of net benefits is too 
small compared to the uncertainty of LCOE estimates for DoD to fully commit to investing in 
BANR reactors (or an NET of similar power capacity, 17 MWe). Although the expected benefits 
(Table 5.5) of an investment in BANR reactors at twenty-one DoD locations under Baseline 
scenario assumptions (Table 5.3) could cost about 5% less than an equivalent amount of 
electricity from the grid,425 the BANR LCOE cost estimate is based on NEI’s class 5 cost 
estimates, which could be within 50%-200% of the actual cost.426  

Although Step 7 appears to be a binary outcome, there are several ways DoD could invest in 
an NET. An initial investment into the development of the BANR reactor for more accurate cost 
estimates and a more detailed investigation of individual DoD locations could be reasonable to 
ensure that the investment is worthwhile with more accurate data. DoD would be able to stop 
investing in this NET if either of these efforts signaled that further investment would no longer 
be worthwhile, giving the DoD adaptability for decisionmaking. 

 
 

Key finding (and observation from Step 7): Implementing a 17 MWe NET at twenty-one 
DoD locations in the United States (identified in Table 5.6) could be a worthwhile investment 
for DoD. 
 

 
DoD could attain a more complete design and accurate cost estimate through various 

pathways, including funding by the microreactor developer, funding by DOE (already 

 
425 The expected total cost of electricity for twenty-one BANR reactors over their 39-year reactor lifespan would be 
$19.7 billion. This is only 5% less than the expected cost of an equivalent amount of electricity at each of these DoD 
locations, $20.8 billion. On average, the BANR reactors could reduce operational costs by $1.4 M per DoD location, 
per year. 
426 Although BANR reactors would also provide electricity resilience and reduce carbon emissions at each DoD 
locations, the scenario assumptions monetized these benefits and included them in the reduction of operational cost; 
therefore, they do not have additional benefits on top of the reduction of operational costs. Furthermore, a DoD 
investment in BANR reactors would help the commercial nuclear industrial base by sending a strong demand signal 
for HALEU enrichment (Figure 5.6) and commercializing TRISO fuel production. 
If the scenario assumptions did not value non-monetary benefits, then the operational costs would be more 
expensive than average cost of electricity in most of the twenty-one locations (see the R2 Scenario, Figure E.13). 
DoD could justify the cost difference by noting a willingness-to-pay for the operational cost difference between the 
BANR reactor and average cost for electricity at the twenty-one viable DoD locations based on the value of 
electricity resilience or value of avoiding carbon emissions. 
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happening),427 or funding by DoD. If DoD invested in developing an NET design, the user ought 
to include any that amount into the reduction of operational cost benefit category, which would 
inevitably decrease the cost savings to DoD. DoD could partner with other organizations (or let 
them handle design development independently) to reduce the costs of research and design. In 
conjunction with the effort to get more accurate cost estimates, DoD could invest in a more 
thorough investigation of viable location-technology pairs using more accurate data than what 
was accessible for this dissertation.  

Are there more NETs to consider?  

Although the BANR reactor could be a worthwhile investment for DoD according to the 
estimated benefits (Table 5.5), this framework does not identify this as a unique solution, 
meaning that other NETs could also be a worthwhile investment for DoD. There are tens of 
alternative NETs under development that could prove to also be worthwhile investments as they 
mature.428Step 3 and Step 4 investigated three alternative NETs, Xe-mobile, eVinciTM, and Xe-
100, which I dismissed from further analysis in Step 5 for the following reasons: Xe-mobile had 
only one viable location-technology pair in the most permissive scenario assumptions, which 
could also host an eVinciTM or BANR reactor at lower costs under those assumptions, eVinciTM 
had only (2-3) viable location-technology pairs under Baseline scenario assumptions and most 
locations could also host a BANR reactor at lower costs under the same assumptions, Xe-100 
modules are a part of a larger power plant and would likely require coordination with the local 
utility to implement an entire plant at the estimated LCOE. Step 3 also included argumentation 
on why the Oklo, the USNC, HolosGen, and LeadCold Nuclear designs did not proceed through 
the framework. Any additional NETs of interest to DoD would require more research and the 
user would need to characterize them in Step 3 before continuing through the rest of the 
framework. One possibility for further analysis is to estimate how the LCOE changes for a single 
Xe-100 module (instead of a four-pack power plant) and then determine the number of viable 
location-technology pairs. 

Where are the outputs of the previous six steps located? (Optional) 

See Appendix E for the framework application checklists and the location of each output. 

 
427 Department of Energy, “Energy Department’s Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program Awards $30 Million 
in Initial Funding for Risk Reduction Projects,” Energy.gov, December 16, 2020, 
https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/energy-departments-advanced-reactor-demonstration-program-awards-30-
million-initial. 
428 International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA), “SMR Handbook 2020.” 

https://www.energy.gov/ne/articles/energy-departments-advanced-reactor-demonstration-program-awards-30-million-initial
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What were the limitations of applying the framework? 

Two limitations of this framework application were partial access to precise DoD location 
data and uncertain microreactor LCOE cost estimates.  

This framework application had to use unclassified data sources because the dissertation 
must be publicly available. This predominantly impacts the DoD location cost of electricity and 
average power demand data. A user with access to controlled unclassified information could 
produce more reliable results if they characterized DoD locations using the more accurate 
average cost of electricity data, average electricity consumption data, and site-specific ACFs 
(Step 2).  

The NET cost estimates presented in Step 3 (Table 5.1) are subject to significant uncertainty 
because none of the NET designers have developed or implemented one at the time of this 
publication. The cost estimates of the three microreactor designs used class 5 cost estimates 
based on inputs from multiple microreactor vendors because there is no publicly available data 
for any of them.429 I adjusted the NEI reference case cost estimates by using moderate scale of 
power (Appendix D) and then applied those adjusted cost estimates to the NEI cost estimate 
model to produce the LCOE estimates for the four NETs of interest in Table 5.1. The NEI cost 
estimates are expected to be within 50% and 200% of actual construction costs, which would 
significantly impact if a DoD investment in an NET is worthwhile. Using more accurate cost 
estimates would produce more reliable results from the framework. 

Despite these limitations, the information available during this analysis produced framework 
output examples and can help DoD determine if an investment in an NET would be worthwhile.  

 
429 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

I designed the framework in Chapter 4 to support Department of Defense (DoD) 
decisionmakers determine whether an investment in a nuclear energy technology (NET) is 
worthwhile.430 The framework can help DoD decisionmakers confront uncertainties with 
relevant data and information to make an informed decision. Furthermore, the framework can 
manage expectations and support clear communication between DoD decisionmakers about why 
they decide to invest in an NET, or not. 

The steps in the framework show how to articulate why DoD might invest in an NET, 
characterize each NET of interest, and identify which DoD locations could viably host that NET. 
The steps also describe how to disclose assumptions, account for uncertainties, and examine 
risks that could impact an investment in an NET. Chapter 5 applied the framework to 
unclassified data sources to provide example outputs and demonstrate the framework is useable. 
I scoped the framework and framework application to focus on NETs with low power capacities 
that DoD implements at DoD locations in the United States for the entirety of the NET’s 
lifespan.431 Although the framework and framework application both have limitations, the 
framework application still provides key findings that can help DoD decisionmakers determine if 
a DoD investment in an NET could be worthwhile.  

Key findings and recommendations 
The five key findings below were not necessarily intuitive at the onset of this research. I 

derived them from the historical analysis, semi-structured interviews, and the framework 
application. The key findings informed four recommendations for DoD decisionmakers. These 
recommendations are located below their associated key finding (the first two key findings led to 
the first recommendation).  
  

 
430 DoD decisionmakers include persons that can influence a DoD investment in an NET. They could hold positions 
in the office of the secretary of defense (e.g., Strategic Capabilities Office), organizations within military branches 
(e.g., Department of the Air Force, Office of Energy Assurance), at individual DoD locations (e.g., Eielson AFB), or 
even in the U.S. Congress, which is ultimately responsible for appropriations to DoD. DoD will likely require 
coordination between DoD decisionmakers from various organizations to either encourage or prevent an investment 
in an NET. 
431 NETs with low power capacities include both small modular reactors (SMRs, less than 300 MWe) and 
microreactors (less than 10 MWe). A user can apply the framework to both stationary and transportable NETs with 
the assumption DoD implements them at a DoD location for the entirety of its lifespan. See the Scope of research 
from Chapter 1 for more details on why I scoped the framework in this manner. 
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Key finding: Although the Army Nuclear Power Program demonstrated that it could operate 
nuclear energy technologies in various settings, the reactors offered no unique mission 
capability to DoD, and they were significantly more expensive than the plausible energy 
alternatives. 
 

The Army Nuclear Power Program (ANPP) developed and operated eight nuclear reactors 
from 1954-1978. Of the eight reactors, three were stationary, three were portable, and two were 
mobile. The purpose of ANPP reactors was to provide reliable electricity and space heating to 
remote locations at competitive costs by seeking fuel alternatives that are lighter and cheaper to 
transport than diesel fuel. Ultimately, the qualitative historical analysis in Chapter 2 shows DoD 
could have replaced each ANPP reactor with an alternative energy source.432 Furthermore, the 
archival analysis from Chapter 2 estimates the cost of ANPP reactors and ANPP program costs 
to be a total of $1,736 million (2021$), while the total cost of an equivalent amount of electricity 
from diesel fuel was $307.8 million (2021$), making ANPP 5.6 times more expensive. These 
two analyses complement one another to provide a more informed key finding than either 
analysis could provide independently.  

 
 

Key finding: The DoD site selection process identified Eielson AFB as the candidate location 
in DAF to host a FOAK microreactor; however, this process did not include an analysis that 
determines whether the time, effort, and money will be worthwhile. 
 

The Department of the Air Force (DAF) used a selection process similar to how they 
beddown aircraft to identify the candidate location to host a first-of-a-kind (FOAK)433 
microreactor. Some reasons that DAF may have selected Eielson AFB include its remote 
environment, existing electricity generation infrastructure, strategic location, and political 
support at the state and local levels. Table 3.4 shows that Eielson AFB is unique among DoD 
locations to have all these attributes. The DoD selection process did not analyze if the benefits of 
a microreactor will necessarily outweigh the costs for Eielson AFB or if DoD could site future 
generations of microreactors (that may have lower costs) at other DoD locations to make the 
investment in a FOAK microreactor worthwhile. 

Recommendation: Use a systematic decision framework to help DoD decisionmakers 
determine whether the monetary and non-monetary costs of investing in a nuclear energy 
technology are worth the monetary and non-monetary benefits. 

  

 
432 SM-1 (grid electricity), SL-1 (experimental reactor), SM-1A (diesel fuel pipeline on site), PM-1 (grid 
electricity), PM-2A (replaced diesel generators), PM-3A (replaced by diesel generators), ML-1 (experimental 
reactor), MH-1A (operated in parallel with diesel generator). 
433 First-of-a-kind (FOAK): the first unit of a particular NET design. These will likely be more expensive than 
subsequent units. 
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Key finding: Few DoD locations have a relative average electricity cost greater than an 
NET’s levelized cost of electricity and an average power consumption greater than the NET’s 
power capacity; however, there are some cases (combinations of future scenarios and NET) 
with numerous viable location-technology pairs. 
 

Although some DoD locations have high average electricity costs and some have high 
average power consumption, few DoD locations have both. Microreactors with a 1.0 megawatt 
electric (MWe) power capacity have LCOE estimates that are significantly greater than any DoD 
location’s relative average cost of electricity and would not be a worthwhile investment for DoD. 
Although the 4.5 MWe microreactor had (33) viable434 location-technology pairs under the most 
permissive scenario assumptions,435 an investment in this NET is not robust to other future 
scenarios436 and most of those locations could host an NET with a slightly larger power capacity 
and a lower levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) instead. Ten DoD locations have an average 
power consumption greater than the power capacity of an 80 MWe small modular reactor (SMR) 
module; however, only (3-5) are viable to host an SMR in the Baseline scenario (Table 5.4). 
Furthermore, the 80 MWe module may need to be a part of a power plant with multiple modules 
to attain cost-competitive prices, making the DoD location a stakeholder in the utility’s project, 
rather than a DoD investment.  

Recommendation: Abandon the independent pursuit of investing in microreactors with a 
power capacity between 1-5 MWe for DoD locations in the United States. 

 
 

Key finding: Implementing a 17 MWe NET at twenty-one DoD locations in the United 
States (identified in Table 5.6) could be a worthwhile investment for DoD. 
 

Under the baseline scenario assumptions, implementing 17 MWe NET at twenty-one DoD 
locations (identified in Table 5.6) could reduce operational costs by about $1.1 billion (2021$) 
over thirty-nine years. These cost savings include a value for energy resilience ($737 million) 
and a value for carbon emissions avoided under a hypothetical $100/metric ton CO2 tax policy 
($5.2 billion). This level of investment would send a strong demand signal to the U.S. nuclear 
industrial base by demanding about 2,200 kg of high-assay low-enriched uranium (HALEU) per 
year. 

 
434 The word viable is frequently used throughout this dissertation and describes any DoD location and NET pair 
(location technology pair) where the average cost of electricity of the DoD location is greater than the NET LCOE 
estimate, and the average power consumption of the DoD location is greater than the NET power capacity, and the 
DoD location can feasibly host the NET according to feasibility filters. 
435 The permissive scenario assumes reactor costs are independent of area cost factors, the LCOE estimates are for 
nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) reactors, siting is unrestricted by environment or state policy, and values for non-monetary 
benefits of electricity resilience and carbon emissions avoided in the DoD location’s average cost of electricity. 
436 The permissive scenario is the only one which the 4.5 MWe microreactor has double-digit viable location-
technology pairs (Table 5.4). 
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On average, this investment would reduce annual electricity costs at the twenty-one DoD 
locations by about $1.4 million (2021$). Although these savings may seem significant, their 
relative cost reduction is small. The expected total cost of the twenty-one 17 MWe NETs is 
$19.7 billion (2021$), only 5% less than an equivalent amount of electricity at the relative 
average cost of electricity for the DoD locations, which is $20.8 billion (2021$). 5% cost savings 
is negligible in comparison to the uncertainty of the LCOE estimates for the 17 MWe NET, 
which are class 5 cost estimates and could be within 50%-200% of the actual costs. Lastly, this 
framework does not provide guidance on how to examine risks involving the physical safety and 
security of an NET or the long-term storage of spent nuclear fuel, which could impact whether 
the investment is worthwhile. 

Recommendation: Invest in more accurate cost estimates of an NET with about 17 MWe 
power capacity and perform a more targeted investigation of the twenty-one viable DoD 
locations to host a 17 MWe NET (identified in Table 5.6). 

 
 

Key finding: Scale of power assumptions for microreactors can have significant impacts on 
the levelized cost of electricity estimates. 
 

The term “scale of power” refers to the idea that the marginal cost of power capacity 
decreases as the power capacity of the power plant increases. A significant piece of uncertainty 
in the cost assumptions is the degree to which scale of power influences the LCOE of 
microreactors with different power capacities. Assuming zero scale of power for cost assumption 
variables underestimate the LCOE for microreactors with power capacities less than the 
reference case and overestimate the LCOE for microreactors with power capacities greater than 
the reference case. Assuming infinite scale of power for variables does the opposite; 
overestimates the LCOE for microreactors with power capacities less than the reference case and 
underestimates the LCOE for microreactors with power capacities less than the reference case. 
Accounting for moderate scale of power (between zero and infinity) is likely more appropriate 
than using either of these two scale of power cost assumptions. The exact magnitude of moderate 
scale of power for each microreactor cost assumption is unknown and may only become known 
when cost data for different microreactors becomes available. The difference in LCOE estimates 
can subsequently influence the number of DoD locations that can host the microreactor. 

Recommendation: For microreactor cost estimates, clearly identify sources and assumptions 

Opportunities for further research 
The following questions remain unanswered. Answering them could broaden and deepen the 

literature on the military application of nuclear energy. 
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How could a DoD investment in NETs influence national security and geopolitics? 

I scoped the framework in this dissertation to analyze the benefits, costs, and risks of a DoD 
investment in an NET and did not value costs, benefits, or risks that extend beyond DoD. 
Nevertheless, an argument could be that DoD ought to invest in an NET so that the United States 
can be a global leader in nuclear energy. Alternatively, an argument could be that NET 
proliferation could influence the number of nuclear weapon states and consequently negatively 
impact U.S. national security. These lines of argumentation are outside the scope of this 
dissertation because the degree to which a DoD investment in an NET could influence national 
interests, international competition, and nuclear weapons proliferation is speculative. 
Furthermore, the value of these outcomes to DoD and the United States is difficult to measure 
accurately. 

How much should DoD investments serve the public good? 

 Some federally funded agencies produce and procure technology that proliferates into 
everyday use (e.g., global positioning system, GPS).437 Advocates of advanced nuclear reactors 
suggest that reactors with smaller power capacities may be competitive with other power 
generation sources by leveraging scale of units. Scale of units is a term that refers to the idea that 
marginal cost per unit decreases as the number of units manufactured increases. The degree to 
which DoD investments in research and development ought to overlap with technology that 
could serve the public good could provide additional value to a DoD investment in an NET. On 
the contrary, other federal agencies might be able to support nuclear energy implementation 
pathways more effectively than DoD (e.g., the Department of Energy). 

How could DoD partner with other organizations to share NET development costs?  

If DoD could partner with other organizations, an investment in an NET may be more 
worthwhile than if DoD invested in it independently (e.g., the Department of Energy, remote 
communities, utilities, mining industry). The way in which multiple organizations could share 
the burden of investing in early generation units and then benefit from future generations is not 
obvious and likely complex.  

If DoD decides to invest in an NET, how should it implement themit? 

Although the framework identifies which DoD locations may viably host an NET, the 
framework does not develop an implementation plan. Aspects of an implementation plan could 
include contract types, insurance, and outlining responsibilities for licensing, operations, 
maintenance, disaster planning, and decommissioning. Further analysis could combine 

 
437 Claudette Roulo, “What on Earth Is the Global Positioning System?,” U.S. Department of Defense, December 
26, 2018, https://www.defense.gov/News/Feature-Stories/Story/Article/1674004/what-on-earth-is-the-global-
positioning-system/. 

https://www.defense.gov/News/Feature-Stories/Story/Article/1674004/what-on-earth-is-the-global-positioning-system/
https://www.defense.gov/News/Feature-Stories/Story/Article/1674004/what-on-earth-is-the-global-positioning-system/
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suggestions from NEI’s roadmap for deployment of microreactors at DoD installations438 with 
outputs from the framework in Chapter 4 to develop a more detailed implementation plan. 

How should DoD conduct site-specific investigations for viable DoD locations? 

The framework identifies DoD locations that could viably host an NET in Step 4; however, 
these locations may require further analysis to ensure they can host one. For example, the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) regulations for siting the NET of interest may 
influence the number of viable DoD locations. DoD and the NRC could collaborate in a variety 
of ways to conduct environmental surveys and operate NETs at DoD locations, but the ideal 
pathway is unknown before the NRC’s regulations are in place. Additionally, some DoD location 
attributes like current utility contracts, power demand variation across days and seasons, politics 
at the local and state level, and supply requirements for microreactors (e.g., electricity production 
versus heat production and ramping, start-up, shutdown speeds) are difficult to measure across 
all DoD locations. These highly localized attributes could influence if a DoD location remains a 
viable host for the NET and the way DoD investigates them could take on a variety of forms.  

Concluding thoughts 
The military application of nuclear energy has a rich history of achievements and failures. 

Today, there is a substantial amount of interest in the military application of nuclear energy that 
stems from research and analysis since 2008. These analyses suggest that land-based NETs 
implemented at DoD locations could provide reliable electricity and reduce carbon emissions; 
however, they have uncertain costs and characteristics, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
has not yet defined their regulation requirements.  

Decisionmakers from various organizations (e.g., Congress, DoD, military branches, DoD 
installations) will influence whether DoD invests in an NET. Therefore, DoD ought to use a 
systematic and analytically rigorous framework to help DoD decisionmakers determine whether 
the monetary and non-monetary benefits are greater than the monetary and non-monetary costs 
for an investment in an NET. This dissertation proposes a decision framework to help DoD 
decisionmakers confront uncertainties with data and information to make informed decisions.  

DoD can reapply the framework as NETs continue to develop and new data and information 
emerge. The user of the framework can also adjust it to account for future scenarios where 
federal policies and DoD energy consumption trends may change. Grounding discussions in a 
systematic framework and iterating appropriately over time will help DoD decisionmakers 
manage expectations and support clear communication about why they decide to invest in an 
NET, or not. 

 
438 Nichol, “Roadmap for the Deployment of Micro-Reactors for U.S. Department of Defense Domestic 
Installations.” 
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Appendix A. Summary of ANPP reactors’ lifespan 

The historical analysis in Chapter 2 uses causal narrative as a within-case method to identify 
causal determinants that explain why ANPP shut down each reactor.439 This is an explanatory 
historical analysis because it seeks to answer a “why” question: why did ANPP shut down its 
reactors?440 This historical analysis includes all eight of ANPP’s operational reactors to avoid 
selection bias and increase the internal validity of the research. Table 2.1 summarizes the reason 
ANPP shut down each reactor and any cautionary tales. Table 2.3 summarizes the lifecycle 
characteristics of the eight operational reactors. This appendix provides an overview of each 
reactor’s lifespan and outlines a causal narrative for why ANPP shut down each reactor.  

The ANPP reactors are introduced in chronological order of project start date, as opposed to 
the date of initial criticality (Table 2.3). 

SM-1: Fort Belvoir, Virginia 

The SM-1 reactor was the first land-based reactor to produce electricity anywhere in the 
world. ANPP developed it to be the cornerstone of the program and serve three main purposes:441 

1. Solve technical construction and operation problems 
2. Provide firm cost information, operating parameters, and test data for future 

generations 
3. Provide a training facility for Army personnel and nuclear operators 

The SM-1 reactor was a pressurized water reactor (PWR) prototype sited at Fort Belvoir in 
Virginia. The designers used exceptional precaution in building the reactor because Fort Belvoir 
is eighteen miles from the White House and U.S. Capital. Construction began after the design 
proved it had sufficient emergency response capabilities, including a large containment vessel 
around the reactor building. The same containment structure concept was useful in the SL-1 
reactor accident in Idaho (discussed below). The high operating temperatures and pressures of 
the nuclear reactor made commercial-off-the-shelf technology insufficient for the construction 
and operation of SM-1.442 This was a common challenge for the Navy’s development of the 
U.S.S. Nautilus and meant that the builders built most parts specifically for the reactor, which 
increased costs.443  

 
439 Lange, Comparative Historical Methods. 
440 Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods. 
441 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
442 Suid. 
443 Rockwell, The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a Difference. 
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Fort Belvoir served its purpose as a prototype and trained multiple crews for other nuclear 
power plants over its sixteen-year lifespan. Although SM-1 delivered electricity to the base, it 
never delivered power at a lower price than the local utility.444 SM-1 stopped operations in 1973 
after SM-1A and PM-3A stopped operations in 1972 and the only other operational reactor was a 
floating barge (MH-1A) because there was no longer a need for a training reactor. Therefore, 
SM-1’s shutdown was tightly correlated with the success or failure of other ANPP reactors 
because its electricity was not cost-competitive with local grid electricity. SM-1 did not begin 
decommissioning for the purposes of returning the land to its original state until 2021. The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers announced the decommissioning of SM-1 is under contract for $68 
million dollars (2021$) and estimated the process to take five years.445 This is over 150% of the 
cost of constructing the plant (Table 2.4).  

SL-1: Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho 

The SL-1 reactor was the second ANPP reactor to start construction. The SL-1 was an 
experimental reactor to test if a boiling water reactor (BWR) was a feasible reactor design. A 
BWR does not need a thermal exchange from the pressurized water inside the reactor to a power 
generation unit. This reduces the weight and size of the plant. One of the tradeoffs is that the 
reactor then has liquids and gases inside the reactor core, which can cause bubbles to form in 
unintended places. If the reactor experiences a sudden increase in temperature, the bubbles could 
rapidly expand and cause damage. This is the primary theory for the cause of the accident that 
killed all three operators and destroyed the reactor on December 23, 1960, although no 
unclassified official report gives a definitive explanation.446 The accident killed one operator 
instantly, while the other two died from radiation exposure; one in the room and one on the way 
to the hospital. The accident occurred after two and a half years of operations. ANPP 
decommissioned SL-1 as soon as radiation levels in the containment level were sufficiently low 
because the accident damaged the reactor beyond repair. The BWR program was subsequently 
discontinued by the AEC and ANPP due to budgetary constraints and the desire to fund other 
projects. 
  

 
444 Although the electricity was never cheaper than the utility, the base still used it. Table 1.1 includes an estimated 
amount of diesel fuel that could have been off-set by the energy capacity of SM-1 if it were competing with a diesel 
alternative. Only the upper-bound ANPP cost savings estimate from Chapter 2 included SM-1.  
445 Radwaste Solutions, “Historic Fort Belvoir SM-1 Reactor to Be Decommissioned.” 
446 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
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SM-1A: Fort Greely, Alaska 

SM-1A was a proof-of-concept reactor for operating a reactor in arctic conditions. ANPP 
expected arctic locations to be prime candidates for nuclear power because of the long and 
expensive logistical tail to get diesel fuel to remote locations in the winter and the strategic need 
for early warning detection of Soviet aircraft coming over the north pole in the event of an 
attack. 

When ANPP was selecting a location to site the reactor, there was a tradeoff between remote 
locations where they expected nuclear reactors to be more cost-competitive with diesel fuel and 
accessible locations where supporting infrastructure would decrease the cost to construct and 
operate the reactor. ANPP selected Fort Greely as a compromise on both these attributes; 
however, a local utility constructed a fuel pipeline near Fort Greely just before SM-1A 
construction began and the reactor was no longer cost-competitive, but plans continued because 
there was more accessibility to Fort Greely than other locations (e.g., Air Force Base 
Sparrevohn).447 Better accessibility decreased reactor costs for transportation, labor, etc. Better 
accessibility also increased feasibility with sufficient highways to hold heavy machinery, like 
cranes and bull dozers, for construction and maintenance. 

ANPP was starting projects so quickly, that planning for SM-1A at Fort Greely started before 
SM-1 (ANPP’s first reactor) finished construction. SM-1A experienced numerous complications 
and engineering setbacks in the early years that ranged from equipment damage during 
transportation and labor strikes to a major earthquake that swayed the vapor container 
(containment vessel) and set off both high and low water level alarms.448 After two years of 
operations, the Army Corps of Engineers transferred operational control to U.S. Army Alaska. A 
diesel power plant on base operated in parallel to SM-1A to provide electricity whenever power 
demand peaked, or the reactor was down for maintenance or refueling. ANPP scheduled SM-1A 
for shutdown in 1968 because of high operational costs and the requirement for a recapitalization 
investment to replace the containment vessel; however, an experimental annealing process 
strengthened the steel in the containment vessel and temporarily extended the lifespan another 
four years until operations stopped in 1972.449  
  

 
447 Suid. 
448 Suid. 
449 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, “SM-1A Fact Sheet,” September 14, 2021, https://www.nab.usace.army.mil/SM-
1A/. 

https://www.nab.usace.army.mil/SM-1A/
https://www.nab.usace.army.mil/SM-1A/
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PM-1: 731st Air Force Radar Squadron, Wyoming 

The Air Force used PM-1 as a proof-of-concept for one of their early warning radar stations 
in a relatively easy place to access, Wyoming. PM-1 experienced engineering problems for the 
first year, similar to SM-1A, but eventually operated reliably and completed one core refuel. 
ANPP shut down and decommissioned the reactor when the Sundance Radar Site closed because 
the early warning radar network became less important with the development of the 
intercontinental ballistic missile that could launch above their detection zones.450   

PM-1 did not use a containment vessel during operations because it was in a remote location. 
This led to contamination of soil near the site and Crook County filed a Public Notice of 
Contamination (USAF 1969).451 This made the Air Force responsible for at least 75 years of 
radiation testing in the area (1969-2044) to determine when the radiation levels are below 
maximum allowable levels for unrestricted access.  

PM-2A: Fort Century, Greenland 

The PM-2A reactor was an exceptional engineering accomplishment for ANPP. The 
manufacturer constructed PM-2A in various cities in the U.S., shipped the pieces to Thule, 
Greenland (DoD flew the largest pieces as a proof-of-concept), trucked them 138 miles to Fort 
Century, and assembled them on-site to provide electricity and heat for the base.452  The 
packaging was meticulous to avoid any damaged parts during transportation (lesson learned from 
SM-1A). When the reactor began testing, the radiation levels were higher than expected and 
DoD had to transport blocks of lead, melt them into bricks, and then construct a wall to increase 
the radiation shielding around the reactor.  

The PM-2A reactor operated and provided reliable energy to Fort Century for three years. 
Despite having a power capacity of 1.56 MWe, the base only required 0.3-0.5 MWe of power. 
The reactor offset an estimated 400,000 gallons of diesel fuel each year of operation for an 
estimated total of 1.2 million gallons over its lifespan.453 When the Army decided to reduce 
operations at Camp Century to only the summer, the marginal cost of operating PM-2A was 
more expensive than using diesel fuel. The Army tried to find another location for PM-2A to 
continue operations, but none wanted to host the nuclear reactor. ANPP dismantled the reactor 
and shipped it back to the U.S. for destructive testing after only three years of operations.  
  

 
450 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
451 Cathy Larson, “Record of Decision: Former Sundance Air Force Station, Wyoming, PM-1 Reactor Site,” 
October 27, 2011, sm-1a. 
452 Suid, The Army’s Nuclear Power Program: The Evolution of a Support Agency. 
453 Suid. 
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PM-3A: McMurdo Station, Antarctica 

The PM-3A reactor was the Navy’s first land reactor to operate in total isolation for an 
extended period. It represented a combination of accomplishments from other reactors like 
remote assembly (PM-2A) and a long lifespan (SM-1 and SM-1A). PM-3A delivered about 
60,400 MWhs in its ten-year lifespan and offset 4.48 million gallons of diesel fuel.454 PM-3A 
required a crew of twenty-five operators, despite there only being 150 people total at McMurdo 
Station.455 Ultimately, ANPP shut down PM-3A because the cost of repairs outweighed the 
benefits. During operations, PM-3A contaminated the ground beneath the reactor with low levels 
of radiation. Therefore, when ANPP decommissioned PM-3A, they had to excavate 14,000 tons 
of dirt and ship it back to the U.S. because of Antarctica laws. To put this in perspective, 4.48 
million gallons of diesel fuel weigh about 15,900 tons, only slightly more than the dirt shipped 
from Antarctica to the United States. 

ML-1: National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho 

The ML-1 reactor demonstrated that a gas-cooled reactor could be compact enough to fit on a 
trailer. This gave the reactor the mobility of a diesel generator with the logistical bonus of a high 
energy capacity that eliminated the need for a logistical tail. Attaining this objective likely 
consumed more of the Nuclear Power Field Office’s time and interest than any other project.456  

The ML-1 reactor never left the national reactor testing station in Idaho during its four years 
of operation (1961-1965). The reason ANPP shut down ML-1 is not as clear as in other cases. 
Presumably, the Army had no demand for it or could not reasonably deploy it after they proved 
the concept. I infer this because the Vietnam War (1960-1975) seems like an opportune way to 
use such a technology, but DoD did not deploy ML-1 for operational use there. When the ML-1 
program ended, ANPP stopped efforts to develop small reactors for field operations, marking the 
beginning of the end of ANPP as an organization. 457 

Lawrence Suid wrote a history of ANPP for the Army Corps of Engineers Office of History, 
and summarized ANPP’s experience with ML-1 succinctly: 

“From its experiences with the SL-1, Military Compact Reactor, and ML-1 
programs…the engineers learned that the development of complex, compact 
nuclear plants of advanced design was expensive and time consuming. They 
found that the costs of developing and producing such plants are in fact so high 
that they can be justified only if the reactor has a unique capability and fills a 
clearly defined objective backed by the Department of Defense” 458 

 
454 Suid. 
455 Suid. 
456 Suid. 
457 Suid. 
458 Suid. 
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MH-1A: Panama Canal, Panama 

ANPP constructed the last reactor on a barge to provide electricity to coastal areas when 
needed. The MH-1A reactor had a 10 MWe power capacity and a ten-year lifespan. Analysis 
suggests that MH-1A produced three times more energy and offset over three times the diesel 
fuel of any other ANPP reactor (Table 2.3). It spent its operational years providing additional 
power to construction efforts on the Panama Canal due to increased population and price 
gouging of electricity by local utilities. A 20 MWe diesel generator powership called Weber 
filled the same role. These two energy sources operated in parallel for all ten years.  

When local tensions increased as the United States started to transition control of the Panama 
Canal to the local government, DoD recognized both power barges were prime targets for radical 
local groups. Therefore, DoD stopped operating MH-1A and Weber and recalled them back to 
the United States. ANPP expected MH-1A to redeploy to new locations after returning from the 
Panama Canal, but it never did. This is probably because MH-1A was not as cost-effective as a 
diesel fuel powership or because MH-1A was the only operational reactor under ANPP at the 
time. ANPP finally decommissioned MH-1A in 2018, for $51 million (2021$).459  

 
 

  

 
459 Karl Herchenroeder, “STURGIS Cost Spike a Result of Timeline Extension.” 
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Appendix B. Semi-Structured Interview  

I designed the semi-structured interview protocol used in this research to answer questions 
about DoD’s selection of Eielson AFB to host a FOAK microreactor in the future. The 
interviews were for fact-finding and information-gathering purposes only. The semi-structured 
interviews avoided opinions, speculation, or projections. I selected interviewees based on the 
roles they held at Eielson AFB and the Office of Energy Assurance (OEA). I conducted the 
semi-structured interviews in person and online. This dissertation does not attribute comments to 
individual subject matter experts (SMEs). To protect their identity, this dissertation refers to 
interviewees generically as SMEs. I provided five general topic areas of interest to SMEs before 
the semi-structured interview: 

• How did DAF select Eielson AFB to host a microreactor? By what process? 
• Why was Eielson AFB selected? By what attributes? 
• How similar is Eielson AFB to other DoD locations? 
• How would a microreactor impact Eielson AFB? 
• What alternative energy sources could Eielson AFB consider? 

Each SME had an opportunity to speak on all topic areas; however, because these questions 
spanned a wide array of topics, SMEs often focused on their area of expertise, and we dedicated 
more time to that section during the semi-structured interviews. The order of questions was not 
always the same for each SME and depended on the flow of the conversation and their area of 
expertise. I used the questions in the protocol below to cover the topic areas. did not always ask 
the questions verbatim to allow the conversation to be more fluid and the interviewee to discuss 
information adjacent to these questions. The information gathered from the semi-structured 
interviews produced the content of Chapter 3 and helped develop the framework in Chapter 4. 

 

Semi-structured interview protocol  

How was Eielson AFB selected as the host site for a microreactor in the future? 

Questions in this section should help the interviewer understand the process by which OEA 
determined that Eielson AFB would be DAF’s nomination to host a microreactor in the future 
(2027). 

• How did the down selection process work? 
o What data informed the down selection process? 
o What questions did OEA ask during the down selection process? 

• How many DAF installations did OEA investigate during the down selection process? 
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• What were the criteria of interest?  
o Requirements and merits? 
o How would the benefits of mission resilience and cost effectiveness compare? 
o How many DAF bases could have supported/hosted the microreactor? 
o Why was Eielson AFB selected? (See section below / complement with site visit) 

• How is DoD / DAF / OEA considering the broader perspective of investing in a fleet of 
microreactors to get from expensive first-of-a-kind (FOAK) costs to more affordable Nth-
of-a-kind (NOAK) costs? 

o How many bases would need to be able and willing to host a microreactor to 
invest in a fleet of them? 

o How are the needs of bases and design parameters of the microreactor iteratively 
influencing each other? 

• Who desires for the microreactor to be at Eielson AFB? 
o Is DoD promoting/pushing out the microreactor?  
o Is DAF requesting the microreactor? 
o Does Eielson AFB need or want a microreactor?  
o Would a microreactor be a burden for Eielson AFB or DAF? 

• Did the Army and Navy do something similar or will they in the future? 
• Any other thoughts, comments, or concerns on the topic of citing a microreactor at DoD 

installations? 

Why was Eielson AFB selected as the host site for a microreactor in the future? 

Questions in this section should help the interviewer understand the characteristics of Eielson 
AFB and why DAF nominated it to host a microreactor in the future (2027) 

Eielson’s Energy Needs 
• What are the typical power needs (electricity and heat) for Eielson AFB? 

o How do they vary by months? Within a day? 
• What is the mission at Eielson AFB and how does it depend on electricity? 
• What is Eielson AFB’s contingency plan(s) in a power outage event?  

o Island mode 
o Black start capabilities 
o Switching between the various energy sources 

• How do exogenous factors, like arctic climate impact Eielson’s energy needs? 
• How are these energy needs expected to change (if at all) in the next ten to twenty years?  

Siting requirements 
• What are the Alaskan regulations for siting a power plant (nuclear or other)? 
• How does siting a power plant on a DoD installation impact the regulations (nuclear or 

other)? 
• What are the range of political perspectives on siting a nuclear power plant at Eielson 

AFB? 
• What is the range of social perspectives on siting a nuclear power plant at Eielson AFB? 
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How similar is Eielson AFB to other DoD locations?460 

Questions in this section should help the interviewer understand the similarities and 
differences between Eielson AFB’s energy profile and other base’s energy profile. 

• How similar or dissimilar is Eielson AFB’s energy needs to other installations? 

How would a microreactor impact Eielson AFB? 

Questions in this section should help the interviewer understand the current energy 
architecture of Eielson AFB and how a microreactor would impact that. 

• How does energy flow for each energy source? 
• What are the O&M requirements for each energy source? 

o How does arctic climate impact this?  
o Construction, refueling, and disposal of a microreactor? 

• How does this source interact with the other sources? 
• What is the reliability of each energy source? 

o (High, Medium, Low)  
o SAIDI/SAIFI 

• How does each energy source impact the contingency plan / resilience? 
o (High, Medium, Low)  
o Why? 

• What is the environmental impact of each energy source? 
• What is the levelized cost of electricity for each energy source? 

o Who is going to pay for the microreactor? 
o DoD, DAF, or Eielson AFB? 

What alternative energy sources could Eielson AFB consider? 

Questions in this section should help the interviewer understand how different microreactor 
designs would impact Eielson AFB and the possible alternative energy sources that could 
provide similar attributes as a microreactor. 

Alternative microreactor designs: 
• Does Eielson AFB have any impact on the design parameters of the microreactor? 

o Does transportability matter to Eielson AFB? 
• Does the design have any impact on Eielson AFB? 

o Power capacity? 
o Number of microreactors? 

§ How would having multiple MNPPs onsite compare to having one larger 
one? 

o Coolant?  

 
460 This dissertation retitled this section from “How would a microreactor impact a generic base?” because 
conversations often explored how Eielson AFB’s environmental, strategic value, political environment, etc. 
compared to other DoD locations as well. 
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o Fuel type? 
o Moderator? 

Alternative energy sources: 
• What alternative energy sources would Eielson AFB consider hosting? 

o How would this impact mission resilience? 
o How would this impact operational costs? 
o How seriously has the civil engineering squadron investigated them? 

 
Each question in the protocol is verbatim to the document submitted to HSPC. I re-ordered 

the questions above from the original document submitted to HSPC to reflect how Chapter 3 
presents the information. This re-arrangement also more accurately reflects the flow of 
conversation during the semi-structured interviews. I also removed some transition phrases from 
the original document submitted to HSPC for clarity and conciseness.  

After I completed all the semi-structured interviews, some questions were still unanswered. 
This was sometimes due to the lack of available metrics, the SME’s response was characterized 
as controlled unclassified information, or it was an unhelpful question. Examples of unhelpful 
questions are in the section of questions regarding attributes of Eielson AFB’s energy profile to 
meet energy demand and supply: 

• What attributes would Eielson AFB’s energy profile have to consistently match energy 
demand with energy supply? 

o What would Eielson AFB’s energy demand look like in an ideal world? 
o What would Eielson AFB’s energy supply look like in an ideal world? 

I removed this section from the protocol after asking two SMEs these questions and realizing 
they were not helpful to the semi-structured interview process and distracted the conversation 
from more important sections.461 Ultimately, the semi-structured interviews helped provided 
context for DoD’s selection of Eielson AFB to host a FOAK microreactor in the future and 
informed the framework developed in Chapter 4 and the content in Chapter 3.  

Human subjects protection committee (HSPC) review 
RAND’s HSPC reviewed all research connected to human subjects and exempted it from 

Internal Review Board (IRB) review before I conducted any semi-structured interviews. HSPC 
reviewed the semi-structured interview protocol to ensure that the research kept each living 
human participant’s well-fare and personal identifiable information safe and secure. HSPC also 
reviewed the qualitative analysis of NASEM presentations.  

 
461 These three questions and the semi-structure interview protocol above are all the questions submitted for HSPC 
review. 
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The HSPC ID for this study is 2021-N0504. HSPC deemed this research exempt from further 
review by an IRB because the semi-structured interviews were non-attribution, focused on fact-
finding only, and avoided opinions, speculation, or projections of the interviewees. The 
qualitative analysis of NASEM presentations was exempt because they are publicly facing 
presentations. The HSPC reviewed all documents related to the semi-structured interview 
process before exempting the study. These documents include the standard e-mail introduction, 
interview read-ahead, verbal consent form, interview protocol, and data safeguarding plan. The 
interview protocol is the only document displayed in this section to inform the reader of the types 
of questions asked during the semi-structured interview and avoid unnecessary content for the 
defensibility of this research.  
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Appendix C. The Framework Questionnaire  
(Step 1 through Step 7) 

The framework questionnaire includes the questions to answer in each step, the outputs of 
each step, and the effort required to complete each step. Chapter 4 includes more detailed 
guidance on how to complete each step. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.5 show how to progress from 
step to step. Questions followed by “(Optional)” are not necessary to complete the framework 
but may be helpful to incorporate the value of benefit categories and more accurately identify 
viable location-technology pairs. 

Step 1: Articulate benefit categories of the investment 

• Why should DoD invest time, effort, and/or money towards an NET? 
 

Step 1, Outputs Available Data Effort 

List of benefit categories  - National defense strategy 
- National military strategy 
- Presidential directives 
- Literature on nuclear energy 

Subject matter expertise to 
understand DoD installation 
needs, and NET’s capabilities 

Step 2: Characterize DoD locations 

• What is the average cost of electricity and average power consumption at every DoD 
location? 

• Which DoD locations are constrained by feasibility attributes (e.g., state nuclear policy)? 
(Optional) 

• How does placing a value on non-monetary benefits (e.g., energy resilience) impact the 
cost of electricity for DoD locations? (Optional) 

• How does adjusting the average cost of electricity for area cost factors influence the 
relative average cost of electricity? (Optional) 

 
Step 2, Outputs Available Data Effort 

A plot of every DoD location’s 
average cost of electricity and 
average power consumption  

- AEMRR annual energy 
consumption 
- AEMRR data on electricity 
consumption and cost by 
location 
- State-level cost of electricity 

Coordination with AEMRR data 
collection 
(and/or) 
Analyze aggregate AEMRR 
output and estimate the local 
cost of electricity. 
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Plot iterations with feasibility 
attributes (optional) 

- State-level nuclear policy 
- Geographical analysis of 
conducive environment for NET  

Use color or shapes to indicate 
which DoD locations have 
feasibility constraints 

Plot iterations of the average 
cost of electricity with a value 
of non-monetary benefits 
(optional) 

- List of command centers 
- Cost of backup diesel 
generators 
- State-level electricity 
generation mix 
- Cost estimates for GHG 
emissions 

Use available sources to 
postulate the value of non-
monetary objectives for each 
base and incorporate them into 
their average cost of electricity 

Plot iterations of the average 
cost of electricity with ACFs 
(optional) 

- AEMRR data on electricity 
consumption and cost by 
location 
- State-level cost of electricity 
-DoD location ACF 

Adjusting each individual DoD 
location’s average cost of 
electricity by their respective 
ACF 

 

Step 3: Characterize nuclear energy technologies (NETs) 

• What are the attributes of each NET of interest? 
o What are the pros and cons of each attribute? (Optional) 

• How do the power capacity and LCOE of each NET compare to one another? 
 

Step 3, Outputs Available Data Effort 

Describe the qualitative and 
quantitative attributes of each 
NET of interest 

- Vendor publications 
- Third-party publications 
- Public presentations 

Data gathering by someone 
with a baseline understanding 
of NETs 

A scatter plot of power capacity 
and LCOE for each NET of 
interest 

- Cost estimates from vendor  
- Cost estimates from third-
party research 

Data gathering, requests for 
information, interpolation, and 
extrapolation 
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Step 4: Identify viable location-technology pairs 

• Which location-technology pairs are viable? 
• How do different scenario assumptions impact the number of viable location-technology 

pairs? (Optional) 
o Purchasing NOAK generation reactors 
o Valuing non-monetary benefits 
o Incorporating feasibility attributes of DoD locations 
o Adjusting by ACFs 

 
Step 4, Outputs Available Data Effort 

A plot of every DoD location 
and each NET of interest 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 Data visualization 

A list of viable location-
technology pairs 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 Filtering DoD location data 
based on NET thresholds and 
scenario assumptions 

Iterations of plots for different 
NET generations 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on learning curves and 
generational costs 

Multiple iterations of plots by 
someone with data 
visualization experience 

Iterations of plots for different 
values of non-monetary 
benefits 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on the value of non-
monetary benefits 

Multiple iterations of plots by 
someone with data 
visualization experience 

Iterations of plots for DoD 
location feasibility attributes 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on feasibility attributes 
of DoD locations. 

Understanding of state-level 
policy and NET environmental 
requirements 

Iterations of plots for DoD 
location ACFs 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Data on ACFs 

Understanding how NET costs 
could change with location 
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Step 5: Review assumptions and estimate the impacts of an investment 

• Is there a viable set of location-technology pairs from Step 4? 
• Which assumptions were made in Step 1 – Step 4 and how do they impact the number of 

viable DoD locations and NETs? 
• Which set(s) of location-technology pairs will proceed through the framework? Why? 
• For any set of viable location-technology pairs continuing through the framework, what 

is the estimated impact of investment for each benefit category from Step 1? 
• Are there more NETs to consider? 
 

Step 5, Outputs Available Data Effort 

Review assumptions for a 
viable set of location-
technology pairings when 
viewed in their entirety 
 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Analysis from Step 4 
- Assumptions from Steps 1-4 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis 

Explanations of why 
assumptions for a viable set of 
location-technology pairs in 
their entirety (from Step 4) are 
reasonable (or not)  
 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Analysis from Step 4 
- Assumptions from Steps 1-4 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis 

Estimate the impact of 
investment for each benefit 
category for sets of DoD 
locations that can viably host 
the specific NET 

- Benefit categories from Step 1 
- Chosen set(s) of viable 
location-technology pairs  
- NET’s capabilities 
- Energy profiles of each DoD 
location that could viably host 
that NET 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis and 
estimating the impact of 
investment on each benefit 
category 

A final list of DoD locations that 
could viably host a specific NET 
to continue through analysis 

- Data from Step 2 and Step 3 
- Analysis from Step 4 

Understanding previous 
assumptions and analysis 
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Step 6: Examine additional considerations 

• How do cost uncertainties impact the investment in an NET? 
• Does the investment have attributes of successful mega-projects? 
• What programmatic risks could threaten the investment from being worthwhile? 
• How will an investment in an NET impact DOTMLPF? 
• How could public perception influence a DoD investment in an NET? 
• Could alternative energy solutions fulfill the same worthwhile benefits at lower costs for 

any of the DoD locations? 
 

Step 6, Outputs Available Data Effort 

Examine cost uncertainties that 
could impact the investment. 

- Class of cost estimate 
- Cost assumption ranges 
- Information on scale of power 
of microreactors (Appendix D) 

Understanding of cost 
uncertainties and disclosing 
them appropriately 

Examine attributes of successful 
mega-projects and if the 
investment has them (or not) 

- Implementation plan, if it 
exists, otherwise use 
information from Step 5) 

Minimal effort to answer the 
questions, much larger effort to 
answer each question in the 
affirmatory 

Examine the programmatic risks 
of the investment 

- Historical analysis (Chapter 2) 
- Reports on nuclear energy 
shortcomings 

Understanding of program risks 

Examine how DOTMLPF could 
impact the investment 

- Army Integration of MNPPs462 Awareness of DOTMLPF impacts 
of implementing an NET 

Examine how public perception 
could impact the investment 

- Survey data 
- Public affairs guidance 

Understanding the difference 
between general opinions and 
location-specific opinions 

Examine alternative energy 
solutions 

- Site visits 
- Geographical data on 
renewable resources 

Effort depends on how viable 
alternative energy solutions are 

 
462 Colabella et al., “Army Integration of Mobile Nuclear Power Plants: Potential Implications for Doctrine, 
Organization, Training, Material, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities.” 
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Step 7: Decide to invest now or wait 

• Does the information and outputs from Step 1 – Step 6 suggest that an investment in an 
NET is worthwhile now, or should DoD wait? Why? 

• Are there more NETs to consider? 
• Where are the outputs of the previous six steps located? (Optional) 
• What were the limitations of applying the framework? 
 

Step 7, Outputs Available Data Effort 

The decision to invest in an NET 
now, or wait 

- Information and outputs from 
Step 1- Step 6 
- Input from decisionmaker 

The user and decisionmaker can 
coordinate to determine if an 
investment is worthwhile. 

Rationale on why to invest now 
or wait until later 

- Information and outputs from 
Step 1- Step 6 
- Input from decisionmaker 

Articulate decisionmaker’s 
conclusion based on 
information provided 

Compilation of information 
from Steps 1-6  

- Information and outputs from 
Steps 1-6 
- Input from decisionmaker 

Bring information together from 
each step or create a checklist 
that references where the 
outputs can be found 

Description of framework 
application limitations 
 

- Information and outputs from 
Steps 1-6 
 

The user notes limitations of 
the framework application 
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Appendix D. How Scale of Power Impacts NET Cost Estimates 

Economies of scale is a term used to describe separately distinct ideas in the NET literature. 
One example is the idea that the marginal cost of power capacity decreases as the power capacity 
of the power plant increases: this is referenced here as “scale of power”. A second example is the 
idea that marginal cost per unit decreases as the number of units manufactured increases: this is 
referenced here as “scale of units”. A third example is the idea that simpler designs with 
inherently safe mechanisms can avoid costs for redundant and expensive safety measures 
required in nuclear power plants with a larger power capacity: this is referenced here as 
“economies of simplicity” or “economies of safety”.463 This appendix focuses on scale of power 
and describes how using different assumptions (zero, moderate, or infinite) can influence NET 
cost estimates.464 

Scale of power means that savings occur as a power plant’s power capacity increases due to 
the efficiencies of the power plant. The average power capacity of nuclear power plants in the 
United States is about 1,000 MWe because of the benefits of scale of power.465 Although large 
nuclear power plants benefit from scale of power, their initial investments are expensive and the 
timeline for implementation is vulnerable to delays.466 Advocates of advanced nuclear reactors 
suggest that reactors with smaller power capacities may be competitive with other power 
generation sources by leveraging scale of units in lieu of scale of power.467 However, previous 
research on economies of scale for electric power generation in the United States indicates that 
“scale of power” is exponentially more influential as power capacity decreases. 

“The U.S. electric power industry can be characterized by substantial scale 
economies at low levels of output”468 

This means that assumptions about scale of power are exceptionally influential for 
microreactor cost estimates because they have a small power capacity.469  

 
463 SMR Start, “The Economics of Small Modular Reactors.” 
464 The NEI reference case assumptions already include the benefits of “economies of safety” in their cost estimates, 
according to an email exchange with the author (Nichol, 2019). Figure 5.5 incorporated “scale of units” into 
microreactor cost assumptions for FOAK and NOAK units. 
465 World Nuclear Association, “Appendix 1: US Operating Nuclear Reactors.” 
466 Merrow, “Mega-Projects Don’t Have to Fail.” 
467 Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” 
468 Christensen and Green, “Economies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation.” 
469 Christensen and Green. 
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Microreactor cost estimate models can precisely calculate the levelized cost of electricity 
(LCOE)470 and their outputs are typically deterministic of the cost assumption inputs; however, 
because there is no cost data on advanced microreactors, these cost assumptions and cost 
estimates carry significant uncertainty. A significant piece of uncertainty in the cost assumptions 
is the degree to which scale of power influences the LCOE of microreactors with different power 
capacities. For example, if the power capacity of a microreactor design increases, it is unknown 
how much, if at all, the LCOE estimate changes because of infrastructure, labor, or other 
efficiencies.  

This appendix presents the bounds of scale of power for any microreactor parameter (zero 
scale of power and infinite scale of power, which NET used for variables in their reference 
case)471 and then introduces the idea of moderate scale of power (which I apply to each 
microreactor’s cost assumptions in Table 5.1). This chapter presents each cost assumption 
variable in two formats, one is rate ($/kWe), and the other is a total ($/unit). This appendix uses 
the overnight capital cost (OCC) variable to demonstrate the different scale of power. Lastly, this 
appendix shows how different scale of power combinations for cost assumption variables can 
greatly influence LCOE estimates (Figure D.5), especially as the power capacity of 
microreactors move further away from the reference case.  

Eqn. D.1 represents what a zero scale of power rate looks like. This is equivalent to the 
reference case cost assumption of OCC for a microreactor with 1-10 MWe power capacity, 
according to NEI.472 The NEI reference case cost assumptions underly the cost assumptions for 
microreactors with varying power capacities used in Chapter 5.  

Eqn. (D.1) Zero scale of power example for OCC rate 

𝑂𝐶𝐶	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒	 c
$

𝑘𝑊𝑒d = 	15,000 c
$

𝑘𝑊𝑒d	 

A variable with zero scale of power means that each additional unit of power capacity costs 
the same as the last unit. This term is also known as constant marginal costs. Below, Figure D.1 
represents the zero scale of power OCC rate with a red line. 

Eqn. D.2 represents what an infinite scale of power rate looks like. This is equivalent to the 
NEI reference case cost assumption for the OCC rate (Eqn. D.1) at the 5 MWe anchor point.473  
  

 
470 Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is a term used to represent the price at which the operator needs to sell the 
generated electricity for the system to break even at the end of its lifetime. LCOEs are summary metrics that allow 
for easy cost comparison between different electricity generation sources. 
471 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
472 Nichol. 
473 Nichol. 
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Eqn. (D.2) Infinite scale of power example for OCC rate 

𝑂𝐶𝐶	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒	(
$

𝑘𝑊𝑒) =
75,000,000	($)

𝑥	(𝑘𝑊𝑒) 	 

A variable with infinite scale of power means that each additional unit of power, represented 
by [x] with units of (kWe), has no impact on the total OCC of the microreactor, which is 
$75,000,000 for the 5 MWe NEI reference case. Eqn. D.2 is a monotonically decreasing function 
because the OCC rate decreases with each additional unit of power capacity. Figure D.1 
represents the NEI reference case (5 MWe) cost assumption for OCC rate with infinite scale of 
power with a black line. 

Figure D.1 models how adjusting the power capacity from the NEI reference case (5 MWe) 
impacts the OCC rate with zero scale of power (red line, Eqn. D.1) and infinite scale of power 
(black line, Eqn. D.2).  

Figure D.1 Scale of power’s impact on OCC rate versus power capacity  

 
Note: Costs given in 2019$ to reflect NEI reference case values. 

Figure D.1 represents the bound of scale of power for the NEI reference case’s OCC rate. 
Realistically, the OCC rate for microreactors with power capacities different from the NEI 
reference case at 5 MWe is somewhere between the red and black lines. Assuming zero scale of 
power for cost assumption variables underestimate the LCOE for microreactors with power 
capacities less than the reference case and overestimate the LCOE for microreactors with power 
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capacities greater than the reference case. Assuming infinite scale of power for variables does the 
opposite; overestimates the LCOE for microreactors with power capacities less than the 
reference case and underestimates the LCOE for microreactors with power capacities less than 
the reference case. 

Accounting for moderate scale of power (between zero and infinity) is likely more 
appropriate than using either of these two scale of power cost assumptions. The exact magnitude 
of moderate scale of power for each microreactor cost assumption is unknown and may only 
become known when cost data for different microreactor becomes available. Furthermore, the 
scale of power may vary for different variables; for example, OCC may be closer to zero scale of 
power while O&M costs may be closer to infinite scale of power. The scale of power may also 
be discontinuous (not smooth) because of things like transportation weight limits.474 Regardless 
of these complexities, the scale of power would most certainly fall between their respective zero 
and infinite scale of power lines.475 Eqn. D.3 represents the general equation used to calculate a 
cost assumption’s rate for different power capacities that incorporate moderate scale of power.  

Eqn. (D.3) Moderate scale of power for a cost assumption’s rate (r) with units of 
($/kWe)  

𝑟 =
𝑠
𝑥 + 𝑎	 

The [s] term determines the steepness of scale of power while the [a] term determines the 
asymptote as x approaches infinity. The [s] term is set to zero for zero scale of power in Eqn. D.1 
while the [a] term is set to zero for infinite scale of power in Eqn. D.2. The [x] term represents 
the power capacity of the microreactor with units of (kWe). 

The following discussion re-iterates the previous discussion by using total OCC per unit, 
instead of OCC rate. This alternative approach is meant to solidify the distinction between zero, 
infinite, and moderate scale of power. Eqn. D.4, Eqn. D.5, and Figure D.2 are also all reflective 
of the NEI reference case cost assumption for OCC (5 MWe).476 

Eqn. (D.4) Zero scale of power example for total OCC 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑂𝐶𝐶	($) = 	15,000𝑥	 
Eqn. D.4 shows how to calculate the total OCC with zero scale of power. Eqn. D.4 is 

synonymous with the OCC rate with zero scale of power in Eqn. D.1. The [x] term represents the 

 
474 The scale of power described in Appendix D does not account for any potential diseconomies of scale with 
microreactors. For example, a manufacturer might not be able to manufacture, transport, and operate larger 
microreactors in a modular fashion because of their larger size. If diseconomies of scale impact microreactors in this 
power capacity range from 0-20 MWe, then it may be useful for a microreactor designer to identify the optimal 
LCOE to balance power capacity and those aspects causing diseconomies of scale. 
475 This does assume that the reference case used to extrapolate from is an accurate cost estimate. 
476 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
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power capacity of the microreactor with units of (kWe). Figure D.2 represents the total OCC 
with zero scale of power with a red line. 

Eqn. D.5 represents a total OCC with infinite scale of power.  

Eqn. (D.5) Infinite scale of power example for total OCC 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑂𝐶𝐶	($) = 	75,000,000	 
Eqn. D.5 shows how to calculate the total OCC with infinite scale of power. Eqn. D.5 is 

synonymous with the OCC rate with infinite scale of power in Eqn. D.2. Figure D.2 represents 
the total OCC with zero scale of power with a black line. 

Figure D.2 below shows another way to visualize how scale of power impact microreactor 
cost estimates by plotting total OCC (instead of OCC rate) versus power capacity for zero scale 
of power (Eqn. D.4) and infinite scale of power (Eqn. D.5), using the same NEI reference case 
estimates (5 MWe).  

Figure D.2 Scale of power’s impact on total OCC versus power capacity 

 
Note: Costs given in 2019$ according to NEI reference case. 

Figure D.2 highlights the two bounds for scale of power of total OCC. The red line represents 
how a cost assumption with zero scale of power changes with power capacity while the black 
line represents how a cost assumption with infinite scale of power does not change with power 
capacity. Neither scale of power assumption significantly impacts cost estimates of power 
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capacities near the reference case (5 MWe in the OCC example); however, as the model moves 
further away from the reference case, the scale of power assumption impacts the cost assumption 
more significantly. Realistically, each variable is subject to moderate scale of power that falls in 
the gray region, between the red and black line of Figure D.2  

The NEI report conveyed that it used zero scale of power for OCC, O&M, fuel cost, and 
decommissioning cost assumption variables by assigning their input values units of ($/kWe).477 
The cost per refuel is the only cost assumption variable that accounted for scale of power; 
however, NEI gave this variable infinite scale of power because it had units of ($/refuel). NEI 
possibly combined zero scale of power and infinite scale of power to try and balance the two 
bounds of scale of power for each cost assumption variable. The combination of cost assumption 
variables with zero scale of power and one with infinite scale of power produces moderate 
variation in LCOE for different power capacities in their sensitivity analysis (Figure 2),478 but 
may underestimate the degree to which LCOE scales with power capacity. An alternative 
approach proposed below is for microreactor cost assumptions to include moderate scale of 
power for each cost assumptions variable.479 Figure D.3 introduces one way to model total OCC 
with moderate scale of power (dashed-green line, Eqn. D.6). 

 
477 An email exchange with the author of the NEI report suggests that they may have adjusted OCC, O&M, fuel 
cost, and decommissioning cost assumption variables using different rates for each cost assumption (presented as 
bounds in the article). This means that NEI may have incorporated an alternative set of scale of power assumptions 
for microreactors with power capacity of 1 MWe and 10 MWe in their sensitivity analysis. This does not affect the 
analysis presented here.  
478 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
479 Some cost assumption variables, like cost of fuel, may have zero scale of power if there is a competitive nuclear 
fuel market. 
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Figure D.3 Moderate scale of power for total OCC  

 
Note: Costs given in 2019$ according to NEI reference case. 

Figure D.3 introduces the line for total OCC with moderate scale of power. I calculated this 
line by assuming the lower bound OCC rate from NEI, $10,000/kWe, is the lowest slope 
reasonable and by assuming the line still intersects the 5 MWe reference case (to calculate the y-
intercept, $25,000,000).480 This yields Eqn. D.6 and the dashed-green line. 

Eqn. (D.6) Relationship of total OCC and power capacity with moderate scale of 
power 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑂𝐶𝐶	($) = 	10,000𝑥 +	25,000,000 
The [x] term represents the power capacity (kWe) of the microreactor. Linear functions are 

simpler to model moderate scale of power than logarithmic functions and may be appropriate 
because the cost estimates are bounded between zero and twenty MWe. An alternative user could 
use an alternative equation or different slope and y-intercept if evidence suggests they are more 
accurate representations of reality, so long as those equations exist between the zero scale of 
power and infinite scale of power boundaries. Figure D.4 shows how zero scale of power, 

 
480 For consistency, this analysis also multiplied the reference case assumption for O&M and refuel rates by two-
thirds to calculate cost rate equations for variable power capacities. Table D.2 shows alternative scale of power 
combinations. 
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infinite scale of power, and moderate scale of power impact the OCC rate for NEI’s reference 
case. 

Figure D.4 Moderate scale of power for OCC rate  

 
Note: Costs given in 2019$ according to NEI reference case. 

The green, dashed curve represents moderate scale of power for OCC rate, Eqn. D.7 displays 
the rate equation. I derived Eqn. D.7 from the total OCC by taking the limit of Eqn. D.6 as [x] 
approaches infinity to calculate the asymptote term [a] and assuming the line still intersects the 
reference case at 5 MWe to calculate the steepness term [s].  

Eqn. (D.7) Relationship of OCC rate and power capacity with moderate scale of 
power 

𝑂𝐶𝐶	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒	($/𝑘𝑊𝑒) =
25,000
𝑥 + 	10,000 

Eqn. D.7 is necessary to calculate the input terms necessary for the NEI LCOE estimate 
model, which requires an OCC rate with units of ($/kWe). I applied this same process to 
incorporate moderate scale of power into each cost assumption variable in the NEI model. The 
cost rate equation is always decreasing (monotonic) and is consistent with Christensen and 
Green’s conclusion that scale of power is more important at low levels of energy generation.481  

 
481 Christensen and Green, “Economies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation.” 
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Table D.1 presents the slope, total cost equation, and cost rate equation for three cost 
assumption variables. Then it presents the cost rate for each variable at different power capacities 
based on moderate scale of power: 1 MWe, 4.5 MWe, 5 Mwe, and 17 MWe.  

Table D.1 Moderate scale of power assumptions and equations to generate NEI model inputs 

 OCC O&M Refuel482 

Slope 10,000 233.3 266.7 

Total Cost Equation 10,000𝑥 + 25,000,000 
($/unit) 

233.3𝑥 + 583,333 
($/year) 

266.7𝑥 + 666,667 
($/year) 

Cost Rate Equation. 
($/kWe) 

25,000
𝑥 + 	10,000 

583.3
𝑥 + 	233.3 

666.7
𝑥 + 	266.7 

1 MWe ($/kWe) 35,000 817 933 

4.5 MWe ($/kWe) 15,556 363 415 

*5 MWe ($/kWe) 15,000 350 400 

17 MWe ($/kWe) 11,471 268 306 

Note: The [x] term represents the power capacity of the microreactor with units of (kWe). 
*Each total cost equations and cost rate equations intersect with the NEI reference case at 5 MWe and do not 
account for cost assumption uncertainty in the NEI reference case. 

For each variable (OCC, O&M, and Refuel), the total cost equation assumed the total cost 
slope to be two-thirds the NEI reference case assumption483 (slope) and then intersected that 
slope with the NEI reference case at 5 MWe to calculate the y-intercept (same as Eqn. D.6). 
Then, the cost rate equation used the limit of the total cost equation as [x] approaches infinity to 
get the asymptote term [a]. Next, the cost rate equation assumed the line still intersects the 
reference case at 5 MWe to get the steepness term [s] (same as Eqn. D.7). Lastly, the various 
power capacities plug into the cost rate equation to calculate the cost rate assumption for each 
power capacity.  

Table D.1 shows how moderate scale of power can significantly impact the cost assumption 
rates for three cost assumption variables and that it has a greater influence as the power capacity 
moves further away from the reference case, 5 MWe (also see Figure D.5). Table D.2 and Table 

 
482 I scaled the cost per refuel linearly from $20 million for a ten-year reactor core to $6 million for a three-year 
reactor core for all power capacities. This equates to a refuel rate of $2 million per year for a 5 MWe microreactor 
and scales to $400/kWe, per year. 
483 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
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D.3 present the moderate scale of power cost rate assumptions for all three variables under 
combination C.  

Table D.2 introduces five different scale of power combinations (A, B, C, D, and E) applied 
to three cost assumption variables (OCC, O&M, and Refuel).  

Table D.2 Moderate scale of power assumptions and equations to generate NEI model inputs 

Scale of power Combinations OCC O&M Refuel 

A – Zero scale of power Zero Zero Zero 

B – NEI reference case Zero Zero Infinite 

C – Framework application baseline  Moderate Moderate Moderate 

D – Alternate Moderate Moderate Infinite 

E – Infinite scale of power Infinite Infinite Infinite 

Note: the total cost equation is per year for O&M and per refuel, per year for Refuel. The [x] 
term represents the power capacity of the microreactor with units of (kWe). 

Figure D.5 shows how scale of power combinations from Table D.2 impacts LCOE 
estimates.  

Figure D.5 LCOE versus power capacity for five combinations of scale of power 

 
Note: Costs given in 2021$. 

Figure D.5 shows that scale of power has a more significant impact as power capacity 
diverges from the reference case (The lines spread further apart, the further away from 5 MWe). 
The NEI reference case used the “B” scale of power combination, which is more like zero scale 
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of power than infinite scale of power. The recent announcement to build and test a FOAK 
microreactor with a power capacity between 1 MWe and 5 MWe for an estimated $300 million 
suggests that the cost will not drastically differ between these power capacity bounds.484 This 
suggests that modeling microreactors scale of power combinations closer to infinite scale of 
power may be more appropriate than combinations closer zero scale of power. Therefore, this 
dissertation used the “C” scale of power combination (all moderate, which produces an LCOE 
closer to infinite power of scale) to characterize the microreactors in Chapter 5, Step 3. 

Table D.3 presents the values of LCOE estimates from Figure D.5 and their percentage 
difference with the NEI reference case (B) of the same power capacity.  

Table D.3 Compare LCOEs for different scale of power combinations to NEI reference case 

Scale of power 
Combinations 

1 MWe 
($/MWh, % diff) 

4.5 MWe 
($/MWh, % diff) 

5 MWe 
($/MWh, % diff) 

17 MWe 
($/MWh, % diff) 

A – Zero scale of 
power 262, -41% 262, -2% 262, 0% 262, 14% 

B – NEI reference 
case 443, 0% 267, 0% 262, 0% 230, 0% 

C – Framework 
application 
baseline 

590, 33% 271, 2% 262, 0% 204, -11% 

D – Alternate 711, 61% 274, 3% 262, 0% 183, -20% 

E – Infinite scale of 
power 

1246, 181% 289, 8% 262, 0% 88, -62% 

Note: All values in 2021$. I used NEI’s proprietary model to calculate each LCOE. I modeled each reactor to 
have one co-located reactor, a lifespan of 39 years, a core life of three years, a capacity factor of 95%, 
nuclear fuel cost of $10/MWh, and decommissioning cost of $5/MWh. I modeled each reactor as a public-
owned utility with a 4.5% cost of debt, 2% inflation rate, 15-year debt term, and 10-year, straight-line 
depreciation. 

The characterization of microreactors in the framework application (Chapter 5, Step 3) used 
the “C” scale of power combination. When compared to the NEI reference case, this assumption 
increased the LCOE estimate of the 1 MWe reactor by 33% and decreased the LCOE estimate of 
the 17 MWe reactor by 11%. 

 
 

Key finding: Scale of power assumptions for microreactors can have significant impacts on 
the levelized cost of electricity estimates. 
 

 
484 Simmons, “BWXT to Build First Advanced Microreactor in United States.” 
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The combination of scale of power can impact the number of viable location-technology 
pairs. Table D.4 shows the number of viable location-technology pairs using the NEI reference 
case scale of power assumptions, which are closer to zero scale of power than the moderate scale 
of power assumptions (C) presented in Table 5.4 of Chapter 5.  

Table D.4 Number of viable location-technology pairs for sixty-four cases (scenario + technology) 
Scale of power assumption: NEI reference case (B)  

Scenario # Figure # Xe-mobile  eVinci™  BANR  Xe-100, 
module 

Baseline  1  0 2-3 7-9 3-5 
R1 2  0 0 0 3-5 
R2 3  0 0-1 0-1 3-5 
R3 4  0 9 26 10 
R4 5  0-2 0-6 4-9 3-5 

Restrictive 6  0 0 0 2-4 
Permissive 7  7 33 31 10 

S8   0 0-2 0-2 2-4 
S9   0 0 0 8 
S10   2 9 18 10 
S11   1 7 9 10 
S12   0 6 4 8 
S13   0 1 2 10 
S14   0 0-3 0-5 3-5 
S15   0 0 0 10 
S16   0-1 0-5 0-5 3-5 

 
Note: Any case with a range of viable location-technology pairs is because of the unknown feasibility 
attribute of some locations to host an LWR according to ORNL’s data set. There are no figures depicting 
these cases. 

The combination of scale of power from the NEI reference case (B) increases the number of 
viable location-technology pairs for Xe-mobile and eVinciTM in some scenarios. These 
assumptions decrease the number of viable location-technology pairs for BANR. There is no 
impact on the Xe-100 module because it used the same SMR cost estimate as Table 5.4. 

Table D.5 shows the number of viable location-technology pairs using an alternative 
combination that is closer to infinite scale of power than the moderate scale of power 
assumptions (C) used in Figure 5.3. 
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Table D.5 Number of viable location-technology pairs for sixty-four cases (scenario + technology)  
Scale of power assumptions: alternate (D) 

Scenario # Figure # Xe-mobile  eVinci™  BANR  Xe-100, 
module 

Baseline  1  0 0-1 29-33 3-5 
R1 2  0 0 5-7 3-5 
R2 3  0 0 0-3 3-5 
R3 4  0 2 76 10 
R4 5  0 0-6 20-25 3-5 

Restrictive 6  0 0 0-1 2-4 
Permissive 7  0 33 62 10 

S8   0 0-2 0-5 2-4 
S9   0 0 1 8 
S10   0 8 25 10 
S11   0 7 24 10 
S12   0 6 10 8 
S13   0 0 20 10 
S14   0 0-3 2-7 3-5 
S15   0 0 22 10 
S16   0 0-4 0-5 3-5 

 
Note: Any case with a range of viable location-technology pairs is because of the unknown feasibility 
attribute of some locations to host an LWR according to ORNL’s data set. There are no figures depicting 
these cases.  

The alternative combination of scale of power (D) increases the number of viable location-
technology pairs for BANR in some scenarios. These assumptions decrease the number of viable 
location-technology pairs for Xe-mobile and eVinciTM. There is no impact on the Xe-100 module 
because it used the same SMR cost estimate as Table 5.4. 

Conclusion 
Scale of power assumptions for microreactors can have significant impacts on the LCOE 

estimates, which can drastically change the number of viable DoD locations that can host a 
microreactor. This appendix presents two bounds for scale of power (zero and infinite) to foster 
discussion about microreactor cost modeling assumptions. The degree to which scale of power 
influences microreactor cost estimates when altering the power capacity is critical to determining 
how cost-effective the technology can be. A pointed example is how DoD’s contract to build and 
test a microreactor for about $300 million still has a range of 1 MWe to 5 MWe, which means 
that the cost-effectiveness could differ by up to five times.485 Furthermore, the reference case 
assumption that determines the anchor point of cost estimates can also significantly influence 

 
485 Simmons, “BWXT to Build First Advanced Microreactor in United States.” 
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cost assumptions, regardless of how much the power capacity changes. Data on the relationship 
between costs and scale of power for manufactured microreactors does not currently exist, but if 
it did, it could help researchers more accurately model the cost of microreactors with different 
power capacities. Until then, clearly stating assumptions about modeling microreactor cost 
estimates will help resolve the radical differences in perspectives about the cost of microreactors 
and how those cost estimates change with power capacity. 
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Appendix E. Framework Application: Supplemental Content  

To maintain the flow of the narrative, I removed some figures and tables from the main body 
and placed them in this appendix. Most of these figures come from optional questions of the 
framework questionnaire (Appendix C). The first section shows how various assumptions impact 
the characterization of DoD locations (Step 2). The second section shows how DoD locations 
and NETs compare to one another under various scenarios (Step 4). The third section discusses 
assumptions made in the framework application in more detail (Step 5). The fourth section 
presents a checklist for the outputs of Steps 1 through 7 and says where those outputs are in the 
dissertation. 

Step 2: Characterize DoD locations (various scenarios) 

Which DoD locations are constrained by feasibility attributes (e.g., state nuclear policy)? 
(Optional) 

The Baseline scenario in Step 4 includes feasibility attributes for DoD locations in states with 
permissive nuclear construction policies (Figure E.1) and DoD locations with conducive 
environments (Figure E.2) by using different marker colors and shapes, respectively. 
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Figure E.1 U.S. DoD locations with permissive nuclear construction state policy (FY 2020) 
according to NCSL486 

 
Note: Costs adjusted to 2021$. Marker shape indicates what region the DoD location is in. Marker color indicates 
whether the DoD location is in a state with permissive nuclear construction policies or not. Represents 363 DoD 
locations in the U.S. with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Sixty international locations were 
removed. Some points (or clusters) of interest are explicitly identified by their state. 

Figure E.1 layers permissive nuclear construction policy onto the two-dimensional space 
displayed in Figure 5.1 by changing the color of markers depending on that DoD location’s 

 
486 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
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state’s nuclear construction policy. If the state has permissive nuclear construction policies, the 
marker is green. If the state has political restrictions on new nuclear construction according to the 
NCSL database, then the marker is red. This color scheme remains constant through Step 4. The 
states with nuclear construction restrictions include California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, 
Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and 
West Virginia. 

This feasibility constraint may make it harder for DoD to site an NET at enough locations for 
the investment to be worthwhile. Alaska and Guam are the only states without restrictions on 
new nuclear construction and are places where DoD locations have significantly higher costs of 
electricity.487 This could significantly reduce the number of DoD locations that could viably host 
a microreactor. However, state-level policy toward nuclear construction can change with new 
state legislation or can sometimes be mitigated with voting at the state congress or citizen 
level.488 Nevertheless, states with restrictions on nuclear construction may present DoD with 
additional hurdles to siting an NET there.  

Figure E.2 shows which DoD locations have conducive environments to host a light water 
reactor (LWR) according to intermediate screening by Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL).489  

 
487 Area cost factors (ACFs) significantly impact their relative cost of electricity, see Figure E.11 
488 Baltz and Lee, “Nuclear Bans Tumble as Once-Skeptical States Seek Carbon Cuts.” 
489 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
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Figure E.2 DoD locations with conducive environments to host LWRs (FY 2020) 

 
Note: Costs adjusted to 2021$. Marker shape indicates if the location has a conducive environment according to 
the ORNL data set. Represents 363 DoD locations in the U.S. with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost 
data. Locations not included in the ORNL data set, but still in the United States, are marked as unknown. Sixty 
international locations were removed.  

Figure E.2 shows which DoD locations from Figure 5.1 can feasibly host an LWR according 
to ORNL’s data set by using different marker shapes.490 Table E.1 in the following section shows 
the ninety-three DoD locations that are suitable to host an LWR according to the ORNL data 

 
490 These markers are consistent with those used in Step 4 when comparing DoD locations to NETs. 
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set.491 Ultimately any viable DoD location will require a conducive environment according to 
NRC standards to host the NET of interest.492 

The Baseline scenario of Step 4 includes both the permissive nuclear construction state 
policy attribute and the conducive environment attribute as feasibility filters to reflect the 
potential restriction of NETs at DoD locations. The R3 scenario shows how not including these 
feasibility filters in the Baseline scenario impacts the number of viable location-technology pairs 
(Figure E.14).  

Suitable LWR Locations from ORNL data 

A paper from ORNL analyzed the continental United States (CONUS) to identify which 
DoD locations would likely have conducive environments to host an LWR based on 
geographical data.493 I used this identifier to demonstrate how placing a conducive environment 
restriction on DoD locations can impact the number of viable location-technology pairs in a 
scenario, see Figure 5.3 and Figure E.14.  

The ORNL research identified DoD locations that could feasibly host an LWR based on 
factors like acreage, seismic activity, proximity to water, proximity to dense populations, and 
more. ORNL geographically overlayed these factors with unclassified DoD locations in CONUS 
to identify which DoD locations could site an LWR. ORNL deemed any DoD location with one 
or zero siting challenges to have a “conducive” environment to host an LWR.494 This 
intermediate screening process identified 171 DoD locations.495 Ninety-three of the 171 DoD 
locations identified in the ORNL research aligned with data entries in the AEMRR FY 2020 data 
set, see Table E.1.496 

 

 
491 Figure E.2 may not be useful if the NET of interest has different environment restrictions than LWRs. 
492 SAF/IEE, “Eielson AFB Announced as Site for Air Force Micro-Reactor Pilot.” 
493 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
494 One of the ORNL authors mentioned in an email that one of the most restricting factors is proximity to a water 
source, but advanced reactors may alleviate that restriction because they are air-cooled instead of water-cooled. The 
ORNL document may still be helpful because it identified conducive environments at DoD locations with one or 
zero siting challenges instead of only those locations with zero siting challenges. 
495 The ORNL report did not include the names of the 171 locations, but the authors graciously gave them to me for 
academic research purposes. 
496 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
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Figure E.3 DoD locations from ORNL intermediate screening that match AEMRR locations497 

 
Note: ORNL data set contained 171 DoD locations 

The 171 from the ORNL data set contained DoD locations that did not align with DoD 
locations from the FY 2020 AEMRR set. Eight of the ORNL data entries had no DoD location 
name while twenty-seven contained repeated names or variations of names referring to the same 
DoD location (e.g., NAS Fallon and NAS Fallon Range B-19).498 After those filters, I removed 
twenty DoD locations because the DoD location was retired, usually from a Base Realignment 
and Closure round (BRAC). Then ten DoD locations were removed because they were firing 
ranges and had no AEMRR data counterpart. Seven ORNL entries were removed because they 
were geographically separated from the DoD location or were for a government facility not 
operated by DoD (e.g., The Central Intelligence Agency operative training primarily occupies 
Camp Peary). Lastly, six ORNL entries were removed because AEMRR data did not specify 
which ARNG site was responsible for the annual energy consumption (e.g., AEMRR only has 
one entry for Mississippi ARNG, but ORNL’s data identified conducive environments at Camp 
McCain and Camp Shelby, which are both a part of Mississippi ARNG; therefore, Mississippi 
ARNG was deemed to have a conducive environment to host LWR, but only one of the ORNL 
entries counts as a successful match, not two). Ultimately, there were ninety-three data entries in 
the ORNL set that aligned with DoD locations with energy consumption in the AEMRR FY 
2020 data set.  

 
497 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
498 Repeated names were usually for geographically separate regions under the same DoD location, but the FY 2020 
AEMRR data only had energy consumption for a single location; therefore, I removed any repeated name. 
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Table E.1 presents the location names of the ninety-three ORNL and AEMRR matches, using 
AEMRR titles. Table E.1 also identifies thirty-six DoD locations characterized as command 
centers (thirty-one in the United States and five international), which Figure E.5 uses in the 
following section.  

Table E.1 List of all AEMRR entries with a conducive environment for LWR and those identified as 
command centers 

DoD location (AEMRR name) Conducive 
environment to 
host LWR? 

Is DoD location a Command Center? 

PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE Yes USSF 
LOS ANGELES AIR FORCE 

BASE 
No USSF 

NAVBASE CORONADO No USN Special Warfare Command 
NAVSUPPACT NAPLES IT International USN Forces Europe-Africa 

NAVSUPPACT BAHRAIN International USN Central Command 
NAVSUPPACT HAMPTON ROADS VA No US Fleet Forces Command 

RAMSTEIN AIR BASE International United States Air Forces in Europe - Air 
Forces Africa (USAFE-AFAFRICA) 

TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE Yes Controlled by ACC 
DAVIS-MONTHAN AIR FORCE BASE No Controlled by ACC 

OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE No Strategic Command (STRATCOM) 
HURLBURT FIELD Yes Special Operations Command (AFSOC) 

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE 
BASE 

No Space Operations Command West 

PETERSON AIR FORCE BASE No Space Operations Command 
USAG MIAMI No Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) 

HICKAM AIR FORCE BASE Unknown Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) 
NAVSTA NORFOLK VA No Operational Test and Evaluation Force 
NAVSTA MAYPORT FL No Naval Forces Southern Command 

(USNAVSO) 
BUCKLEY AIR FORCE BASE No USSF Missile Warning 

REDSTONE ARSENAL Yes Materiel Command (AMC) 
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC Yes Marine Special Operations Command 

FORT BRAGG Yes Forces Command (FORSCOM) 
SHAW AIR FORCE BASE Yes Europe and Africa (USAREUR) 

JB AB ANACOSTIA BOLLING No Defense Intelligence Agency HQ 
SCHRIEVER AIR FORCE BASE No Cyberspace operations 

FORT GEORGE MEADE No Cyber Command (CYBERCOM) 
FORT BELVOIR No Cyber Command (ARCYBER) 

MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE No Central Command (CENTCOM) 
USAG WIESBADEN International Central (ARCENT) 

JOINT BASE ELMENDORF-FT 
RICHARDSON 

Unknown Alaskan Air Command 

SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE Yes Air Mobility Command (AMC) 
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ROBINS AIR FORCE BASE No Air Force Reserve Command 
WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE No Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) 

BARKSDALE AIR FORCE BASE Yes Air Force Global Strike Command 
(AFGSC) 

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO Yes Air Education and Training Command 
LANGLEY AIR FORCE BASE No Air Combat Command (ACC) 

USAG STUTTGART International Africa Command (AFRICOM) 
YUMA PROVING GROUND Yes -- 

ALTUS AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 
ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT Yes -- 

ARKANSAS ARNG Yes -- 
BEALE AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

CAMP BLANDING MILITARY 
RESERVATION (ANG) 

Yes -- 

CAMP PERRY ANG STATION Yes -- 
COLUMBUS AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

CONNECTICUT ARNG Yes -- 
NAS JACKSONVILLE FL Yes -- 

EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 
FAIRCHILD AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

FORT A P HILL Yes -- 
FORT BENNING Yes -- 

FORT CAMPBELL Yes -- 
FORT CARSON Yes -- 

FORT DRUM Yes -- 
FORT GORDON Yes -- 

FORT HOOD Yes -- 
FORT IRWIN Yes -- 

FORT JACKSON Yes -- 
FORT KNOX Yes -- 

FORT LEAVENWORTH Yes -- 
FORT LEONARD WOOD Yes -- 

FORT POLK Yes -- 
FORT RILEY Yes -- 

FORT RUCKER Yes -- 
FORT STEWART Yes -- 

FRC EAST CHERRY POINT NC Yes -- 
GRISSOM AIR RESERVE BASE Yes -- 

HAWTHORNE AAP (GOCO) Yes -- 
HILL AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

HOLSTON AAP (GOCO) Yes -- 
INDIANA ARNG Yes -- 

IOWA AAP (GOCO) Yes -- 
NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY 

CRANE 
Yes -- 
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MCAS CHERRY POINT NC Yes -- 
LAKE CITY AAP (GOCO) Yes -- 

LAUGHLIN AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 
LITTLE ROCK AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

LOUISIANA ARNG Yes -- 
MARCORCRUITDEP PARRIS ISLAND SC Yes -- 

MCALESTER AAP Yes -- 
MCENTIRE JOINT NATIONAL 

GUARD BASE 
Yes -- 

MCLB ALBANY GA Yes -- 
MICHIGAN ARNG Yes -- 

MILAN AAP (GOCO) Yes -- 
MALMSTROM AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

MINNESOTA ARNG Yes -- 
MINOT AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

MISSISSIPPI ARNG Yes -- 
MONTANA ARNG Yes -- 

MOODY AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 
MOT SUNNY POINT Yes -- 

MOUNTAIN HOME AIR FORCE 
BASE 

Yes -- 

NAS FALLON NV Yes -- 
MCGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 

NAS KINGSVILLE TX Yes -- 
NAS PENSACOLA FL Yes -- 

NAS WHITING FLD MILTON FL Yes -- 
NAVAL WEAPONS STATION YORKTOWN Yes -- 

MCAS BEAUFORT SC Yes -- 
NAWS CHINA LAKE Yes -- 

NELLIS AIR FORCE BASE Yes -- 
NEW HAMPSHIRE ARNG Yes -- 
NSA SOUTH POTOMAC Yes -- 

OHIO ARNG Yes -- 
OKLAHOMA ARNG Yes -- 

PINE BLUFF ARSENAL Yes -- 
PUEBLO CHEMICAL DEPOT Yes -- 

RADFORD AAP (GOCO) Yes -- 
RED RIVER DEPOT Yes -- 

SIERRA ARMY DEPOT Yes -- 
TOOELE ARMY DEPOT Yes -- 
MARINE CORPS BASE 

QUANTICO VA 
Yes -- 

JOINT BASE LEWIS MCCHORD Yes -- 
UTAH ARNG Yes -- 

VERMONT ARNG Yes -- 
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VIRGINIA ARNG Yes -- 
VOLK FIELD Yes -- 

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE Yes -- 
WYOMING ARNG Yes -- 

FORT MCCOY Yes -- 
9TH MSC Unknown -- 

ALASKA ARNG Unknown -- 
CNIC PMRF BARKING SANDS Unknown -- 

EARECKSON AIR STATION Unknown -- 
EIELSON AIR FORCE BASE Unknown -- 

FORT GREELY Unknown -- 
FORT WAINWRIGHT Unknown -- 

HAWAII ARNG Unknown -- 
MCB HAWAII KANEOHE Unknown -- 
SCHOFIELD BARRACKS Unknown -- 

USAG HAWAII Unknown -- 
ANDERSEN AIR FORCE BASE Unknown -- 

LUIS MUNOZ MARIN 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Unknown -- 

PUERTO RICO ARNG (MOB) Unknown -- 
VIRGIN ISLANDS ARNG (MOB) Unknown -- 

Note: This shows 134 of 423 DoD locations from AEMRR 2020. This excludes locations not suitable for LWR or 
not command centers. ORNL’s analysis only evaluated DoD locations in CONUS. 

The fifteen “unknown” locations are in the United States but outside the continental United 
States. 
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How does placing a value on non-monetary benefits (e.g., energy resilience) impact the 
cost of electricity for DoD locations? (Optional) 

The series of figures below show how non-monetary benefits independently influence the 
characterization of DoD locations.  

Value of Electricity Resilience 

The value of electricity resilience is difficult to estimate and may require more in-depth 
analysis for each viable location-technology pair.499 Research on electricity resilience also shows 
how difficult it is to know when enough resilience is enough.500 One publication ventured to 
place a dollar value on energy resilience by estimating the cost of backup diesel generators and 
fuel storage. Ackerman and Carvell calculate that the electricity resilience LCOE benefit of an 
alternative energy source that can provide electricity during an outage is about $5.60/MWh in 
2013$.501 Kirshenberg et. al. used this same electricity resilience value when analyzing the 
energy resilience benefits of SMRs for DOE and the Tennessee Valley Authority in 2017.502 I 
converted the Ackerman and Carvell value of resilience to January 2021$ from January 2013$ by 
multiplying $5.60/MWh by 1.136 to get a value of resilience of $6.36/MWh in 2021$.503 The 
Baseline scenario incorporates the non-monetary benefit of electricity resilience into this analysis 
by shifting every DoD location’s average cost of electricity from Figure 5.1 by $6.36/MWh. 
Figure E.4 shows what this assumption does independently of other scenario assumptions. 

 
499 Narayanan et al., “Valuing Air Force Electric Power Resilience.” 
500 Van Abel et al., “RR-A738-1.” 
501 Ackerman and Carvell, “Quantifying the Value of Energy Security.” 
502 Seth Kirshenberg et al., “Small Modular Reactors: Adding to Resilience at Federal Facilities” (Kutak Rock and 
Scully Capital, December 2017), 
https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2018/01/f47/Small%20Modular%20Reactors%20-
%20Adding%20to%20Resilience%20at%20Federal%20Facilities%20.pdf. 
503 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “CPI Inflation Calculator.” 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2018/01/f47/Small%20Modular%20Reactors%20-%20Adding%20to%20Resilience%20at%20Federal%20Facilities%20.pdf
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Figure E.4 Characterizing U.S. DoD locations with a universal value of resilience of $6.36/MWh 

 
Note: 359 DoD locations with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Costs adjusted to 2021$. 
The marker shape indicates which region each DoD location is in. Sixty international and four US territory 
locations were removed. 

Figure E.4 shows that applying the value of electricity resilience shifts the average, average 
cost of electricity by exactly $6.36/MWh, to $117.0/MWh, from $110.7/MWh in Figure 5.1. 
Shifting all DoD locations by $6.36/MWh to account for the value of electricity resilience from 
an NET minimally impacts the total number of DoD locations that could viably host an NET 
because most DoD location’s average cost of electricity is much lower than a microreactor’s 
LCOE and this adjustment does not create outliers with high average costs of electricity. 
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There are multiple ways to apply a value of resilience to different DoD locations as opposed 
to giving them all the same value. One option is to change the value of resilience based on the 
type of mission the electricity is serving. One RAND report suggests that employed-in-place 
missions may value electricity resilience more than others.504 Figure E.5 shows how a greater 
value of electricity resilience (three times $6.36/MWh, $19.08/MWh) for a subset of DoD 
locations characterized as command centers (Table E.1) influences the average cost of electricity 
compared to Figure 5.1. I characterized a DoD location as a command center if they host a 
Combatant Command, DoD or military branch command center, or space force mission. 

 
 

 
504 Narayanan et al., “Valuing Air Force Electric Power Resilience.” 
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Figure E.5 Characterizing U.S. DoD locations with a value of resilience of $19.08/MWh, added to 
command centers only 

 
Represents 359 DoD locations with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Costs adjusted to 
2021$. The marker shape indicates which region each DoD location is in. Sixty international and four US 
territory locations were removed. Five of the international DoD locations are command centers (Table E.1). 

Figure E.5 shows how a greater value on electricity resilience at specified DoD locations 
(thirty-one command centers in the United States, Table E.1) could impact the scatter plot from 
Figure 5.1. Five command centers have average power consumption greater than 80 MW and 
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could potentially host an SMR module.505 Although this approach more dramatically impacts a 
select number of DoD locations, the average, average cost of electricity increases by only 
$1.60/MWh, and few DoD locations become outliers with higher average costs of electricity.506  

Figure E.5 represents just one variation of how to apply a value of resilience to DoD 
locations. Ackerman and Carvell recommended adjusting the value of electricity resilience by 
the ACF for each DoD location, which inspired the incorporation of ACF into the Baseline 
scenario. The ACF is a factor that normalizes construction project costs based on where the 
project takes place.507 Another approach is to adjust the value of resilience by the reliability of 
the local grid. For example, the user could use SAIDI, SAIFI, or branch-specific utility outage 
reports to value electricity resilience proportionately with electricity reliability (according to one 
SME, the DAF utility outage data and reports have limited reporting and are incomplete).508 In 
general, the impact of adding an average value of resilience of $6.36/MWh is relatively small in 
comparison to the impact of a $100/T CO2 carbon tax (Figure E.6). 

Cost of Carbon 

If the U.S. federal government or state government applied a cost on GHG emissions, this 
could impact the average cost of electricity at DoD locations. However, because NETs do not 
emit GHG emissions during operations, a cost of carbon policy would not affect their LCOE. 
This section pontificates how a carbon emission tax policy would impact the average cost of 
electricity in each state (Figure E.6), how this would impact DoD costs of electricity (Figure 
E.10), and how this would impact the average cost of electricity at each DoD location in the 
United States (Figure E.8 and Figure E.9). 

 
505 One marker is behind the 112.3 label. 
506 Hickam Air Force Base (far right “+” marker), was already the highest average cost of electricity 
507 Leeser, “DoD Area Cost Factors (ACF).” 
508 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “AFCEC Utility System Operational Report Tracker (USORT) FY 
2020,” November 12, 2021. 
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Figure E.6 How each state’s average cost of electricity would increase with a $100 cost of carbon 

 
Note: Emissions and energy generation data from the 2019 calendar year.509 Only accounts for CO2 emissions, 
(not SO2 or NOx). Costs given in 2021$, no adjustment required. 

Figure E.6 shows how the average retail price of electricity would increase based on a 
hypothetical federal carbon tax of $100/metric ton of CO2 (T CO2) in 2021$.510 Although 
economists and climatologists debate the long-term impacts of greenhouse gas emissions,511, 512 
some working groups estimate the price per ton of CO2 required for the United States to attain 
net-zero emissions by 2050 and to adhere to The Paris Agreement’s climate goals of staying 
below 1.5 degree centigrade change.513 In 2017, Stiglitz et. al proposed a price between $50-
$100/ T CO2,514 and they now expect the cost will need to be at the higher end of that spectrum 
due to the lack of changes in the past four years.515 Kaufman et al. modeled a need for a carbon 
cost between $34-$64/ T CO2 by 2025 and $77-$124/ T CO2 by 2030.516 The Biden Social Cost 
of Carbon working group reinstated the Obama-era social cost of carbon values of $51/ T CO2 

for 2020 ($62/ T CO2 in 2030) and is investigating what this value should be to meet updated 

 
509 “What Is U.S. Electricity Generation by Energy Source? - FAQ - U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA),” accessed March 21, 2020, https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=427&t=3. 
510 Assume this is in addition to any pre-existing carbon pricing mechanism at the state level. 
511 Martin L. Weitzman, “Fat-Tailed Uncertainty in the Economics of Catastrophic Climate Change,” Review of 
Environmental Economics and Policy 5, no. 2 (July 1, 2011): 275–92, https://doi.org/10.1093/reep/rer006. 
512 William D Nordhaus, “Projections and Uncertainties About Climate Change in an Era of Minimal Climate 
Policies,” August 2018, 50. 
513 Stern and Stiglitz, “The Social Cost of Carbon, Risk, Distribution, Market Failures.” 
514 Stiglitz et al., “Report of the High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices.” 
515 Stern and Stiglitz, “The Social Cost of Carbon, Risk, Distribution, Market Failures.” 
516 Kaufman et al., “A Near-Term to Net Zero Alternative to the Social Cost of Carbon for Setting Carbon Prices.” 

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=427&t=3
https://doi.org/10.1093/reep/rer006
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goals and climate data.517 The updated social cost of carbon values are still delayed as of writing 
this dissertation.518 Therefore, a carbon tax value of $100/ T CO2 (2021$) was used as a rough 
order of magnitude estimate for a potential federal policy in 2030.  

I chose to implement this carbon policy as a tax because it is the simplest way to adjust the 
average cost of electricity at each DoD location; however, the federal government could make 
nuclear energy more competitive with other electricity generation sources using a variety of 
policy leavers. A recent example of this is the $6 billion Civil Nuclear Credit Program which 
awards federal funds to any nuclear power plant facing closure due to economic reasons if 
closing the plant would lead to an increase in GHG emissions.519 I used a proxy value for each 
state to estimate how a federal carbon tax would increase the average cost of electricity at each 
DoD location. Eqn. E.1 shows how to calculate this proxy measurement, which includes inputs 
from the total carbon emissions from generation sources in each state520 and the total energy 
generated by each state.521 This ratio estimates the average metric tons of CO2 emitted per MWh 
in a state.522 Then, Eqn. E.1 multiplies the metric ton of CO2 emissions per MWh by the carbon 
tax to get the expected increase in the average retail price of electricity by state. 

Eqn. (E.1) Calculating the increase in average retail price of electricity by state 

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒	𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒	 c
$

𝑀𝑊ℎd =
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙	𝐶𝑂!	𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠	(𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐	𝑡𝑜𝑛)
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙	𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦	𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	(𝑀𝑊ℎ) ∗ 𝐶𝑂!	𝑡𝑎𝑥	(

$
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐	𝑡𝑜𝑛) 

Adjusting the price of electricity by each state is important because each state has a unique 
combination of generation sources with varying degrees of coal, natural gas, renewables, and 
nuclear energy. Therefore, a standard federal carbon tax would have varying degrees of impact in 
each state and presumably at each DoD location.  

The following analyses assume that DoD locations would experience a price increase 
identical to their state if the U.S. enacted a carbon tax policy. This approach does not account for 
electricity that a state generates and exports to another state through transmission lines. 

 
517 Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, “Technical Support Document: Social Cost of 
Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990.” 
518 Martin Levy and John Mizerak, “Continued Litigation Over Social Cost of Carbon Emphasizes Its Importance to 
the Biden Administration’s Climate Agenda,” Inside Energy & Environment, March 29, 2022, 
https://www.insideenergyandenvironment.com/2022/03/continued-litigation-over-social-cost-of-carbon-emphasizes-
its-importance-to-the-biden-administrations-climate-agenda/. 
519 Department of Energy, “Civil Nuclear Credit Program,” Energy.gov, March 2022, 
https://www.energy.gov/ne/civil-nuclear-credit-program. 
520 U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Electric Power Industry Estimated Emissions by State (Back to 
1990).” 
521 U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Electric Power Annual Archive,” US EIA Independent Statistics & 
Analysis, March 10, 2022, https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/backissues.php. 
522 Carbon emission data are by calendar year, not fiscal year. I used the 2019 carbon emission data to align with FY 
2020 and limit the effects that the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 may have had on carbon emissions. 

https://www.insideenergyandenvironment.com/2022/03/continued-litigation-over-social-cost-of-carbon-emphasizes-its-importance-to-the-biden-administrations-climate-agenda/
https://www.energy.gov/ne/civil-nuclear-credit-program
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/backissues.php
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Some DoD locations may already exist in states that have renewable portfolio standards or 
place a cost on GHG emissions. Figure E.7 shows which U.S. DoD locations are in states with 
renewable portfolio standards or clean energy standards according to the National Conference of 
State Legislatures and North Carolina State University’s database on renewable policy.523, 524 
Figure E.7 shows which DoD locations may be more likely to face GHG emission restrictions 
that could increase the cost of electricity based on their state’s policy on renewable energy.  

 
523 National Conference of State Legislatures, “State Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals,” NCSL, accessed 
April 18, 2022, https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx. 
524 North Carolina State University, “Filter: Renewables Portfolio Standard,” Database of State Incentives for 
Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE), December 2021, https://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program?type=38&. 

https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx
https://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program?type=38&
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Figure E.7 U.S. DoD locations in states with renewable/clean energy standards (FY2020) 

 
Note: 359 DoD locations with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Costs adjusted to 2021$. 
The marker shape and color indicate if the state has a renewable portfolio standard or clean energy 
standard. Sixty international and four US territory locations were removed because there was no carbon 
emission data available for them. 

Figure E.7 shows which DoD locations are in states with a renewable portfolio standard or 
clean energy standard. As of December 2021, thirty-one states have at least one of these policies 
(green circles), seven have an expired policy (orange squares), and twelve do not have either 
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policy (red “x”).525 Figure E.7 also reiterates that the average, average cost of electricity of DoD 
locations in the U.S. is $110.7/MWh. 

DoD locations in states with renewable portfolio standards/clean energy standards may be 
more prone to implementing a cost of carbon policy. One example is Washington state, which 
has a renewable portfolio standard of being GHG neutral by 2030 and 100% renewable or zero-
emitting by 2045. To help accomplish this, Washington state set the price of carbon at $150/ T 
CO2 for electricity produced from coal in the year 2025 and $150/ T CO2 for electricity produced 
from natural gas in the year 2030.526 This would increase the cost of natural gas electricity by 
about $84/MWh for standard natural gas plants and $60/MWh for natural gas with carbon 
capture. Figure E.8 shows the effects of a $100/ T CO2 carbon tax on each DoD location’s 
average cost of electricity in states that currently have a renewable/clean portfolio standard.527  

 
525 Washington D.C., Puerto Rico, Guam, and the U.S. Virgin Islands all have renewable portfolio standards. 
526 Weimar et al., “Techno-Economic Assessment for Generation III+ Small Modular Reactor Deployments in the 
Pacific Northwest.” 
527 These states may or may not currently have a cost of carbon policy influencing the cost of electricity in the state. 
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Figure E.8 Carbon tax of $100/ T CO2 in states with a renewable portfolio or clean energy standard 

 
Note: Based on the calendar year 2020 carbon emissions by state: only accounts for Cox, (not NOx or 
Sox). 359 DoD locations with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Costs adjusted to 
2021$. The marker shape and color indicate if the state has a renewable portfolio standard or clean 
energy standard. Sixty international and four US territory locations were removed because there was no 
carbon emission data available for them. 

Figure E.8 shows how a carbon tax policy of $100/ T CO2 in each state that currently has a 
renewable or clean portfolio standard would impact each DoD location’s average cost of 
electricity. Overall, this would increase the average, average cost of electricity from 
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$110.7/MWh to $137.2/MWh.528 Figure E.9 shows how a federal carbon tax of $100/ T CO2 
emissions could impact the average cost of electricity at each DoD location. 

Figure E.9 Carbon tax of $100 / T CO2 at all DoD locations 

 
Note: Based on the calendar year 2020 carbon emissions by state: only accounts for Cox, (not NOx or 
Sox). 359 DoD locations with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Costs adjusted to 
2021$. The marker shape and color indicate if the state has a renewable portfolio standard or clean 
energy standard. Sixty international and four US territory locations were removed because there was no 
carbon emission data available for them. 

 
528 See Figure E.6 for details on how the carbon tax impacts the increase in cost of electricity for each state 
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Figure E.9 shows how a federal carbon tax could impact the average cost of electricity at all 
DoD locations.529 The average, average cost of electricity increases to $151.4/MWh. This 
highlights how a cost of carbon policy of this magnitude would have a much greater impact on 
the average cost of electricity, than placing a value on electricity resilience (Figure E.4). Figure 
E.10 shows how much DoD electricity bills could increase by state under a federal tax policy of 
$100/ T CO2. 

Figure E.10 How a $100 / T CO2 cost would increase annual DoD electricity spending 

 
Note: Based on the calendar year 2019 carbon emissions by state:530 only accounts for Cox, (not NOx or Sox). 
Includes FY 2020 consumption data from 359 DoD locations. Costs given in 2021$, no adjustment required. Sixty 
international and four US territory locations were removed because there was no carbon emission data available. 

Figure E.10 shows that although a carbon tax policy would impact the average retail price of 
electricity in each state differently (Figure E.6), this may not correlate with the cost to DoD 
because DoD consumes various amounts of electricity in each state. In total, a carbon tax policy 
of $100/ T CO2 would increase DoD’s annual cost of electricity by about $1.9 billion. For 
reference, DoD spent about $3.30 billion on installation power, heating, and cooling in FY 
2020.531 

 
529 See Figure E.6 for details on how the carbon tax impacts the increase in cost of electricity for each state 
530 “What Is U.S. Electricity Generation by Energy Source? - FAQ - U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA).” 
531 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
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How does adjusting the average cost of electricity for area cost factors influence the 
relative average cost of electricity? (Optional) 

USACE usually multiplies area cost factors (ACFs) by costs to understand how the 
construction, operation, and labor costs change by area within the United States. USACE 
normalizes all ACFs to 1.0, which is the average cost for the U.S. Eqn. E.2 shows how to adjust 
the average cost of electricity by the ACF to estimate the average cost of electricity relative to 
the LCOE of an NET in Step 4.  

Eqn. (E.2) Adjusting the average cost of electricity for each DoD location by the 
ACF532 

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	(
$

𝑀𝑊ℎ)

=
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	 ~ $

𝑀𝑊ℎ� + 𝑁𝑜𝑛	𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦	𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 ~
$

𝑀𝑊ℎ�

𝐷𝑜𝐷	𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛′𝑠	𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	(#)  

 
Figure E.11 below used each DoD location’s average cost of electricity and the ACF for their 

state (non-monetary benefits are zero in this figure). This shows how the relative average cost of 
electricity adjustment consolidates the data when compared to Figure 5.1, which does not adjust 
the average cost of electricity for ACF. 

 

 
532 Leeser, “DoD Area Cost Factors (ACF).” 
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Figure E.11 Adjust the average cost of electricity for ACF (FY 2020) 

 
Note: Costs adjusted to 2021$. Marker shape indicates the region a location is in. Sixty International and four US 
territory locations were removed  

Figure E.11 shows that adjusting each DoD location’s average cost of electricity for ACF 
slightly decreases the average cost of electricity from $110.7/MWh to $106.9/MWh. More 
importantly, adjusting for ACF reduces the variance of the average cost of electricity in DoD 
locations. Adjusting for ACFs centralizes the relative average cost of electricity for DoD 
locations because those with a higher average cost of electricity also usually have a higher ACF.  
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Adjusting the average cost of electricity for ACF in Eqn. E.2 is more efficient than adjusting 
the LCOE of each NET because the LCOE would change for each DoD location. Eqn. E.3 shows 
the actual relationship that determines a viable DoD location.  

Eqn. (E.3) Necessary relationship of NET and DoD location to identify viable 
location-technology pair costs  

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 c
$

𝑀𝑊ℎd ∗ 𝐷𝑜𝐷	𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛′𝑠	𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟	(#)

< A𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦	 c
$

𝑀𝑊ℎd + 𝑁𝑜𝑛	𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦	𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 c
$

𝑀𝑊ℎd 

Eqn. E.3 adjusts the NET for ACF and the average cost of electricity for non-monetary 
benefits. I used Eqn. E.3 to calculate the benefit categories from Step 1 because it appropriately 
calculates the difference in dollar values between the NET LCOE adjusted for ACF and the DoD 
location’s average cost of electricity.  

Step 4: Identify viable location-technology pairs (various scenarios) 
The following section displays the scatter plots (like Figure 5.3) for the four robustness check 

scenarios (R1-R4), the restrictive scenario, and the permissive scenario. Table 5.3 presents the 
sixteen combinations of binary assumptions that comprise the universe of possible scenarios in 
this analysis. Table 5.4 shows the number of viable location-technology pairs for sixty-four cases 
and demonstrates how the scenario variables can drastically impact the number of viable 
location-technology pairs. The name of each viable DoD location for scenarios 1-7 is presented 
in Table E.2.  

How do different sets of assumptions impact the number of viable location-technology 
pairs? (Optional) 

First, the R1 scenario (Figure E.12) presents how FOAK cost estimates (instead of NOAK 
cost estimates) impact the number of viable location-technology pairs for the Baseline scenario. 
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Figure E.12 R1 Scenario: FOAK instead of NOAK cost estimates 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using 
NEI’s LCOE estimate model.533 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same LCOE as Xe-100, four-
pack.534 Xe-mobile and Xe-100, four-pack were both removed because they are too far off the chart. 

The R1 scenario uses the same assumptions as the Baseline scenario, except it uses FOAK 
cost estimates for each NET (see Table 5.1) instead of NOAK costs, which are 25% lower than 
FOAK LCOE estimates (Figure E.22).  

 
533 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
534 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
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Changing from NOAK cost estimates to FOAK cost estimates has no impact on the number 
of viable location-technology pairs for Xe-100 and Xe-mobile. The eVinciTM microreactor 
decreased the number of viable location-technology pairs from (2-3) to (0) and moved further 
away from the center of mass for DoD locations. 

The R1 scenario significantly reduces the number of viable location-technology pairs for a 
BANR reactor from (18-21) to (1-2) and the BANR reactor is no longer in the center of mass of 
DoD locations, as it was in the Baseline scenario. Despite this significant reduction, some viable 
DoD locations could host a FOAK BANR reactor, and then others could host later generations of 
units as the LCOE cost estimate moves from FOAK to NOAK. Figure 5.4 in Step 5 displays how 
BANR reactor costs could potentially be viable at enough locations to move from FOAK to 
NOAK cost estimates.  

Next, the R2 scenario (Figure E.13) explores how not valuing non-monetary benefits impacts 
the number of viable location-technology pairs for the Baseline scenario. 
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Figure E.13 R2 Scenario: no value for non-monetary benefits in average cost of electricity 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using 
NEI’s LCOE estimate model.535 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same LCOE as Xe-100, four-
pack.536 Xe-mobile and Xe-100, four-pack were both removed because they are too far off the chart. 

The R2 scenario uses the same assumptions as the Baseline scenario, except it does not adjust 
average cost of electricity for a value of non-monetary benefits.  

 
535 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
536 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
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Not valuing non-monetary benefits in the average cost of electricity has no impact on the 
number of viable location-technology pairs for Xe-100 and Xe-mobile. The eVinciTM 
microreactor decreased the number of viable location-technology pairs from (2-3) to zero and 
moved further away from the center of mass for DoD locations. 

The R2 scenario significantly reduces the number of viable location-technology pairs for 
BANR reactors from (18-21) to (0-3) and the BANR reactor is no longer in the center of mass of 
DoD locations, as it was in the Baseline scenario. This insinuates that if the scenario does not 
incorporate non-monetary benefits into the average cost of electricity, then BANR would not 
have enough viable location-technology pairs to host at least twenty microreactors to move from 
FOAK to NOAK cost estimates. Therefore, valuing non-monetary benefits is crucial to making 
BANR microreactors cost-effective. 

Next, the R3 scenario (Figure E.14) explores the number of viable location-technology pairs 
for the Baseline scenario when feasibility filters do not restrict DoD locations. 
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Figure E.14 R3 Scenario: unrestricted siting with regards to feasibility attributes 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using NEI’s 
LCOE estimate model.537 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same LCOE as Xe-100, four-pack.538 
Xe-100, four-pack was removed because it is too far off the chart. 

The R3 scenario uses the same assumptions as the Baseline scenario, except it allows 
unrestricted siting at all DoD locations.  

 
537 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
538 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
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Assuming NET is unrestricted by environmental issues or state policy towards nuclear 
energy construction significantly increases the number of viable location-technology pairs. Xe-
100 increases from (3-5) to (10) viable location technology pairs and each DoD location with 
more than 80 MW average power consumption could host a single module at $60/MWh. Xe-
mobile has zero viable location-technology pairs in the R3 scenario but moved closer to the most 
expensive DoD location; however, neither of the two right-most DoD locations have sufficient 
power demand (greater than 1 MW) to host an Xe-mobile. 

eVinciTM increased the number of viable location-technology pairs from (2-3) to (8). The R3 
scenario still assumes NOAK cost estimates, so an eVinciTM would require DoD to implement 
enough units to achieve these costs. This may be possible if DoD sited multiple units at the same 
location, and the cost savings from manufacturing multiple units lowered the weighted LCOE of 
a fleet of eVinciTM microreactors enough. Furthermore, five of the eight DoD locations in the 
eVinciTM viable set of DoD locations also have enough average power consumption to viably 
host a BANR reactor, at a lower LCOE (Table E.2).  

The set of viable location-technology pairs for BANR almost triples in the R3 Scenario, from 
(18-21) to (49). This robustness check shows that if NRC regulations allow DoD to site BANR 
microreactors at all DoD locations and states relax their nuclear construction policy, then more 
DoD locations could host BANR microreactors and further increase the benefits of the time, 
effort, and money invested into early BANR generations. 

Next, the R4 scenario (Figure E.15) explores the number of viable location-technology pairs 
for the Baseline scenario when the microreactor technology is not subject to ACFs. 
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Figure E.15 R4 Scenario: reactor costs are independent of ACF 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using 
NEI’s LCOE estimate model.539 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same LCOE as Xe-100, four-
pack.540 Xe-100, four-pack was removed because it is too far off the chart. 

The R4 scenario uses the same assumptions as the Baseline scenario, except that the reactor 
cost estimates are independent of the ACF for each DoD location. Therefore, the x-axis title is 
“average cost of electricity”, instead of “relative average cost of electricity”. 

 
539 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
540 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
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Assuming that reactor cost estimates are independent of ACF has no impact on the number of 
viable location-technology pairs for Xe-100 and Xe-mobile. The eVinciTM microreactor 
increased the number of viable location-technology pairs from (2-3) to (0-6). The R3 scenario 
assumes NOAK cost estimates, so DoD would need to implement enough eVinciTM units to 
achieve these costs. This may be possible if DoD sited multiple units at the same location, and 
the cost savings from manufacturing multiple units lowered the weighted LCOE of a fleet of 
eVinciTM microreactors enough. Siting restrictions make over twenty DoD locations not viable, 
meaning that if those were also unrestricted, then eVinciTM could have enough DoD locations to 
reach NOAK cost estimates. Lastly, five of the six viable DoD locations in the R4 scenario can 
also host a BANR reactor, at a lower LCOE (Table E.2).  

The R4 scenario reduces the number of viable location-technology pairs for BANR from (18-
21) to (8-13) and the BANR reactor is still near the center of mass of DoD locations. This 
insinuates that incorporating ACF into the Baseline scenario increases the number of viable 
location-technology pairs. This is likely because some of those viable DoD locations in the 
Baseline scenario have an ACF below 1.0 (USACE normalizes the ACFs to 1.0). If BANR cost 
estimates are independent of ACF, there may not be enough DoD locations to attain NOAK cost 
estimates unless DoD sited multiple units at a single DoD location. 

Next, the most restrictive scenario (Figure E.16) explores the number of viable location-
technology pairs when all four scenario assumptions are as conservative as possible. 
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Figure E.16 Restrictive Scenario: all scenario assumptions are restrictive 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using 
NEI’s LCOE estimate model.541 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same LCOE as Xe-100, four-
pack.542 Xe-mobile and Xe-100, four-pack were both removed because they are too far off the chart. 

The restrictive scenario codifies each of the binary assumptions in Table 5.3 to be “No” to 
visualize the lowest number of viable location-technology pairs for each NET.  

 
541 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
542 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
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The most restrictive scenario assumptions have an insignificant impact on the number of 
viable location-technology pairs for Xe-100, reducing the number of viable location-technology 
pairs from (3-5) to (2-4). Xe-mobile moved significantly further away from the most expensive 
DoD location and has an LCOE almost three times greater than the most expensive DoD location 
with average power consumption greater than 1 MW. eVinciTM moved significantly further away 
from the center of mass for DoD locations and decreased the number of viable location-
technology pairs from (2-3) to (0). The restrictive scenario significantly reduced the number of 
viable location-technology pairs for BANR from (18-21) to (0). Although the BANR FOAK 
LCOE cost estimate is almost competitive with Puerto Rico, none of the three reactors (BANR, 
eVinciTM, or Xe-mobile) are cost-competitive with any DoD locations that have a sufficient 
power demand. This means that siting requirements have no impact on the outcome of the most 
restrictive scenario for these three reactors (see S9 in Table 5.4). 

Next, the most permissive scenario (Figure E.17) explores the number of viable location-
technology pairs when all four scenario assumptions are as lenient as possible. 
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Figure E.17 Permissive Scenario: all scenario assumptions are permissive 

 
Note: Costs in 2021$. LCOE estimates for BANR, eVinciTM, and Xe-mobile were calculated using NEI’s 
LCOE estimate model.543 Xe-100, module assumed to have the same LCOE as Xe-100, four-pack.544 
Xe-100, four-pack was removed because it is too far off the chart. 

The permissive scenario codifies each of the binary assumptions in Table 5.3 to be “Yes” to 
visualize the greatest number of viable location-technology pairs for each NET.  

 
543 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
544 Mulder, “X-Energy’s Xe-100 Reactor Design Status.” 
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Xe-100 has (10) viable location-technology pairs in the permissive scenario and each DoD 
location with more than 80 MW average power consumption could host a single module at 
$60/MWh. This is the same as the R3 scenario, which means that ACF does not impact the 
number of viable location-technology pairs when the three other scenario assumptions are 
permissive.  

Xe-mobile has one viable location-technology pair at Hickam AFB in Hawaii under the most 
permissive scenario assumptions. This scenario assumes that Hawaii allows DoD to construct an 
NET at the DoD location. This scenario also assumes NOAK cost estimates, which the vendor 
could attain if DoD implemented enough units at the DoD location, which has an average power 
consumption greater than 50 MW. Lastly, this same DoD location is viable for eVinciTM and 
BANR microreactors, at a lower LCOE (Table E.2). 

eVinciTM has (33) viable location-technology pairs in the permissive assumption scenario. 
This is the only scenario (of the sixteen described in Table 5.3) when eVinciTM has double-digit 
viable location-technology pairs, making this a relatively fragile NET compared to BANR. 
Furthermore, eighteen of the thirty-three DoD locations in the eVinciTM viable set of DoD 
locations also have enough average power consumption to viably host a BANR reactor, at a 
lower LCOE (Table E.2).  

BANR has (42) viable location-technology pairs in the permissive assumption scenario. This 
is lower than the R3 scenario because accounting for the ACF actually increases the number of 
viable location-technology pairs for BANR (see the R4 scenario, when cost estimates are 
independent of ACF, where the number of location-technology pairs decreases from the Baseline 
scenario). Although this scenario is the second greatest number of viable location-technology 
pairs for BANR, it is one of seven scenarios (of the sixteen described in Table 5.3) When BANR 
has double-digit viable location-technology pairs, making it a relatively robust NET. 

Next, Table E.2 identifies each viable DoD location for scenarios 1-7. 

Table E.2 Names of viable location-technology pairs for seven scenarios 
 

State Power 
(MW) 

Xe-mobile eVinci™ BANR Xe-100, 
module 

Hickam AFB* C HI 63  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Eareckson Air Station* AK 25  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7 1,  , 3, 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Andersen AFB* GU 34  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7 1,  , 3, 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Joint Base Elmendorf-Ft Richardson* C AK 54  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Campbell KY 53  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,   1, 2,  , 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Carson CO 50  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Mccoy WI 42  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Naval Support Activity Crane IN 28  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Indiana ARNG IN 22  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Minot AFB ND 19  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4, 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
MCB Camp Lejeune C NC 67  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Stewart GA 57  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Benning GA 52  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Rucker AL 40  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Gordon GA 39  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

NAS Jacksonville FL 33  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
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NAS Pensacola FL 32  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
MCAS Cherry Point  NC 26  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Anniston Army Depot AL 25  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
FRC East Cherry Point NC 21  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Polk LA 31  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Puerto Rico ARNG* PR 97  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4, 5,  , 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,  , 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

Eielson AFB* AK 82  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
Fort Bragg C NC 106  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

Fort George Meade C MD 184  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7 
Aberdeen PG MD 92  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7 

Joint Base San Antonio C TX 98  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
Hill AFB UT 82  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1, 2, 3, 4, 5,  , 7 

NavSta Norfolk C VA 206  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7 
Naval Base Kitsap Bremerton WA 98  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7 

Wright Patterson AFB C OH 94  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7 
Naval Station Newport RI 22  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Rhode Island ARNG RI 18  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Kentucky ARNG KY 39  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Subbase New London CT 28  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
NavBase San Diego CA 62  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

NavBase Coronado C CA 42  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
MCB Camp Pendleton CA 40  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

MCAGCC Twentynine Palms CA 37  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Irwin CA 28  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

USAG Hawaii* HI 26  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
NAWS China Lake CA 21  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

NavBase Point Loma CA 20  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
NAS Lemoore CA 19  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Drum NY 69  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Hamilton NY 67  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Naval Support Activity Wash DC 52  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
NavSuppact Bethesda MD 38  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

NSY Portsmouth ME 36  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Naval Air Station Pax River MD 34  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
West Point Mil Reservation NY 29  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Detrick MD 29  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Edwards AFB CA 26  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

NavSuppact Annapolis MD 23  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Vandenberg AFB C CA 22  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

JB AB Anacostia Bolling C DC 19  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Subbase Kings Bay GA 25  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Leavenworth KS 26  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Riley KS 20  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

McGuire AFB NJ 52  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Knox KY 13  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   1,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Francis E Warren AFB WY 11  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Blue Grass Army Depot KY 5  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  , 4,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Fort Wainwright* AK 5  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  , 5,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Massachusetts ARNG MA 17  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Soldier Systems Ctr, Natick MA 8  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
MCB Hawaii Kaneohe* HI 13  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

MCAS Miramar CA 11  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Fort Hunter Liggett CA 11  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Parks CSTC CA 10  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
Military Ocean TML Concord CA 9  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

MCLB Barstow CA 8  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
63rd RSC CA 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

Hawaii ARNG* HI 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
California ARNG CA 6  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   

MCRD San Diego CA 5  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
NavSuppDet Monterey CA 5  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 7  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,    ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   
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Note: The power for each DoD location refers to the average power consumption from FY 2020 AEMRR data 
(Eqn. 5.1 and Eqn. 5.2).545 This table only includes scenarios 1-7 and does not include S8-S16. 
* Indicates DoD location with an unknown conducive environment according to the ORNL data set. 
C Indicates DoD location that hosts a Combatant Command, DoD or military branch command center, or space 
force mission 

Table E.2 shows which DoD locations are viable for each NET under the scenario 
assumptions for scenarios 1-7 (Baseline, R1-R4, restrictive, and permissive). This provides more 
detail on which locations are viable in Table 5.4. This analysis suggests there are seventy-seven 
different bases that could viably host an NET of interest in these seven scenarios.  

Table E.2 shows that the (3-5) DoD locations for Xe-100 are consistently viable through all 
seven scenarios. Furthermore, all ten DoD locations with average power consumptions greater 
than 80 MW are viable in scenario #4 (R3) and scenario #7 (permissive). Table E.2 shows there 
is only one viable location for Xe-mobile, in scenario #7 (permissive). 

Table E.2 shows there is only one location in scenario #5 (R4), three locations in scenario #4 
(R3), and fifteen locations in scenario 7 (permissive) that are unique to eVinciTM and could not 
viably host a BANR reactor because their average power consumption is less than 17 MW. One 
of the reasons why eVinciTM does not proceed past Step 5 is because a majority of those DoD 
locations could also host a BANR reactor at a lower LCOE Another reason BANR proceeds 
through the framework is that there are double-digit viable location-technology pairs in seven of 
the sixteen scenarios described in Table 5.3, signaling that BANR microreactors are more robust 
to various futures than eVinciTM reactors.  

Step 5: Review assumptions and estimate the impacts of an investment 

Which assumptions were made in Step 1 – Step 4 and how do they impact the number 
of viable DoD locations and NETs? 

This section reviews assumptions from Step 2, Step 3, and Step 4 and discusses their impact 
on identifying viable location-technology pairs. Table 5.4 from Step 4 presents the number of 
viable location technology pairs for the intersection of the four NETs and sixteen different 
scenario assumptions. The following topics required assumption(s) in each of the sixty-four 
cases from Table 5.4: 

• Cost of electricity when DoD location data are unavailable 
• Cost of electricity generation vs. purchase price of electricity 
• Average power consumption vs. NET power capacity 
• Electric rate and power consumption variability  

More details on these assumption topics are below. The Baseline scenario assumptions are:  

 
545 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
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• NOAK generation costs (25% lower than FOAK in Table 5.1) 
• Valuing non-monetary benefits (Electricity resilience is $6.36/MWh and $100/T CO2 

tax added to the average cost of electricity in the same manner as Figure 5.6) 
• DoD locations must be in states with permissive nuclear construction policies546 and 

have a conducive environment, according to ORNL’s data set.547 
• Each DoD location’s average cost of electricity incorporates the ACF according to 

Eqn. E.2. 
A discussion on why the Baseline scenario used each of these assumptions in the 2030 

timeframe is further below. 

Cost of electricity when DoD location data are unavailable 

Each case uses the state average price of electricity to estimate a DoD location’s average cost 
of electricity when location-specific data are unavailable.548 The Air Force Civil Engineering 
Center’s (AFCEC) Measurement and Analysis Division provided the average cost of electricity 
for each DAF location.549 Unfortunately, the other military branches were unable to provide 
exact costing data. Therefore, the framework application used the state average electricity retail 
price for non-DAF DoD locations. Figure E.18 shows how DAF electricity costs compare with 
their state average price of electricity and then Figure E.19 shows how DAF data compares with 
data from the other military branches because of the different data sources. 

 
546 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
547 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
548 State average retail price is comprised of residential, industrial, commercial, and transportation electricity prices. 
549 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
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Figure E.18 DAF locations’ cost of electricity versus state’s average retail price (FY 2019) 

 
Note: 156 DAF locations (includes US territories, but not international locations). 
Average power consumption is of electricity only and does not account for total 
energy consumed.  

Figure E.18 compares each DAF location’s cost of electricity according to AFCEC’s 
Measurement and Analysis Division550 with their state’s average retail price of electricity551 to 
see if this is a useful estimate when a DoD location’s average cost of electricity is unavailable. In 
total, DAF pays 31% less for electricity than if it paid state average electricity prices. The DAF 
electricity bill would have been $659 million in FY 2019 (2019$) if it paid average retail rates 
instead of the $456 million it reportedly paid.552 On average DoD saves about $1.3 million per 
base by not paying state average retail prices for electricity; however, Figure E.18 shows how the 
average difference would not be a useful adjustment because there is a long tail of 31 DoD 
locations that have greater electricity costs than their state average retail price. Therefore, using 
the state average retail price for a DoD location’s average cost of electricity likely overestimates 

 
550 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division. 
551 “State Electricity Profiles - Energy Information Administration.” 
552 This analysis used FY 2019 data because FY 2020 state average commercial and industrial rates were 
unavailable at the time of this analysis to do a robustness check on FY 2019 data. Comparing DAF locations to only 
state average commercial rates yielded similar results as comparing them to state average retail prices (which 
include state residential, industrial, commercial, and transportation electricity prices). State average industrial rates 
are lower than average retail prices and closer to DAF costs of electricity in aggregate, but the variance increased 
and outliers above the state average industrial price became more extreme. Therefore, this analysis used the state 
average price of electricity when DoD location cost of electricity is unavailable. 
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costs for most locations, but underestimates costs for a minority of DoD locations with electricity 
costs greater than their state average retail price.553  

Figure E.19 shows how trends from Figure E.18 are present when comparing DAF electricity 
costs554 with DoD locations that use state average retail prices.555 

 
553 ACFs could mitigate the exceptionally high costs of electricity at some DoD locations, see Figure E.11). This 
would make the reactor’s ability to be independent of ACFs even more important. 
554 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
555 “State Electricity Profiles - Energy Information Administration.” 
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Figure E.19 Cost difference in electricity based on data sources (FY 2020) 

 
Note: Represents 423 DoD locations with their FY 2020 consumption and FY 2020 cost data. Costs adjusted to 
2021$. The marker shape indicates which region each DoD location is in. Only shows international costs of 
electricity for DAF locations because of data availability. Forty-six international locations have $0/MWh along the x-
axis. 
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Figure E.19 shows three distinct clusters of DAF locations that separate from the rest of the 
data set. The left cluster is a group of DoD locations that shifted left of the main cluster of DoD 
locations. This aligns with the insight from Figure E.18 which suggests that a substantial number 
of DoD locations pay a lower rate for electricity than the state average price. The middle cluster 
is a group of international DAF locations that have significantly higher average costs of 
electricity than the average DoD location. Although international DoD locations may have 
significantly higher average costs of electricity, this dissertation focused on DoD locations in the 
United States to avoid speculation about siting an NET internationally. The right cluster is of 
four DAF locations that have significantly greater average costs of electricity than other DoD 
locations. This suggests that there may be some DoD locations in other branches with a 
significantly greater average cost of electricity than their state average price. The shape indicator 
shows that the most expensive location is in Hawaii, the second most expensive is in a U.S. 
Territory (Guam), the third is in Alaska, and the fourth is in CONUS. 

Other DoD locations could separate in an analogous manner as Figure E.18 if a plot showed 
their actual cost of electricity instead of state average retail prices. Presumably, this would make 
the average, average cost of electricity for DoD locations lower than portrayed in Step 4, but 
there may also be more DoD locations with exceptionally high average costs of electricity that 
could become viable hosts for an NET. A DoD user may be able to access electricity cost data 
for all DoD locations by coordinating with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, which is 
responsible for aggregating specific DoD location data in AEMRR. That data would be similar to 
the DAF data provided by AFCEC’s Measurement and Analysis Division.556 Accessing this 
more accurate data could alleviate the need for using state average retail prices in their analysis. 

Cost of electricity generation vs. purchase price of electricity 

Directly comparing the NET’s LCOE with a DoD location’s average cost of electricity 
neglects the cost of transmission and distribution. The average retail price of electricity in each 
state and the average purchase price for DAF locations include transmission and distribution 
costs of that electricity. The LCOE cost estimate only accounts for electricity generation costs. 
Although an NET that is co-located with a DoD location would not likely pay for transmission, it 
may incur costs for managing electric loads and distributing the electricity. This could increase 
the cost of electricity from the LCOE cost estimate. For this reason, the framework application 
has no leniency for viable DoD locations to the left of the NET LCOE. 

Average power consumption vs. NET power capacity 

Eqn. 5.1 and Eqn. 5.2 convert the average energy consumption (BBtu) at each DoD location 
into an average power consumption in (MW). This approach incorporates two implicit 

 
556 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
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assumptions: the first assumption is that power demand is constant throughout a year and the 
second is that the average power consumption is comparable to an NET’s electric power 
capacity.  

Power consumption changes throughout the day and with different seasons; therefore, the 
average power consumption is only a proxy measurement for how much power DoD locations 
may demand from an NET. If a DoD location’s average power consumption is near the NET 
power capacity, this variability may decrease the capacity factor of the NET, increase the NET 
LCOE, and consequently decrease the number of viable location-technology pairs.557 If a DoD 
location’s average power consumption is significantly greater than the NET, then the NET will 
likely operate near 100% power capacity most of the time and this assumption will have little 
impact on the number of viable location-technology pairs.  

Average power consumption is comparable to an NET’s electrical power capacity because 
electricity was the largest form of power consumption in FY 2020: electricity and natural gas 
accounted for 86 percent of total DoD installation energy consumption in FY 2020 (other sources 
include fuel oil, coal, steam, etc.).558 However, this assumption overestimates the average power 
consumption of DoD locations when directly compared to NETs because the average power 
consumed is not 100% electricity.559 Although an NET could produce process heat (steam) in 
addition to, or in lieu of, electricity, only the electrical output is compared to DoD locations in 
Step 3 and Step 4 of the framework (Table 5.1 shows that each NET has a thermal power 
capacity about three times greater than the electrical power capacity). Therefore, this approach 
may overestimate the number of viable location-technology pairs and supports a strict threshold 
at the power capacity of an NET to identify viable location-technology pairs.  

Electric rate and power consumption variability  

The characterization of DoD locations in Step 2 used a single year of energy consumption 
and electricity cost data to project future power demand and electricity costs. Additionally, the 
framework application modeled each NET to have a 39-year operational lifespan. Therefore, the 
information presented in Step 4 assumes that future energy consumption and costs will reflect the 
past and that these demands will be consistent for the lifespan of the NET. This may be a fair 
assumption for DoD in general (Table E.3) but may not be a strong assumption at specific DoD 
locations (Figure 5.6 and Figure E.14).  

 
557 Nichol, “Cost Competitiveness of Micro-Reactors for Remote Markets.” 
558 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
559 As an extreme example, Eielson consumes 82 MW of power on average (AEMRR, FY 2020), but Eielson AFB 
currently only consumes about 20 MWe of electricity on average (according to SMEs from Eielson AFB). This 
discrepancy comes from how the AEMRR data converts fuel sources into common BBtu but does not necessarily 
account for inefficiencies in conversion inefficiencies. If the power conversion rate is 33%, then 82 MW of power 
from coal would convert to 27 MWe, which is in the realm of electricity consumption for Eielson AFB (20 MWe on 
average, according to SMEs). 
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Table E.3 uses DAF data provided by AFCEC’s Measurement and Analysis Division to 
compare electricity spending and consumption from FY 2018 to FY 2019 and FY 2020.560 These 
data suggest there was a slight decrease in electricity spending and consumption between these 
years, with negligible changes to the average rate of electricity. 

Table E.3. Summary statistics of DAF electricity consumption and cost 
 

TOTAL COST OF 
ELECTRICITY 

TOTAL ELECTRICITY 
PURCHASED 

AVERAGE RATE OF 
ELECTRICITY 

FY18 $661 million 8,031,400 MWh $82.33/MWh 

FY19 $659 million 8,088,564 MWh $81.47/MWh 

FY20 $625 million 7,653,799 MWh $81.67/MWh 

Note: From 172 DAF locations. The data used in this table represent electricity purchased from the 
grid and do not account for electricity produced via wind, solar, coal, etc. 

Table E.3 shows that at a department level, DAF’s average cost of electricity did not change 
significantly from year to year and the total electricity purchased decreased by 5% from FY 2019 
to FY 2020. DoD spent $3.49 billion on installation energy in FY 2018, $3.66 billion on 
installation energy in FY 2019, and $3.45 billion on installation energy in FY 2020.561 

Despite the average cost of electricity of aggregated DAF data not changing significantly 
from FY 2019 to FY 2020, the average electricity rate at DAF locations increased by 3% on 
average (not aggregated). Some individual DAF locations experienced significant changes. 
Figure E.20 shows how the average cost of electricity changed from FY 2019 to FY 2020 at 
individual DAF locations. 

 
560 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
561 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR)” FY 2018, FY 2019, FY2020. 
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Figure E.20 Histogram of change in purchased electricity cost from FY 2019 to FY 2020 

 
Note: For 172 DAF locations. 

Figure E.20 shows a significant variation of purchased electricity cost changes at a DAF 
location level.562 The standard deviation of these data is 26.9%. This variation may require 
further investigation for any DoD location identified as viable to host an NET to ensure the cost 
of electricity of the past is consistent with expected electricity costs in the future.  

The overall DAF decrease in electricity consumption (5%) could be because of a variety of 
causes, including the COVID-19 pandemic, energy conservation efforts, or electricity produced 
at DAF locations via renewable resources (wind and solar), which the data does not include. For 
DoD as a whole, the change in total energy consumed from FY 2019 to FY 2020 decreased by 
2% (200,000 BBtu to 196,000 BBtu) according to the AEMRR reports of FY 2019 and FY 
2020.563, 564 Figure E.21 shows more detail on how annual energy consumption for each DoD 
location changed from FY 2019 to FY 2020 according to AEMRR reports. 

 
562 AFCEC Measurement and Analysis Division, “Department of Air Force: Energy Cost and Consumption Data by 
Location, for AEMRR 2020,” November 12, 2021. 
563 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2019,” Annual, June 2020, https://www.acq.osd.mil/eie/ie/FEP_Energy_Reports.html. 
564 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
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Figure E.21 Histogram of change in annual energy consumption from FY 2019 to FY 2020 

 
Note: For 696 independent entries of DoD energy consumption according to AEMRR 2019 
and AEMRR 2020 

Figure E.21 shows a significant variation in annual energy consumption at a DoD location 
level.565 This variation could impact which DoD locations have sufficient power demand to host 
an NET over a 39-year lifespan (see Step 3). Therefore, it may be reasonable for a user to ensure 
the average power consumption of the past is consistent with the expected power demand in the 
future for any viable location-technology pair. Table E.4 shows thirty-one DoD locations that 
changed their average power consumption by more than 10 MW from FY 2019 to FY 2020. 

Table E.4. DoD locations with an average power consumption change greater than 10 MW from 
FY 2019 to FY 2020 

Location Name 
Military 
Branch State / Country 

Average 
power 
consumptio
n FY 2019 
(MW) 

Average 
power 
consumptio
n FY 2020 
(MW) 

Differenc
e (MW) 

HOLSTON AAP (GOCO) ARMY TENNESSEE 98 4 -94 
RADFORD AAP (GOCO) ARMY VIRGINIA 98 23 -75 
JOINT BASE LEWIS MCCHORD ARMY WASHINGTON 69 11 -58 
REDSTONE ARSENAL ARMY ALABAMA 51 2 -49 
FORT HOOD ARMY TEXAS 68 20 -48 
FORT WAINWRIGHT ARMY ALASKA 51 5 -46 

 
565 The population variation is greater over 100% because some DoD locations with low energy consumption 
drastically increased or decreased their energy consumption in FY 2020. 
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FORT LEONARD WOOD ARMY MISSOURI 51 12 -39 
FORT KNOX ARMY KENTUCKY 50 13 -37 
LAKE CITY AAP (GOCO) ARMY MISSOURI 35 10 -25 
IOWA AAP (GOCO) ARMY IOWA 26 7 -19 
FORT HUACHUCA ARMY ARIZONA 17 1 -16 
FORT RILEY ARMY KANSAS 34 20 -14 
MICHIGAN ARNG ARMY MICHIGAN 13 0 -13 
JOINT BASE MYER- HENDERSON 
HALL ARMY VIRGINIA 14 4 -11 

MASSACHUSETTS ARNG ARMY 
MASSACHUSET
TS 5 17 11 

FORT LEAVENWORTH ARMY KANSAS 14 26 12 
FORT GEORGE MEADE ARMY MARYLAND 171 184 13 
FORT IRWIN ARMY CALIFORNIA 14 28 14 

EIELSON AFB 
AIR 
FORCE ALASKA 67 82 15 

RHODE ISLAND ARNG ARMY RHODE ISLAND 2 18 16 

FORT JACKSON ARMY 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA 28 45 16 

*FORT STEWART ARMY GEORGIA 40 57 17 
*FORT RUCKER ARMY ALABAMA 19 40 22 
RED RIVER DEPOT ARMY TEXAS 26 48 22 
FORT LEE ARMY VIRGINIA 28 50 22 
FORT DRUM ARMY NEW YORK 41 69 28 
KENTUCKY ARNG ARMY KENTUCKY 3 39 36 
IOWA ARNG ARMY IOWA 6 67 61 
FORT HAMILTON ARMY NEW YORK 2 67 65 
HAWTHORNE AAP (GOCO) ARMY NEVADA 5 74 69 
*PUERTO RICO ARNG (MOB) ARMY PUERTO RICO 1 97 96 
 
Note: Average power consumption based on Eqn. 5.1 and Y.2 from Step 2.  
*Identifies DoD locations in the set of DoD locations viable for a BANR unit under the Baseline scenario. 

Table E.4 shows examples of how average power consumption can change at DoD locations. 
The electrification of non-tactical vehicles could impact future electricity demand; however, non-
tactical vehicles accounted for less than 5% of installation energy consumption and less than 5% 
of installation energy cost in FY 2020.566 Therefore, the electrification of non-tactical vehicles 
would conceivably only influence installation electricity demand by about 5%.567 

 
566 Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, “DoD Annual Energy Management and Resilience Report 
(AEMRR) FY2020.” 
567 This assumes that the energy consumed by electrified non-tactical vehicles is representative of the energy 
consumed by combustion engine non-tactical vehicles. One SME mentioned that AEMRR is in the process of 
deciding whether they should categorize electricity for vehicles as ‘facility’ or ‘transportation’ energy. 
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NOAK Generation Costs 

Economies of scale is a term used to describe two separate ideas in the NET literature: the 
idea that the marginal cost of power capacity decreases as the power capacity of the power plant 
increases and the idea that marginal cost per unit decreases as the number of units manufactured 
increases. To avoid confusion, I refer to these two ideas as “scale of power” and “scale of units”, 
respectively. Advocates of advanced nuclear reactors suggest that reactors with smaller power 
capacities may be competitive with other power generation sources by leveraging scale of units 
in lieu of scale of power.568, 569 Scale of units means that savings from manufacturing efficiencies 
occur as the manufacturer produces more units. This dissertation focuses on DoD as a first 
customer of an NET, which means that DoD would need to implement FOAK570 reactors and 
OTFOAK571 reactors at higher costs before it can implement NOAK572 reactors at lower costs. 
This section describes how scale of units can influence NET cost estimates. 

One Baseline scenario assumption is that cost estimates for NOAK generation NET are 25% 
less than their FOAK cost estimate. This is to simulate lower costs from constructing and 
operating the same design numerous times. Stewart and Shirvan’s publication on construction 
cost reductions for the OPR-1000 suggest that twenty-five percent is the asymptote of cost 
reductions after the manufacturer implements twenty units.573 

 
568 Marshall, “Small Modular Reactors - Tesla or Theranos?” 
569 Appendix D describes how scale of power can influence NET cost estimates. 
570 First-of-a-kind (FOAK): the first unit of a particular NET design. These will likely be more expensive than 
subsequent units. 
571 Other-than-first-of-a-kind (OTFOAK): the units between FOAK and nth-of-kind (NOAK) when costs decrease 
because of manufacturing efficiencies. Data suggests that construction costs for one nuclear power plant design 
decreased by about 25% from the first unit to the twentieth unit (see Figure E.22). 
572 nth-of-kind (NOAK): the units produced after costs plateau from manufacturing efficiencies. 
573 Stewart and Shirvan, “Capital Cost Estimation for Advanced Nuclear Power Plants.” 
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Figure E.22 Trends in construction costs of OPR-1000 and P4 series reactors 

 
Source: Reproduced from Stewart and Shirvan (2021), who use data from Lovering, Yip, and 
Nordhaus (2016).574 

Reducing the LCOE estimate by 25% is likely the maximum reasonable reduction according 
to the asymptotic learning curve in Figure 5.3. Furthermore, applying a 25% reduction to the 
LCOE assumes that similar learning curves apply to all cost assumptions (e.g., O&M, refueling, 
and decommissioning), and not just construction costs.  

Leveraging scale of units may require an investment in the FOAK and OTFOAK units before 
the manufacturer can attain more cost-competitive NOAK units. The framework application 
assumes that the manufacturer needs to produce at least twenty units to achieve NOAK LCOE 
estimates. The R1 scenario examines how the number of viable location-technology pairs 
changes for the Baseline scenario when NET costs are FOAK, instead of NOAK (Figure E.12). 
Figure 5.4 below, shows how a BANR reactor could have viable locations as reactor costs move 
from FOAK to NOAK cost estimates.  

Valuing non-monetary benefits 

The Baseline scenario assumes that DoD values non-monetary benefits and incorporates 
them into the average cost of electricity at each DoD location. The Baseline scenario adjusts the 
average cost of electricity at each DoD location by adding a value of electricity resilience of 
$6.36/MWh and $100/T CO2 tax policy to the average cost of electricity (see Eqn. E.2). These 
values are based on relevant literature and discussed below.  

Ackerman and Carvell calculate that the electricity resilience LCOE benefit of an alternative 
energy source that can provide electricity during an outage is about $5.60/MWh in 2013$.575 
Kirshenberg et. al. used this same electricity resilience value when analyzing the energy 
resilience benefits of SMRs for the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Tennessee Valley 

 
574 Lovering, Yip, and Nordhaus, “Historical Construction Costs of Global Nuclear Power Reactors.” 
575 Ackerman and Carvell, “Quantifying the Value of Energy Security.” 
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Authority in 2017.576 The framework application converted the Ackerman and Carvell value of 
resilience to January 2021$ from January 2013$ by multiplying $5.60/MWh by 1.136 to get a 
value of resilience of $6.36/MWh in 2021$.577  

I selected a carbon tax value of $100/ T CO2 (2021$) as a rough order of magnitude estimate 
for a potential federal policy in 2030 based on estimates from multiple economists578, 579 and the 
current cost of carbon re-instated by the interagency working group on the social cost of 
greenhouse gases.580 

Step 2 discusses both non-monetary benefit values in more detail and Figure 5.6 shows their 
effects on characterizing DoD locations. The R2 scenario examines how the number of viable 
location-technology pairs compare to the Baseline scenario when the average cost of electricity 
does not value non-monetary benefits (Figure E.13).  

Feasibility filters 

The Baseline scenario assumes that DoD locations must be in states with permissive nuclear 
construction policies581 and have a conducive environment, according to ORNL’s data set.582 
State policy on nuclear construction could change over time and may depend on the initial 
performance of the first few units. The color of each marker in Figure 5.3 indicates if the DoD 
location is in a state with permissive nuclear construction policies; green represents permissive 
and red represents restrictive policy. NRC regulations on advanced reactors could also change 
with time or be functionally different than historical LWR technology. This framework 
application used ORNL’s data set on LWR as a proxy measurement to demonstrate how a 
conducive environment feasibility filter could impact the number of viable locations for an NET. 
ORNL’s research only comprised the 48 continental states, leaving DoD locations in Hawaii, 
Alaska, and International Territories with an unknown conducive environment status.583 The 
shape of each marker indicates which locations likely have a conducive environment to host an 
NET; a circle means it is included in ORNL’s data set, a square means it is unknown because it 
was not evaluated by ORNL (locations outside CONUS), and an “x” means it is not included in 

 
576 Kirshenberg et al., “Small Modular Reactors: Adding to Resilience at Federal Facilities.” 
577 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “CPI Inflation Calculator.” 
578 Stern and Stiglitz, “The Social Cost of Carbon, Risk, Distribution, Market Failures.” 
579 Kaufman et al., “A Near-Term to Net Zero Alternative to the Social Cost of Carbon for Setting Carbon Prices.” 
580 Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, “Technical Support Document: Social Cost of 
Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990.” 
581 National Conference of State Legislatures, “States Restrictions on New Nuclear Power Facility Construction.” 
582 Poore III et al., “Evaluation of Suitability of Selected Set of Department of Defense Military Bases and 
Department of Energy Facilities for Siting a Small Modular Reactor.” 
583 Poore III et al. 
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ORNL’s data set.584 Any red, “x” above and to the right of each NET is removed from the list of 
viable location-technology pairs for the baseline scenario. The R3 scenario examines how the 
number of viable location-technology pairs changes for the baseline scenario when NET costs 
are unrestricted by feasibility attributes (Figure E.16). 

Area cost factors (ACFs) 

The Baseline scenario assumes that each NET cost estimate is subject to ACFs. USACE uses 
ACFs to scale cost estimates for construction, operation, labor, etc. based on the region. USACE 
normalizes all ACFs to 1.0. The Baseline scenario adjusts each DoD location’s average cost of 
electricity based on the ACF according to Eqn. E.2 (Step 2). Adjusting each DoD location for 
ACF typically centralizes the relative average cost of electricity for DoD locations because those 
with a higher average cost of electricity also have a higher ACF, making it more restrictive for a 
microreactor’s LCOE to meet those costs. The R4 scenario examines how the number of viable 
location-technology pairs changes for the baseline scenario when NET costs are independent of 
ACFs (Figure E.15) 
  

 
584 The ORNL data set included ninety-three DoD locations that matched with AEMRR’s list of DoD locations that 
report annual energy consumption (Figure E.3) 
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Step 7: Decide to invest now or wait (framework checklist) 

Where are the outputs of the previous six steps located? (Optional) 

A checklist for outputs from Step 1 through Step 7 is below. The checklist includes the 
location of outputs that are in the form of a figure or table, otherwise, the output will be in the 
text of the corresponding step.  

Step 1 Checklist 

Step 1 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

List of benefit categories  Yes  

Step 2 Checklist 

Step 2 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

A plot of every DoD location’s 
average cost of electricity and 
average power consumption  

Yes, Figure 5.1 

Plot iterations with feasibility 
attributes (optional) 

Yes, Figure E.1 and Figure 6.3 

Plot iterations of the average 
cost of electricity with a value of 
non-monetary benefits 
(optional) 

Yes, Figure E.4 and Figure E.5 
(value of resilience), Figure E.8 
and 6.9 (cost of carbon 
emissions) 

Plot iterations of the average 
cost of electricity with ACFs 
(optional) 

Yes, Figure E.11 

 

Step 3 Checklist 

Step 3 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

Describe the qualitative and 
quantitative attributes of each 
NET of interest 

Yes, Table 5.1 

A scatter plot of power capacity 
and LCOE for each NET of 
interest 

Yes, Figure 5.2 
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Step 4 Checklist 

Step 4 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

A plot of every DoD location and 
each NET of interest 

Yes, Figure 5.3 (Baseline 
scenario) 

A list of viable location-
technology pairs 

Yes, Table 5.6 and Table E.2 

Iterations of plots for different 
NET generations 

Yes, Figure E.12 (R1) 

Iterations of plots for different 
values of non-monetary benefits 

Yes, Figure E.13 (R2) 

Iterations of plots for DoD 
location feasibility attributes 

Yes, Figure E.14 (R3) 

Iterations of plots for DoD 
location ACFs 

Yes, Figure E.15 (R4) 

 

Step 5 Checklist 

Step 5 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

Review assumptions for a viable 
set of location-technology 
pairings when viewed in their 
entirety  

Yes 

Explanations of why 
assumptions for a viable set of 
location-technology pairs in 
their entirety (from Step 4) are 
reasonable (or not)  
 

Yes 

Estimate the impact of 
investment for each benefit 
category for sets of DoD 
locations that can viably host 
the specific NET 

Yes, Table 5.5 

A final list of DoD locations that 
could viably host a specific NET 
to continue through analysis 

Yes, Table 5.6 
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Step 6 Checklist 

Step 6 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

Examine cost uncertainties that 
could impact the investment. 

Yes, commentary about the 
difference between estimated 
cost savings and cost 
uncertainty for class 5 
estimates. 

Examine attributes of successful 
mega-projects and if the 
investment has them (or not) 

Yes 

Examine the programmatic risks 
of the investment 

Yes 

Examine how DOTMLPF could 
impact the investment 

Yes, general overview with 
sources for more details 

Examine how public perception 
could impact the investment 

Yes, a broad overview 

Examine alternative energy 
solutions 

Yes, geographical analysis with 
visual inspection (Figure 5.8) 

 

Step 7 Checklist 

Step 7 Outputs Completed? If not, why? 

The decision to invest in an NET 
now, or wait 

Yes 

Rationale on why to invest now 
or wait until later 

Yes 

Description of framework 
application limitations 
 

Yes 

Compilation of information from 
Steps 1-6 
 

Yes, Appendix E 
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